
Contract No. 04-XX-30-W0430 

2 STORAGE AND INTERSTATE RELEASE 
AGREEMENT 

among 

The United States of America, acting through the Secretary of the Interior; The 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California; the Southern Nevada Water 

uthority; and the Colorado River Commission of Nevada (collectively referred to herein 
as the "Parties" or individually as "Party"). 

Recitals 

. The Secretary of the Interior (Secretary) is authorized by the Boulder Canyon 
Project Act (43 U.S.C. § 617d) to contract for the storage and delivery of 
Colorado River water. The Secretary's authority over the storage and delivery of 
Colorado River water to the Lower Division States is further articulated in the 
Decree issued by the United States Supreme Court in Arizona v. California, 
376 U.S. 340 (1964) (Decree). 

. In accordance with the authority granted in 5 U.S.C. § 553, 43 U.S.C. §§ 391, 
485, and 617, the Supreme Court's opinion in Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546 
(1963), and Article II (B) (6) of the Decree, the Secretary adopted regulations 
providing for offstream storage of Colorado River water and development and 
release of Intentionally Created Unused Apportionment in the Lower Division 
States. (43 CFR Part 414). These regulations authorize the United States 
Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation), Lower Colorado Region, acting through 
the Regional Director, to execute and administer this Storage and Interstate 
Release Agreement (Agreement) on behalf of the United States. (43 CFR 
§ 414.3(c)) References to the Secretary in this Agreement include the 
United States Bureau of Reclamation, Lower Colorado Region. 

. The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD) was incorporated 
on December 6, 1928 pursuant to the Metropolitan Water District Act of the State 
of California. In accordance with the provisions of that act, MWD is expressly 
authorized to exercise such powers as are necessary and proper to carry out the 
objects and purposes of the district, including the acquisition of water rights 
within and without the state, and the storage and transport of water. (West's 
California Water Code Appendix §§ 109-120 and 109-130) California law 
authorizes MWD to contract with any public or private corporation for the purpose 
of carrying out any of its powers. (California Public Contract Code § 21562) 

. In accordance with the authority granted by California law, MWD can enter into 
Storage and Interstate Release Agreements and develop Intentionally Created 
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1 Unused Apportionment (ICUA) pursuant to the federal regulations. MWD has a 
2 contract with the Secretary issued under Section 5 of the Boulder Canyon Project 
3 Act for the storage and delivery of Colorado River water. 

4 E. By virtue of the authorities specified in Recitals C and D, MWD is an "Authorized 
Entity" within the meaning of 43 CFR § 414.2(1). 

6 F. The Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) is a Nevada joint powers agency 
7 and political subdivision of the State of Nevada, created by agreement dated 
8 July 25, 1991, as amended November 17, 1994, and January 1, 1996, pursuant 
9 to N.R.S. §§ 277.074 and 277.120. SNWA is authorized by N.R.S. § 538.186 to 

enter into this Agreement and, pursuant to its contract issued under Section 5 of 
11 the Boulder Canyon Project Act, SNWA has the right to divert ICUA released by 
12 the Secretary for use within the State of Nevada pursuant to Article II(B)(6) of the 
13 Decree. 

14 G. By virtue of the authorities specified in Recital F, SNWA is an "Authorized Entity" 
within the meaning of 43 CFR § 414.2(2). 

16 H. The Colorado River Commission of the State of Nevada (CRCN) is an agency of 
17 the State of Nevada, authorized generally by N.R.S. §§ 538.041 through 
18 538.251. CRCN is authorized by N.R.S. § 538.186 to enter into this Agreement. 
19 CRCN, in furtherance of the State of Nevada's responsibility to promote the 

health and welfare of its people in Colorado River matters, enters into this 
21 Agreement to facilitate the storage of Colorado River water, establishment and 
22 maintenance of a SNWA Interstate Account for SNWA, and development and 
23 release of ICUA for SNWA. 

24 I. This Agreement is entered into to establish an enduring cooperative relationship 
between MWD and SNWA under the Secretary's Offstream Storage Regulations 

26 that will benefit both MWD and SNWA in the management of their respective 
27 water supplies and in the management of the Colorado River apportionments of 
28 their respective states during an era of limited water supplies. To this end, this 
29 Agreement provides a specific program for the storage by MWD of unused 

Nevada apportionment of Colorado River water in California and the subsequent 
31 recovery of such water by MWD and the development of ICUA for SNWA. This 
32 Agreement also provides a structure whereby such cooperation and storage 
33 program might continue beyond 2010. 

34 J. Concurrently with execution of this Agreement, CRCN, SNWA and MWD have 
entered into a separate agreement (Operational Agreement), consistent with this 

36 Agreement, governing operational and financial matters as between MWD, 
37 SNWA, and CRCN relating to the storage of Colorado River water and the 
38 development of ICUA. 

39 NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants herein contained, 
the United States, MWD, SNWA, and CRCN hereby agree as follows: 
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1 Article 1 
2 Definitions and Term 

3 1.1 Definitions. The following terms shall have the meaning defined here. 
4 All defined terms shall be identified by initial letter capitalization. 

1.1.1 "ICUA" means Intentionally Created Unused Apportionment as that 
6 term is defined in 43 CFR Part 414. 

7 1.1.2 "SNWA Interstate Account" means the storage account established 
8 by MWD under the terms of this Agreement. 

9 1.1.3 "Year" means calendar year. 

1.2 Term of the Agreement. This Agreement shall be effective as of 
11 QeJo6ec '17 ,2004, upon its execution by all Parties, and shall continue in effect 
12 until terminated by 90 days' written notice from either SNWA or MWD given after 
13 Colorado River water has been stored for SNWA and credited to the SNWA Interstate 
14 Account and thereafter the SNWA Interstate Account balance has been reduced to 

zero. 

16 Article 2 
17 Water Available for Storage; Facilities 

18 2.1 Water stored pursuant to this Agreement shall be from within the State of 
19 Nevada's unused basic or surplus apportionment under Articles 11(8)(1) or 11(8)(2) of the 

Decree and may be made available from Nevada by the Secretary to California only in 
21 accordance with Article 11(8)(6) of the Decree. If the Secretary determines unused 
22 apportionment from Nevada is available, the Secretary will make unused Nevada 
23 apportionment available to MWD to be stored under the Agreement in accordance with 
24 the terms of this Agreement and will not make that water available to other entitlement 

holders. Water stored pursuant to this Agreement shall not include the State of 
26 California's unused basic or surplus apportionment. 

27 2.2 The facilities which may be utilized by MWD to store water pursuant to this 
28 Agreement are those facilities described in MWD's Integrated Resources Plan, 
29 2003 Update, dated May 2004, and located within the State of California. With respect 

to water stored pursuant to this Agreement, all facilities to be used to divert, convey to 
31 storage, store, withdraw from storage, and subsequently convey and distribute such 
32 water, are facilities that have been constructed and financed by MWD or facilities to 
33 which the title has been transferred to MWD by the United States. 

34 2.3 The quantity of Colorado River water to be stored pursuant to this 
Agreement shall be as agreed by MWD and SNWA, subject to the limitations specified 

36 in Article 7. 
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1	 Article 3 
2	 Storage 

3 3.1 As early as practicable in each Year in which there will be unused Nevada 
4 basic or surplus apportionment available for storage pursuant to this Agreement, SNWA 

shall notify the Secretary and MWD of the total quantity of such water and the quantity 
6 within each of Nevada's basic apportionment and Nevada's surplus apportionment. 

7 3.2 Within 60 days of receipt of SNWA's notice under Section 3.1, MWD shall 
8 notify the Secretary and SNWA of (i) the total quantity of unused Nevada 
9 apportionment, which MWD can store, and (ii) confirm that MWD will store such water. 

3.3 As soon as practicable after receipt of MWD's notice under Section 3.2, 
11 the Secretary will confirm the existence of such unused Nevada apportionment, decide 
12 whether such unused Nevada apportionment shall be released for consumptive use in 
13 California under Article II(B)(6) of the Decree, and release the specified quantity of 
14 Colorado River water to MWD pursuant to Article II(B)(6) of the Decree in accordance 

with the Secretary's decision. MWD shall divert and store the released water. 

16	 Article 4 
17 Development of Intentionally Created Unused Apportionment 

18 4.1 ICUA shall be developed under this Agreement only after 2006. 

19 4.2 MWD shall develop ICUA for the benefit of SNWA in accordance with the 
provisions of this Agreement and the Operational Agreement and consistent with the 

21 laws of the State of California and the United States and MWD's Colorado River water 
22 storage and delivery contract with the Secretary. MWD shall develop ICUA by 
23 withdrawing water that has been previously stored for SNWA and delivering such water 
24 for consumptive use within California in lieu of Colorado River water that MWD 

otherwise would divert. Any other potential means of developing ICUA must first be 
26 approved by the Secretary. MWD will withdraw stored water from the facilities identified 
27 in Section 2.2 above which are under MWD's control such that the development of 
28 ICUA is enforceable by MWD. Because MWD will recover stored water from facilities 
29 under the control of MWD, notice will not be given to other entitlement holders of 

Colorado River water to participate in development of this ICUA. In the event MWD 
31 elects, subject to the approval of the Secretary, to use a means other than the recovery 
32 and use of stored water, MWD shall give such notice to other entitlement holders to 
33 participate in development of the ICUA as the Secretary deems appropriate in light of 
34 the means. 

4.3 The amount of ICUA to be developed and released to SNWA in any Year 
36 shall not exceed the lesser of (i) 30,000 acre-feet, unless MWD agrees to a larger 
37 amount in such Year, or (ii) the previous end-of-Year balance in the SNWA Interstate 
38 Account. 

39	 4.4 For any Year in which ICUA is to be developed for SNWA by MWD and 
released by the Secretary, SNWA shall, by June 1 of the previous Year, make a written 
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1 request to MWD for the development of ICUA in accordance with the terms of this 
2 Agreement, specifying the quantity of ICUA to be developed. 

3 4.5 By December 1 of each Year in which SNWA has made a request for 
4 development of ICUA in the following Year, MWD shall prepare and deliver to the 

Secretary an ICUA Certification. The ICUA Certification shall: 

6 4.5.1 certify: (i) whether the SNWA Interstate Account balance is 
7 sufficient to support the development of the requested ICUA; (ii) that ICUA will be 
8 developed in the upcoming Year in an amount equal to the amount requested by 
9 SNWA; and (iii) that such ICUA otherwise would not exist. 

4.5.2 request that the Secretary release the ICUA in the requested 
11 amount for use in Nevada pursuant to Article II (B) (6) of the Decree and this 
12 Agreement. 

13 4.5.3 set forth the means by which MWD intends to develop ICUA 
14 utilizing stored water in the SNWA Interstate Account and the quantity of ICUA which 

MWD intends to develop. 

16 4.6 In each Year as to which MWD has certified under Section 4.5 that it will 
17 develop ICUA, MWD shall take all actions necessary to ensure that ICUA is developed 
18 in accordance with such certification. If MWD does not develop ICUA as required under 
19 this Article, MWD shall develop ICUA in another Year to repay to Lake Mead storage 

the amount of ICUA consumptively used by SNWA but not developed by MWD. The 
21 Secretary, in addition to any other remedy available, may seek a court order requiring 
22 MWD to do so. The Year of repayment shall be at the discretion of the Secretary, but 
23 shall not be more than three years after the year in which the shortfall occurred. 

24 Article 5 
Release of Intentionally Created Unused Apportionment 

26 5.1 For any Year as to which SNWA has made a request under Section 4.4 
27 for the development of ICUA, SNWA shall also make a written request of the Secretary 
28 for the release of ICUA for consumptive use in the State of Nevada. Such request shall 
29 be made by September 15 of the previous Year, or such earlier date as reasonably 

required in writing by the Secretary, for a release of ICUA in the following Year, and 
31 shall be consistent with SNWA's request for the development of ICUA. The request 
32 shall specify the quantity of ICUA to be released by the Secretary and shall certify that 
33 SNWA has mailed, first class postage paid, a copy of the request to the States of 
34 Nevada, Arizona, and California by providing copies to CRCN, the Arizona Department 

of Water Resources and the Colorado River Board of California and MWD. 

36 5.2 The request for the development of ICUA by SNWA shall be incorporated 
37 into the Secretary's Annual Operating Plan for the Colorado River System Reservoirs. 
38 The Annual Operating Plan shall state that, upon proper certification, the Secretary 
39 intends to release that quantity of ICUA to SNWA under Article II (B) (6) of the Decree in 

accordance with the terms of this Agreement. 
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1 5.3 Release of ICUA under this Agreement for diversion by SNWA shall 
2 operate under 43 CFR § 414.3(f), Anticipatory Release of ICUA, as provided in this 
3 article. 

4 5.4 By December 20 of each Year in which the Secretary has received a 
5 proper and timely request for release of ICUA, the Secretary shall determine whether 
6 there is water stored under this Agreement in quantities sufficient to support the 
7 development of the requested ICUA, whether MWD's certification under Section 4.5 
8 meets the requirements of 43 CFR Part 414, and whether all necessary actions required 
9 by 43 CFR Part 414 have been taken. Such request may be modified with the consent 

10 of SNWA, MWD, and the Secretary. For purposes of this Agreement, all necessary 
11 actions are those actions expressly enumerated in 43 CFR Part 414, as amplified by 
12 this Agreement. 

13 5.5 The Secretary shall, as he or she deems appropriate, review books and 
14 records in accordance with Section 6.3 and take such other measures as appropriate to 
15 verify the quantity of water stored and the quantity of ICUA developed under this 
16 Agreement. In the event of a discrepancy in which there is a shortfall of ICUA 
17 developed, the Secretary shall require MWD to repay to Lake Mead storage as set forth 
18 in Section 4.6. 

19 5.6 Pursuant to the provisions of 43 CFR §413.3(f) and only after determining 
20 that MWD's certification under section 4 meets the requirements of 43 CFR Part 414, 
21 the Secretary shall release ICUA to SNWA in the Year as to which, and to the extent 
22 that, MWD has certified, pursuant to Section 4.5 of this Agreement, that ICUA will be 
23 developed. 

24 5.7 Once the Secretary has determined that ICUA will be released to SNWA, 
25 such ICUA shall not be available for release to any entitlement holder in the States of 
26 Arizona or California or any other entitlement holder in Nevada in that Year. 

27 5.8 In any Year in which the Secretary has released ICUA to SNWA, MWD 
28 shall debit the SNWA Interstate Account beginning-of-Year balance in an amount equal 
29 to the amount of ICUA released by the Secretary to SNWA under this Agreement. 

30 5.9 The amount of ICUA released for consumptive use in Nevada effective 
31 January 1 of any Year shall not be subject to reduction unless: 

32 5.9.1 SNWA requests that MWD cease development of ICUA, and 

33 5.9.2 MWD certifies to the Secretary that a specific quantity of ICUA will 
34 not be developed pursuant to the SNWA request. 

35 5.10 The Secretary shall release ICUA in accordance with the request of 
36 SNWA, the terms of this Agreement, in particular the determination of the Secretary, the 
37 Boulder Canyon Project Act, Article II (B) (6) of the Decree and all other applicable 
38 Federal laws and executive orders. 
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1 5.11 With respect to ICUA released for diversion by SNWA pursuant to this 
2 Agreement, the only facilities that will be used to divert, store, convey, or distribute such 
3 water that were constructed by the United States are certain facilities of the Southern 
4 Nevada Water System that were constructed and financed by the United States, the 

ownership of which was subsequently transferred to SNWA. 

6 Article 6 
7 Accounting 

8 6.1 MWD shall establish and maintain a storage account entitled the "SNWA 
9 Interstate Account" for accounting purposes, which account shall accurately reflect the 

quantities of all water stored and all water debited from the account for purposes of 
11 developing ICUA pursuant to this Agreement. 

12 6.2 MWD shall report on the SNWA Interstate Account as follows: 

13 6.2.1 MWD shall provide its final annual accounting to the Secretary by 
14 March 1 of the Year following the Year in which MWD stored water or developed ICUA 

for SNWA. 

16 6.2.2 MWD shall prepare and submit to the Secretary and the States of 
17 Arizona, California, and Nevada by March 1 of each Year a final verified accounting for 
18 the prior Year of: (i) the beginning balance of the SNWA Interstate Account; (ii) the 
19 amount of Colorado River water diverted and stored for the benefit of SNWA in that 

Year; (iii) any debits from the SNWA Interstate Account during that Year on account of 
21 water withdrawn for purposes of developing ICUA; (iv) the net balance in the SNWA 
22 Interstate Account at the end of the Year; and (v) the cumulative amount properly 
23 credited to the SNWA Interstate Account. 

24 6.3 All records of MWD concerning this Agreement, including all records used 
by MWD to prepare the final verified accounting, shall be available for inspection by the 

26 Secretary and SNWA, such inspection to be during normal business hours and on 
27 reasonable advance notice. 

28 Article 7 
29 Environmental Compliance Limitation 

7.1 SNWA agrees with, and for the benefit of, the United States only that 
31 SNWA will not request the storage of Colorado River water or the development of ICUA 
32 in any Year in excess of the limitations specified in Sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 unless the 
33 Secretary has first taken such actions as may be necessary to comply with the 
34 requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act, the Endangered Species Act, 

and any other applicable environmental law with respect to such excess storage or 
36 development of excess ICUA. 

37 7.1.1 With respect to storage of Colorado River water, SNWA will request 
38 storage under this Agreement only to the extent that Colorado River water stored by the 
39 Arizona Water Banking Authority for SNWA under the Agreement for Interstate Water 
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1 Banking among the Arizona Water Banking Authority, SNWA, and CRCN during such 
2 Year is less than 200,000 acre-feet. 

3 7.1.2 With respect to the development of ICUA, SNWA will not request 
4 that more than an aggregate of 100,000 acre-feet of ICUA be developed pursuant to 

this Agreement and the Storage and Interstate Release Agreement among the 
6 United States, the Arizona Water Banking Authority, SNWA, and CRCN dated 
7 December 18, 2002. 

8 Article 8
 
9 General Provisions
 

8.1 Upon execution of this Agreement and annually thereafter, SNWA shall 
11 pay an annual administration fee of two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) to cover the 
12 United States' costs to perform the routine tasks necessary to administer this 
13 Agreement. The initial annual administration fee shall be pro-rated on the basis of one 
14 hundred sixty six dollars and sixty-seven cents ($166.67) per month for the first Year, 

payable upon execution of this Agreement. Thereafter, the fee for each subsequent 
16 year shall be due on January 1. 

17 8.2 The Secretary reserves the right at intervals of five (5) years, beginning 
18 five (5) years after the date of execution of this Agreement, to reexamine the annual 
19 administration fee and to revise the fee after three (3) months' advance written notice 

and after consultation with SNWA if the Secretary determines that a different charge is 
21 necessary to cover the United States' costs to perform the tasks described in this 
22 Agreement. Upon SNWA's written request, the Secretary shall provide SNWA with a 
23 detailed cost analysis supporting the adjustment to the annual administration fee. 

24 8.3 No agreement to which the Secretary is not a Party shall be construed as 
altering the rights and obligations as between the Secretary and the other Parties to this 

26 Agreement. 

27 8.4 The records of any Party to this Agreement that relate to the SNWA 
28 Interstate Account, including the development and verification of the account balance, 
29 and the development, release and use of ICUA shall be open to inspection by any other 

Party. 

31 8.5 The provisions of this section shall govern enforcement of this Agreement. 

32 8.5.1 Time is of the essence in the performance of this Agreement. 

33 8.5.2 The Parties recognize and acknowledge that the availability of 
34 ICUA as provided in this Agreement is a critical alternative municipal water supply for 

SNWA while other longer-term sources of supply are being developed; that in planning 
36 to meet the needs of the area it serves, SNWA will rely on ICUA being available to it as 
37 provided in this Agreement; that accordingly the release of ICUA as provided in Section 
38 5.6 is critical to the economy, health and safety of the area served by SNWA; that the 
39 release of ICUA as provided in this Agreement presents a unique opportunity for SNWA 
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1 to obtain additional Colorado River water under the Decree; and that, for these reasons, 
2 among others, the water resources to be released as ICUA for use in Nevada are 
3 unique and not susceptible of replacement by SNWA. 

4 8.6 The Parties to this Agreement shall indemnify the United States, its 
employees, agents, subcontractors, successors, or assignees from loss or claims for 

6 damages and from liability to persons or property, direct or indirect, and loss or claim of 
7 any nature whatsoever arising by reason of actions taken by non-Federal Parties to this 
8 Agreement. 

9 8.7 The Parties to this Agreement recognize and acknowledge that this 
Agreement is a contract executed pursuant to Federal Reclamation law, including the 

11 provisions of 43 U.S.C. § 390uu. 

12 8.8 This Agreement shall not constitute approval by the Secretary of any other 
13 agreement or water delivery program. 

14	 8.9 Nothing in this Agreement is intended or shall be construed to affect the 
rights of any other Colorado River entitlement holder. 

16 8.10 No Party to this Agreement shall be considered to be in default in the 
17 performance of any obligations under this Agreement when a failure of performance 
18 shall be due to uncontrollable forces. The term "uncontrollable force" shall mean any 
19 cause beyond the control of the Party unable to perform such obligation, including but 

not limited to failure or threat of failure of facilities, flood, earthquake, storm, fire, 
21 lightning, and other natural catastrophes, epidemic, war, civil disturbance or 
22 disobedience, strike, labor dispute, labor or material shortage, sabotage, restraint by 
23 order of a court or regulatory agency of competent jurisdiction, and action or non-action 
24 by, or failure to obtain the necessary authorizations or approvals from, a Federal 

governmental agency or authority, which by exercise of due diligence and foresight 
26 such Party could not reasonably have been expected to overcome. Nothing contained 
27 herein shall be construed to require any Party to settle any strike or labor dispute in 
28 which it is involved. 

29 8.11 Non-Federal Parties to this Agreement may assign their interest in this 
Agreement, in whole or in part, to other authorized entities, as defined in 43 CFR 

31 Part 414, subject to the approval of all other Parties to this Agreement. 

32 8.12 The Secretary does not warrant the quality of water released or delivered 
33 under this Agreement. The United States is not liable for damages of any kind resulting 
34 from water quality problems and the United States has no obligation to construct or 

furnish water treatment facilities to maintain or improve water quality except as may 
36 otherwise be provided in relevant Federal law. 

37 8.13 The expenditure or advance of any money or the performance of any 
38 obligation of the United States under this Agreement shall be contingent on 
39 appropriation or allotment of funds. No liability shall accrue to the United States in case 
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1 funds are not appropriated or allotted. Absence of appropriation or allotment of funds 
2 shall not relieve MWD, SNWA, or CRCN from any obligation under this Agreement 

3 8.14 No member of or Delegate to Congress, Resident Commissioner, or 
4	 official of MWD, SNWA, or CRCN shall benefit from this Agreement other than as a 

water user or landowner in the same manner as other water users or landowners. 

6 Article 9
 
7 Notices
 

8 9.1 Notices and Requests. 

9	 9.1.1 All notices, requests, and other communications required or 
provided by this Agreement shall be in writing and addressed to the affected Party, with 

11 a copy sent to all other Parties to this Agreement and, unless sent by facsimile pursuant 
12 to Section 9.2, shall be mailed first class postage paid addressed as follows: 

13 MWD:
 
14 The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
 

P.O. Box 54153 
16 Los Angeles, California 90054-0153 
17 Attn: Chief Executive Officer 

18 SNWA: 
19 Southern Nevada Water Authority 

1001 S. Valley View Boulevard 
21 Las Vegas, Nevada 89153 
22 Attn: General Manager 

23 CRCN:
 
24 Colorado River Commission of Nevada
 

555 E. Washington Avenue, Suite 3100 
26 Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 
27 Attn: Director 

28 Secretary: 
29 U.S. Department of the Interior 

Bureau of Reclamation 
31 Lower Colorado Regional Office 
32 P.O. Box 61470 
33 Boulder City, Nevada 89006 
34 Attn: Regional Director 

The State of Arizona: 
36 Arizona Department of Water Resources 
37 500 North 3rd Street 
38 Phoenix, Arizona 85004 
39 Attn: Director 
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1 The State of California: 
2 Colorado River Board of California 
3 770 Fairmont Avenue, Suite 100 
4 Glendale, California 91203-1035 
5 Attn: Executive Director 

6 The State of Nevada: 
7 Colorado River Commission of Nevada 
8 555 E. Washington Avenue, Suite 3100 
9 Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 

10 Attn: Director 

11 9.1.2 Any Party may, at any time, change its mailing address by notice to 
12 the other Parties. 

13 9.2 Notices and Requests by Facsimile. 

14 9.2.1 Notices and requests may be given by facsimile among MWD, 
15 SNWA, CRCN and the Secretary in lieu of first class mail as provided in sub-article 9.1. 
16 Such facsimiles shall be deemed complete upon a receipt from sender's facsimile 
17 machine indicating that the transmission was satisfactorily completed and after phone 
18 communication with administrative offices of the recipient notifying the recipient that a 
19 facsimile has been sent. 

20 MWD Facsimile Number 213-217-5704 

21 SNWA Facsimile Number 702-258-3951 

22 CRCN Facsimile Number 702-486-2695 

23 Secretary Facsimile Number 702-293-8042 

24 9.2.2 Any Party may, at any time, change its facsimile number by notice 
25 to the other Parties. 

26 In Witness of this Agreement, the Parties affix their official signatures below, 
27 acknowledging execution of this document on the ~ day of ()cfots-e>-v , 2004. 

28 Legal Review and Approval: THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

29 
30 

8S?>e~ r;;;;lli1/
Assistant Secretary V 

31 for Water and Science 
32 Department of the Interior 

33 
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__ __ 

1 
2
 
3 Attest:
 

4 By: ,d-~ e:-... 
5 Executive Director
 

6 Approved as to form:
 

7 By:
 

8
 
9
 

10 By:
 
11 General Mana er
 

12 Approved as to form:
 

13 By: I/L/~
/
 
14 
15 
16 Attest: 

17 BY:~~
 
18 Executive Sicretary 

19 

20 
21 
22 

STATE OF NEVADA, acting through its 
COLORADO RIVER COMMISSION 

By: l)A~
 
Ctfair 

Title:*~44~
 

SOUTHERN NEVADA WATER AUTHORITY 

By:{La~ m()~.fvw 
Chair 

THE METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT 
OF SOUT CALIFORNIA 

Title: _~__~~>-_L
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Bureau of Reclamation, Interior 

States settlement lands shall be sub
ject to assessment by a district on the 
same basis as other lands of like char
acter within the operation of the dis
trict. 

(c) Settlement lands, which the 
United States is not under contract to 
sell or exchange at the time a district 
makes its levy may be assessed by a 
district to the extent of the construc
tion charge obligation installment re
quired to be levied for the following 
year on such lands on account of the 
district's construction cost obligation 
to the United States. No other levies 
shall be made by a district against set
tlement lands in this status. 

(d) While settlement lands which the 
United States has leased for use as irri 
gated lands and which the United 
States has not contracted to sell or ex
change may not be assessed by a dis
trict except as provided in paragraph 
(c) of this section, lessees shall pay the 
district the same amounts annually 
that would be required to be paid for 
water service if the lands were subject 
to assessment therefor, in addition to 
any assessment levied under paragraph 
(c) of this section. 

(e) Assessments made by a district 
against settlement lands while the 
United States is under contract to sell 
or exchange such lands shall be subject 
to all interest and penalties for delin
quency as provided by the laws of 
Washington, but interest and penalties 
shall cease to accumulate on the date 
such contract is terminated or the pur
chaser's interest therein reacquired by 
the United States. 

(f) No action shall be taken by or for 
a district to enforce any lien created as 
permitted under the regulations in this 
part by assessment foreclosure or other 
means that would purport to transfer 
any right in or title to any land or in
terests therein while title thereto is 
vested in the United States. Although 
the United States does not assume any 
obligation for the payment of such 
liens, it will in any conveyance of set
tlement lands covered thereby convey 
subject to those liens. 

§ 413.4 Assessment of other project act 
lands and rights of way. 

(a) A district shall, as to other 
project act lands and rights of way the 
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title to which passes to the United 
States on or after January 1 of any 
year and before the district has levied 
its assessments for that year, imme
diately remove the lands from its as
sessment rolls and shall not thereafter 
take any proceedings to complete or 
enforce the assessments. Any such re
moval from the rolls shall be effective 
as of January 1 of the year in which 
title passes to the United States Ac
tion so to remove shall be taken 
promptly after the giving of written 
notice by the Project Manager to the 
district as to the lands involved, and 
the district shall provide the United 
States with a certificate stating that 
the lands have not been and will not be 
assessed so long as title thereto re
mains in the United States. 

(b) There is no authority in law for 
the assessment of rights of way owned 
by the United States. Accordingly, a 
district shall make no assessment 
thereof while title thereto remains in 
the United States. 

(c) Other project act lands while title 
thereto remains in the United States 
shall not be assessed for any district 
charge so long as they are in the 
"other project act lands" category. 

§ 413.5 Reports on status of settlement 
lands. 

The Project Manager will furnish 
each district prior to its annual levy 
every year a list of all the settlement 
lands owned by the United States for 
which water is available and which are 
not under contract of sale or exchange 
and therefore are not to be assessed by 
the district, except for construction 
charge obligation installments under 
§413.3(c) when such charges are re
quired to be levied. 

PART 414-0FFSTREAM STORAGE 
OF COLORADO RIVER WATER 
AND DEVELOPMENT AND RE· 
LEASE OF INTENTIONALLY CRE· 
ATED UNUSED APPORTIONMENT 
IN THE LOWER DIVISION STATES 

SUbpart A-Purposes and Definitions 

Sec. 
414.1 Purpose. 
414.2 Definitions of terms used in this part. 
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SUBPART B-STORAGE AND IlIiTERSTATE
 
RELEASE AGREEMEi'<'TS
 

414.3	 Storage and Interstate Release Agree
ments. 

414.4	 Reporting Requirements and account
ing under storage and interstate release 
agreements. 

Subpart C-Water Quality and
 
Environmental compliance
 

414.5 Water Quality. 
414.6	 Environmental Compliance and fund

ing of Federal costs. 

AUTHORl1Y: 5 U.S.C. 553; 43 U.S.C. 391, 485 
and 617; 373 u.S. 546; 376 U.S. 340. 

SOURCE: 64 FR 59006, Nov. I. 1999, unless 
otherwise noted. 

Subpart A-Purposes and
 
Definitions
 

§ 414.1 Purpose. 

(a) What this part does. This part es
tablishes a procedural framework for 
the Secretary of the Interior (Sec
retary) to follow in considering, par
ticipating in, and administering Stor
age and Interstate Release Agreements 
in the Lower Division States (Arizona, 
California. and Nevada) that would; 

(1) Permit State-authorized entities 
to store Colorado River water 
offstream; 

(2) Permit State-authorized entities 
to develop intentionally created un
used apportionment (ICUA); 

(3) Permit State-authorized entities 
to make ICUA available to the Sec
retary for release for use in another 
Lower Division State. This release may 
only take place in accordance with the 
Secretary's obligations under Federal 
law and may occur in either the year of 
storage or in years subsequent to stor
age; and 

(4) Allow only voluntary interstate 
water transactions. These water trans
actions can help to satisfy regional 
water demands by increasing the effi 
ciency, flexibility, and certainty in 
Colorado River management in accord
ance with the Secretary's authority 
under Article II (B) (6) of the Decree 
entered March 9, 1964 (376 U.S. 340) in 
the case of Arizona v. California, (373 
U.S. 546) (1963), as supplemented and 
amended. 

(b) What this part does not do. This 
part does not: 
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(1) Affect any Colorado River water 
entitlement holder's right to use its 
full water entitlement; 

(2) Address or preclude independent 
actions by the Secretary regarding 
Tribal storage and water transfer ac
tivities; 

(3) Change or expand existing au
thorities under the body of law known 
as the "Law of the River"; 

(4) Change the apportionments made 
for use within individual States; 

(5) Address intrastate storage or 
intrastate distribution of water; 

(6) Preclude a Storing State from 
storing some of its unused apportion
ment in another Lower Division State 
if consistent with applicable State law; 
or 

(7) Authorize any specific activities; 
the rule provides a framework only. 

§414.2 Definitions of terms used in 
this part. 

Authorized entity means: 
(1) An entity in a Storing State 

which is expressly authorized pursuant 
to the laws of that State to enter into 
Storage and Interstate Release Agree
ments and develop ICUA ("storing enti 
ty"); or 

(2) An entity in a Consuming State 
which has authority under the laws of 
that State to enter into Storage and 
Interstate Release Agreements and ac
quire the right to use ICUA ("con
suming entity"). 

Basic apportionment means the Colo
rado River water apportioned for use 
within each Lower Division State when 
sufficient water is available for release, 
as determined by the Secretary of the 
Interior, to satisfy 7.5 million acre-feet 
(rna£) of annual consumptive use in the 
Lower Division States. The United 
States Supreme Court, in Arizona v. 
California, confirmed that the annual 
basic apportionment for the Lower Di
vision States is 2.8 maf of consumptive 
use in the State of Arizona, 4.4 maf of 
consumptive use in the State of Cali 
fornia, and 0.3 maf of consumptive use 
in the State of Nevada. 

BCPA means the Boulder Canyon 
Project Act, authorized by the Act of 
Congress of December 21. 1928 (45 Stat. 
1057). 

Colorado River Basin means all of the 
drainage area of the Colorado River 
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System and all other territory within 
the United States to which the waters 
of the Colorado River System shall be 
beneficially applied. 

Colorado River System means that por
tion of the Colorado River and its trib
utaries within the United States. 

Colorado River water means water in 
or withdrawn from the mainstream. 

Consuming entity means an authorized 
entity in a Consuming State. 

Consuming State means a Lower Divi
sion State where ICUA will be used. 

Consumptive use means diversions 
from the Colorado River less any re
turn flow to the river that is available 
for consumptive use in the United 
States or in satisfaction of the Mexican 
treaty obligation. 

(1) Consumptive use from the main
stream within the Lower Division 
States includes water drawn from the 
mainstream by underground pumping. 

(2) The Mexican treaty obligation is 
set forth in the February 3, 1944, Water 
Treaty between Mexico and the United 
States. including supplements and as
sociated Minutes of the International 
Boundary and Water Commission. 

Decree means the decree entered 
March 9. 1964. by the Supreme Court in 
Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546 (1963). 
as supplemented or amended. 

Entitlement means an authorization 
to beneficially use Colorado River 
water pursuant to: 

(1) The Decree; 
(2) A water delivery contract with 

the United States through the Sec
retary: or 

(3) A reservation of water from the 
Secretary. 

Intentionally created unused apportion
ment or ICUA means unused apportion
ment that is developed: 

(1) Consistent with the laws of the 
Storing State; 

(2) Solely as a result of. and would 
not exist except for, implementing a 
Storage and Interstate Release Agree
ment. 

Lower Division States means the 
States of Arizona. California. and Ne
vada. 

Mainstream means the main channel 
of the Colorado River downstream from 
Lee Ferry within the United States. in
cluding the reservoirs behind dams on 
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the main channel. and Senator Wash 
Reservoir off the main channel. 

Offstream storage means storage in a 
surface reservoir off of the mainstream 
or in a ground water aquifer. Offstream 
storage includes indirect recharge 
when Colorado River water is ex
changed for ground water that other
wise would have been pumped and con
sumed. 

Secretary means the Secretary of the 
Interior or an authorized representa
tive. 

Storage and Interstate Release Agree
ment means an agreement. consistent 
with this part, between the Secretary 
and authorized entities in two or more 
Lower Division States that addresses 
the details of: 

(1) Offstream storage of Colorado 
River water by a storing entity for fu
ture use within the Storing State; 

(2) Subsequent development of ICVA 
by the storing entity, consistent with 
the laws of the Storing State; 

(3) A request by the storing entity to 
the Secretary to release ICVA to the 
consuming entity: 

(4) Release of ICVA by the Secretary 
to the consuming entity; and 

(5) The inclusion of other entities 
that are determined by the Secretary 
and the storing entity and the con
suming entity to be appropriate to the 
performance and enforcement of the 
agreement. 

Storing entity means an authorized 
entity in a Storing State. 

Storing State means a Lower Division 
State in which water is stored off the 
mainstream in accordance with a Stor
age and Interstate Release Agreement 
for future use in that State. 

Surplus apportionment means the Col
orado River water apportioned for use 
within each Lower Division State when 
sufficient water is available for release. 
as determined by the Secretary, to sat
isfy in excess of 7.5 maf of annual con
sumptive use in the Lower Division 
States. 

Unused apportionment means Colorado 
River water within a Lower Division 
State's basic or surplus apportionment. 
or both. which is not otherwise put to 
beneficial consumptive use during that 
year within that State. 
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Upper Division States means the 
States of Colorado. New Mexico. Utah. 
and Wyoming. 

Water delivery contract means a con
tract between the Secretary and an en
tity for the delivery of Colorado River 
water in accordance with section 5 of 
the BCPA. 

Subpart B-Storage and Interstate 
Release Agreements 

§414.3 Storage and Interstate Release 
Agreements. 

(a) Basic requirements for Storage and 
Interstate Release Agreements. Two or 
more authorized entities may enter 
into Storage and Interstate Release 
Agreements with the Secretary in ac
cordance with paragraph (c) of this sec
tion. Each agreement must meet all of 
the requirements of this section. 

(I) The agreement must specify the 
quantity of Colorado River water to be 
stored. the Lower Division State in 
which it is to be stored. the entity(ies) 
that will store the water. and the facil 
ity(ies) in which it will be stored. 

(2) The agreement must specify 
whether the water to be stored will be 
within the unused basic apportionment 
or unused surplus apportionment of the 
Storing State. For water from the 
Storing State's apportionment to qual
ify as unused apportionment available 
for storage under this part. the water 
must first be offered to all entitlement 
holders within the Storing State for 
purposes other than interstate trans
actions under proposed Storage and 
Interstate Release Agreements. 

(3) The agreement must specify 
whether the water to be stored will be 
within the unused basic apportionment 
or unused surplus apportionment of the 
Consuming State. If the water to be 
stored will be unused apportionment of 
the Consuming State, the agreement 
must acknowledge that any unused ap
portionment of the Consuming State 
may be made available from the Con
suming State by the Secretary to the 
Storing State only in accordance with 
Article II (B) (6) of the Decree. If unused 
apportionment from the Consuming 
State is to be stored under a Storage 
and Interstate Release Agreement. the 
Secretary will make the unused appor
tionment of the Consuming State 
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available to the storing entity in ac
cordance with the terms of a Storage 
and Interstate Release Agreement and 
will not make that water available to 
other entitlement holders. 

(4) The agreement must specify the 
maximum quantity of ICUA that will 
be developed and made available for re
lease to the consuming entity. 

(5) The agreement must specify that 
ICUA may not be requested by the con
suming entity in a quantity that ex
ceeds the quantity of water that had 
been stored under a Storage and Inter
state Release Agreement in the Storing 
State. 

(6) The agreement must specify a pro
cedure to verify and account for the 
quantity of water stored in the Storing 
State under a Storage and Interstate 
Release Agreement. 

(7) The agreement must specify that. 
by a date certain. the consuming enti 
ty will: 

(i) Notify the storing entity to de
velop a specific quantity of ICUA in the 
follOWing calendar year; 

(ii) Ask the Secretary to release that 
ICUA; and 

(iii) Provide a copy of the notice or 
request to each Lower Division State. 

(8) The agreement must specify that 
when the storing entity receives a re
quest to develop a specific quantity of 
ICUA: 

(i) It will ensure that the Storing 
State's consumptive use of Colorado 
River water will be decreased by a 
quantity sufficient to develop the re
quested quantity of ICUA; and 

(ii) Any actions that the storing enti 
ty takes will be consistent with its 
State's laws. 

(9) The agreement must include a de
scription of: 

(i) The actions the authorized entity 
will take to develop ICUA; 

(ii) Potential actions to decrease the 
authorized entity's consumptive use of 
Colorado River water; 

(iii) The means by which the develop
ment of the ICUA will be enforceable 
by the storing entity; and 

(iv) The notice given to entitlement 
holders. including Indian tribes. of op
portunities to participate in develop
ment of this ICUA. 

(IO) The agreement must specify that 
the storing entity will certify to the 
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Secretary that ICUA has been or will 
be developed that otherwise would not 
have existed. The certification must: 

(i) Identify the quantity, the means, 
and the entity by which ICUA has been 
or will be developed; and 

Oi) Ask the Secretary to make the 
ICUA available to the consuming enti 
ty under Article II(B)(6) of the Decree 
and the Storage and Interstate Release 
Agreement. 

(11) The agreement must specify a 
procedure for verifying development of 
the ICUA appropriate to the manner in 
which it is developed. 

(I2) The agreement must specify that 
the Secretary will release ICUA devel
oped by the storing entity: 

(i) In accordance with a request of 
the consuming entity; 

(ii) In accordance with the terms of 
the Storage and Interstate Release 
Agreement; 

(iii) Only for use by the consuming 
entity and not for use by other entitle
ment holders; and 

(iv) In accordance with the terms of 
the Storage and Interstate Release 
Agreement, the BCPA. Article II(B)(6) 
of the Decree and all other applicable 
laws and executive orders. 

(13) The agreement must specify that 
ICUA shall be released to the con
suming entity only in the year and to 
the extent that ICUA is developed by 
the storing entity by reducing Colo
rado River water use within the Stor
ing State. 

(I4) The agreement must specify that 
the Secretary will release ICUA only 
after the Secretary has determined 
that all necessary actions have been 
taken under this part, 

(I5) The agreement must specify that 
before releasing ICUA the Secretary 
must first determine that the storing 
entity: 

(i) Stored water in accordance with 
the Storage and Interstate Release 
Agreement in quantities sufficient to 
support the development of the ICUA 
requested by the consuming entity; and 

(ii) Certified to the satisfaction of 
the Secretary that the quantity of 
ICUA requested by the consuming enti 
ty has been developed in that year or 
will be developed in that year under 
§414.3(f). 
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(16) The agreement must specify that 
the non-Federal parties to the Storage 
and Interstate Release Agreement will 
indemnify the United States, its em
ployees, agents. subcontractors, suc
cessors, or assigns from loss or claim 
for damages and from liability to per
sons or property. direct or indirect. and 
loss or claim of any nature whatsoever 
arising by reason of the actions taken 
by the non-federal parties to the Stor
age and Interstate Release Agreement 
under this part. 

(17) The agreement must specify the 
extent to which facilities constructed 
or financed by the United States will 
be used to store. convey, or distribute 
water associated with a Storage and 
Interstate Release Agreement. 

(18) The agreement must include any 
other provisions that the parties deem 
appropriate. 

(b) How to address financial consider
ations. The Secretary will not execute 
an agreement that has adverse impacts 
on the financial interests of the United 
States. Financial details between and 
among the non-Federal parties need 
not be included in the Storage and 
Interstate Release Agreement but in
stead can be the subject of separate 
agreements. The Secretary need not be 
a party to the separate agreements. 

(c) How the Secretary will execute stor
age and interstate release agreements, 
The Regional Director for the Bureau 
of Reclamation's Lower Colorado Re
gion (Regional Director) may execute 
and administer a Storage and Inter
state Release Agreement on behalf of 
the Secretary. The Secretary will no
tify the public of his/her intent to par
ticipate in negotiations to develop a 
Storage and Interstate Release Agree
ment and provide a means for public 
input. In considering whether to exe
cute a Storage and Interstate Release 
Agreement. the Secretary may request, 
and the non-Federal parties must pro
vide, any additional supporting data 
necessary to clearly set forth both the 
details of the proposed transaction and 
the eligibility of the parties to partici 
pate as State-authorized entities in the 
proposed transaction. The Secretary 
will also consider: applicable law and 
executive orders; applicable contracts; 
potential effects on trust resources; po
tential effects on entitlement holders, 
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including Indian tribes; potential im
pacts on the Upper Division States: po
tential effects on third parties: poten
tial environmental impacts and poten
tial effects on threatened and endan
gered species: comments from inter
ested parties, particularly parties who 
may be affected by the proposed action: 
comments from the State agencies re
sponsible for consulting with the Sec
retary on matters related to the Colo
rado River; and other relevant factors. 
including the direct or indirect con
sequences of the proposed Storage and 
Interstate Release Agreement on the 
financial interests of the United 
States. Based on the consideration of 
the factors in this section, the Sec
retary may execute or decide not to 
execute a Storage and Interstate Re
lease Agreement. 

(d) Assigning interests to an authorized 
entity. Non-Federal parties to a Storage 
and Interstate Release Agreement may 
assign their interests in the Agreement 
to authorized entities. The assignment 
can be in whole or in part. The assign
ment can only be made if all parties to 
the agreement approve. 

(e) Requirement for contracts under the 
Boulder Canyon Project Act. Release or 
diversion of Colorado River water for 
storage under this part must be sup
ported by a water delivery contract 
with the Secretary in accordance with 
Section 5 of the BCPA. The only excep
tion to this requirement is storage of 
Article lI(D) (of the Decree) water by 
Federal or tribal entitlement holders. 
The release or diversion of Colorado 
River water that has been developed or 
will be developed as ICUA under this 
part also must be supported by a Sec
tion 5 water delivery contract. 

(l) An authorized entity may satisfy 
the requirement of this section 
through a direct contract with the Sec
retary. An authorized entity also may 
satisfy the Section 5 requirement of 
the BCPA, for purposes of this part, 
through a valid subcontract with an 
entitlement holder that is authorized 
by the Secretary to subcontract for the 
delivery of all or a portion of its enti
tlement. 

(2) For storing entities that do not 
otherwise hold a contract or valid sub
contract for the delivery of the water 
to be stored, the Storage and Inter

state Release Agreement will serve as 
the vehicle for satisfying the Section 5 
requirement for the release or diver
sion of that water. 

(3) For consuming entities that do 
not otherwise hold a contract or valid 
subcontract for the delivery of the 
water to be released by the Secretary 
as ICUA, the Storage and Interstate 
Release Agreement will serve as the ve
hicle for satisfying the Section 5 re
quirement for the release or diversion 
of that water. 

(f) Anticipatory release of ICVA. The 
Secretary may release ICUA to a con
suming entity before the actual devel
opment of ICUA by the storing entity 
if the storing entity certifies to the 
Secretary that ICUA will be developed 
during that same year that otherwise 
would not have existed. 

(1) These anticipatory releases will 
only be made in the same year that the 
ICUA is developed. 

(2) Before an anticipatory release, 
the Secretary must be satisfied that 
the storing entity will develop the nec
essary ICUA in the same year that the 
ICUA is to be released. 

(g) Treaty obligations. Prior to exe
cuting any specific Storage and Inter
state Release Agreements. the United 
States will consult with Mexico 
through the International Boundary 
and Water Commission under the 
boundary water treaties and other ap
plicable international agreements in 
force between the two countries. 

§414.4 Reporting requirements and 
accounting under Storage and 
Interstate Release Agreements. 

(a) Annual report to the Secretary. 
Each storing entity will submit an an
nual report to the Secretary con
taining the material required by this 
section. The report will be due on a 
date to be agreed upon by the parties 
to the Storage and Interstate Release 
Agreement. The report must include: 

(I) The quantity of water diverted 
and stored during the prior year under 
all Storage and Interstate Release 
Agreements; and 

(2) The total quantity of stored water 
available to support the development 
of ICUA under each Storage and Inter
state Release Agreement to which the 
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storing entity is a party as of Decem
ber 31 of the prior calendar year. 

(b) How the Secretary accounts for di
verted and stored water. The Secretary 
will account for water diverted and 
stored under Storage and Interstate 
Release Agreements in the records 
maintained under Article V of the De
cree. 

(I) The Secretary will account for the 
water that is diverted and stored by a 
storing entity as a consumptive use in 
the Storing State for the year in which 
it is stored. 

(2) The Secretary will account for the 
diversion and consumptive use of ICUA 
by a consuming entity as a consump
tive use in the Consuming State of un
used apportionment under Article 
II(B)(6) of the Decree in the year the 
water is released in the same manner 
as any other unused apportionment 
taken by that State. 

(3) The Secretary will maintain indi
vidual balances of the quantities of 
water stored under a Storage and 
Interstate Release Agreement and 
available to support the development 
of ICUA. The appropriate balances will 
be reduced when ICUA is developed by 
the storing entity and released by the 
Secretary for use by a consuming enti 
ty. 

SUbpart C-Water Quality and 
Environmental Compliance 

§ 414.5 Water quality. 

(a) Water Quality is not guaranteed. 
The Secretary does not warrant the 
quality of water released or delivered 
under Storage and Interstate Release 
Agreements, and the United States will 
not be liable for damages of any kind 
resulting from water quality problems. 
The United States is not under any ob
ligation to construct or furnish water 
treatment facilities to maintain or im
prove water quality except as may oth
erwise be provided in relevant Federal 
law. 

(b) Required water quality standards. 
All entities, in diverting, using, and re
turning Colorado River water, must: 

(1) Comply with all applicable water 
pollution laws and regulations of the 
United States, the Storing State, and 
the Consuming State; and 
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(2) Obtain all applicable permits or 
licenses from the appropriate Federal. 
State, or local authorities regarding 
water quality and water pollution mat
ters. 

§ 414.6 Environmental compliance and 
funding of Federal costs. 

(a)	 Ensuring environmental compliance. 
The Secretary will complete environ
mental compliance documentation, 
compliance with the National Environ
mental Policy Act of 1969, as amended, 
and the Endangered Species Act of 1973, 
as amended; and will integrate the re
quirements of other statutes, laws, and 
executive orders as required for Fed
eral actions to be taken under this 
part. 

(b) Responsibility for environmental 
compliance work. Authorized entities 
seeking to enter into a Storage and 
Interstate Release Agreement under 
this part may prepare the appropriate 
documentation and compliance docu
ment for a proposed Federal action, 
such as execution of a proposed Stor
age and Interstate Release Agreement. 
The compliance documents must meet 
the standards set forth in Reclama
tion's national environmental policy 
guidance before they can be adopted. 

(c) Responsibility for funding ofFederal 
costs. All costs incurred by the United 
States in evaluating, processing, and/or 
executing a Storage and Interstate Re
lease Agreement under this part must 
be funded in advance by the authorized 
entities that are party to that agree
ment. 

PART 417-PROCEDURAL METHODS 
FOR IMPLEMENTING COLORADO 
RIVER WATER CONSERVATION 
MEASURES WITH LOWER BASIN 
CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS 

Sec. 
417.1 Scope of part. 
417.2 Consultation with contractors. 
417.3	 Notice of recommendations and deter

minations. 
417.4	 Changed conditions, emergency, or 

hardship modifications. 
417.5	 Duties of the Commissioner of Indian 

Affairs with respect to Indian reserva
tions. 

417.6 General regulations. 
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storing entity is a party as of Decem
ber 31 of the prior calendar year. 

(b) How the Secretary accounts for di
verted and stored water. The Secretary 
will account for water diverted and 
stored under Storage and Interstate 
Release Agreements in the records 
maintained under Article V of the De
cree. 

(1) The Secretary will account for the 
water that is diverted and stored by a 
storing entity as a consumptive use in 
the Storing State for the year in which 
it is stored. 

(2) The Secretary will account for the 
diversion and consumptive use of ICUA 
by a consuming entity as a consump
tive use in the Consuming State of un
used apportionment under Article 
II(B)(6) of the Decree in the year the 
water is released in the same manner 
as any other unused apportionment 
taken by that State. 

(3) The Secretary will maintain indi
vidual balances of the quantities of 
water stored under a Storage and 
Interstate Release Agreement and 
available to support the development 
of ICUA. The appropriate balances will 
be reduced when ICUA is developed by 
the storing entity and released by the 
Secretary for use by a consuming enti
ty. 

Subpart C—Water Quality and
Environmental Compliance 

§ 414.5 Water quality. 

(a) Water Quality is not guaranteed. 
The Secretary does not warrant the 
quality of water released or delivered 
under Storage and Interstate Release 
Agreements, and the United States will 
not be liable for damages of any kind 
resulting from water quality problems. 
The United States is not under any ob
ligation to construct or furnish water 
treatment facilities to maintain or im
prove water quality except as may oth
erwise be provided in relevant Federal 
law. 

(b) Required water quality standards. 
All entities, in diverting, using, and re
turning Colorado River water, must: 

(1) Comply with all applicable water 
pollution laws and regulations of the 
United States, the Storing State, and 
the Consuming State; and 
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(2) Obtain all applicable permits or 
licenses from the appropriate Federal, 
State, or local authorities regarding 
water quality and water pollution mat
ters. 

§ 414.6 Environmental compliance and 
funding of Federal costs. 

(a) Ensuring environmental compliance. 
The Secretary will complete environ
mental compliance documentation, 
compliance with the National Environ
mental Policy Act of 1969, as amended, 
and the Endangered Species Act of 1973, 
as amended; and will integrate the re
quirements of other statutes, laws, and 
executive orders as required for Fed
eral actions to be taken under this 
part. 

(b) Responsibility for environmental 
compliance work. Authorized entities 
seeking to enter into a Storage and 
Interstate Release Agreement under 
this part may prepare the appropriate 
documentation and compliance docu
ment for a proposed Federal action, 
such as execution of a proposed Stor
age and Interstate Release Agreement. 
The compliance documents must meet 
the standards set forth in Reclama
tion’s national environmental policy 
guidance before they can be adopted. 

(c) Responsibility for funding of Federal 
costs. All costs incurred by the United 
States in evaluating, processing, and/or 
executing a Storage and Interstate Re
lease Agreement under this part must 
be funded in advance by the authorized 
entities that are party to that agree
ment. 

PART 417—PROCEDURAL METHODS 
FOR IMPLEMENTING COLORADO 
RIVER WATER CONSERVATION 
MEASURES WITH LOWER BASIN 
CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS 

Sec. 
417.1 Scope of part. 
417.2 Consultation with contractors. 
417.3	 Notice of recommendations and deter

minations. 
417.4	 Changed conditions, emergency, or 

hardship modifications. 
417.5	 Duties of the Commissioner of Indian 

Affairs with respect to Indian reserva
tions. 

417.6 General regulations. 
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§ 417.1 43 CFR, Subtitle B, Ch. I (10–1–07 Edition) 

AUTHORITY: 45 Stat. 1057, 1060; 43 U.S.C. 617; 
and Supreme Court Decree in ‘‘Arizona v. 
California,’’ 376 U.S. 340. 

SOURCE: 37 FR 18076, Sept. 7, 1972, unless 
otherwise noted. 

§ 417.1 Scope of part. 
The procedures established in this 

part shall apply to every public or pri
vate organization (herein termed 
‘‘Contractor’’) in Arizona, California, 
or Nevada which, pursuant to the Boul
der Canyon Project Act or to provi
sions of other Reclamation Laws, has a 
valid contract for the delivery of Colo
rado River water, and to Federal estab
lishments other than Indian Reserva
tions enumerated in Article II(D) of the 
March 9, 1964, Decree of the Supreme 
Court of the United States in the case 
of ‘‘Arizona v. California et al.’’, 376 
U.S. 340 (for purposes of this part each 
such Federal establishment is consid
ered as a ‘‘Contractor’’), except that (a) 
neither this part nor the term ‘‘Con
tractor’’ as used herein shall apply to 
any person or entity which has a con
tract for the delivery or use of Colo
rado River water made pursuant to the 
Warren Act of February 21, 1911 (36 
Stat. 925) or the Miscellaneous Pur
poses Act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 
451), (b) Contractors and permittees for 
small quantities of water, as deter
mined by the Regional Director, Bu
reau of Reclamation, Boulder City, 
Nev. (herein termed ‘‘Regional Direc
tor’’), and Contractors for municipal 
and industrial water may be excluded 
from the application of these proce
dures at the discretion of the Regional 
Director, and (c) procedural methods 
for implementing Colorado River water 
conservation measures on Indian Res
ervations will be in accordance with 
§ 417.5 of this part. 

§ 417.2 Consultation with contractors. 
The Regional Director or his rep

resentative will, prior to the beginning 
of each calendar year, arrange for and 
conduct such consultations with each 
Contractor as the Regional Director 
may deem appropriate as to the mak
ing by the Regional Director of annual 
recommendations relating to water 
conservation measures and operating 
practices in the diversion, delivery, 
distribution and use of Colorado River 

water, and to the making by the Re
gional Director of annual determina
tions of each Contractor’s estimated 
water requirements for the ensuing cal
endar year to the end that deliveries of 
Colorado River water to each Con
tractor will not exceed those reason
ably required for beneficial use under 
the respective Boulder Canyon Project 
Act contract or other authorization for 
use of Colorado River water. 

§ 417.3 Notice of recommendations and 
determinations. 

Following consultation with each 
Contractor and after consideration of 
all relevant comments and suggestions 
advanced by the Contractors in such 
consultations, the Regional Director 
will formulate his recommendations 
and determinations relating to the 
matters specified in § 417.2. The rec
ommendations and determinations 
shall, with respect to each Contractor, 
be based upon but not necessarily lim
ited to such factors as the area to be ir
rigated, climatic conditions, location, 
land classifications, the kinds of crops 
raised, cropping practices, the type of 
irrigation system in use, the condition 
of water carriage and distribution fa
cilities, record of water orders, and re
jections of ordered water, general oper
ating practices, the operating effi
ciencies and methods of irrigation of 
the water users, amount and rate of re
turn flows to the river, municipal 
water requirements and the pertinent 
provisions of the Contractor’s Boulder 
Canyon Project Act water delivery con
tract. The Regional Director shall give 
each Contractor written notice by reg
istered or certified mail, return receipt 
requested, of his recommendations and 
determinations. If the recommenda
tions and determinations include a re
duction in the amount of water to be 
delivered, as compared to the calendar 
year immediately preceding, the notice 
shall be delivered to the Contractor or 
timely sent by registered or certified 
mail, return receipt requested, so that 
it may reasonably be delivered at least 
30 days prior to the first date water de
livery would be affected thereby, and 
shall specify the basis for such reduc
tion including any pertinent factual 
determinations. The recommendations 
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Bureau of Reclamation, Interior § 417.5 

and determinations of the Regional Di
rector shall be final and conclusive un
less, within 30 days of the date of re
ceipt of the notice, the Contractor sub
mits his written comments and objec
tions to the Regional Director and re
quests further consultation. If, after 
such further consultation, timely 
taken, the Regional Director does not 
modify his recommendations and de
terminations and so advises the Con
tractor in writing, or if modifications 
are made but the Contractor still feels 
aggrieved thereby after notification in 
writing of such modified recommenda
tions and determinations, the Con
tractor may, before 30 days after re
ceipt of said notice, appeal to the Sec
retary of the Interior. During the pend
ency of such appeal, and until disposi
tion thereof by the Secretary, the rec
ommendations and determinations for
mulated by the Regional Director shall 
be of no force or effect. In the event de
livery of water is scheduled prior to the 
new recommendations and determina
tions becoming final, said delivery 
shall be made according to the Con
tractor’s currently proposed schedule 
or to the schedules approved for the 
previous calendar year, whichever is 
less. 

§ 417.4 Changed conditions, emer
gency, or hardship modifications. 

A Contractor may at any time apply 
in writing to the Regional Director for 
modification of recommendations or 
determinations deemed necessary be
cause of changed conditions, emer
gency, or hardship. Upon receipt of 
such written application identifying 
the reason for such requested modifica
tion, the Regional Director shall ar
range for consultation with the Con
tractor with the objective of making 
such modifications as he may deem ap
propriate under the then existing con
ditions. The Regional Director may ini
tiate efforts for further consultation 
with any Contractor on his own motion 
with the objective of modifying pre
vious recommendations and determina
tions, but in the event such modifica
tions are made, the Contractor shall 
have the same opportunity to object 
and appeal as provided in § 417.3 of this 
part for the initial recommendations 
and determinations. The Regional Di

rector shall afford the fullest prac
ticable opportunity for consultation 
with a Contractor when acting under 
this section. Each modification under 
this section shall be transmitted to the 
Contractor by letter. 

§ 417.5 Duties of the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs with respect to In
dian reservations. 

(a) The Commissioner of Indian Af
fairs (herein termed ‘‘Commissioner’’) 
will engage in consultations with var
ious tribes and other water users on 
the Indian Reservations listed in Arti
cle II (D) of said Supreme Court De
cree, similar to those engaged in by the 
Regional Director with regard to Con
tractors as provided in § 417.2 of this 
part. After consideration of all com
ments and suggestions advanced by 
said tribes and other water users on 
said Indian Reservations concerning 
water conservation measures and oper
ating practices in the diversion, deliv
ery, distribution and use of Colorado 
River water, the Commissioner shall, 
within the limits prescribed in said de
cree, make a determination as to the 
estimated amount of water to be di
verted for use on each Indian Reserva
tion covered by the above decree. Said 
determination shall be made prior to 
the beginning of each calendar year. 
That determination shall be based 
upon, but not necessarily limited to, 
such factors as: The area to be irri
gated, climatic conditions, location, 
land classifications, the kinds of crops 
raised, cropping practices, the type of 
irrigation system in use, the condition 
of water carriage and distribution fa
cilities, record of water orders, and re
jections of ordered water, general oper
ating practices, the operating effi
ciencies and methods of irrigation of 
the tribes and water users on each res
ervation, the amount and rate of re
turn flows to the river, municipal 
water requirements, and other uses on 
the reservation. The Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs shall deliver to the Re
gional Director written notice of the 
amount of water to be diverted for use 
upon each Indian Reservation for each 
year 60 days prior to the beginning of 
each calendar year and the basis for 
said determination. The determination 
of the Commissioner shall be final and 
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418.31 Conservation measures. 
418.32 Cooperative programs. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

18.33	 Purpose of the implementation strat
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18.34 Valid headgate deliveries. 
418.35 Efficiencies. 
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418.37 Disincentives for lower efficiency. 
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APPENDIX A TO PART 418—CALCULATION OF 
EFFICIENCY EQUATION 

AUTHORITY: 43 U.S.C. 391, et seq.; 43 U.S.C. 
373; 43 U.S.C. 614, et seq.; 104 Stat. 3289, Pub. 
L. 101–618. 
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conclusive unless within 30 days of the 
date of receipt of such notice the Re
gional Director submits his written 
comments and objections to the Com
missioner of Indian Affairs and re
quests further consultation. If after 
such further consultation, timely 
taken, the Commissioner does not mod
ify his determination and so advises 
the Regional Director in writing or if 
modifications are made by the Com
missioner but the Regional Director 
still does not agree therewith, the Re
gional Director may, within 30 days 
after receipt of the Commissioner’s re
sponse, appeal to the Secretary of the 
Interior for a decision on the matter. 
During the pendency of such appeal 
and until disposition thereof by the 
Secretary, water deliveries will be 
made to the extent legally and phys
ically available according to the Com
missioner’s determination or according 
to the Commissioner’s determination 
for the preceding calendar year, which
ever is less. 

(b) Modifications of said determina
tions due to changed conditions, emer
gency or hardship may be made by the 
Commissioner, subject, however, to the 
right of the Regional Director to ap
peal to the Secretary, as provided in 
the case of an initial determination by 
the Commissioner. During the pend
ency of such an appeal, water deliveries 
will be made on the basis of the initial 
determination. 

§ 417.6 General regulations. 
In addition to the recommendations 

and determinations formulated accord
ing to the procedures set out above, the 
right is reserved to issue regulations of 
general applicability to the topics 
dealt with herein. 
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water is created by hydropower generation and, therefore, the change in points of diversion will not 
impact the CRIT’s senior water right. As described in the Final IA EIS, the QSA water transfers are 
estimated to reduce the opportunity to produce power at Headgate Rock Dam by an average of about 
5 percent. The variation in Colorado River flow is within the range that occurs as a normal course of 
river operation. 

IX. Implementing the Decision 

A. INADVERTENT OVERRUN AND PAYBACK POLICY 

Reclamation is adopting a policy that will identify inadvertent overruns, will establish procedures that 
account for inadvertent overruns and will define subsequent payback requirements for users of 
Colorado River mainstream water in the Lower Division States. The Inadvertent Overrun and Payback 
Policy is effective beginning on January 1, 2004. The language of the policy has been modified from the 
language published in Appendix I of the Final IA EIS. The comments from Southern Nevada Water 
Authority and Colorado River Commission of Nevada were accommodated. Edits were made for 
grammar and consistency, and to eliminate duplication. None of the changes would result in 
environmental impacts different from those described in the Final IA EIS. The policy as finalized 
follows. 

1. Background 

In its June 3, 1963 opinion in the case of Arizona v. California (373 U.S. 546), the Supreme Court of 
the United States held that Congress has directed the Secretary of the Interior (Secretary) to administer 
a network of useful projects constructed by the Federal Government on the lower Colorado River, and 
has entrusted the Secretary with sufficient power to direct, manage, and coordinate their operation. 
The Court held that this power must be construed to permit the Secretary to allocate and distribute the 
waters of the mainstream of the Colorado River within the boundaries set down by the Boulder Canyon 
Project Act (45 Stat. 1057, 43 U.S.C. 617) (BCPA). The Secretary has entered into contracts for the 
delivery of Colorado River water with entities in Arizona, California, and Nevada in accordance with 
section 5 of the BCPA. The Secretary has the responsibility of operating Federal facilities on the 
Colorado River and delivering mainstream Colorado River water to users in Arizona, California, and 
Nevada that hold entitlements, including present perfected rights, to such water. 

Article V of the Decree of the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona v. California dated 
March 9, 1964 (376 U.S. 340) requires the Secretary to compile and maintain records of diversions of 
water from the mainstream, of return flow of such water to the mainstream as is available for 
consumptive use in the United States or in satisfaction of the Mexican Treaty obligation, and of 
consumptive use of such water. Reclamation reports this data each year in the Decree Accounting 
Record.15  

Pursuant to the Criteria for Coordinated Long-Range Operation of Colorado River Reservoirs 
developed as a result of the Colorado River Basin Project Act of September 30, 1968, the Secretary 
annually consults with representatives of the governors of the Colorado River Basin States, general 
public and others and issues an Annual Operating Plan (AOP) for the coordinated operation of the 
Colorado River reservoirs. Reclamation also requires each Colorado River water user in the Lower 

15  These records are published as: Compilation of Records in Accordance with Article V of 
the Decree of the Supreme Court of the United States in Arizona v. California, et. al., dated March 
9, 1964. 
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Basin to schedule water deliveries in advance for the following calendar year (calendar year is the 
annual basis for decree accounting of consumptive use in the lower Colorado basin) and to later report 
its actual water diversions and returns to the mainstream. 

Pursuant to 43 CFR part 417, prior to the beginning of each calendar year, Reclamation consults with 
entities holding BCPA section 5 contracts (Contractor) for the delivery of water. Under these 
consultations, Reclamation makes recommendations relating to water conservation measures and 
operating practices in the diversion, delivery, distribution, and use of Colorado River water. 
Reclamation also makes a determination of the Contractor’s estimated water requirements for the 
ensuing calendar year to ensure that deliveries of Colorado River water to each Contractor will not 
exceed those reasonably required for beneficial use under the respective BCPA contract or other 
authorization for use of Colorado River water. Reclamation sends a letter approving the Contractor’s 
water order for the ensuing year in the amount determined to be appropriate by Reclamation. 
Reclamation then monitors the actual water orders, receives reports of measured diversions and return 
flows from major Contractors and Federal establishments, estimates unmeasured diversions and return 
flows, calculates consumptive use from preliminary diversions and measured and unmeasured return 
flows, and reports these records on an individual and aggregate monthly basis. Later, when final 
records are available, Reclamation prepares and publishes the final Decree Accounting Record on a 
calendar year basis. 

For various reasons, a user may inadvertently consumptively use Colorado River water in an amount 
that exceeds the amount available under its entitlements as provided in annual approved water orders 
(inadvertent overrun). Further, the final Decree Accounting Record may show that an entitlement 
holder inadvertently diverted water in excess of the quantity of the entitlement that may not have been 
evident from the preliminary records. Reclamation is therefore adopting an administrative policy that 
defines inadvertent overruns, establishes procedures that account for the inadvertent overruns and 
defines the subsequent requirements for payback to the Colorado River mainstream. 

2.	 Inadvertent Overruns 

Effective January 1, 2004, Reclamation adopts the following Inadvertent Overrun and Payback Policy 
for the Lower Colorado River Basin: 

1.	 Inadvertent overruns are those which the Secretary deems to be beyond the control of the 
entitlement holder; for example, overruns due to the discrepancy between preliminary and final 
stream flow and diversion records. 

2.	 An inadvertent overrun is Colorado River water diverted, pumped or received by an 
entitlement holder of the Lower Division States that is in excess of the water user’s entitlement 
for that year. This IOP policy provides a structure to payback the amount of water diverted, 
pumped or received in excess of entitlement for that year. This IOP policy does not create any 
right or entitlement to this water, nor does it expand the underlying entitlement in any way. An 
entitlement holder has no right to order, divert, pump or receive an inadvertent overrun. If, 
however, water is diverted, pumped or received inadvertently in excess of annual approved 
orders, and sources of unused Colorado River water are not available to accommodate 
adjustment of water orders by Reclamation, the inadvertent overrun policy will govern the 
payback. This IOP Policy will not be applied in any manner to the deliveries made under the 
United States Mexico Water Treaty of 1944. 

3.	 Payback will be required to commence in the calendar year that immediately follows the release 
date of a final Decree Accounting Record that reports uses that are in excess of an individual’s 
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entitlement. 

4.	 Payback must be made only from measures that are above and beyond the normal reasonable 
and beneficial consumptive use of water (extraordinary conservation measures). Extraordinary 
conservation measures mean actions taken to conserve water that otherwise would not return 
to the mainstream of the Colorado River and be available for beneficial consumptive use in the 
United States or to satisfy the Mexican treaty obligation. Any entitlement holder with a 
payback obligation must submit to Reclamation, along with its water order, a plan which will 
show how it will intentionally forbear use of Colorado River water by extraordinary 
conservation measures, including fallowing, sufficient to meet its payback obligation and which 
demonstrates that the measures being proposed are in addition to those being implemented to 
meet any existing transfer or conservation agreement, and are in addition to the measures found 
in its Reclamation approved conservation plan. Plans for payback could also include 
supplementing Colorado River system water supplies with non-system water supplies through 
exchange or forbearance or other acceptable arrangements, provided that non-system water is 
not physically introduced into the system without appropriate environmental review and 
approval by Reclamation. Water banked off-stream or groundwater from areas not 
hydrologically connected to the Colorado River or its tributaries are examples of such 
supplemental supplies. Water ordered but subsequently not diverted is not included in this 
policy in any manner. 

5.	 Maximum cumulative inadvertent overrun accounts will be specified for individual entitlement 
holders as 10 percent of an entitlement holder’s normal year consumptive use entitlement. 
(Normal year means a year for which the Secretary has determined that sufficient mainstream 
Colorado River water is available for release to satisfy 7.5 maf of annual consumptive use in the 
States of California, Arizona and Nevada.) 

6.	 The number of years within which an overrun, calculated from consumptive uses reported in 
final Decree Accounting Records, must be paid back, and the minimum payback required for 
each year shall be as follows: 

a.	 In a year in which the Secretary makes a flood control release or a space building 
release pursuant to the applicable Water Control Manual for Hoover Dam, Lake 
Mead, any accumulated amount in the overrun account will be forgiven. 

b.	 If the Secretary has declared a 70R surplus in an AOP applicable to the calendar year 
of payback, any payback obligation for that calendar year will be deferred at the 
entitlement holder’s option. 

c.	 In a year when Lake Mead elevation is between the elevation for a 70R surplus 
determination and elevation 1,125 feet above mean sea level on January 1, the payback 
obligation incurred in that year must be paid back in full within 3 years of the reporting 
of the obligation, with a minimum payback each year being the greater of 20 percent of 
the individual entitlement holder’s maximum allowable cumulative overrun account 
amount or 33.3 percent of the total account balance. 

d.	 In a year when Lake Mead elevation is at or below elevation 1,125 feet above mean 
sea level on January 1, the total account balance must be paid back in full in that 
calendar year. 

e.	 For any year in which the Secretary declares a shortage under the Decree, the total 
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account must be paid back in full that calendar year, and further accumulation of 
inadvertent overruns will be suspended as long as shortage conditions prevail. 

7.	 A separate inadvertent overrun account may be established in those limited cases in which a 
lower priority user is contractually responsible for payback of other senior entitlement holders. 
The separate inadvertent overrun account will be limited to a maximum cumulative amount of 
10 percent of the senior entitlement holder’s average consumptive use. Such inadvertent 
overrun accounts will be the assigned responsibility of the lower priority user in addition to its 
own entitlement-based inadvertent overrun account. If, however, senior entitlement holder’s 
approved aggregate calendar year water orders are in excess of the specified amount for which 
the lower priority user will be responsible, such excess will not be deemed inadvertent and the 
lower priority user’s water order for that year will be reduced accordingly by Reclamation. 

8.	 Each month, Reclamation will monitor the actual water orders, receive reports of measured 
diversions and return flows from Contractors and Federal establishments, estimate unmeasured 
diversions and return flows, and project individual and aggregate consumptive uses for the year. 
Should preliminary determinations indicate that monthly consumptive uses by individual users, 
or aggregate uses, when added to the approved schedule of uses for the remainder of that year, 
exceed entitlements pursuant to annual approved water orders but are not exceeding the 
maximum inadvertent overrun account amount, Reclamation will notify in writing the appropriate 
entities that the preliminary determinations are forecasting annual uses in excess of their 
entitlements. 

9.	 During years in which an entitlement holder is forbearing use to meet its payback obligation, 
Reclamation will monitor the implementation of the extraordinary conservation measures, and 
require that the entitlement holder’s consumptive use be at or below its approved water order 
for that year. Should the entitlement holder’s actual monthly deliveries for the first 5 months of 
the year exceed their forecasted orders, and projections indicate the entitlement holder’s end of 
year use is likely to be 5 percent or more above their adjusted entitlement, Reclamation will 
notify the entitlement holder in writing. At the end of 7 months, if it continues to appear that the 
entitlement holder is likely to be above its adjusted entitlement Reclamation will notify the 
entitlement holder that they are at risk of exceeding their adjusted entitlement, and having their 
next year’s orders placed under enforcement proceedings. Reclamation will monitor the 
implementation of the extraordinary conservation measures and monitor the forbearance of 
consumptive use of Colorado River water. Should preliminary determinations of the 
implementation of extraordinary conservation or of monthly Colorado River consumptive uses 
indicate that sufficient extraordinary conservation or sufficient forbearance of Colorado River 
consumptive use is not projected to occur, Reclamation will notify the appropriate entitlement 
holders in writing that the preliminary determinations are forecasting that their annual payback 
obligations are not on target or being met. If this condition occurs for two consecutive years, in 
the second year Reclamation will begin enforcement proceedings, and will so advise the 
entitlement holder in writing by July 31 of the second year. Reclamation will consult with the 
entitlement holder on a modified release schedule and will limit releases to the entitlement holder 
for the remainder of the year such that by the end of the year the individual entitlement holder 
has met its payback obligation. 

10.	 Procedures will be established for accounting for inadvertent overruns on an annual basis and 
for supplementing the final Decree Accounting Record. The procedures and measures for 
administering the IOP will be reviewed every 5 years. Final determinations under this IOP 
policy shall be made by Reclamation’s Lower Colorado Regional Director. 
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Subject: Policy Establishing a Demonstration Program for System
Conservation of Colorado River Water

Purpose: Reclamation plans to implement a Demonstration Program for System
Conservation (Demonstration System Conservation Program). A
Demonstration System Conservation Program will allow Reclamation to
determine whether voluntary System Conservation through the use of land
fallowing could be used as an interim and supplemental measure to
reduce the water supply impacts that otherwise would occur on
Colorado River reservoir system storage (System Storage).

Authority: Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1928, Colorado River Basin Project Act of
1968, and Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Act of 1974, as amended

I. General.

A. Background.

1. Under current river operations, Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation and
Drainage District (Wellton-Mohawk) drainage water is not returned
to the Colorado River so the United States can meet the salinity
requirements of the Mexican Water Treaty. This drainage water is
bypassed to the Cienega de Santa Clara (Cienega) and an
equivalent amount of water is released from System Storage. The
Wellton-Mohawk drainage water bypassed to the Cienega is called
"Bypass Water." When the Yuma Desalting Plant (YDP) is
operating, it is expected that YDP Reject Stream will also be routed
to the Cienega.

2. The Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Act (Salinity Control Act)
recognizes that replacement of Bypass Water and YDP Reject
Stream is a national obligation, as provided in section 202 of the
Colorado River Basin Project Act. The Salinity Control Act further
prOVides that measures to replace Bypass Water and YDP Reject
Stream may be undertaken independently of that national
obligation.

3. At the present time, approximately 110,000 acre-feet of drainage
water from Wellton-Mohawk is bypassed eaCh year to the Cienega
to meet the reqUirements of the Mexican Water Treaty and an
equivalent amount of water is released from System Storage. The
release of water from System Storage to replace Bypass Water or
YDP Reject $tream depletes System Storage and increases the
risk of shortage. The Demonstration System Conservation
Program can mitigate the impacts caused by the increased
depletions of water from System Storage. in light of the recent
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drought in the Cotorado River watershed, it is important that Bypass
Water be replaced as soon as possible and steps be taken to avoid
depletions that would result from routing YDP Reject Stream to the
Cienega.

B. Purpose.

1. Reclamation proposes to enter into agreements with eligible
Entitlement Holders under which the Entitlement Holders will agree
to conserve the use of a portion of their approved annual
consumptive use of Colorado River water. Participation in this
Demonstration System Conservation Program is voluntary and a
participating Entitlement Holder will be paid for verified reductions
in its consumptive use, up to the amount of pledged System
Conservation. This voluntary System Conservation could provide
an interim and supplemental source of water to offset the impacts
of replacing Bypass Water or YDP Reject Stream with water from
System Storage. The purpose of this Policy is to establish
Reclamation's criteria for administering a Demonstration System
Conservation Program.

2. Implementing a means to replace Bypass Water or YDP Reject
Stream other than through the release of water from System
Storage is in the common interest of all Colorado River Basin
States (Basin States). The Lower Colorado Region will initiate
consultations with the Basin States on a basin-wide approach to
address this issue. In the interim, the Lower Colorado Region is
implementing this Policy that will apply only in Arizona, California,
and Nevada (the Lower Division States). This Policy would be
limited to extraordinary conservation activities through land
fallowing in the Lower Division States.

3. Reclamation is systematically working on implementing a dual path
approach, whereby Reclamation is addressing the design
deficiencies of the YDP while concurrently implementing a
Demonstration System Conservation Program. The Demonstration
System Conservation Program is expected to produce data that
can be analyzed to determine the feasibility of using such a
program as an interim conservation method, not to exceed the
amount of Bypass Water or YDP Reject Stream.

C. AppUcabilitv. The Demonstration System Conservation Program would
be fimited to Entitlement Holders in the Lower Division States. This Policy
replaces and supersedes the policy adopted on May 18,2004.
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D. Definitions. For the purposes of this Policy:

1. Consumptive use means diversions from the Colorado River less
any return flow to the river that is available for consumptive use in
the United States or in satisfaction of the Mexican Treaty
Obligation.

a. Consumptive use from the Colorado River within the Lower
Division States includes water drawn from the
Colorado River by underground pumping.

b. The Mexican Treaty Obligation is set forth in the February 3,
1944, Water Treaty between Mexico and the United States,
including supplements and associated Minutes of the
International Boundary and Water Commission.

2. Decree means the consolidated decree entered March 27,2006
(547 U.S. __ (2006), by the United States Supreme Court in
Arizona v. California, et a/., or as it may be further modified.

3. Entitlement Holder means a person or entity within the Lower
Division States that has an existing authorization to divert
Colorado River water as reasonably required for beneficial uses
pursuant to (i) a decreed right, (ii) a Boulder Canyon Project Act
Section 5 contract with the United States through the Secretary of
the Interior, or (iii) a Federal reservation of water.

4. System Conservation for the purposes of this Policy means a
voluntary reduction of consumptive use of Colorado River water
use by an Entitlement Holder through land fallowing under a
System Conservation Agreement. System Conservation does not
include measures: (i) required by Reclamation under its existing
contract(s) for delivery of water with an Entitlement Holder,
(ii) reqUired by Reclamation to avoid non-beneficial or
unreasonable use determinations, (iii) implemented by the
Entitlement Holder to meet consumptive use reduction obligations
under any transfer or conservation agreement with another party,
(iv) implemented for money payment or other valuable
consideration from another party, or (v) voluntarily undertaken by
an Entfttement Holder for purposes other than System
Conservation.

5. System Conservation Agreement means an agreement, entered
into between Reclamation and an Entitlement Holder pursuant to
this Policy, to reduce consumptive use of Colorado River water
throughelctraordinary conservation by tand faUowing.
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6. 43 CFR Part 417 means the procedures established in Title 43,
Subtitle B, Ch. 1, Part 417 of the Code of Federal Regulations
relating to the Department of the Interior's annual review of
Entitlement Holders' water conservation measures and operating
practices in the diversion, delivery, distribution, and use of
Colorado River water.

7. Inadvertent Overrun and Payback Policy means the Lower
Colorado Region's policy, approved by the Secretary of the Interior
on October 10, 2003, and effective January 1, 2004, that identifies
and defines inadvertent overruns of approved consumptive use of
Colorado River water by an Entitlement Holder, establishes
procedures that account for inadvertent overruns, and defines
subsequent Entitlement Holder payback requirements to System
Storage (69 Fed. Reg. 12208-09, March 15,2004).

8. Secretary means the Secretary of the Interior or a dUly authorized
representative.

II. Demonstration System Conservation Program.

A. Program Requirements. Reclamation proposes to initiate a
Demonstration System Conservation Program to determine whether
voluntary system conservation, not to exceed the amount of Bypass Water
or YDP Reject Stream, would be feasible to mitigate the impacts caused
by releasing water from System Storage to replace Bypass Water or YDP
Reject Stream that is routed to the Cienega. The Demonstration System
Conservation Program may be initiated in calendar year 2006 and will
continue through December 31. 2008.

1. Submittal of System Conservation Proposals: Pursuant to 43
CFR Part 417, Reclamation will determine each Entitlement
Holder's estimated consumptive use water requirements for the
following calendar year and inform the Entitlement Holder in writing
of that determination. Reclamation may request eligible interested
Entitlement Holders to submit Demonstration System Conservation
Program proposals under this Policy each year this Policy is in
effect. Entitlement Holders may submit such proposals at any time
during the period this Policy is in effect or Reclamation may enter
into negotiations with an Entitlement Holder or Entitlement Holders
to implement System Conservation under this Policy.

a. An Entitlement Holder may submit its proposal to implement
System Conservation in calendar year 2006 any time after
the effective date of this Policy but prior to November 15.
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b. An Entitlement Holder must submit its proposal to implement
System Conservation in calendar years 2007 and 2008 by
September 15 of the pr~vious year.

c. Reclamation may also enter into negotiations with an
individual Entitlement Holder(s) to implement System
Conservation.

(1) Reclamation may establish an amount that
Reclamation is willing to pay to implement System
Conservation and seek offers to conserve water at
that cost.

(2) Reclamation will then negotiate and execute the
necessary System Conservation Agreement(s) with
the individual Entitlement Holder(s).

2.EligibHity to Participate in a System Conservation Program.
Reclamation will entertain definitive System Conservation
proposals only from existing Entitlement Holders with a recent
history of beneficial consumptive use. Proposals from individuals
that use Colorado River water delivered within the service area of
an Entitlement Holder, but are not themselves existing Entitlement
Holders, will not be considered. Because of the costs associated
with administration of System Conservation proposals for small
quantities of water conservation, the minimum quantity of water
conservation that will be considered for a System Conservation
proposal is a reduction of 1,000 acre-feet of consumptive use per
year.

3. Submittal of System Conservation Proposals: System
Conservation proposals must be submitted in writing to
Reclamation at the following address:

Bureau of Reclamation
Lower Colorado Regional Office
PO Box 61470
Boulder City, Nevada 89006-1470
Attn: Area Manager, Boulder Canyon Operations Office

4. Elements of a System Conservation Proposal. Under the
Demonstration System Conservation Program, Reclamation will
consider only agricutturaJ land fallowing System Conservation
proposals. GeneraUy, each Entitlement Hofrler's System
Conservation of reasonable beneficial consumptive use is based on
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fallowing of irrigated agricultural lands and will be limited to no more
than 33 percent of that Entitlement Holder's service area irrigated
acreage, including fallowing that occurs under other programs
undertaken by the Entitlement Holder to meet consumptive use
reduction obligations under any transfer or conservation agreement
with another party. This percentage is subject to modification
pending implementation of this Demonstration System
Conservation Program and further consultation with the Lower
Division States. A waiver of this maximum participation level will be
considered for an Entitlement Holder that owns all of the irrigated
acreage within its service area boundaries. Any System
Conservation proposal must specify the following: (1) how much
consumptive use the Entitlement Holder proposes to conserve;
(2) the amount of financial compensation the Entitlement Holder
would expect per acre-foot of water conserved and forborne;
(3) how the proposed land fallowing measures would result in a
verified reduction in diversions and consumptive use; (4) required
approvals, if any, under State law; and (5) other information that
would assist in Reclamation's evaluation of the proposal.

5. Overrun Payback Obligations. An Entitlement Holder that is
paying back an overrun under the Inadvertent Overrun and
Payback Policy, or Exhibit C to the Colorado River Water Delivery
Agreement approved by the Secretary on October 10, 2003, may
concurrently participate in the Demonstration System Conservation
Program. An Entitlement Holder will first be obligated to meet its
annual overrun payback obligation (as reflected in Reclamation's
determination of the Entitlement Holder's estimated reasonable
beneficial consumptive use water requirements) before forbearing
any additional water available for System Conservation under this
Policy.

6. Changes in Water Orders. An Entitlement Holder entering into a
System Conservation Agreement will be permitted to increase its
water order if it determines it can divert and put to beneficial use
(on lands having a recent history of irrigation) a quantity of water
different than that previously specified in an annual water order or
amended water order and Reclamation approves. The maximum
allowable increase in a conserving Entitlement Holder's water order
will be limited to its maximum entitlement, if the entitlement is
quantified, less consumptive use reduction obligations under any
transfer or conservation agreement with another party and its
agreed to reduction in consumptive use during that year under a
System Conservation Agreement. An Entitlement Holder cannot
increase the amount of System Conservation it had previously
scheduled for implementation during the calendar year.
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7. Cost and Compensation. If Reclamation is evaluating several
System Conservation proposals, Reclamation will prioritize eligible
System Conservation offers on the basis of offered cost per acre
foot reduction in consumptive use. Reclamation will commit its
limited funding to implement System Conservation on the basis of
offered cost, with the lowest cost per acre-foot receiving the first
priority consideration. Offers will be considered until Reclamation
has used up the appropriated funds available in that year for this
program. Compensation will be limited to the reduction in
reasonable beneficial consumptive use that is actually verified.
Reclamation will pay 50 percent of the compensation for the
reduction in consumptive use upon the execution of a System
Conservation Agreement. Reclamation will pay the remaining
50 percent of the compensation after verifying that the reduction in
consumptive use occurred consistent with the terms of the System
Conservation Agreement. An Entitlement Holder pledging System
Conservation will not be compensated for water within its estimated
water requirements as determined by Reclamation that remains
unused after the pledged System Conservation and consumptive
use reduction obligations under any transfer or conservation
agreement with another party are deducted from the Entitlement
Holder's estimated consumptive use water requirements as
determined by Reclamation. Such water could be available for use
by Entitlement Holders within the Lower Division State subject to
the terms of existing contracts, the water use priority system for that
State, and approval by Reclamation.

8. Protecting Rights of Junior Entitlement Holders. Reclamation
will not compete with a Lower Division State's existing junior
Entitlement Holders for the use of Colorado River water that would
be forborne by System Conservation actions in that Lower Division
State.

a. Accordingly, an amount of water equal to the amount of
water to be conserved pursuant to a System Conservation
Agreement in a Lower Division State first will be made
available for acquisition and beneficial use by junior
Entitlement Holders within that State up to an amount
necessary to satisfy the Entitlement Holder's calendar year
consumptive use water requirements, pursuant to the order
of priority in accordance with the priority system applicable to
EntiUement Holders within that State. Reclamation will
inform all junior Entitlement Holders, in writing, of the
quantity of water to be forborne that is offered to
Reclamation by Entitlement Holders that submIt System
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Conservation proposals along with the proposed financial or
other terms associated with the proposed System
Conservation. Any junior Entitlement Holder within the
relevant Lower Division State who is interested in acquiring
an amount of water less than or equal to the amount of water
to be forborne will be required to submit to Reclamation a
binding commitment, by a date specified by Reclamation, to
acquire a specific quantity of water and to pay a
proportionate share or all of the costs of the System
Conservation proposal, depending upon whether the junior
Entitlement Holder is interested in acquiring an amount of
water less than or equal to the amount of water to be
forborne.

b. If there are no interested junior Entitlement Holders in the
State where the proposed System Conservation is to occur,
the water forborne under the System Conservation proposal
will not be delivered in that year as unused entitlement to
other users within the State or as unused apportionment to
another Lower Division State but will remain in System
Storage.

9. Protecting the Rights of All States. No more than one-half of the
total conservation will be implemented by Arizona or California over
the period of the Demonstration System Conservation Program
unless a State agrees to have more than one-half the total
conservation implemented in that State. Reclamation, in its
Colorado River accounting and water use report prepared under
Article V of the Decree for calendar year 2006 and afterwards, shall
include a supplemental accounting section for the Demonstration
System Conservation Program. For the year covered by the report,
this supplemental accounting section will report the amount of any
Bypass Water, the amount of any water made available from
operation of the YDP, the amount of any YDP Reject Stream, the
amount of water forborne due to System Conservation, and the
amount of water made available to replace the Bypass Water or
Reject Stream by any other measures.

B. Program Implementation.

1. Environmental Compliance.

a. Reclamation has reviewed the adoption of this
Demonstration System Conservation Program for
compliance with Federal environmental laws. fncluding the
National Environmental Policy Act, and determined that the
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program meets the criteria for a Categorical Exclusion as
described within 516 DM 6, Appendix 9, Categorical
Exclusion 12, as follows: "Conduct of programs of
demonstration, educational, and technical assistance to
water user organizations for improvement of project and on
farm irrigation water use and management." A Categorical
Exclusion Checklist has been prepared for this Policy. No
System Conservation program was initiated under the
May 18, 2004, Policy and therefore there has been no data
to evaluate to date.

b. The approval of a System Conservation agreement by
Reclamation will constitute a Federal action sUbject to
applicable Federal environmental law. Appropriate
environmental compliance documentation will be completed
prior to Reclamation's execution of a System Conservation
agreement.

2. System Conservation Agreements. Reclamation will enter into
specific commitments pursuant to this Policy to implement System
Conservation on an annual basis for a period not longer than one
year during the term of the Demonstration System Conservation
Program. System Conservation Agreements will not in any way
affect the long-term entitlement to Colorado River water of any
Entitlement Holder or the apportionment of any Lower Division
State. Critical to Reclamation's evaluation of any System
Conservation proposalOis a determination that there has been no
artifici'al inflation ofthe System Conservation Entitlement Holder's
estimated reasonable beneficial consumptive use water
requirements. In evaluating any System Conservation proposal,
Reclamation shall consider, among other items, the cost to the
United States and the recent water history of consumptive use by
the Entitlement Holder.

3. Verification of Conserved Water. The reduction in consumptive
use of Colorado River water associated with any System
Conservation proposal shall be the measure of the amount of water
conserved. Reclamation will require any proposed reduction in
Colorado River water consumptive use from a System
Conservation proposal to be reflected in verifiable reductions in
consumptive use. If an Entitlement Holder with an approved
System Conservation proposal does not reduce its actual water use
by the agreed-upon amount for which payment has been received,
Reclamation shall treat any overuse as an inadvertent overrun that
is sUbject to the Inadvertent Overrun and Payback Policy.
Reclamation w~~ consult with Entitlement Ho!ders, representatives
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of the Lower Division States, and other interested parties before,
during, and after the System Conservation action has taken place,
and based on those consultations shall verify that land is fallowed
to make water available that otherwise would have been
consumptively used.

4. Reclamation's Purpose in Conserving System Water. Any
water conserved through this Demonstration System Conservation
Program will remain in System Storage to offset the impacts
caused by depletions from System Storage attributed to Bypass
Water. Reclamation will pay Entitlement Holders to conserve water
under this Policy only up to the amount of the anticipated Bypass
Water or YDP Reject Stream for the calendar year. By helping
conserve the amount of Colorado River water in storage, the
Demonstration System Conservation Program will decrease the
probability and severity of potential shortage determinations and
enhance the potential for future surplus determinations.

5. Evaluation of Demonstration System Conservation Program.
Reclamation will evaluate the results of the Demonstration System
Conservation Program after its conclusion and consult with
Entitlement Holders, representatives of the Lower Division States,
and other interested parties to determine whether a long-term
System Conservation program is feasible. If Reclamation
determines a long-term System Conservation program is feasible
and desirable, Reclamation will develop proposed policies and
procedures for a long-term System Conservation program in
consultation with representatives of the Lower Division States.

III. Other Alternatives. This Demonstration System Conservation Program is being
implemented as one element of a variety of programs that could be used to
replace the Bypass Water or YDP Reject Stream. The YDP/Cienega Workgroup
presented a report, dated April 22, 2005, describing various programs that could
be pursued. Reclamation has an ongoing public process to examine these
programs and others to gather data on one or more approaches to replace the
Bypass Water or YDP Reject Stream.

In line with the dual track approach earlier described in this Policy, Reclamation
continues to work on the design deficiencies for the YDP. In addition,
Reclamation is conductrng a demonstration with the YDP to operate the plant at
one-eighth capacity for a gO-day period in the winter of 2006 to assist in
evaluating the design deficiencies and the cost of operating YDP at larger
capacities.
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IV. Authority of the Secretary Not Affected: Nothing in this Policy diminishes or
abrogates the authority of the Secretary of the Interior under applicable Federal
law, regulation, or Supreme Court Decree.

Adopted as a Policy of the Lower Colorado Region, Bureau of Reclamation:
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RECORD OF DECISION
 

COLORADO RIVER INTERIM SURPLUS GUIDELINES
 

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
 

I. Introduction 

This document constitutes the Record of Decision (ROD) of the Department of the Interior, 
regarding the preferred alternative for Colorado River Interim Surplus Guidelines (Guidelines). 
The Secretary of the Interior (Secretary) is vested with the responsibility of managing the 
mainstream waters of the lower Colorado River pursuant  to federal law.  This responsibility is 
carried out consistent with applicable federal law.  Reclamation, as the agency that is designated 
to act on the Secretary’s behalf with respect to these matters, is the lead Federal agency for the 
purposes of National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) compliance for the development and 
implementation of the proposed interim surplus guidelines.  The FEIS was prepared pursuant to 
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), as amended, the Council on 
Environmental Quality’s (CEQ) Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of 
NEPA (40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] Parts 1500 through 1508), Department of Interior 
Policies, and Reclamation’s NEPA Handbook.  Colorado River Interim Surplus Criteria is the 
subject of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS), filed with the Environmental 
Protection Agency (FES-00-52) on December 8, 2000 and noticed by the Environmental 
Protection Agency and Reclamation in the Federal Register on December 15, 2000. 

The FEIS was prepared by Reclamation to address the formulation and evaluation of specific 
interim surplus guidelines and to identify the potential environmental effects of implementing such 
guidelines. The FEIS addresses the environmental issues associated with,  and analyzes the 
environmental consequences of various alternat ives for specific interim surplus guidelines.  The 
alternatives addressed in the FEIS are those Reclamation determined would meet the purpose of 
and need for the federal action and represented a broad range of the most reasonable alternatives. 

The National Park Service (NPS) and the International Boundary and Water Commission United 
States and Mexico (IBWC) are cooperat ing agencies for purposes of assist ing with the 
environmental analysis in the FEIS.  The NPS administers three areas of national significance 
within the area potentially affected by the proposed action: Glen Canyon National Recreation 
Area (GCNRA), Grand Canyon National Park and Lake Mead National Recreation Area 
(LMNRA). The NPS administers recreation, cultural and natural resources in these areas and also 
grants and administers recreation concessions for the operation of marinas and related facilities at 
Lake Powell and Lake Mead, while the elevation of each of these reservoirs is controlled by and 
subject to Reclamation operations.  The IBWC is a bi-national organization responsible for 
administrat ion of the provisions of the U.S.-Mexico Water Treaty of 1944 (Treaty), including the 
Colorado River waters allocated to Mexico, protection of lands along the Colorado River from 
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floods by levee and floodway projects, resolution of international boundary water sanitation and 
other water quality problems, and preservation of the river as the international boundary.  The 
IBWC consists of the United States Section and the Mexico Section which have their 
headquarters in the adjoining cities of El Paso, Texas and Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua, respectively. 
These and other federal, state and local agencies are expected to use the FEIS and ROD in their 
planning and decision-making processes.  

II. Recommended Decision 

The recommendation is the approval of the following Federal action: the adoption of specific 
interim surplus guidelines identified in the Preferred Alternative (Basin States Alternative) as 
analyzed in the FEIS.  These specific interim surplus guidelines would be used annually to 
determine the conditions under which the Secretary would declare the availability of surplus water 
for use within the states of Arizona, California and Nevada.  These guidelines would be consistent 
with both the Decree entered by the United States Supreme Court in 1964 in the case of Arizona 

v. California (Decree) and Article III(3)(b) of the Criteria for Coordinated Long-Range 

Operation of the Colorado River Reservoirs Pursuant to the Colorado River Basin Project Act of 

September 30, 1968 (LROC). The guidelines would remain in effect for determinations made 
through calendar year 2015 regarding the availability of surplus water through calendar year 
2016, may be subject  to five-year reviews conducted concurrently with LROC reviews, and would 
be applied each year as part of the Annual Operation Plan (AOP) process. 

III. Background 

The Secretary of the Interior manages the lower Colorado River system in accordance with 
federal law, including the 1964 Decree of the U.S. Supreme Court in Arizona v. California 

(Decree), the Colorado River Basin Project Act of 1968 (CRBPA), and the Criteria for 

Coordinated Long-Range Operation of the Colorado River Reservoirs Pursuant to the Colorado 

River Basin Project Act of September 30, 1968 (LROC).  Within this legal framework, the 
Secretary makes annual determinations regarding the availability of surplus water from Lake 
Mead by considering various factors,  including the amount of water in system storage and 
predictions for natural runoff.  The 1964 Decree provides that if there exists sufficient water 
available in a single year for release (primarily from Lake Mead) to satisfy annual consumptive use 
in the states of Arizona, California, and Nevada in excess of 7.5 million acre-feet (maf), such 
excess consumptive use in Arizona, California and Nevada is “surplus.”  The Secretary is 
authorized to determine the conditions upon which such water may be made available.  The 
CRBPA directed the Secretary to adopt criteria for coordinated long-range operation of 
reservoirs on the Colorado River in order to comply with and carry out the provisions of the 
Colorado River Compact of 1922 (Compact), the Colorado River Storage Project Act of 1956 
(CRSPA), the Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1928 (BCPA) and the United States-Mexico Water 
Treaty of 1944 (Treaty).  The Secretary sponsors a formal review of the LROC every five years. 
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The LROC provide that the Secretary will determine the extent to which the reasonable 
consumptive use requirements of mainstream users in Arizona, California and Nevada (the Lower 
Division states) can be met.  The LROC define a normal year as a year in which annual pumping 
and release from Lake Mead will be sufficient to satisfy 7.5 maf of consumptive use in accordance 
with the Decree. A surplus year is defined as a year in which water in quantities greater than 
normal (i.e., greater than 7.5 maf) is available for pumping or release from Lake Mead pursuant to 
Article II(B)(2) of the Decree after consideration of relevant factors, including the factors listed in 
the LROC.  Surplus water is available to agencies which have contracted with the Secretary for 
delivery of surplus water, for use when their water demand exceeds their basic entitlement, and 
when the excess demand cannot be met within the basic apportionment of their state.  Water 
apportioned to, but unused by one or more Lower Division states can be used to satisfy beneficial 
consumptive use requests of mainstream users in other Lower Division states as provided in 
Article II(B)(6) of the Decree. 

Pursuant to the CRBPA, the LROC are utilized by the Secretary, on an annual basis, to make 
determinations with respect to the projected plan of operat ions of the storage reservoirs in the 
Colorado River Basin.  The AOP is prepared by Reclamation, acting on behalf of the Secretary, in 
consultation with representatives of the Colorado River Basin states (Basin States) and other 
parties, as required by federal law.  The interim surplus guidelines would serve to implement the 
provisions of Art icle III(3)(b) of the LROC on an annual basis in the determinations made by the 
Secretary as part of the AOP process for a period of fifteen years. 

To date, the Secretary has applied factors, including but not limited to those found in Article 
III(3)(b)(i-iv) of the LROC, in annual determinations of the availability of surplus quantities of 
water for pumping or release from Lake Mead.  As a result of actual operating experience and 
through preparation of AOPs, particularly during recent years when there has been increasing 
demand for surplus water, the Secretary has determined that there is a need for more specific 
surplus guidelines, consistent with the Decree and applicable federal law, to assist in the 
Secretary’s annual decision making during an interim period. 

For many years, California has been diverting more than its normal 4.4 maf apportionment.  Prior 
to 1996, California utilized unused apportionments of other Lower Division states that were made 
available by the Secretary.  Since 1996, California has also utilized surplus water made available 
by Secretarial determination.  California is in the process of developing the means to reduce its 
annual use of Colorado River water to 4.4 maf.  Both Arizona and Nevada are approaching full 
use of their Colorado River apportionments. 

Additionally, through adoption of specific interim surplus guidelines, the Secretary will be able to 
afford mainstream users of Colorado River water, particularly those in California who currently 
utilize surplus flows, a greater degree of predictability with respect to the likely existence, or lack 
thereof, of surplus conditions on the river in a given year.  Adoption of the interim surplus 
guidelines is intended to recognize California’s plan to reduce reliance on surplus deliveries, to 
assist California in moving toward its allocated share of Colorado River water, and to avoid 
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hindering such efforts.  Implementation of interim surplus guidelines would take into account 
progress, or lack thereof, in California’s efforts to achieve these objectives.  The surplus 
guidelines would be used to identify the specific amount of surplus water which may be made 
available in a given year, based upon factors such as the elevation of Lake Mead, during a period 
within which demand for surplus Colorado River water will be reduced.  The increased level of 
predictability with respect to the prospective existence and quantity of surplus water would assist 
in planning and operations by all entities that receive surplus Colorado River water pursuant to 
contracts with the Secretary. 

IV. Alternatives Considered 

The FEIS analyzed five action alternatives for interim surplus guidelines as well as a No Action 
Alternat ive/Baseline Condition that was developed for comparison of potential effects of the 
action alternatives.  A common element of all alternatives is that in years in which the Field 

Working Agreement between the Bureau of Reclamation and the Army Corps of Engineers for 

Flood Control Operation of Hoover Dam and Lake Mead (Field Working Agreement) requires 
releases greater than the downstream beneficial consumptive use demands, the Secretary shall 
determine that a “flood control surplus” will be declared in that year.  In such years, releases will 
be made to satisfy all beneficial uses within the United States and up to an additional 200,000 acre 
feet (af) will be made available to Mexico under the Treaty.  The No Action Alternative/Baseline 
Condition and the five action alternatives are described below. 

1. No Action Alternative/Baseline Condition: Under the No Action Alternative, 
determinations of surplus would continue to be made on an annual basis, in the AOP process, 
pursuant to the LROC and the Decree. The No Action Alternative represents the future AOP 
process without specific interim surplus guidelines.  Surplus determinations consider such factors 
as end-of-year system storage, potential runoff conditions, projected water demands of the Basin 
States and the Secretary’s discretion in addressing year-to-year issues.  The No Action Alternative 
is identified as the “environmentally preferable alternative” as it affords the Secretary the greatest 
degree of annual flexibility in managing the mainstream waters and resources of the lower 
Colorado River pursuant to applicable federal law.  However, the year-to-year variation in the 
conditions considered by the Secretary in making surplus water determinations makes projections 
of surplus water availability highly uncertain, and may hinder efforts by California to reduce its 
over-reliance on Colorado River water supplies. 

The approach used in the FEIS for analyzing the hydrologic aspects of the interim surplus 
guidelines alternatives was to use a computer model that simulates specific operating parameters 
and constraints. In order to follow CEQ guidelines calling for a No Action alternative for use as a 
“baseline” against which to compare project alternatives, Reclamation selected a specific 
operating strategy for use as a baseline condition, which could be described mathematically in the 
model. 
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The baseline is based on a 70R spill avoidance strategy (70R strategy).  The 70R baseline strategy 
involves assuming a 70-percentile inflow into the system subtracting out the consumptive uses and 
system losses and checking the results to see if all of the water could be stored or if flood control 
releases from Lake Mead would be required.  If flood control releases from Lake Mead would be 
required, additional water is made available to  the Lower Basin states beyond 7.5 maf.  The 
notation 70R refers to the specific inflow where 70 percent of the historical natural runoff is less 
than this value (17.4 maf) for the Colorado River basin at Lee Ferry.  In practice, the 70R surplus 
determination trigger elevation would be made during the fall of the preceding year using 
projected available system space.  The 70R strategy trigger line gradually rises from 
approximately 1199 feet above mean sea level (msl) in 2002 to 1205 feet msl in 2050 as a result 
of increasing water use in the Upper Basin.  Under baseline conditions, when a surplus condition 
is determined to occur, surplus water would be made available to fill all water orders by holders of 
surplus water contracts in the Lower Division states. 

Reclamation has utilized a 70R strategy for both planning purposes and studies of surplus 
determinations in past years.  When Reclamation reviewed previous surplus determinations as part 
of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) effort, the data indicated that the 1997 
surplus determination did not precisely fit the 70R strategy.  As a result, Reclamation selected the 
75R strategy as representative of recent operational decisions for use as the baseline condition in 
the DEIS.  However, based on further review and analysis, public comment, and discussion with 
representatives of the Basin States during the DEIS review period, Reclamation selected the 70R 
strategy for the baseline condition in the FEIS.  While the 70R strategy is used to represent 
baseline conditions, it does not represent a decision by Reclamation to utilize the 70R strategy for 
determination of future surplus conditions in the absence of interim surplus guidelines.  It should 
be noted that the 70R st rategy and 75R strategy produced very similar modeling results for the 
purpose of determining impacts associated with the action alternatives analyzed in this FEIS.  The 
primary effect of simulating operat ion with the 70R st rategy would be that  surplus conditions 
would only be determined when Lake Mead is nearly full. 

2. Basin States Alternative (Preferred Alternative):  The Basin States Alternatives is 
similar to, and based upon, information submitted to the Secretary by representatives of the 
Governors of the states of Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada and 
California.  After receipt of this information (during the public comment period), Reclamation 
shared the submission with the public (through the Federal Register and Reclamation’s surplus 
guidelines web sites) for consideration and comment.  Reclamation then analyzed the states’ 
submission and crafted this additional alternative for inclusion in the FEIS.  Some of the 
information submitted for the Department’s review was outside of the scope of the proposed 
action for adoption of interim surplus guidelines and was therefore not included as part of the 
Basin States Alternative (e.g., adoption of shortage criteria and adoption of surplus criteria 
beyond the 15-year period) as presented in the FEIS. 

The Basin States Alternative specifies ranges of Lake Mead water surface elevations to be used 
through 2015 for determining the availability of surplus water through 2016.  The elevation 
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ranges are coupled with specific uses of surplus water in such a way that, if Lake Mead’s surface 
elevation were to decline, the amount of surplus water would be reduced.  The surplus 
determination elevations under the preferred alternative consist of three tiered Lake Mead water 
surface elevations, each of which is associated with certain designations on the purposes for which 
surplus water could be used.  When a flood control surplus is determined, surplus water would be 
made available for all established uses by contractors for surplus water in the Lower Division 
States. When Lake Mead water levels are below the lowest surplus trigger elevation, surplus 
water would not be made available. 

3.   Flood Control Alternative:  Under the Flood Control Alternative, a surplus condition is 
determined to exist when flood control releases from Lake Mead are occurring or projected to 
occur in the subsequent year.  The method of determining need for flood control releases is based 
on flood control regulations published by the Los Angeles District of the Corps of Engineers 
(Corps) and the Field Working Agreement between the Corps and Reclamation.  Under the flood 
control strategy, a surplus is determined when the Corps flood control regulations require releases 
from Lake Mead in excess of downstream demand.  If flood control releases or space building 
releases are required, surplus conditions are determined to be in effect.  The average Lake Mead 
water surface elevation that would trigger flood control releases is approximately 1211 feet msl. 
In practice, flood control releases are not based on the average t rigger elevation, but would be 
determined each month by following the Corps regulations.  When a flood control surplus is 
determined, surplus water would be made available for all established uses by contractors for 
surplus water in the Lower Division States. 

4.   Six States Alternative:  The Six States Alternative specifies ranges of Lake Mead water 
surface elevations to be used through 2015 for determining the availability of surplus water 
through 2016. The elevation ranges are coupled with specific uses of surplus water in such a way 
that, if Lake Mead’s surface elevation were to decline, the amount of surplus water would be 
reduced. The surplus determination elevations under the Six States Alternative consist of three 
tiered Lake Mead water surface elevations, each of which is associated with certain designations 
on the purposes for which surplus water could be used.  When flood control releases are made, 
any and all beneficial uses would be met, including unlimited off-stream storage.  When Lake 
Mead water levels are below the lowest surplus trigger elevation, surplus water would not be 
made available. 

5.   California Alternative:  The California Alternative specifies Lake Mead water surface 
elevations to be used for the interim period through 2015 for determining the availability of 
surplus water through 2016. The elevation ranges are coupled with specific uses of surplus water 
in such a way that, if Lake Mead’s surface elevation declines, the amount of surplus water would 
be reduced. The Lake Mead elevations at which surplus conditions would be determined under 
the California Alternative are expressed as three tiered, upward sloping trigger lines that rise 
gradually year by year to 2016, in recognition of the gradually increasing water demand of the 
Upper Division states from the present to 2016.  Each tier would be coupled with limitations on 
the amount of surplus water available at that tier.  Each tier under the California Alternative 
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would be subject to adjustment during the interim period based on changes in Upper Basin 
demand projections.  When flood control releases are made, any and all beneficial uses would be 
met, including unlimited off-stream storage.  When Lake Mead water levels are below the lowest 
surplus trigger elevation, surplus water would not be made available 

6.   Shortage Protection Alternative:  The Shortage Protection Alternative is based on 
maintaining an amount of water in Lake Mead necessary to provide a normal annual supply of 
7.5 maf for the Lower Division, 1.5 maf for Mexico and storage necessary to provide an 80 
percent probability of avoiding future shortages.  The surplus triggers under this alternative range 
from an approximate Lake Mead initial elevation of 1126 feet msl to an elevation of 1155 feet msl 
at the end of the interim period.  At Lake Mead elevations above the surplus trigger, surplus 
conditions would be determined to be in effect and surplus water would be available for use in the 
Lower Division states.  Below the surplus trigger elevation, surplus water would not be made 
available. 

V. Basis For Decision 

Reclamation selected the Basin States Alternative as its preferred alternative based on 
Reclamation's determination that it best meets all aspects of the purpose and need for the action, 
including the need: to remain in place for the entire period of the interim guidelines; to garner 
support among the Basin States that will enhance the Secretary’s ability to manage the Colorado 
River reservoirs in a manner that balances all existing needs for these precious water supplies; 
and, to assist in the Secretary’s efforts to insure that California water users reduce their over 
reliance on surplus Colorado River water.  Reclamation notes the important role of the Basin 
States in the statutory framework for administration of Colorado River Basin entitlements and the 
significance that a seven-state consensus represents on this issue.  With respect to the information 
within the scope of the proposed action, Reclamation found the Basin States Alternative to be a 
reasonable alternative and fully analyzed the environmental effects of this alternative in the FEIS. 
The identified environmental effects of the Basin States Alternative are well within the range of 
anticipated effects of the alternatives presented in the DEIS and do not affect the environment in a 
manner not already considered in the DEIS.  Thus, based on all available information, this 
alternative is the most reasonable and feasible alternative.

 VI. Public Response To Final Environmental Statement 

Following the Federal Register Notice of Availability for the FEIS on December 15, 2000, and as 
of Friday at  7:00 PM (EST), on January 12, 2001, Reclamation had received one  letter supporting 
the preferred alternative in the FEIS, one letter from the Ten Tribes Partnership, one letter from a 
Non-governmental Organization and  four letters and approximately 7,517 email comments 
entitled “Stop Damage to the Colorado River Delta” commenting on the FEIS.  The email form 
letter appears to be based upon information made available by Environmental Defense as posted 
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on its Environmental Defense Action Network Internet web site.  The live action alert allows 
citizens to automatically email a form/sample letter to a designated addressee (in this case the 
Bureau of Reclamation’s project leader). Of the total of approximately 7,517 email form letters, 
approximately 400 have been edited in some manner from the template letter provided and the 
remainder (approx. 7,100) are identical to the form letter.  Of the edited email form letters none 
make substantive comments on the FEIS beyond that contained in the email form letter template. 

With respect to the comments received on the FEIS, and pursuant to Reclamations’s NEPA 
guidance, “Only in special circumstances should any specific comments be responded to in the 
ROD.  If the comments raise significant issues that have not been addressed, the need to 
supplement the FEIS should be determined.”  Reclamation does not believe that the comments 
received on the FEIS raise any significant issues that would require supplementing the FEIS. 
Reclamation provides the following additional information. 

A summary of issues raised by the comment letters are as follows: 
Comment/Issue 1:  Objection to the preferred alternative in the FEIS because these criteria 
will deprive the Colorado River delta of life-sustaining water, destroy important native 
riparian habitats, and push numerous endangered species perilously close to extinction. 

Response: The rat ional for ident ification of the preferred alternative is addressed in 
Chapter 2.3.2 and analyzed in the Chapter 3, Affected Environment and Environmental 
Consequences.  Transboundary Impacts are addressed in Chapter 3.16 of the FEIS.  In 
addition, the status of consultation on special status species for the preferred alternative in 
the FEIS is addressed in Section VIII of the ROD. 

Comment/Issue 2.  Urges Reclamation to insure that impacts to the Colorado River delta 
are mitigated by dedicating sufficient water to meet the needs of its riparian ecosystems, 
specifically the needs of cottonwoods and willows throughout their lifecycle. 

Response: Dedicating Colorado River Water for the Colorado River delta is addressed in 
Chapter 1.1.4 and Chapter 2.2.3 of the FEIS.  Transboundary Impacts are addressed in 
Chapter 3.16 of the FEIS.  See also Section X. Part 7, Transboundary Impacts, and 
Section VIII of the ROD that discusses the status of consultation on special status species 
for the preferred alternative. 

Comment/Issue 3: Urges Reclamation to issue a supplemental EIS including the Pacific 
Institute proposal as a reasonable alternative and its analysis. 

Response: Considerat ion of the Pacific Institute’s proposal in the FEIS is addressed in 
Chapter 2.2.3 and further responded to in Volume III, Comment and Responses, Part B, 
page B-22, Response 11-2 and page B-24, Response 11-6, page B-38, comment 12-6 and 
12-7. These responses address the reasons that the Pacific Institute proposal was not 
analyzed as an independent alternative in the FEIS.  Accordingly, Reclamation has 
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determined that is not necessary to supplement the FEIS. 

Comment/Issue 4: Disagreement on the acceptance of the Basin States proposal as an 
alternative and its identification as the preferred alternative. 

Response: The Basin States Alternative and its identification as the preferred alternative is 
addressed in Chapter 2.3.2 of the FEIS.  The working draft of the Basin States Proposal 
was published in the Federal Register during the DEIS public comment process.  The 
Federal Register notice on the draft Basin States Proposal is included in the FEIS in 
Chapter 5.9. 

Comment/Issue 5: The Ten Tribes Partnership, by letter dated January 8, 2001, expressed 
concerns regarding the impact of the Interim Surplus Guidelines on the Tribes’ reserved 
water rights.  The Tribes noted their disagreement with Reclamation’s analysis and the 
position taken by the Department of the Interior with regard to its trust responsibility on 
Tribal water rights in the FEIS.  Additionally, the Ten Tribes Partnership requested 
Reclamation to assist them in on-reservation development of their water resources. 

Response: As an initial matter, Reclamation fully identified and analyzed Tribal water 
rights in the FEIS in Chapter 3.14, their Depletion Schedule in Attachment Q, and fully 
responded to Tribal comments on the DEIS in Volume III, pages B-164 through 219 of 
the FEIS. 

Additionally, as part of its analysis of the proposed federal action in the EIS, Reclamation 
identified a significant quantity of confirmed but unused water rights belonging to several 
Indian tribes in the Colorado River basin.  These undeveloped rights are a factor in the 
available water supply which is being managed as surplus. 

The Department, as trustee, believes that these surplus guidelines will benefit the tribes by 
helping to ensure that California does not develop a permanent reliance on unused water 
rights.  By the same token, the Department believes it important for the tribes to develop 
and utilize their water rights.  Accordingly, the Department directs the Bureau of 
Reclamation to provide appropriate assistance (including technical and financial 
assistance) to each of the relevant tribes to establish a water use plan for on-reservation 
development. 

VII. Alteration of Project Plan In Response To Public Comment 

Public comments on the FEIS did not result in changes to the proposed action nor selection of the 
Preferred Alternative. 
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VIII.	 Status Of Consultation On Special Status Species Under Section 7(a)(2) Of The 

Endangered Species Act 

On January 11, 2001, Reclamation received a memorandum from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (Service) pursuant to the Endangered Species Act  (Act) of 1973, as amended, responding 
to Reclamation’s November 29, 2000 memorandum regarding the adoption of proposed Interim 
Surplus Criteria for the lower Colorado River and its possible effects to endangered species and 
their critical habitat in the river corridor below Glen Canyon Dam to Separation Rapid from Glen 
Canyon Dam operat ions.  Reclamation’s November 29, 2000 memorandum concluded that the 
proposed project may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, listed species in the Colorado 
River corridor or their critical habitat from Glen Canyon Dam to the headwaters of Lake Mead. 
The species of considerat ion include the endangered humpback chub (Gila cypha) with critical 
habitat, endangered razorback sucker (Xyrachen texanus) with critical habitat, endangered 
southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax extimus trailli) without critical habitat , and 
threatened (proposed delisted) bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) without critical habitat. 
The Service concurred with Reclamation’s determination that a 2 percent change in the frequency 
of occurrence of experimental flows as a result of Interim Surplus Criteria “may affect, but is not 
likely to adversely affect the above mentioned listed species or their critical habitat.”  The Service 
also concurred with Reclamation’s determination that a change in the frequency of Beach Habitat 
Building Flows (BHBF) through the Grand Canyon from 1 in 5 years, to the current  estimate of 1 
in every 6 years with the adoption of Interim Surplus Criteria “may affect, but is not likely to 
adversely affect listed species or adversely modify their critical habitat” given that BHBF’s are not 
required to remove jeopardy to native fish, nor required to minimize incidental take, and have not 
proven critical to the survival or recovery of native fishes. No further section 7 consultation is 
required for the adoption of Interim Surplus Criteria in the Grand Canyon at this time. 

On January 12, 2001 Reclamation received a Biological Opinion (BO) from the Service for 
Interim Surplus Criteria, Secretarial Implementation Agreements, and Conservation Measures on 
the Lower Colorado River, Lake Mead to the Southerly International Boundary, Arizona, 
California, and Nevada.  This BO is based on information provided in the August 31, 2000 
biological assessment, the DEIS for Interim Surplus Criteria, and final conservation measures 
provided by Reclamation on January 9, 2001.  The species under consideration include the 
razorback sucker, bonytail chub (Gila elegans), desert pupfish (Cyprinodon macularius), Yuma 
clapper rail (Rallus longirostris yumanensis), brown pelican (Pelecanus occidentalis), 
southwestern willow flycatcher, the threatened desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) and bald 
eagle; and designated critical habitat for the razorback sucker and bonytail chub.  The service 
previously concurred with Reclamation’s determination of “is not likely to adversely affect” for 
the bald eagle.  Reclamation has also made findings of “no effect” for the desert pupfish, brown 
pelican, and desert tortoise and critical habitat for the bonytail chub.  After reviewing the current 
status of the bonytail chub, razorback sucker, Yuma clapper rail and southwestern willow 
flycatcher, the environmental baseline for the action area, the effects of Interim Surplus Criteria, 
including conservation measures, and cumulative effects, it is the Service’s biological opinion that 
the proposed action of Interim Surplus Criteria is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence 
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of the bonytail chub, razorback sucker, Yuma clapper rail, and southwestern willow flycatcher or 
result in the destruction or adverse modification of critical habitat  for the razorback sucker in the 
Lower Colorado River.  Reclamation has provided conservation measures that would be part of 
the proposed act ion once selected.  These measures are designed to reduce the significance of the 
effects of the action on listed species and critical habitat.  These conservation measures are 
identified in this ROD in Section X.- Environmental Impacts and Implementation of 
Environmental Commitments, Part 4 - Special Status Species. 

Reclamation consulted with the Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) 
through a supplemental biological assessment (SBA) on Transboundary effects in Mexico from 
the proposed action for Interim Surplus Criteria by memoranda dated January 9, 2001.  These 
consultations do not reflect any conclusion on Reclamation’s part that consultation is required, as 
a matter of law or regulation, on any possible impact the adoption of interim surplus criteria may 
have on U.S. listed species in Mexico.  Rather, consultation on these effects have proceeded with 
the expressed understanding that it may exceed what is required under applicable Federal law and 
regulations and does not establish a legal or policy precedent. 

The Service responded to Reclamation’s memorandum on Transboundary effects on January 11, 
2001. The Service noted that Reclamation requested Service concurrence with a finding of “may 
affect, not likely to adversely affect” for the endangered southwestern willow flycatcher and 
totoaba (Totoaba macdonaldi). Reclamation also made findings of “no effect” to the endangered 
desert pupfish, Yuma clapper rail, and the vaquita (Phocaena sinus).  The Service stated that it 
does not have jurisdiction in section 7 consultat ions for marine species such as the vaquita and 
totoaba., therefore they are not discussed in their memorandum.  The Yuma clapper rail is not 
listed under the Endangered Species of 1973 (as amended) outside of the United States. 
Therefore, Yuma clapper rails in Mexico are not protected or considered in the sect ion 7 
consultation and are not discussed further in their memorandum.  The Service concurred with 
Reclamation’s finding of “no effect” for the desert pupfish.  The Service finds that the effects of 
the Interim Surplus Criteria as described in the SBA are insignificant and concurs with 
Reclamation’s finding of “may affect, not likely to adversely affect” for the southwestern willow 
flycatcher. 

The NMFS responded to Reclamations’s memorandum on Transboundary effects on January 12, 
2001.  Reclamation concluded that the proposed action for the Interim Surplus Criteria will “not 
affect” the Yuma clapper rail, desert pupfish, and the vaquita.  Reclamation also concluded that 
the proposed interim surplus criteria “may affect, but is not  likely to adversely affect” the 
southwestern willow flycatcher and totoaba and requested concurrence with this finding for the 
endangered totoaba.  In their response the NMFS concurred with Reclamation’s determination 
that the implementation of the preferred alternative will not likely adversely affect the totoaba. 
This finding concludes informal consultation pursuant to section 7 of the Endangered Species Act 
and its implementing regulations. 
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IX	 Status of Consultation On Cultural Resources Under Section 106 Of The National 

Historic Preservation Act 

Reclamation is the agency designated to act on behalf of the Secretary with respect to the 
adoption of specific interim surplus guidelines identified in the Preferred Alternative (Basin States 
Alternative) analyzed in the FEIS.  Reclamation is the lead Federal agency for the purposes of 
compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966, as 
amended.  Reclamation determined in the FEIS, that while development and implementation of 
Interim Surplus Guidelines should be considered an undertaking for the purposes of Section 106, 
it is not of a type that  was likely to affect historic properties.  Following publication and 
distribution of the DEIS, Reclamation received a memorandum from the Nevada State Historic 
Preservation Officer (NSHPO) through the public review and comment process.  The 
memorandum stated that the NSHPO disagreed with Reclamation’s finding that development and 
implementation of Interim Surplus Guidelines constituted an undertaking with no potential to 
effect historic properties, and requested the matter be forwarded to the Advisory Council on 
Historic Preservation (Council) for review.  In accordance with the NSHPO’s request, and 
pursuant to 36 CFR 800.5(c)3, Reclamation has prepared a memorandum on this matter and has 
forwarded it to the Council for review.  Reclamation is proposing that further consultation occur 
within the framework provided by Section 110 of the NHPA.  Reclamation believes questions and 
concerns regarding what sorts of impacts might be occurring to, or may occur at some future date 
to historic properties as a result of on-going operation of the Colorado River system, are better 
viewed as long term management issues, which should be addressed through consultation under 
Section 110 or the NHPA, rather than through Section 106 compliance for a specific activity that 
represents only a small part  of a much larger, on-going program. 

X.	 Environmental Impacts and Implementation of Environmental Commitments 

Potential Impacts are associated with changes in the difference between probabilities of 
occurrence for specific resource issues under study when comparing the No Action 
Alternative/Baseline Condition to that of the Preferred Alternative.  Potential impacts on 13 
resource issues from the Preferred Alternative were analyzed by Reclamation in the FEIS.  These 
included; Water Supply, Water Quality, River Flow Issues, Aquatic Resources, Special Status 
Species, Recreation, Energy Resources, Air Quality, Visual Resources, Cultural Resources, Indian 
Trust Assets, Environmental Justice, and Transboundary Impacts. Reclamation determined these 
resource issues will not be adversely affected by the adoption of the Preferred Alternative and 
thus will not require specific mitigation measures to reduce or eliminate non-significant effects 
because the small changes in the probabilities of occurrence of flows which would effect these 
resource issues are within Reclamation’s current operational regime and authorities under 
applicable federal law.  In recognition of potential effects that could occur with implementation of 
the Preferred Alternative, Reclamation has developed a number of environmental commitments 
that will be undertaken.  Some environmental commitments are the result of compliance with 
specific consultation requirements. 
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Environmental commitments that will be implemented by Reclamation are identified below. 

1. Water Quality 

Reclamation will continue to monitor salinity and Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) in the 
Colorado River as part of the ongoing Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Program to 
ensure compliance with the numeric criteria on the river as set forth in the Forum’s 1999 
Annual Review. 

Reclamation will continue to participate in the Lake Mead Water Quality Forum and the 
Las Vegas Wash Coordination Committee as a principal and funding partner in studies of 
water quality in the Las Vegas Wash and Lake Mead.  Reclamation is an active partner in 
the restoration of the Las Vegas Wash wetlands. 

Reclamation is and will continue to acquire riparian and wetland habitat around Lake 
Mead and on the Lower Colorado River related to ongoing and projected routine 
operations. 

Reclamation will continue to participate with the Nevada Division of Environmental 
Protection and Kerr-McGee Chemical Company in the perchlorate remediation program 
of groundwater discharge points along Las Vegas Wash which will reduce the amount of 
this contaminant entering the Colorado River. 

Reclamation will continue to monitor river operations, reservoir levels and water supply 
and make this information available to the Colorado River Management Work Group 
(CRMWG), agencies and the public.  This information is also available on Reclamation’s 
website (http://www.lc.usbr.gov and http://www.uc.usbr.gov). 

2. Riverflow Issues 

Reclamation and the other stakeholders in the Glen Canyon Dam Adaptive Management 
Program (AMP) are currently developing for recommendation to the Secretary an 
experimental flow program for the operations of Glen Canyon Dam which includes 
Beach/Habitat-Building-Flows (BHBFs).  BHBFs are implemented over the long-term by 
hydrologic triggering criteria approved by the Secretary, and are one measure 
implemented subject to and consistent with existing law designed to protect and mitigate 
adverse impacts to and improve the values for which Grand Canyon National Park and 
Glen Canyon National Recreation Area were established.  This experimental flow program 
will consider both the potential for reduced frequency of BHBFs resulting from the 
Interim Surplus Guidelines and for experimental flows to be conducted independent of the 
hydrologic triggering criteria.  The design of the experimental flow program will include 
the number of flows, the durat ion and the magnitude of experimental flows.  The AMP 
shall forward their recommendation on this matter for the Secretary’s considerat ion. 
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3.	 Aquatic Resources 

Reclamation will initiate a temperature monitoring program below Hoover Dam with state 
and other Federal agencies to document temperature changes related to baseline 
conditions and implementation of interim surplus guidelines and assess their potential 
effects on listed species and the sport fishery.  The existing hydrolab below Hoover Dam 
will be modified as necessary to provide this temperature data. 

4.	 Special Status Species 

Reclamation will implement the following conservation measures for Razorback sucker in 
Lake Mead and native fish in Lake Mohave: 

1.	 Reclamation will continue to provide funding and support for the ongoing Lake 
Mead Razorback Sucker study.  The focus will be on locating populations of 
razorbacks in Lake Mead from the lower Grand Canyon (Separation Canyon) area 
downstream to Hoover Dam, documenting use and availability of spawning areas 
at various water elevations, clarifying substrate requirements, monitoring potential 
nursery areas, continuing ageing studies and confirming recruitment events that 
may be tied to physical conditions in the lake.  The expanded program will be 
developed within 9 months of signing the BO and implemented by January 2002. 
Initial studies will extend for 5 years, followed by a review and determination of 
the scope of studies for the remaining 10 years of the Interim Surplus Guidelines 
(ISG). Reclamation will use the bathymetric surveys, to be conducted in fiscal 
year 2001, to gather data in the areas of the identified spawning habitat, if not 
already available; 

2.	 Reclamation will to the maximum extent pract icable provide rising spring 
(February through April) water surface elevations of 5-10 feet on Lake Mead, to 
the extent hydrologic conditions allow.  Hydrologic studies indicate that such 
conditions could occur once in 6 years, although no guarantee of frequency can be 
made.  This operation plan will be pursued through BHBFs and/or equalization 
and achieved through the Adaptive Management Program and Annual Operating 
Plan processes, as needed for spawning razorback suckers; 

3.	 Reclamation will continue existing operations in Lake Mohave that benefit native 
fish during the 15-year effective period of these Guidelines and will explore 
additional ways to provide benefits to native fish; and, 

4.	 Reclamation will monitor water levels of Lake Mead from February through April 
of each year during the 15 years these Guidelines are in place.  Should water levels 
reach 1160 feet because of the implementation of these Guidelines, Reclamation 
will implement a program to collect and rear larval razorbacks in Lake Mead the 
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spawning season following this determination.  If larvae cannot be captured from 
Lake Mead, wild larvae will be collected from Lake Mohave. 

The implementation of these Guidelines is not likely to produce a condition 
resulting in a minimum February through April Lake Mead elevation at or below 
1130 feet for more than 2 consecutive years during which surplus is being 
declared.  Therefore, this condition has not been evaluated as an effect of the 
proposed action. 

5. Recreation 

Reclamation is initiating a bathymetric survey of Lake Mead in fiscal year 2001 and will 
coordinate with the Lake Mead National Recreation Area to identify critical recreation 
facility elevations and navigational hazards that would be present under various reservoir 
surface elevations. 

Reclamation will continue to monitor river operations, reservoir levels and water supply 
and make this information available to the CRMWG, agencies and the public.  This 
operational information will provide the Lake Mead National Recreat ion Area and the 
Glen Canyon National Recreation Area with probabilities for future reservoir elevations to 
aid in management of navigational aids, recreation facilities, other resources and fiscal 
planning. 

Reclamation will continue its consultation and coordination with the Glen Canyon 
National Recreation Area and the Navajo Nation on the development of Antelope Point as 
a resort destination. 

6. Cultural Resources 

Reclamation shall continue to consult and coordinate with the State Historic Preservation 
Officer, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (Council), Glen Canyon National 
Recreation Area, Lake Mead National Recreation Area, Tribes and interested parties with 
regard to the potential effects of implementation of the Preferred Alternative as required 
by Sections 106 and 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act following the Council’s 
recommended approach for consultation for the Protection of Historic Properties found at 
36 CFR 800. 

7. Transboundary Impacts 

A November 14, 2000, meeting of the International Boundary and Water Commission and 
Technical Advisors from the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation and Mexico’s National Water 
Commission was held.  At this meeting, Mexico expressed concern that a reduction of 
historic flows arriving in Mexico could impact: Mexico’s use of those waters for recharge 
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of ground waters; Mexico’s use of those waters for leaching of soils to combat salinity; 
Mexico’s use of those waters to dilute saline flows in the land boundary delivery point; 
endangered species that depend on use of those waters in Mexico; riparian habitat that 
depends on those waters in Mexico; and, fisheries in the upper Gulf of California.  Though 
it is the position of the United States through the United States International Boundary 
and Water Commission that the United States does not mitigate for impacts in a foreign 
country, the United States is committed to participate with Mexico through the IBWC 
Technical Work Groups to develop cooperative projects beneficial to both countries 
concerning the issues expressed by Mexico.  Significantly, IBWC Minute No. 306 (which 
was adopted by the IBWC’s United States and Mexico sections on December 12, 2000), 
outlines a process that may lead to specific delta restoration measures. 
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XI. Implementing The Decision 

1. Allocation of Colorado River Water - Basic Apportionment 

Article II(B)(6) of the Decree authorizes the Secretary to release a lower division state’s 
apportioned but unused water for consumptive use in another lower division state, but provides 
that no rights to the recurrent use of such apportioned water shall accrue to any state by reason of 
its previous use. The Decree leaves it to the Secretary to determine how any such unused 
apportionment shall be allocated, and to make such determinations either annually, or for a more 
extended period, though in neither situation can the Secretary’s policy create a right in any state 
to the future use of such unused apportionment.  In the course of establishing Interim Surplus 
Guidelines for the lower division states, the Secretary has determined that in order to make an 
accurate assessment of the amount of water available and reasonably needed to meet annual 
consumptive use in the lower division states, it is desirable to know in advance to which users, 
and for which uses, any unused apportionment will be made available.  The Secretary is therefore 
including within the Interim Surplus Guidelines a statement of his intended method of distributing 
unused apportionment that may be available during the Interim period. 

2. Forbearance and Reparation Arrangements 

It is expected that Lower Division States and individual contractors for Colorado River water will 
adopt arrangements that will affect utilization of Colorado River water during the effective period 
of these guidelines.  It is expected that water orders from Colorado River contractors will be 
submitted to reflect these forbearance and reparation arrangements by Lower Division states and 
individual contractors.   The forbearance arrangements are expected to address California’s 
Colorado River water demands while the anticipated reductions in California’s Colorado River 
water use are implemented.  The reparation arrangements are expected to address the 
circumstance where California contractors would limit their use of Colorado River water to 
mitigate the impacts of any declared shortage conditions on other Lower Division states.  The 
reparation arrangements are also expected to address the circumstance where the anticipated 
reductions do not in fact occur and would require California contractors to limit their use of 
Colorado River water in order to repay the Colorado River system for previously stored water. 

It is anticipated that MWD will enter into forbearance and reparation agreements with the State of 
Arizona and with the Southern Nevada Water Authority, which are necessary to provide for 
forbearance of water under Article II(B)(6) of the Decree.  The Secretary may also, as 
appropriate, be a party to those portions of the agreements concerning the allocation of 
forbearance of water under Article II(B)(6) of the Decree.  It is anticipated that these agreements 
will be completed no later than December 31, 2001.  In the event that the forbearance and 
reparation agreements are not completed by December 31, 2002, apportionment for use of surplus 
water shall be made according to the percentages provided in Article II(B)(2) of the Decree 
(without prejudice to the Secretary’s authority under Article II(B)(6) of the Decree) until such 
time as the agreements are completed, or until December 31, 2015, whichever is earlier. 
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The Secretary will deliver Colorado River water to contractors in a manner consistent with these 
arrangements, provided, however,  that any such arrangements are consistent with the BCPA, the 
Decree and do not infringe on the rights of third parties.  Surplus water will only be delivered to 
entities with contracts for surplus water. 

3. Definitions 

For purposes of these guidelines, the following definitions apply: 

a. “Domestic” use shall have the meaning defined in the Compact. 

b. “Off-stream Banking” shall mean the diversion of Colorado River water to underground 
storage facilities for use in subsequent years from the facility used by a contractor 
diverting such water. 

c. “Direct Delivery Domestic Use” shall mean direct delivery of water to domestic end 
users or other municipal and industrial water providers within the contractor’s area of 
normal service, including incidental regulat ion of Colorado River water supplies within the 
year of operation but not including Off-stream Banking. 

d. “Direct Delivery Domestic Use” for The Metropolitan Water District of Southern 
California (MWD) shall include delivery of water to end users within its area of normal 
service, incidental regulation of Colorado River water supplies within the year of 
operation, and Off-stream Banking only with water delivered through the Colorado River 
Aqueduct. 

4. Relationship with Existing Law 

These Guidelines are not intended to, and do not: 

a. Guarantee or assure any water user a firm supply for any specified period. 

b. Change or expand existing authorities under applicable federal law, except as 
specifically provided herein with respect to determinations of surplus conditions under the 
Long Range Operating Criteria and administration of surplus water supplies during the 
effective period of these Guidelines. 

c. Address intrastate storage or intrastate distribution of water, except as may be 
specifically provided by Lower Division States and individual contractors for Colorado 
River water who may adopt arrangements that will affect utilization of Colorado River 
water during the effective period of these Guidelines. 

d. Change the apportionments made for use within individual States, or in any way impair 
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or impede the right of the Upper Basin to consumptively use water available to that Basin 
under the Colorado River Compact. 

e. Affect any obligation of any Upper Division State under the Colorado River Compact. 

f. Affect any right of any State or of the United States under Sec. 14 of the Colorado 
River Storage Project Act of 1956 (70 Stat. 105); Sec. 601(c) of the Colorado River 
Basin Project Act of 1968 (82 Stat. 885); the California Limitation Act (Act of March 4, 
1929; Ch. 16, 48th Sess.); or any other provision of applicable federal law.  

g. Affect the rights of any holder of present perfected rights or reserved rights, which 
rights shall be satisfied within the apportionment of the State within which the use is made 
in accordance with the Decree. 

5. Interim Surplus Guidelines 

These Guidelines, which shall implement and be used for determinat ions made pursuant to Article 
III(3)(b) of the Criteria for Coordinated Long-Range Operation of the Colorado River 

Reservoirs Pursuant to the Colorado River Basin Project Act of September 30, 1968 (LROC) 
during the period identified in Section 4(A) are hereby adopted: 
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Section 1.	 Allocation of Unused Basic Apportionment Water under Article 

II(B)(6) 

A.	 Introduction 

Article II(B)(6) of the Decree allows the Secretary to allocate water that is 
apportioned to one Lower Division State, but is for any reason unused in that State, to 
another Lower Division State.  This determination is made for one year only and no 
rights to recurrent use of the water accrue to the state that receives the allocated 
water.  Historically, this provision of the Decree has been used to allocate Arizona’s 
and Nevada’s apportioned but unused water to California. 

Water use projections made for the analysis of these interim Guidelines indicate that 
neither California nor Nevada is likely to have significant volumes of apportioned but 
unused water during the effect ive period of these Guidelines.  Depending upon the 
requirements of the Arizona Water Banking Authority (AWBA) for intrastate and 
interstate Off-Stream Banking, Arizona may have significant amounts of apportioned 
but unused water. 

B.	 Application to Unused Basic Apportionment 

Before making a determination of a surplus condition under these Guidelines, the 
Secretary will determine the quantity of apportioned but unused water from the basic 
apportionments under Article II(B)(6), and will allocate such water in the following 
order of priority: 

1.	 Meet the Direct Delivery Domestic Use requirements of  MWD and Southern 
Nevada Water Authority (SNWA), allocated as agreed by said agencies; 

2.	 Meet the needs for Off-stream Banking activities in California by MWD and in 
Nevada by SNWA, allocated as agreed by said agencies; and 

3.	 Meet the other needs for water in California in accordance with the California 
Seven-Party Agreement as supplemented by the Quantification Settlement 
Agreement. 
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Section 2. Determination of Lake Mead Operation during the Interim Period 

A.	 Normal and Shortage Conditions 

1.	  Lake Mead at or below elevation 1125 ft. 

In years when available Lake Mead storage is projected to be at or below elevation 
1125 ft. on January 1, the Secretary shall determine a Normal or Shortage year. 

B.	 Surplus Conditions 

1.	 Partial Domestic Surplus 
(Lake Mead between elevation 1125 ft. and 1145 ft.) 

In years when Lake Mead storage is projected to be between elevation 1125 ft. and 
elevation 1145 ft . on January 1, the Secretary shall determine a Partial Domestic 
Surplus.  The amount of such Surplus shall equal: 

a.	 For Direct Delivery Domestic Use by MWD, 1.212 maf reduced by: 1.) 
the amount of basic apportionment available to MWD and 2.) the 
amount of its domestic demand which MWD offsets in such year by 
offstream groundwater withdrawals or other options.  The amount 
offset under 2.) shall not be less than 400,000 af in 2002 and will be 
reduced by 20,000 af/yr over the Interim Period so as to equal 100,000 
af in 2016. 

b.	 For use by SNWA, one half of the Direct Delivery Domestic Use within 
the SNWA service area in excess of the State of Nevada’s basic 
apportionment. 

c.	 For Arizona, one half of the Direct Delivery Domestic Use in excess of 
the State of Arizona’s basic apportionment. 

2.	 Full Domestic Surplus 
(Lake Mead above Elevation 1145 ft. and below 70R Strategy) 

In years when Lake Mead content is projected to be above elevation 1145 ft., but less 
than the amount which would initiate a Surplus under B.3. 70R Strategy or B.4. Flood 
Control Surplus hereof on January 1, the Secretary shall determine a Full Domestic 
Surplus. The amount of such Surplus shall equal: 
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a.	 For Direct Delivery Domestic Use by MWD, 1.250 maf reduced by the 
amount of basic apportionment available to MWD. 

b.	 For use by SNWA, the Direct  Delivery Domestic Use within the 
SNWA service area in excess of the State of Nevada’s basic 
apportionment. 

c.	 For use in Arizona, the Direct Delivery Domestic Use in excess of 
Arizona’s basic apportionment. 

3.	 Quantified Surplus 
(70R Strategy) 

In years when the Secretary determines that water should be released for beneficial 
consumptive use to reduce the risk of potential reservoir spills based on the 70R 
Strategy the Secretary shall determine and allocate a Quantified Surplus sequentially as 
follows: 

a.	 Establish the volume of the Quantified Surplus. 

b.	 Allocate and distribute the Quantified Surplus 50% to California, 46% 
to Arizona and 4% to Nevada, subject to c. through e. that follow. 

c.	 Distribute California’s share first to meet basic apportionment demands 
and MWD’s Direct Delivery Domestic Use and Off-stream Banking 
demands, and then to California Priorities 6 and 7 and other surplus 
contracts.  Distribute Nevada’s share first to meet basic apportionment 
demands and then to the remaining Direct Delivery Domestic Use and 
Off-stream Banking demands.  Distribute Arizona’s share to surplus 
demands in Arizona including Off-stream Banking and interstate 
banking demands.  Arizona, California and Nevada agree that Nevada 
would get first priority for interstate banking in Arizona. 

d.	 Distribute any unused share of the Quantified Surplus in accordance 
with Section 1, Allocation of Unused Basic Apportionment Water 

Under Article II(B)(6). 

e.	 Determine whether MWD, SNWA and Arizona have received the 
amount of water they would have received under Section 2.B.2., Full 

Domestic Surplus if a Quantified Surplus had not been declared.  If 
they have not, then determine and meet all demands provided for in 
Section 2.B.2. Full Domestic Surplus (a), (b) and (c). 
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4.	 Flood Control Surplus 

In years in which the Secretary makes space-building or flood control releases 
pursuant to the Field Working Agreement, the Secretary shall determine a Flood 
Control Surplus for the remainder of that year or the subsequent  year as specified in 
Section 7.  In such years, releases will be made to satisfy all beneficial uses within the 
United States, including unlimited off-stream banking.  Under current practice, surplus 
declarations under the Treaty for Mexico are declared when flood control releases are 
made. Modeling assumptions used in the FEIS are based on this practice.  The 
proposed action is not intended to identify, or change in any manner, conditions when 
Mexico may schedule up to an additional 0.2 maf.  Any issues relating to the 
implementation of the Treaty, including any potential changes in approach relating to 
surplus declarations under the Treaty, must  be addressed in a bilateral fashion with the 
Republic of Mexico. 

C.	 Allocation of Colorado River Water and forbearance and reparation 
arrangements 

Colorado River water will continue to be allocated for use among the Lower Division 
States in a manner consistent with the provisions of the Decree.  It is expected that 
Lower Division States and individual contractors for Colorado River water will adopt 
arrangements that will affect utilization of Colorado River water during the effective 
period of these guidelines.  It is expected that water orders from Colorado River 
contractors will be submitted to reflect forbearance and reparat ion arrangements by 
Lower Division states and individual contractors.  The Secretary will deliver Colorado 
River water to contractors in a manner consistent with these arrangements, provided 
that any such arrangements are consistent with the BCPA, the Decree and do not 
infringe on the rights of third parties.  Surplus water will only be delivered to entities 
with contracts for surplus water. 

D.	 Shortage 

Two different shortage assumptions, including shortage guidelines submitted in the 
information presented by the Basin States, were modeled and compared in the FEIS. 
The Department and Reclamation intend to develop shortage guidelines, through the 
5-year review of the LROC, when appropriate.  These Guidelines are not intended to, 
and do not, change in any manner from current conditions the assumptions for 
conditions that may create a determination of shortage or the magnitude of shortage 
that could be imposed on Lower Basin diversions. 
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Section 3. Implementation of Guidelines 

During the effective period of these Guidelines the Secretary shall ut ilize the currently 
established process for development of the Annual Operating Plan for the Colorado 
River System Reservoirs (AOP) and use these Guidelines to make determinations 
regarding Normal and Surplus conditions for the operation of Lake Mead and to 
allocate apportioned but unused water. 

The operat ion of the other Colorado River System reservoirs and determinations 
associated with development of the AOP shall be in accordance with the Colorado 
River Basin Project Act of 1968, the Guidelines, and other applicable federal law. 

In order to allow for better overall water management during the Interim Period, the 
Secretary shall undertake a “mid-year review” pursuant to Section I(2) of the LROC, 
allowing for the revision of the current  AOP, as appropriate,  based on actual runoff 
conditions which are greater than projected, or demands which are lower than 
projected.  The Secretary shall revise the determination for the current year only to 
allow for additional deliveries.  Any revision in the AOP may occur only after a re
initiation of the AOP consultation process as required by law. 

As part of the AOP process during the effective period of these Guidelines, California 
shall report to the Secretary on its progress in implementing its California Colorado 
River Water Use Plan. 

These Guidelines implement Article III(3) of the LROC and may be reviewed 
concurrently with the LROC 5-year review.  The Secretary will base annual 
determinations of surplus conditions on these Guidelines, unless extraordinary 
circumstances arise.  Such circumstances could include operations necessary for safety 
of dams or other emergency situations, or other unanticipated or unforseen activities 
arising from actual operating experience. 
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Section 4. Effective Period & Termination 

A. Effective Period 

These guidelines will be in effect 30 days from the publication of the Secretary’s 
Record of Decision (ROD) in the Federal Register. These Guidelines will, unless 
subsequently modified, remain in effect through December 31, 2015 (through 
preparation of the 2016 AOP).  

B. Termination of Guidelines 

These Guidelines shall terminate on December 31, 2015 (through preparation of the 
2016 AOP).  At  the conclusion of the effective period of these Guidelines, the 
modeled operating criteria are assumed to revert to the operating criteria used to 
model baseline conditions (i.e., modeling assumptions used in the EIS are based upon 
a 70R st rategy for the period commencing January 1,  2016 (for preparation of the 
2017 AOP)). 

At the conclusion of the effective period of these Guidelines, California shall have 
implemented sufficient measures to be able to limit total uses of Colorado River water 
within California to 4.4 maf, unless a surplus is determined under the 70R strategy. 
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Section 5.	 California’s Colorado River Water Use Plan Implementation 

Progress 

A. Introduction 

The purpose of the California Colorado River Water Use Plan is to ensure that 
California limits its use of Colorado River water to no more than 4.4 maf in normal 
years at the end of the fifteen year period for these Guidelines, unless a surplus is 
determined under the 70R strategy.  The Secretary will annually review the status of 
implementation of the California Colorado River Water Use Plan during the 
development of the AOP. 

B. California’s Quantification Sett lement Agreement 

It is expected that  the California Colorado River contractors will execute the 
Quantification Settlement Agreement (and its related documents) among the Imperial 
Irrigation District (IID), Coachella Valley Water District  (CVWD), MWD, and the 
San Diego County Water Authority by December 31, 2001.  In the event that the 
California contractors and the Secretary have not executed such agreements by 
December 31, 2002, the interim surplus determinations under Sections 2(B)(1) and 
2(B)(2) of these Guidelines will be suspended and will instead be based upon the 70R 
Strategy, for either the remainder of the period identified in Section 4(A) or until such 
time as California completes all required actions and complies with reductions in water 
use reflected in Section 5(C) of these Guidelines, whichever occurs first. 

C. California’s Colorado River Water Use Reductions 

California will need to reduce its need for surplus Colorado River water through the 
period identified in Section 4(A).  The California Agricultural (Palo Verde Irrigation 
District (PVID), Yuma Project Reservation Division (YPRD), IID, and CVWD) usage 
plus 14,500 af of Present  Perfected Right (PPR) use would need to be at  or below the 
following amounts at the end of the calendar year indicated in years of quantified 
surplus (for Decree accounting purposes all reductions must be within 25,000 af of the 
amounts stated): 

Benchmark Date Benchmark Quantity 
(Calendar Year) (California Agricultural usage 

& 14,500 AF of PPR Use  in maf) 
2003 3.74 
2006 3.64 
2009 3.53 
2012 3.47 
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In the event that California has not  reduced its use in amounts equal to the above 
Benchmark Quantities, the interim surplus determinations under Sections 2(B)(1) and 
2(B)(2) of these Guidelines will be suspended and will instead be based upon the 70R 
Strategy, for up to  the remainder of the period identified in Section 4(A).  If however, 
California meets the missed Benchmark Quantity before the next  Benchmark Date, the 
interim surplus determinations under Sections 2(B)(1) and 2(B)(2) shall be reinstated 
as the basis for the surplus determinations under the AOP for the next following 
year(s).  Upon such reinstatement, California’s reductions shall return to the schedule 
identified above.  
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Section 6. Authority 

These Guidelines are issued pursuant  to the authority vested in the Secretary by 
federal law, including the Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1928 (28 Stat. 1057) (the 
“BCPA”), and the Decree issued by the U.S. Supreme Court in Arizona v. California, 
376 U. S. 340 (1964) (the “Decree”) and shall be used to implement Article III of the 
Criteria for the Coordinated Long-Range Operation of Colorado River Reservoirs 
Pursuant to the Colorado River Basin Project Act of September 30, 1968 (Pub. L. No. 
90-537) (the “LROC”). 
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Section 7. Modeling and Data 

The August 24-Month Study projections for the January 1 system storage and 
reservoir water surface elevations, for the following year, will be used to determine the 
applicability of these Guidelines. 

In preparation of the AOP, Reclamation will utilize the 24-Month Study and/or other 
modeling methodologies appropriate for the determinat ions and findings necessary in 
the AOP.  Reclamation will utilize the best available data and information, including 
the National Weather Service forecasting to make these determinations. 
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F. Tampering or attempting to tamper 
with property or real property, or 
moving, manipulating, or setting in 
motion any of the parts thereof. 

Violation of the prohibition listed in 
43 CFR part 423 is punishable by fine 
or imprisonment for not more than 6 
months, or both. 

Dated: March 2, 2005. 
Michael J. Ryan, 
Area Manager, Northern California Area 
Office, Mid-Pacific Region. 
[FR Doc. 05–6112 Filed 3–28–05; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 4310–MN–P 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Bureau of Reclamation 

Review of Existing Coordinated Long-
Range Operating Criteria for Colorado 
River Reservoirs (Operating Criteria) 

AGENCY: Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation), Interior.
 
ACTION: Notice of final decision 

regarding the operating criteria. 


SUMMARY: The purpose of this action is 
to provide public notice that the 
Secretary of the Interior (Secretary) has 
made a number of limited modifications 
to the text of the Operating Criteria 
developed pursuant to section 602 of 
the Colorado River Basin Project Act of 
1968. The bases for the changes are: (1) 
Specific change in Federal law 
applicable to the Operating Criteria, (2) 
language in the current text of the 
Operating Criteria that is outdated, and 
(3) specific modifications to Article 
IV(b) of the Operating Criteria that 
reflect actual operating experience. The 
review of the Operating Criteria has 
been conducted through a public review 
process, including consultation with the 
seven Colorado River Basin States, tribal 
representatives, and interested parties 
and stakeholders. 
DATES: Effective Date: March 21, 2005. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Jayne Harkins, Bureau of Reclamation, 
Lower Colorado Region, P.O. Box 61470, 
Boulder City, Nevada 89006–1470; 
telephone (702) 293–8411; faxogram 
(702) 293–8614; e-mail: 
jharkins@lc.usbr.gov; or Tom Ryan, 
Bureau of Reclamation, Upper Colorado 
Region, 125 South State Street, Room 
6107, Salt Lake City, Utah 84138–1147; 
telephone (801) 524–3732; faxogram 
(801) 524–5499; e-mail: 
tryan@uc.usbr.gov. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
public review process began with a 
Federal Register notice published on 
January 15, 2002, announcing the sixth 

review of the Operating Criteria and 
inviting comments regarding whether 
the Operating Criteria should be 
modified, and if so, how they should be 
modified (67 FR 1986). The January 15, 
2002, notice provided for a comment 
period that ended on March 18, 2002. 
On March 6, 2002, a second notice was 
published in the Federal Register 
extending the comment period to March 
29, 2002, and inviting public feedback 
on whether or not Reclamation should 
conduct a public meeting to solicit 
comments as part of the sixth review of 
the Operating Criteria (67 FR 10225). A 
letter was then sent to all interested 
parties, tribes, and stakeholders on 
March 7, 2002, that included copies of 
both Federal Register notices and the 
Operating Criteria. 

On June 27, 2002, a Fact Sheet 
providing information on the Operating 
Criteria, scope of the review process, 
public participation, timeline for the 
review process, and contact information 
was sent to all interested parties and 
stakeholders. In addition to the Fact 
Sheet, Reclamation set up a Web site 
(http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/g4000/ 
lroc) for the sixth review of the 
Operating Criteria that contained further 
information on the review, copies of all 
comment letters received, and links to 
technical documents Reclamation felt 
would be useful during the review 
process. 

Detailed written comments were 
received from 16 interested parties 
providing Reclamation with numerous 
issues, comments, and concerns 
regarding possible changes to the 
Operating Criteria. The names of the 
parties that provided comments, as well 
as the corresponding number assigned 
by Reclamation to the comment letter, 
are as follows: 

1. Western Area Power 
Administration, Phoenix, Arizona. 

2. Quechan Indian Tribe. 
3. Metropolitan Water District of 

Southern California. 
4. National Park Service. 
5. Arizona Department of Water 

Resources. 
6. Sierra Club, Southwest Rivers, 

Defenders of Wildlife, Land and Water 
Fund of the Rockies, Environmental 
Defense, Pacific Institute, Friends of 
Arizona Rivers, Living Rivers, and 
American Rivers. 

7. Interested Party (this entity 
requested that their name be withheld 
from public disclosure). 

8. Colorado River Board of California. 
9. Western Area Power 

Administration, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
10. Upper Colorado River 

Commission. 

11. Irrigation & Electrical Districts 
Association of Arizona. 

12. Colorado Water Conservation 
Board, State of Colorado. 

13. New Mexico Interstate Stream 
Commission. 

14. Office of the Attorney General, 
Water & Natural Resources Division, 
State of Wyoming. 

15. International Boundary and Water 
Commission, United States and Mexico. 

16. State of Utah, Department of 
Natural Resources, Division of Water 
Resources. 

The comment letters were reviewed 
for identification of and analysis of the 
issues. Responses to the comment 
letters, as well as the corresponding 
number of the party that made the 
comment, are provided under the 
Synopsis of Comments and Responses 
section of this notice. 

As required by Federal law, formal 
consultation with the seven Basin 
States, interested parties and 
stakeholders, as well as government-to
government consultation with tribal 
representatives, was conducted during 
this review of the Operating Criteria. 
The January 15, 2002, Federal Register 
notice stated that open public meetings 
would be conducted as part of this 
review, and in the March 6, 2002, 
Federal Register notice, Reclamation 
asked for comments on whether or not 
a public meeting should be held. At the 
end of the comment period (March 29, 
2002), several of those who provided 
comments stated that a public meeting 
to solicit comments on the need to 
revise the Operating Criteria was not 
needed. Accordingly, Reclamation did 
not conduct a public meeting at that 
point in the review process. 

On November 3, 2004, a Notice of 
Proposed Decision Regarding the 
Operating Criteria and Announcement 
of Public Consultation Meeting was 
published in the Federal Register (69 
FR 64096). The Notice identified the 
proposed changes to the Operating 
Criteria as Reclamation’s response to 
comments received and invited public 
input on those changes. The notice 
announced that a public consultation 
meeting would be held in Henderson, 
Nevada, on November 19, 2004, and 
provided for a comment period that 
ended on December 6, 2004. On 
November 4, 2004, a letter was sent to 
all interested parties, tribes, and 
stakeholders containing a copy of the 
November 3, 2004, Federal Register 
notice. 

On November 19, 2004, a public 
consultation meeting was conducted to 
(1) Discuss the proposed changes to the 
Operating Criteria as Reclamation’s 
response to comments received, (2) 
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identify any new issues, (3) answer 
questions from interested parties, and 
(4) update the public on the remainder 
of the review process. This meeting was 
considered a formal consultation with 
the seven Basin States, interested parties 
and stakeholders, as well as 
government-to-government consultation 
with tribal representatives as described 
in the November 3, 2004, Federal 
Register notice. 

During the comment period ending 
December 6, 2004, written comments 
were received from 11 interested 
parties. The names of the parties that 
provided comments, as well as the 
corresponding number assigned by 
Reclamation to the comment letter, are 
as follows: 

17. Sierra Club, High Country 
Citizens’ Alliance. 

18. Upper Colorado River 
Commission. 

19. Friends of Lake Powell. 
20. Brynn C. Johns. 
21. State of Utah, Department of 

Natural Resources, Division of Water 
Resources. 

22. Page Electric Utility. 
23. Colorado Water Conservation 

Board, State of Colorado. 
24. City of Page, Arizona. 
25. Grand Canyon Trust. 
26. Metropolitan Water District of 

Southern California. 
27. Colorado River Board of 

California. 
The additional comment letters were 

reviewed for identification of and 
analysis of the issues. Responses to all 
of the comments received, as well as the 
corresponding number of the party that 
made the comment, are provided under 
the Synopsis of Comments and 
Responses section of this notice. 

Following analysis of all comments 
received as a result of this review, the 
National Environmental Policy Act was 
applied to the Secretary’s proposed final 
decision. It was determined that the 
proposed modifications to the text of the 
Operating Criteria were administrative 
in nature and did not constitute a major 
federal action significantly affecting the 
quality of the human environment. 
Therefore, a Categorical Exclusion was 
prepared by Reclamation. 

Background: The Operating Criteria, 
promulgated pursuant to section 602 of 
the 1968 Colorado River Basin Project 
Act (Pub. L. 90–537), were published in 
the Federal Register on June 10, 1970 
(35 FR 8951). In order to comply with 
and carry out the provisions of the 
Colorado River Compact, the Upper 
Colorado River Basin Compact, and the 
Mexican Water Treaty, the Operating 
Criteria provide for the coordinated 
long-range operation of the reservoirs 

constructed and operated under the 
authority of the Colorado River Storage 
Project Act, the Boulder Canyon Project 
Act, and the Boulder Canyon Project 
Adjustment Act. The Operating Criteria 
state that the Secretary will sponsor a 
formal review of the Operating Criteria 
at least every five years with 
participation by Colorado River Basin 
State representatives as each Governor 
may designate and other parties and 
agencies as the Secretary may deem 
appropriate. As required by Public Law 
102–575 (the Grand Canyon Protection 
Act of 1992), the Secretary also consults 
in this review process with the general 
public including representatives of 
academic and scientific communities, 
environmental organizations, the 
recreation industry, and contractors for 
the purchase of federal power produced 
at Glen Canyon Dam. 

Previous reviews of the Operating 
Criteria were conducted in 1975, 1980, 
1985, 1990, and 1995. These reviews 
did not propose any changes to the 
Operating Criteria. Prior to 1990, 
reviews were conducted primarily 
through meetings with and 
correspondence among representatives 
of the seven Basin States and 
Reclamation. Because the long-range 
operation of Colorado River reservoirs is 
important to many agencies and 
individuals, in 1990, through an active 
public involvement process, 
Reclamation expanded the review of the 
Operating Criteria to include all 
interested stakeholders. A team 
consisting of Reclamation staff from Salt 
Lake City, Utah, and Boulder City, 
Nevada, was organized to conduct the 
1995 review. For the current review, 
Reclamation staff from Boulder City and 
Salt Lake City followed a similar public 
process. 

The scope of the review has been 
consistent with the statutory purposes 
of the Operating Criteria which are ‘‘to 
comply with and carry out the 
provisions of the Colorado River 
Compact, Upper Colorado River Basin 
Compact, and Mexican Water Treaty’’ 
43 U.S.C. 1552(a). Long-range 
operations generally refer to the 
planning of reservoir operations over 
several decades, as opposed to the 
Annual Operating Plan which details 
specific reservoir operations for the next 
operating year, as required by 43 U.S.C. 
1552(b). 

Modifications to the Operating 
Criteria: As a result of this review, the 
following modifications will be made to 
the Operating Criteria (additions are 
shown bolded inside of less than or 
greater than signs < > and deletions are 
shown bolded inside of brackets []): 

Long-Range Operating Criteria 

Amended March 21, 2005 

Criteria for Coordinated Long-Range 
Operation of Colorado River Reservoirs 
Pursuant to the Colorado River Basin 
Project Act of September 30, 1968 (Pub. 
L. 90–537) 

These Operating Criteria are 
promulgated in compliance with section 
602 of Public Law 90–537. They are to 
control the coordinated long-range 
operation of the storage reservoirs in the 
Colorado River Basin constructed under 
the authority of the Colorado River 
Storage Act (hereinafter ‘‘Upper Basin 
Storage Reservoirs’’) and the Boulder 
Canyon Project Act (Lake Mead). The 
Operating Criteria will be administered 
consistent with applicable Federal laws, 
the Mexican Water Treaty, interstate 
compacts, and decrees relating to the 
use of the waters of the Colorado River. 

The Secretary of the Interior 
(hereinafter the ‘‘Secretary’’) may 
modify the Operating Criteria from time 
to time in accordance with section 
602(b) of Pub. L. 90–537. The Secretary 
will sponsor a formal <public> review 
of the Operating Criteria at least every 
5 years, with participation by State 
representatives as each Governor may 
designate and such other parties and 
agencies as the Secretary may deem 
appropriate. 

I. Annual Report 
(1) On [January 1, 1972, and on] 

January 1 of each year [thereafter], the 
Secretary shall transmit to the Congress 
and to the Governors of the Colorado 
River Basin States a report describing 
the actual operation under the adopted 
criteria for the preceding compact water 
year and the projected plan of operation 
for the current year. 

(2) The plan of operation shall 
include such detailed rules and 
quantities as may be necessary and 
consistent with the criteria contained 
herein, and shall reflect appropriate 
consideration of the uses of the 
reservoirs for all purposes, including 
flood control, river regulation, beneficial 
consumptive uses, power production, 
water quality control, recreation, 
enhancement of fish and wildlife, and 
other environmental factors. The 
projected plan of operation may be 
revised to reflect the current hydrologic 
conditions, and the Congress and the 
Governors of the Colorado River Basin 
States be advised of any changes by June 
of each year. 

II. Operation of Upper Basin Reservoirs 
(1) The annual plan of operation shall 

include a determination by the 
Secretary of the quantity of water 
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considered necessary as of September 
30 of each year to be in storage as 
required by section 602(a) of Pub. L. 90– 
537 (hereinafter ‘‘602(a) Storage’’). The 
quantity of 602(a) Storage shall be 
determined by the Secretary after 
consideration of all applicable laws and 
relevant factors, including, but not 
limited to, the following: 

(a) Historic streamflows; 
(b) The most critical period of record; 
(c) Probabilities of water supply; 
(d) Estimated future depletions of the 

upper basin, including the effects of 
recurrence of critical periods of water 
supply; 

(e) The ‘‘Report of the Committee on 
Probabilities and Test Studies to the 
Task Force on Operating Criteria for the 
Colorado River,’’ dated October 30, 
1969, and such additional studies as the 
Secretary deems necessary; 

(f) The necessity to assure that upper 
basin consumptive uses not be impaired 
because of failure to store sufficient 
water to assure deliveries under section 
602(a)(1) and (2) of Pub. L. 90–537. 

(2) If in the plan of operation, either: 
(a) the Upper Basin Storage Reservoirs 

active storage forecast for September 30 
of the current year is less than the 
quantity of 602(a) Storage determined 
by the Secretary under Article II(1) 
hereof, for that date; or 

(b) the Lake Powell active storage 
forecast for that date is less than the 
Lake Mead active storage forecast for 
that date; 
the objective shall be to maintain a 
minimum release of water from Lake 
Powell of 8.23 million acre-feet for that 
year. [However, for the years ending 
September 30, 1971 and 1972, the 
release may be greater than 8.23 
million acre-feet if necessary to deliver 
75,000,000 acre-feet at Lee Ferry for the 
10-year period ending September 30, 
1972.] 

(3) If, in the plan of operation, the 
Upper Basin Storage Reservoirs active 
storage forecast for September 30 of the 
current water year is greater than the 
quantity of 602(a) Storage determination 
for that date, water shall be released 
annually from Lake Powell at a rate 
greater than 8.23 million acre-feet per 
year to the extent necessary to 
accomplish any or all of the following 
objectives: 

(a) to the extent it can be reasonably 
applied in the States of the Lower 
Division to the uses specified in Article 
III(e) of the Colorado River Compact, but 
no such releases shall be made when the 
active storage in Lake Powell is less 
than the active storage in Lake Mead, 

(b) to maintain, as nearly as 
practicable, active storage in Lake Mead 

equal to the active storage in Lake 
Powell, and 

(c) to avoid anticipated spills from 
Lake Powell. 

(4) In the application of Article II(3)(b) 
herein, the annual release will be made 
to the extent that it can be passed 
through Glen Canyon Powerplant when 
operated at the available capability of 
the powerplant. Any water thus retained 
in Lake Powell to avoid bypass of water 
at the Glen Canyon Powerplant will be 
released through the Glen Canyon 
Powerplant as soon as practicable to 
equalize the active storage in Lake 
Powell and Lake Mead. 

(5) Releases from Lake Powell 
pursuant to these criteria shall not 
prejudice the position of either the 
upper or lower basin interests with 
respect to required deliveries at Lee 
Ferry pursuant to the Colorado River 
Compact. 

III. Operation of Lake Mead 

(1) Water released from Lake Powell, 
plus the tributary inflows between Lake 
Powell and Lake Mead, shall be 
regulated in Lake Mead and either 
pumped from Lake Mead or released to 
the Colorado River to meet requirements 
as follows: 

(a) Mexican Treaty obligations; 
(b) Reasonable consumptive use 

requirements of mainstream users in the 
Lower Basin; 

(c) Net river losses; 
(d) Net reservoir losses; 
(e) Regulatory wastes. 
(2) [Until such time as mainstream 

water is delivered by means of the 
Central Arizona Project, the 
consumptive use requirements of 
Article III(1)(b) of these Operating 
Criteria will be met.] <(Adopted: June 
10, 1970, Deleted: March 21, 2005)> 

(3) After commencement of delivery 
of mainstream water by means of the 
Central Arizona Project, the 
consumptive use requirements of 
Article III(1)(b) of these Operating 
Criteria will be met to the following 
extent: 

(a) Normal: The annual pumping and 
release from Lake Mead will be 
sufficient to satisfy 7,500,000 acre-feet 
of annual consumptive use in 
accordance with the decree in Arizona 
v. California, 376 U.S. 340 (1964). 

(b) Surplus: The Secretary shall 
determine from time to time when water 
in quantities greater than ‘‘Normal’’ is 
available for either pumping or release 
from Lake Mead pursuant to Article 
II(b)(2) of the decree in Arizona v. 
California after consideration of all 
relevant factors, including, but not 
limited to, the following: 

(i) the requirements stated in Article 
III(1) of these Operating Criteria; 

(ii) requests for water by holders of 
water delivery contracts with the United 
States, and of other rights recognized in 
the decree in Arizona v. California; 

(iii) actual and forecast quantities of 
active storage in Lake Mead and the 
Upper Basin Storage Reservoirs; and 

(iv) estimated net inflow to Lake 
Mead. 

(c) Shortage: The Secretary shall 
determine from time to time when 
insufficient mainstream water is 
available to satisfy annual consumptive 
use requirements of 7,500,000 acre-feet 
after consideration of all relevant 
factors, including, but not limited to, the 
following: 

(i) the requirements stated in Article 
III(1) of these Operating Criteria; 

(ii) actual and forecast quantities of 
active storage in Lake Mead; 

(iii) estimate of net inflow to Lake 
Mead for the current year; 

(iv) historic streamflows, including 
the most critical period of record; 

(v) priorities set forth in Article II(A) 
of the decree in Arizona v. California; 
and 

(vi) the purposes stated in Article I(2) 
of these Operating Criteria. 

The shortage provisions of Article 
II(B)(3) of the decree in Arizona v. 
California shall thereupon become 
effective and consumptive uses from the 
mainstream shall be restricted to the 
extent determined by the Secretary to be 
required by section 301(b) of Public Law 
90–537. 

IV. Definitions 
(1) In addition to the definitions in 

section 606 of Public Law 90–537, the 
following shall also apply: 

(a) ‘‘Spills,’’ as used in Article II(3)(c) 
herein, means water released from Lake 
Powell which cannot be utilized for 
project purposes, including, but not 
limited to, the generation of power and 
energy. 

(b) ‘‘Surplus,’’ as used in Article 
III(3)(b) herein, is water which can be 
used to meet consumptive use 
[demands] in the three Lower Division 
States in excess of 7,500,000 acre-feet 
annually. The term ‘‘surplus’’ as used in 
these Operating Criteria is not to be 
construed as applied to, being 
interpretive of, or in any manner having 
reference to the term ‘‘surplus’’ in 
<either> the Colorado River Compact 
<or the 1944 Mexican Treaty>. 

(c) ‘‘Net inflow to Lake Mead,’’ as 
used in Article III(3)(b)(iv) and (c)(iii) 
herein, represents the annual inflow to 
Lake Mead in excess of losses from Lake 
Mead. 

(d) ‘‘Available capability,’’ used in 
Article II(4) herein, means that portion 
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of the total capacity of the powerplant 
that is physically available for 
generation. 

Synopsis of Comments and 
Responses: Cited below is a synopsis of 
the comments received during the sixth 
review of the Operating Criteria and 
responses to those comments. The 
number(s) in parentheses following each 
comment refer(s) to the party that made 
the comment (please see the 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION section of 
this notice for a numbered list of the 
commenting parties). 

Comment No. 1—(Letter No. 2): 
Reclamation must draft and implement 
the Operating Criteria in accordance 
with Federal law, which includes * * * 
treaties establishing Indian reservations 
and their reserved water rights. * * * 
Accordingly, the Quechan Tribe is 
extremely concerned that the Operating 
Criteria and its implementation not 
interfere with the tribe’s senior 
perfected federal reserved water 
rights. * * * The tribe requests that 
Reclamation review its Operating 
Criteria in that light, and make any 
necessary modifications. 

Response: The Operating Criteria do 
not affect the Quechan Tribe’s senior 
water rights to use all of its Present 
Perfected Rights, including any 
additional rights granted in a 
supplemental decree. The Operating 
Criteria specifically state that they will 
be administered consistent with 
applicable federal laws. Some issues 
regarding the water rights of the 
Quechan Tribe are pending in active 
litigation before the United States 
Supreme Court in Arizona v. California. 
The Operating Criteria will be 
administered in a manner consistent 
with any further decisions from the 
Court in this regard. The Department of 
the Interior notes that the Court has 
established a priority date of January 9, 
1884, for the federal reserved rights 
awarded to the tribe to date. 

Comment No. 2—(Letter No. 2): The 
Quechan Tribe is also concerned that 
the Operating Criteria and its 
implementation not inappropriately 
facilitate, validate, or permanently 
secure use by others of Colorado River 
water that the tribe is not beneficially 
using. * * * Reclamation should 
therefore not designate water as 
‘‘surplus’’ to the extent that such 
designation makes the water available 
for others. 

Response: On an annual basis, 
determinations of availability of 
‘‘surplus’’ water are made as part of the 
Annual Operating Plan process, and are 
based upon the Interim Surplus 
Guidelines adopted by the Secretary of 
the Interior (66 FR 7772–82). 

Determinations of ‘‘surplus’’ conditions 
are consistent with the provisions of 
Article II(B)(2) of the Decree entered by 
the United States Supreme Court in 
Arizona v. California, 376 U.S. 340, 342 
(1964). The Department does not believe 
that the Operating Criteria or the Interim 
Surplus Guidelines inappropriately 
facilitate, validate, or permanently 
secure use by others of Colorado River 
water that the tribe is not using at this 
time. Nor does the Department believe 
that the Operating Criteria would 
preclude the tribe or any entitlement 
holder from using their Colorado River 
entitlement in the future. In short, the 
Operating Criteria do not alter the 
quantity or priority of tribal 
entitlements. 

Comment No. 3—(Letter No. 2): The 
Quechan Tribe asks that Reclamation 
consider whether the present and future 
plans for tribal water marketing and 
banking mandate modification to the 
Operating Criteria, particularly in light 
of Reclamation’s trust responsibilities to 
Indian tribes and their members. 

Response: The Department does not 
believe that a change to the Operating 
Criteria is warranted due to any plans 
that the tribe may have with respect to 
future marketing and banking of tribal 
water. The Operating Criteria do not 
define nor will they alter the quantity or 
priority of tribal entitlements. The 
Operating Criteria provide for the 
coordinated long-range operation of the 
reservoirs constructed and operated 
under the authority of the Colorado 
River Storage Project Act and the 
Boulder Canyon Project Act for the 
purposes of complying with and 
carrying out the provisions of the 
Colorado River Compact, Upper 
Colorado River Basin Compact, and 
Mexican Water Treaty. 

Comment No. 4—(Letter No. 2): The 
Quechan Tribe asks that Reclamation 
consider whether Arizona’s and 
Nevada’s full use of their allotments 
mandates modification to the Operating 
Criteria, particularly in light of 
Reclamation’s trust responsibilities to 
Indian tribes and their members. 

Response: The Department does not 
believe that a change to the Operating 
Criteria is warranted due to Arizona’s 
and Nevada’s current estimated use of 
Colorado River water. The Operating 
Criteria do not define nor will they alter 
state apportionments or the rights of 
individual entities to Colorado River 
water. 

Comment No. 5—(Letter No. 2): The 
Quechan Tribe asks that Reclamation 
consider whether the overallocation of 
the Colorado River mandates 
modification to the Operating Criteria, 
particularly in light of Reclamation’s 

trust responsibilities to Indian tribes 
and their members. Please note that the 
tribe has proposed a Tribal Accounting 
Pool in Lake Mead to allow 
undeveloped tribal waters to be tracked 
by an in-reservoir accounting system. 

Response: The Department does not 
believe that a change to the Operating 
Criteria is warranted due to allocations 
of the Colorado River. The Operating 
Criteria implement and carry out the 
provisions of the Colorado River 
Compact, Upper Colorado River Basin 
Compact, and Mexican Water Treaty, as 
well as federal statutory law. These 
sources of the basin and state 
allocations to Colorado River water 
control Reclamation actions pursuant to 
the Operating Criteria. While annual 
yield calculations made early in the 
20th century have been revised 
pursuant to additional data, the 
Operating Criteria do not define or alter 
any rights of individual entities to 
Colorado River water. 

The Department acknowledges that 
the Ten Tribes Partnership (in 
comments to Reclamation on the Draft 
Interim Surplus Criteria Environmental 
Impact Statement) proposed the Tribal 
Accounting Pool (TAP) in Lake Mead. 
The TAP was a proposed methodology 
to track the amounts of undeveloped 
tribal water and determine the portion 
of surplus, normal, and shortage water 
delivered to other non-partnership 
Lower Basin users as a result of 
undeveloped Ten Tribes’ water in the 
Lower Basin. The Department of the 
Interior did not include the TAP 
methodology as part of the Interim 
Surplus Guidelines and does not believe 
that revision of the Operating Criteria to 
include the TAP methodology is 
appropriate. See e.g., U.S. Department of 
the Interior, Response to Ten Tribes 
Partnership, Interim Surplus 
Guidelines, Final Environmental Impact 
Statement, Volume III at page B–208 
(Comment 13). 

Comment No. 6—(Letter No. 2): The 
Quechan Tribe asks Reclamation to 
consider whether Reclamation should 
adopt the Operating Criteria as a rule, 
pursuant to the Administrative 
Procedure Act. 

Response: The Administrative 
Procedure Act (APA) was originally 
enacted in 1946, was significantly 
amended in 1966, and has been 
subsequently modified by Congress. 
Primary purposes of the APA are (1) to 
require agencies to keep the public 
informed on organization, procedures, 
and rules; (2) to provide for public 
participation in the rulemaking process; 
(3) to prescribe uniform standards of 
conduct for rulemaking and 
adjudicatory proceedings; and (4) to 
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address judicial review of agency 
decisionmaking. 

The APA addresses rulemaking. A 
‘‘rule’’ is defined as: ‘‘the whole or part 
of an agency statement of general or 
particular applicability and future effect 
designed to implement, interpret, or 
prescribe law or policy or describing the 
organization, procedure, or practice 
requirements of an agency * * *’’ 5 
U.S.C. 551(4). Rulemaking is usually 
referred to as either formal or informal. 
While developed pursuant to specific 
provisions of the Colorado River Basin 
Project Act, the review of the Operating 
Criteria should be categorized as 
informal rulemaking. 

Consistent with the APA, Reclamation 
has provided for public participation 
and review of the Operating Criteria. 
Reclamation has developed a thorough 
administrative record. Notices regarding 
five-year reviews are also publicly 
noticed through the Federal Register. 
All comment letters received and notes 
from public meetings, as well as any 
analysis performed by Reclamation, are 
part of the public record. The public has 
been kept informed of the intent of the 
review and encouraged to participate. 
The Department believes that it is 
meeting the requirements of the APA 
and all actions are in accordance with 
applicable federal law. 

Comment No. 7—(Letter No. 2): The 
Quechan Tribe is also concerned about 
the Operating Criteria’s cumulative 
effects on the Colorado River and on its 
senior rights in the river when 
considered with the many other federal 
activities that affect the flow of the 
Colorado River. 

Response: See response to Comments 
No. 1 and 2. 

Comment No. 8—(Letter No. 2): The 
Quechan Tribe requests that 
Reclamation comply with the National 
Environmental Policy Act if it (1) 
modifies the Operating Criteria or (2) 
determines that application of the 
Operating Criteria has or will have 
significant adverse effects (short- or 
long-term) on the environment, the 
tribe’s water rights, or the Fort Yuma 
Reservation. 

Response: Reclamation complies with 
the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) with respect to its activities. In 
the past, Reclamation elected to utilize 
its NEPA process to evaluate the five-
year review process and any proposed 
changes. 

The Department is making a number 
of changes to the Operating Criteria 
through this notice that are editorial in 
nature. These changes fall into several 
categories: a minor textural addition, 
textural clarification of facts, and 
deletions of text referring to operational 

requirements and/or other events 
completed in the past. All of these 
editorial changes are administrative in 
nature and their implementation would 
not individually or cumulatively have a 
significant effect on the quality of the 
human environment or tribal resources. 
Reclamation has completed a 
Categorical Exclusion checklist 
supporting a Departmental Categorical 
Exclusion for this action. 

Comment No. 9—(Letter No. 3): If 
there is no Quantification Settlement 
Agreement, Reclamation should review 
the Operating Criteria to better achieve 
the purposes of the 1922 Colorado River 
Compact. 

Response: The Department of the 
Interior and the California entities 
completed the Quantification 
Settlement Agreement on October 10, 
2003. 

Comment No. 10—(Letter No. 4): 
National Park protection should be one 
of the factors considered in 
development of the annual plan of 
operation (Article I(2)), including 
provisions for any experimental flows 
necessary to meet the purposes of the 
Grand Canyon Protection Act. 

Response: Article I of the Operating 
Criteria concerns the Annual Report. In 
Article I(2) it states: ‘‘The plan of 
operation shall include such detailed 
rules and quantities as may be necessary 
and consistent with the criteria 
contained herein, and shall reflect 
appropriate consideration of the uses of 
the reservoirs for all purposes, including 
flood control, river regulation, beneficial 
consumptive uses, power production, 
water quality control, recreation, 
enhancement of fish and wildlife, and 
other environmental factors.’’ Because 
the Operating Criteria are ‘‘administered 
consistent with applicable Federal 
laws’’ (which include the Grand Canyon 
Protection Act), National Park 
protection is already currently 
considered in the annual plan of 
operation under the existing Operating 
Criteria. See introductory paragraph of 
Operating Criteria. Moreover, 
Reclamation has promulgated Glen 
Canyon Operating Criteria (and 
operating plans) pursuant to the 
requirements of section 1804(b) and (c) 
of the Grand Canyon Protection Act that 
specifically address the applicable 
requirements of that Act. As provided in 
the Grand Canyon Protection Act, these 
Glen Canyon Operating Criteria (and 
operating plans) are ‘‘separate from and 
in addition to those specified in section 
602(b) of the Colorado River Basin 
Project Act of 1968.’’ See Grand Canyon 
Protection Act at section 1804(c)(1)(A). 
The reference to section 602(b) is the 
statutory provision which requires 

preparation of the Colorado River 
Annual Plan of Operation referenced in 
Article I(2) of the Operating Criteria. 
Accordingly, the Department does not 
believe that it is necessary for the 
Operating Criteria to be specifically 
modified to reflect that fact. 

Comment No. 11—(Letters No. 4 and 
17): The Grand Canyon Protection Act 
should be specifically mentioned as one 
of the relevant factors to be considered 
in the operation of Upper Basin 
reservoirs (Article II(3)). 

Response: The existing Operating 
Criteria contain language stating that the 
Operating Criteria are administered 
consistent with applicable federal laws, 
which by definition, includes the Grand 
Canyon Protection Act. The Grand 
Canyon Protection Act is not mentioned 
explicitly in Article II(3), but is 
considered in the context that it is an 
applicable federal law. In addition, see 
response to Comment No. 10. 

Comment No. 12—(Letters No. 4 and 
17): With provisions now in place for 
Beach/Habitat-Building Flows from 
Glen Canyon Dam, Article II(4) is no 
longer completely accurate as written. 
We propose the following rewording: 
‘‘Annual releases will be made through 
the powerplant to the extent practicable 
except when above powerplant capacity 
releases are determined by the 
Secretary, after giving consideration to 
other applicable factors, to be necessary 
to meet the provisions of the Grand 
Canyon Protection Act.’’ 

Response: The scheduling of Beach/ 
Habitat-Building Flows (BHBFs) from 
Glen Canyon Dam has been 
controversial since the mid-1990s. The 
preferred alternative in the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement for the 
Operation of Glen Canyon Dam called 
for BHBFs to take place when Lake 
Powell storage was low. The Colorado 
River Basin States expressed significant 
reservations with that approach. 
Subsequently, in the 1996 Record of 
Decision, the Secretary of the Interior 
adopted a strategy for scheduling BHBFs 
that was anticipated to apply during 
high-reservoir storage conditions and 
that was based to a greater extent on 
spill avoidance and dam safety 
considerations. Through the Glen 
Canyon Dam Adaptive Management 
Program (AMP), BHBF triggering criteria 
have been further defined based upon 
spill avoidance and dam safety. These 
BHBF triggering criteria are workable 
and consistent with the Operating 
Criteria. 

In 2002, a sequence of experimental 
flows was recommended by the AMP. 
This AMP recommendation was 
forwarded to the Secretary for her 
consideration and was adopted in 
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November 2002. In this experimental 
flow sequence, one or more BHBFs may 
be made outside of the established 
BHBF triggering criteria. These 
experimental flows are considered test 
releases and will be made to advance 
the scientific knowledge of physical and 
biological process in the Grand Canyon 
ecosystem. The long-term 
implementation of BHBFs will continue 
to be carried out consistent with the 
Colorado River Storage Project Act, 
Colorado River Basin Project Act, and 
BHBF triggering criteria. 

In November 2004, the first of these 
experimental flows that utilized releases 
greater than powerplant capacity was 
conducted. In this high-flow test, 41,000 
cubic feet per second was released from 
Glen Canyon Dam for a period of 60 
hours. The objective of the test was to 
evaluate the conservation of fine 
sediments that form beaches, riparian 
plant substrate, and endangered fish 
habitats. It will take approximately 18 
months to fully evaluate the test. 

Comment No. 13—(Letter No. 4): 
Under the Operation of Lake Mead, the 
National Park Service thinks that the 
Interim Surplus Criteria should replace 
the language in Article III(3)(b) defining 
‘‘Surplus.’’ At least for the next 15 years, 
the Interim Surplus Criteria Record of 
Decision defines the relevant factors 
that the Secretary must consider in 
determining whether water quantities 
greater than ‘‘normal’’ are available for 
pumping or release from Lake Mead. 

Response: The Department does not 
agree that Article III(3)(b) language 
should be updated to reflect adoption of 
the Interim Surplus Guidelines Record 
of Decision by the Secretary. The 
Department of the Interior specifically 
considered, and sought public input on, 
the concept of modifying Article III(3)(b) 
of the Operating Criteria during the 
process that led to adoption of the 
Interim Surplus Guidelines. See 64 FR 
27010 (May 18, 1999). After reviewing 
the public comments received, the 
Department announced its intention to 
adopt ‘‘interim implementing criteria 
pursuant to Article III(3) of the Long-
Range Operating Criteria’’ rather than 
modifying the actual text of the 
Operating Criteria. See 64 FR 68373 
(December 7, 1999). This approach was 
carried through and set forth in the 
Record of Decision adopted by the 
Secretary. See 66 FR 7772, 7780 at 
section XI(5) (‘‘These Guidelines, which 
shall implement and be used for 
determinations made pursuant to 
Article III(3)(b) of the [Operating 
Criteria] * * * are hereby adopted 
* * *’’). 

Comment No. 14—(Letters No. 4 and 
6): The Department should begin a 
process for shortage determination. 

Response: In the past year 
Reclamation has provided data and 
information regarding drought analysis 
and reservoir operations to 
representatives of the seven Colorado 
River Basin States, the Western Area 
Power Administration, and non
governmental organizations that have 
expressed an interest. Reclamation 
continues to monitor reservoir storage 
and basin hydrologic conditions and 
anticipates beginning a process in 
spring 2005 to evaluate alternatives 
regarding the development of shortage 
guidelines for the delivery of water to 
the three Lower Division States 
(Arizona, California, and Nevada). 

Comment No. 15—(Letter No. 6): As 
noted in the January 15, 2002, Federal 
Register notice (67 FR 1986), the 
Secretary’s consultation responsibilities 
have been specifically extended to 
encompass the general public. We 
recommend that this responsibility be 
reflected in the Operating Criteria by 
adding the phrase ‘‘and the public’’ to 
the end of the second introductory 
paragraph. 

Response: The Department agrees that 
section 1804 of the Grand Canyon 
Protection Act specifically modifies 
Federal law applicable to the Operating 
Criteria, and by that Act, Congress 
extended the consultation process to 
encompass the general public. The 
Department has included a modification 
to reflect this responsibility. 

Comment No. 16—(Letters No. 6 and 
17): The Grand Canyon Protection Act 
(Pub. L. 102–575) charged the Secretary 
with operating Glen Canyon Dam ‘‘in 
such a manner as to protect, mitigate 
impacts to, and improve the values for 
which Grand Canyon National Park and 
Glen Canyon National Recreation Area 
were established.’’ We recommend that 
the protection and enhancement of 
these values be inserted as reservoir 
uses that are considered in developing 
the annual operating plan under Article 
I(2) of the Operating Criteria by adding 
the phrase ‘‘protection of cultural 
resources’’ after ‘‘water quality control’’ 
and before ‘‘recreation’’ and by adding 
the phrase ‘‘protection and 
enhancement of fish and wildlife’’ 
before ‘‘and other environmental 
factors.’’ 

Response: See response to Comment 
No. 10. 

Comment No. 17—(Letter No. 6): 
Although the phrase ‘‘recurrence of 
critical periods of water supply’’ that is 
included in Article II(1)(d) may have 
been universally understood when the 
Operating Criteria were originally 

established, its meaning is unclear to us. 
We recommend that either a definition 
of this phrase be included in the 
definitions section or that the entire 
clause beginning with the word 
‘‘including’’ be deleted. 

Response: The term ‘‘critical period’’ 
is used twice in the Operating Criteria. 
A ‘‘critical period’’ is a general concept 
used in water supply planning 
representing a sequence of drier than 
average years with below normal runoff. 
Water supply management must 
account for these periods of below 
normal runoff and their ‘‘recurrence’’ to 
assure a consistent supply of water. As 
used in the context of Colorado River 
management, the phrase ‘‘recurrence of 
critical periods’’ means: the frequency at 
which critical periods (sequences of 
years with below normal runoff) have 
occurred in the past and are likely to 
recur in the future. The Department 
believes that the current language in the 
Operating Criteria is relevant and 
should remain in the Operating Criteria. 
The Department does not agree that this 
term requires a specific definition. 

Comment No. 18—(Letter No. 6): We 
question whether the ‘‘Report of the 
Committee on Probabilities and Test 
Studies to the Task Force on Operating 
Criteria for the Colorado River,’’ dated 
October 30, 1969, which is referenced in 
Article II(1)(e) of the Operating Criteria, 
still has relevance in determining 602(a) 
Storage. We request either that 
Reclamation provide us with a copy of 
that report or a summary of it, or that 
Article II(1)(e) be deleted from the 
Operating Criteria. 

Response: As requested, a copy of the 
‘‘Report of the Committee on 
Probabilities and Test Studies to the 
Task Force on Operating Criteria for the 
Colorado River’’ has been made 
available on our Web site at http:// 
www.usbr.gov/lc/region/g4000/lroc. 

Comment No. 19—(Letters No. 6 and 
17): The Secretary and her agencies are 
engaged in modification of river 
operations in various parts of the basin 
in order to meet their responsibilities 
under the Endangered Species Act. In 
order to reflect these changes, we 
recommend that a new subsection be 
added to Article II(1) that reads: 
‘‘Streamflow requirements of fish and 
wildlife, and other environmental 
values.’’ 

Response: The Department notes that 
Article II(1) of the Operating Criteria is 
applicable to, and lists relevant factors 
for, determination of 602(a) Storage. The 
Operating Criteria are ‘‘administered 
consistent with applicable Federal 
laws’’ (which include the Endangered 
Species Act). See introductory 
paragraph of Operating Criteria. As with 
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other aspects of applicable federal law, 
the Endangered Species Act applies to 
proposed discretionary actions 
undertaken by federal agencies and its 
consideration is implicit in the existing 
Operating Criteria. Accordingly, the 
Department does not believe that it is 
necessary for the Operating Criteria to 
be modified. 

Comment No. 20—(Letter No. 6): The 
last sentence in Article II(2) of the 
Operating Criteria refers to operations in 
1971 and 1972, and is no longer 
relevant. We recommend that this 
sentence be deleted. 

Response: The Department concurs 
with the recommendation. The 
references to operations in 1971 and 
1972 are no longer relevant and the 
Department has deleted those sentences 
from the Operating Criteria. 

Comment No. 21—(Letters No. 6 and 
17): In recognition of the Secretary’s 
responsibilities under the Grand Canyon 
Protection Act and the Endangered 
Species Act, we recommend that a new 
subsection (d) be added to Article II(3) 
that reads: ‘‘to meet the requirements of 
the Grand Canyon Protection Act and 
the Endangered Species Act.’’ 

Response: See response to Comments 
No. 11 and 19. 

Comment No. 22—(Letter No. 6): 
Given that the Colorado River Storage 
Project Act lists generation of 
hydroelectric power as an incidental 
purpose for Glen Canyon Dam, and that 
the Record of Decision on the operation 
of Glen Canyon Dam interprets the 
mandates of the Grand Canyon 
Protection Act to allow bypass of water 
at the Glen Canyon Powerplant under 
limited conditions and for specified 
purposes, we suggest that the language 
in Article II(4) is not appropriate. We 
recommend that this section be deleted. 

Response: Article II(4) specifies the 
method that water will be released from 
Lake Powell when such releases are 
needed in the application of Article 
II(3)(b) to maintain, as nearly as 
practicable, active storage in Lake Mead 
equal to the active storage in Lake 
Powell. The Glen Canyon Dam Record 
of Decision does not address spilling 
water released for storage equalization 
purposes. Article II(4), as written, is 
necessary in specifying how storage 
equalization releases from Lake Powell 
should be made. 

Comment No. 23—(Letters No. 6 and 
17): In recognition of the Secretary’s 
responsibilities under the National 
Environmental Policy Act, the 
Endangered Species Act, as well as the 
Law of the River, we recommend 
inserting the following phrase at the 
beginning of Section III(1): ‘‘Consistent 
with applicable federal laws, including 

but not limited to the National 
Environmental Policy Act and the 
Endangered Species Act.’’ 

Response: The existing Operating 
Criteria contain language stating that the 
Operating Criteria are administered 
consistent with applicable federal laws, 
which by definition, includes the 
National Environmental Policy Act and 
the Endangered Species Act. In 
addition, see response to Comments No. 
11 and 19. 

Comment No. 24—(Letter No. 6): 
Article III(2) is no longer pertinent and 
we recommend that it be deleted. 

Response: The Department agrees that 
Article III(2) is no longer pertinent since 
the Central Arizona Project began 
delivering water in 1985. The 
Department has deleted the language in 
Article III(2). 

Comment No. 25—(Letter No. 6): To 
reflect the mandates of the Grand 
Canyon Protection Act within the 
universe of project purposes at Glen 
Canyon Dam, we recommend adding the 
phrase ‘‘and the protection and 
enhancement of national park values in 
Grand Canyon National Park and/or 
Glen Canyon National Recreation Area’’ 
at the end of Article IV(1)(a). 

Response: The Department believes 
that Article IV(1)(a), as written, 
adequately defines spills. The language, 
as written, enables appropriate 
flexibility in the operation of Glen 
Canyon Dam to accomplish project 
purposes. 

Comment No. 26—(Letter No. 6): 
Delete the word ‘‘demands’’ in Article 
IV(1)(b) of the Operating Criteria. 

Response: To maintain consistency 
with Article III of the Operating Criteria 
and the 1964 Decree in Arizona v. 
California, the Department agrees that 
the word ‘‘demands’’ should be deleted 
in Article IV(1)(b). The Department has 
deleted the word ‘‘demands’’ from 
Article IV(1)(b). 

Comment No. 27—(Letter No. 6): 
Since Article IV(1)(d) defines a term 
used solely in Section II(4), we 
recommend that it be deleted along with 
Article II(4). 

Response: As Article II(4) remains 
relevant in the Operating Criteria (see 
response to Comment No. 22), Article 
IV(1)(d) needs to remain in the 
Operating Criteria. The term ‘‘available 
capability,’’ as defined in Article 
IV(1)(d), is used in Article II(4). 

Comment No. 28—(Letter No. 6): The 
Interim Surplus Guidelines are having a 
negative effect on the Colorado delta. 

Response: The Record of Decision for 
the Colorado River Interim Surplus 
Guidelines Final Environmental Impact 
Statement states that five-year reviews 
of the Interim Surplus Guidelines may 

be conducted, and if so, such reviews 
would be coordinated with the 
Operating Criteria review. The Interim 
Surplus Guidelines became effective in 
February 2001 and were first applied in 
the 2002 Annual Operating Plan. At this 
time, there is no need for a review of the 
Interim Surplus Guidelines. In the 
future, however, actual operating 
conditions may warrant a review of the 
Interim Surplus Guidelines. 

Comment No. 29—(Letters No. 6 and 
17): Conduct an environmental review 
of the Operating Criteria under the 
National Environmental Policy Act. 

Response: See response to Comment 
No. 8. 

Comment No. 30—(Letter No. 6): A 
Categorical Exclusion is arbitrary and 
capricious because the actual 
promulgation of the Operating Criteria 
has not been evaluated in a National 
Environmental Policy Act process. 

Response: See response to Comment 
No. 8. 

Comment No. 31—(Letter No. 16): The 
development and implementation 
process for the Interim Surplus 
Guidelines more than fulfilled the 
requirements for a five-year review. The 
Colorado River Basin States and the 
Secretary of the Interior have already 
agreed on how to operate the Colorado 
River for the next 15 years. The state of 
Utah does not see the need to spend 
time and resources on a review of the 
Operating Criteria. 

Response: The Operating Criteria 
explicitly call for their own formal 
review at least every five years. The 
Department intends to follow the 
requirements of the Operating Criteria. 
The last review was completed with a 
Federal Register notice published on 
February 24, 1998 (63 FR 9256). The 
Interim Surplus Guidelines serve to 
implement Article III(3)(b) of the 
Operating Criteria. The Interim Surplus 
Guidelines may be reviewed 
concurrently with the five-year review 
of the Operating Criteria pursuant to 
Section 3 of the Interim Surplus 
Guidelines. 

Comment No. 32—(Letters No. 1, 3, 5, 
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 23, and 
27): No changes to the Operating 
Criteria are warranted at this time. 

Response: The Secretary of the 
Interior has made a number of limited 
modifications to the Operating Criteria 
in this Federal Register notice. 
However, in making those 
modifications, the Secretary found that 
in all other respects the Operating 
Criteria continue to meet the purpose 
and goals for which they were 
developed and the requirements of 
section 602 of the 1968 Colorado River 
Basin Project Act. The Secretary 
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believes that neither the structure, 
format, nor content of the Operating 
Criteria require significant revisions as a 
result of actual operating experience. By 
this Federal Register notice, based on 
information submitted for review by the 
Department of the Interior, the Secretary 
has made a number of limited 
modifications to the text of the 
Operating Criteria. The bases for the 
changes are: (1) Specific change in 
Federal law applicable to the Operating 
Criteria, (2) language in the current text 
of the Operating Criteria that is 
outdated, and (3) specific modifications 
to Article IV(b) of the Operating Criteria 
that reflect actual operating experience. 

Comment No. 33—(Letter No. 18): We 
do not object to the changes proposed in 
the Federal Register notice. 

Response: Comment noted. 
Comment No. 34—(Letter No. 18): The 

Upper Colorado River Commission does 
not endorse the assumption and 
objective in the Operating Criteria of a 
minimum release of water from Lake 
Powell of 8.23 million acre-feet every 
year. If such a number is used in the 
Operating Criteria, it must be 
understood that this is a planning 
objective which may be modified in the 
Annual Operating Plan (AOP) to reflect 
current conditions and in accordance 
with Colorado River Compact 
requirements. We remain concerned 
about the drought and depletion of 
storage at Lake Powell. It is imperative 
that the Operating Criteria be 
interpreted to have sufficient flexibility 
to allow for modifications in the AOP as 
needed to reflect critical conditions and 
Colorado River Compact requirements. 

Response: Article III of the Colorado 
River Compact contains several 
provisions relating to the release of 
water from the Upper Basin to the 
Lower Basin. The specification of a 
minimum annual release objective from 
Glen Canyon Dam is found only in 
Article II(2) of the Operating Criteria 
which states that ’’ * * * the objective 
shall be to maintain a minimum release 
of water from Lake Powell of 8.23 
million acre-feet * * *.’’ 

Because the minimum annual release 
objective is higher than inflow during 
periods of drought, storage in Lake 
Powell is drawn down during a drought. 
The more severe the drought, the more 
significant the drawdown is at Lake 
Powell. Storage in Lake Powell recovers 
during normal or wet years. Lake Mead 
storage decreases during drought as 
well, but does so at a slower rate 
because of the presence of the minimum 
annual release objective from Lake 
Powell. 

Representatives of the seven Colorado 
River Basin States, Reclamation, and the 

Western Area Power Administration are 
investigating impacts of prolonged 
drought where reducing the release from 
Lake Powell below the 8.23 million 
acre-foot per year objective would 
protect the minimum power pool at 
Lake Powell and the water supply for 
the Upper Division States of Colorado, 
New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming. The 
2005 Colorado River Annual Operating 
Plan (AOP) calls for an April 2005 mid
year review of the 2005 annual release 
amount from Lake Powell to determine 
if the runoff forecast warrants an 
adjustment to the annual release for 
water year 2005. 

Determinations of Upper Basin annual 
deliveries (annual releases from Lake 
Powell) are made in the AOP. The AOP 
is prepared each year by the Department 
of the Interior through the Bureau of 
Reclamation in consultation with the 
seven Basin States Governors’ 
representatives; the Upper Colorado 
River Commission; Native American 
tribes; appropriate federal agencies; 
representatives of the academic and 
scientific communities, environmental 
organizations, and the recreation 
industry; water delivery contractors; 
contractors for the purchase of federal 
power; others interested in Colorado 
River operations; and the general public 
through the Colorado River Management 
Work Group. The Department, through 
Reclamation, will continue to address 
issues related to low reservoir storage 
caused by drought in the AOP 
consultation process. 

Comment No. 35—(Letter No. 18): 
Decisions regarding the timing for the 
next review should be left open. 

Response: The Department has made 
no decision regarding the timing of the 
next review of the Operating Criteria. 

Comment No. 36—(Letter No. 19): It is 
critical for the Operating Criteria for 
reservoir operations to uphold the intent 
of the 1922 Colorado River Compact. 
The Operating Criteria should be 
flexible and responsive to variations in 
hydrologic conditions, and should not 
jeopardize the interests of the Upper 
Basin. 

Response: See response to Comment 
No. 34. 

Comment No. 37—(Letter No. 19): The 
1922 Colorado River Compact 
anticipating fluctuating hydrologic 
conditions specified Upper Basin water 
deliveries as a 10-year progressive 
series. We note that the existing 
Operating Criteria dictate the minimal 
annual release of 8.23 million acre-feet 
which is counter to Article III(d) of the 
1922 Colorado River Compact. 

Response: See response to Comment 
No. 34. 

Comment No. 38—(Letter No. 19): We 
are also concerned that the Operating 
Criteria contain a requirement to 
equalize Lake Mead with Lake Powell 
during times of Upper Basin water 
surpluses, but that there are no 
provisions to equalize the level of Lake 
Powell with Lake Mead during times of 
Upper Basin drought for so long as the 
Upper Basin is conditionally satisfying 
its 10-year water delivery obligations. 

Response: Article II(3) of the 
Operating Criteria contains a 
requirement that releases greater than 
8.23 million acre-feet be made only 
when reservoir storage in the Upper 
Basin is greater than 602(a) Storage. 
Article II(1) of the Operating Criteria 
describes 602(a) Storage. 

There is no provision in the Operating 
Criteria to equalize the level of Lake 
Powell with Lake Mead during times of 
drought when reservoir storage in Lake 
Powell is lower than Lake Mead. 
However, river simulation modeling of 
the Colorado River system shows that in 
the future there will be times when Lake 
Powell storage will be greater than Lake 
Mead. This will occur because of the 
application of 602(a) Storage provisions. 
See Colorado River Basin Project Act at 
section 602(a). Following a drought, the 
602(a) Storage provision in the 
Operating Criteria allows Lake Powell to 
refill to a level sufficient to protect the 
Upper Basin from future droughts. 
Releases greater than the objective 
minimum are not made from Lake 
Powell until this level of storage is 
achieved. It is likely that when the 
current drought comes to an end, during 
a year (or series of years) with above 
average inflow to Lake Powell, reservoir 
storage in Lake Powell will exceed that 
of Lake Mead. 

In 2004, an Interim 602(a) Storage 
Guideline was adopted that set 14.85 
million acre-feet of storage (elevation 
3,630 feet) at Lake Powell as the 
minimum level for 602(a) Storage 
through the year 2016. See 69 FR 28945 
(May 19, 2004). Under this interim 
guideline, releases greater than the 
minimum objective release will not be 
made when Lake Powell is projected to 
be below elevation 3,630 feet. Thus, 
while Lake Powell storage decreases 
faster than Lake Mead during periods of 
drought, the 602(a) Storage provision 
allows Lake Powell storage to rebound 
quicker than Lake Mead when there is 
a return to average or wetter than 
average hydrology. In addition, see 
response to Comment No. 34. 

Comment No. 39—(Letter No. 19): 
Presently, there exists a large imbalance 
between the water volumes in Lake 
Mead and Lake Powell (14.3 million 
acre-feet to 8.8 million acre-feet), which 
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has jeopardized the interests of the 
Upper Basin and put at risk the future 
generation of hydroelectric power at 
Glen Canyon Dam. 

Response: The severity of the drought 
over the past five years in combination 
with the objective to maintain a 
minimum release of 8.23 million acre-
feet has caused a significant drawdown 
of Lake Powell. The minimum release 
objective contained in the Operating 
Criteria results in Lake Powell storage 
decreasing during periods of drought. 
From 1988 through 1992, there was a 
five-year drought in the Colorado River 
Basin and the water surface elevation of 
Lake Powell decreased by 89 feet. The 
drought of the past five years (2000– 
2004) is more severe than the drought 
that occurred from 1988 to 1992. 
Records show the current drought to be 
the most severe five-year drought in the 
Colorado River Basin in over 100 years 
of recordkeeping. Because of this, Lake 
Powell has experienced a significant 
reduction in storage. 

Elevation 3,490 feet at Lake Powell 
has been identified as the minimum 
level at which hydropower can be 
generated at Lake Powell. The river 
bypass tubes at Glen Canyon Dam can 
release water as low as elevation 3,370 
feet, but no hydropower can be 
generated by the release of water 
through the river bypass tubes. 
Elevation 3,370 feet is the lowest 
elevation at which water can be released 
from Lake Powell. Between elevations 
3,490 feet and 3,370 feet, there is four 
million acre-feet of storage. The 
Operating Criteria do not reference these 
elevations at Lake Powell. Previous river 
simulation modeling of the Colorado 
River system performed by Reclamation 
showed no occurrences of Lake Powell 
reaching 3,490 feet in the next 50 years 
when subject to the most severe 
droughts of the 20th century. However, 
since the current five-year drought is 
worse than any of the 20th century 
droughts, there is now some risk that 
Lake Powell could reach minimum 
power pool (elevation 3,490 feet) under 
a scenario of continued drought in 
combination with the continuation of 
the minimum release objective from 
Lake Powell. The Department will 
continue to address the issue of low 
reservoir storage at Lake Powell in the 
Annual Operating Plan consultation 
process. In addition, see response to 
Comments No. 34 and 38. 

Comment No. 40—(Letter No. 19): 
Over the past 10 years, the Upper Basin 
has delivered more than 100 million 
acre-feet of water to the Lower Basin, 
which now in combination with 
drought conditions has prejudiced the 
interests of the Upper Basin. 

Response: During the past 10-year 
period (water years 1995–2004), over 
100 million acre-feet has flowed past 
Lee Ferry. The majority of this flow 
occurred during the five-year period of 
1995 through 1999 which was a period 
with above average flow on the 
Colorado River. In July 1999, Lake 
Powell storage was 97 percent of 
capacity. During the five-year period of 
1995 to 1999, 59.5 million acre-feet 
flowed past Lee Ferry, with reservoirs 
throughout the Upper Colorado River 
Basin, including Lake Powell, releasing 
excess water because they were full. 
Release of this water from Lake Powell 
was necessary because of the physical 
storage limitation of Lake Powell and 
dam safety considerations. During the 
past five years, the objective in the 
operation of Lake Powell has been to 
release 8.23 million acre-feet per year, 
consistent with the Operating Criteria. It 
should also be noted that during the late 
1990s, flood control releases were taking 
place from Lake Mead in the Lower 
Basin resulting in a significant volume 
of water, approximately 5 million acre-
feet, being released from Lake Mead in 
excess of Lower Basin demands. In 
addition, see response to Comment No. 
34. 

Comment No. 41—(Letter No. 19): The 
existing Operating Criteria need 
clarification that the minimal objective 
release of 8.23 million acre-feet stated in 
the Operating Criteria is an ‘‘operating 
target’’ which is subject to revision in 
the Annual Operating Plan process. 

Response: See response to Comment 
No. 34. 

Comment No. 42—(Letter No. 19): The 
Friends of Lake Powell strongly endorse 
the Annual Operating Plan process. 
Furthermore, we believe that operation 
of the Colorado River reservoirs can be 
optimized with each Basin sharing more 
equitably in the burden of drought. This 
would be best accomplished by 
maintaining, as equally as practicable, 
the active water stored in Lake Powell 
and Lake Mead (for so long as Upper 
Basin 10-year water delivery obligations 
are satisfied). 

Response: Under the Operating 
Criteria, Lake Powell storage drops 
below Lake Mead storage during periods 
of drought. When there is a return to 
average or above average inflow, Lake 
Powell storage recovers faster than 
storage recovers in Lake Mead. The 
602(a) Storage requirement allows water 
storage in Lake Powell to be greater than 
water storage in Lake Mead in the 
period following a drought. Maintaining 
storage equal in Lake Powell and Lake 
Mead as an operating strategy would be 
counter to the 602(a) Storage 
requirement and could put the Upper 

Basin at risk of not having enough water 
in storage for future droughts. The 
Department will continue to address 
low reservoir storage caused by drought 
in the Annual Operating Plan 
consultation process. In addition, see 
response to Comments No. 34 and 38. 

Comment No. 43—(Letter No. 20): The 
Operating Criteria of Glen Canyon Dam 
need to be revisited. When all needs are 
considered, it would be better to treat 
Lakes Mead and Powell more similarly, 
or better yet, to apply your normal 
system Operating Criteria to the 
operation of Glen Canyon Dam. 

Response: See response to Comments 
No. 34, 38, and 42. 

Comment No. 44—(Letter No. 21): The 
technical changes proposed in the 
current Operating Criteria review seem 
to make sense in order to keep the 
document current with regards to 
updated legislation and rules. 

Response: Comment noted. 
Comment No. 45—(Letter No. 21): 

With the current drought and the 
ongoing discussions by the seven 
Colorado River Basin States as to how 
to cope with low storage levels in the 
system, it would be appropriate for this 
review of the Operating Criteria to serve 
as the current review for at least the 
next five years. During this time, the 
seven Basin States will be working 
together to provide additional 
guidelines dealing with shortages. 
Similar to the Interim Surplus 
Guidelines process, if and when 
shortage guidelines are agreed to and 
given time to develop operational 
experience, it would be appropriate to 
again review the Operating Criteria. 

Response: See response to Comment 
No. 35. 

Comment No. 46—(Letter No. 22): 
Page Electric Utility strongly believes 
that the water level of Lake Powell 
should be maintained at or above 
elevation 3,490 feet to maintain the 
minimum power pool. 

Response: See response to Comments 
No. 34 and 39. 

Comment No. 47—(Letter No. 23): We 
have no objections to the proposed 
removal of obsolete provisions in the 
Operating Criteria. 

Response: Comment noted. 
Comment No. 48—(Letter No. 23): An 

amount less than the minimum release 
objective may be released from Lake 
Powell, if the states of the Upper 
Division are in compliance with Article 
III(d) of the Colorado River Compact, in 
order to avoid impairment or potential 
impairment of the beneficial 
consumptive use of water in any Upper 
Division State. 

Response: See response to Comment 
No. 34. 
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Comment No. 49—(Letter No. 23): The 
Operating Criteria have been flexible 
enough to allow for adjustments 
following the floods of the 1980s, they 
have been flexible enough to allow for 
the development of the interim 
operating criteria to aid California in 
reducing its use of Colorado River water 
to 4.4 million acre-feet per year, and 
they have been flexible enough to allow 
for experimental flow tests from Glen 
Canyon Dam in 1996 and again in 2004. 
All these were accomplished within the 
limitations provided by the Colorado 
River Compact, the Upper Colorado 
River Basin Compact, and the Mexican 
Water Treaty. The Operating Criteria 
cannot be used to modify these basic 
documents, as some would suggest. 

Response: The Department concurs. 
The Operating Criteria cannot be used to 
modify the Colorado River Compact, the 
Upper Colorado River Basin Compact, 
or the Mexican Water Treaty. 

Comment No. 50—(Letter No. 24): The 
Operating Criteria should meet the 
intent of the 1922 Colorado River 
Compact, yet be flexible enough to take 
into consideration variations in 
hydrologic conditions and drought. 

Response: The Operating Criteria 
were developed to provide sufficient 
flexibility in the operation of Colorado 
River reservoirs while meeting the 
requirements of interstate compacts, 
federal laws, treaties, decrees, and 
regulations germane to the Colorado 
River. Over the past 34 years, the 
Operating Criteria have provided the 
flexibility to properly manage the 
Colorado River through periods of 
average, above average, and below 
average inflow. 

Comment No. 51—(Letter No. 24): The 
1922 Colorado River Compact intended 
for a flexible water delivery schedule 
based on 10-year averages. The existing 
Operating Criteria appear to dictate a 
minimal release that does not consider 
drought conditions. 

Response: See response to Comment 
No. 34. 

Comment No. 52—(Letter No. 24): A 
new minimal annual release given 
current conditions should be considered 
in the 6.5 to 7 million acre-foot range for 
the stabilization of both reservoirs. 

Response: See response to Comments 
No. 34 and 38. 

Comment No. 53—(Letter No. 24): The 
cost effective generation of hydroelectric 
power should not be jeopardized at Glen 
Canyon Dam; therefore, a minimum lake 
elevation should be established at Lake 
Powell. 

Response: See response to Comments 
No. 34, 38, and 39. 

Comment No. 54—(Letter No. 25): The 
following changes should be made to 

the Operating Criteria: In Article I(2), 
after the word, ‘‘recreation,’’ add the 
phrase, ‘‘protection of Grand Canyon 
National Park and Glen Canyon 
National Recreation Area.’’ 

Add the following paragraph as 
Article II(6): ‘‘In the application of 
Article II, Glen Canyon Dam will be 
operated and releases from Lake Powell 
made in accordance with the Grand 
Canyon Protection Act in order to 
protect, mitigate adverse impacts to, and 
improve the values for which Grand 
Canyon National Park and Glen Canyon 
National recreation Area were 
established. Annual releases will be 
made through the powerplant to the 
extent practicable except when above
powerplant releases are determined by 
the Secretary to be necessary to meet the 
provisions of the Grand Canyon 
Protection Act. Water releases pursuant 
to this paragraph will not affect 
allocations of water secured to the 
Colorado River Basin States by any 
compact, law, or decree.’’ 

In Section IV(1)(a), after the phrase, 
‘‘power and energy,’’ add the phrase, 
‘‘and protection of natural and cultural 
resources in Grand Canyon National 
Park and Glen Canyon Recreation 
Area.’’ 

Response: See response to Comments 
No. 10, 11, and 12. 

Comment No. 55—(Letter No. 26): The 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern 
California (Metropolitan) urges 
Reclamation not to commit to a five-year 
hiatus in beginning the next review of 
the Operating Criteria. A five-year 
hiatus prior to beginning the next 
review would amount to an eight-year 
period between reviews, while the 
Operating Criteria commit to a review at 
least every five years. Metropolitan 
believes that Reclamation should leave 
open the date that the next review will 
commence, basing that date instead 
upon actual operating experience or 
unforeseen circumstances. 

Response: See response to Comment 
No. 35. 

Comment No. 56—(Letter No. 27): The 
Colorado River Board of California 
(Board), in its March 2002 letter, 
indicated that there was a need to 
provide additional specificity to provide 
guidance as the Annual Operating Plan 
(AOP) is developed. This specificity is 
needed to address reservoir operations 
over the full range of expected 
operations and include releases during 
high water events and conditions, as 
well as, during low water conditions 
and shortages. Although there was an 
identified need to provide sufficient 
detail and substance to guide 
development of the AOP, there is a 
greater need to bring this five-year 

review to a conclusion within this five-
year review period. Accordingly, the 
Board finds that Reclamation’s proposed 
modifications to the Operating Criteria 
are acceptable. It is the Board’s position 
that consideration of any substantive 
modifications to the Operating Criteria 
should be delayed until the next review 
is undertaken. 

Response: Comment noted. 
Comment No. 57—(Letter No. 27): It is 

unclear from the Federal Register notice 
whether Reclamation plans in some way 
to note for the reader that certain text 
has been inserted or deleted through 
this review. As such, it is recommended 
that additions and deletions to the text 
of the Operating Criteria be noted in 
footnotes to the Operating Criteria. 

Response: The Department will 
denote additions and deletions to the 
text of the Operating Criteria using a 
combination of text strikeout, bolding, 
less than or greater than signs, and/or 
brackets. 

Comment No. 58—(Letter No. 27): At 
the public meeting held in Henderson, 
Nevada, on November 19, 2004, 
Reclamation staff indicated an intent 
that the next review not begin until five 
years after the current review is 
concluded. Such a schedule would 
depart from the review process required 
by the Colorado River Basin Project Act 
of 1968. No such intent should be 
specified in a final decision regarding 
the current review. A decision regarding 
the timing of the beginning of the next 
review should be left open as it may be 
necessary to begin the next review prior 
to the time suggested at the public 
hearing. 

Response: See response to Comment 
No. 35. 

Public Consultation Meeting— 
November 19, 2004 

Reclamation conducted a public 
consultation meeting in Henderson, 
Nevada, on November 19, 2004. Two 
attendees provided oral comments at the 
meeting. A summary of the comments 
made and responses to those comments 
is as follows: 

Kara Gillon— Defenders of Wildlife: 
Why were no changes proposed to the 
Operating Criteria to reflect the Grand 
Canyon Protection Act? Will 
Reclamation conduct National 
Environmental Policy Act compliance to 
the proposed changes? 

Response: See response to Comments 
No. 8, 10, 11, 12, and 15. 

Jerry Zimmerman—Colorado River 
Board of California: The Colorado River 
Board of California (Board) previously 
sent in a letter that stated that there is 
no need to change the Operating 
Criteria. The Operating Criteria need to 
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provide specificity on operations over a 
full range of water conditions. 
Specificity on shortage and surplus and 
on deliveries to the United States and 
Mexico is needed in the Operating 
Criteria. This specificity would help in 
the development of the Annual 
Operating Plan each year. The Board 
finds the proposed changes acceptable 
and that the current review needs to be 
completed soon. Substantive changes 
should be included in the next review. 
The Board will also be providing 
written comments. 

Response: See response to Comments 
No. 56 and 58. 

Final Decision: After a careful review 
of all comments received, and after 
formal consultation with the Governor’s 
representatives of the seven Basin 
States, tribal representatives, and 
interested parties and stakeholders, the 
Secretary of the Interior has made a 
number of limited modifications to the 
text of the Operating Criteria. However, 
in making those modifications, the 
Secretary found that in all other respects 
the Operating Criteria continue to meet 
the purpose and goals for which they 
were developed and the requirements of 
Section 602 of the 1968 Colorado River 
Basin Project Act. The Secretary 
believes that neither the structure, 
format, nor content of the Operating 
Criteria require significant revisions as a 
result of actual operating experience. 
The bases for the changes are: (1) 
Specific change in Federal law 
applicable to the Operating Criteria, (2) 
language in the current text of the 
Operating Criteria that is outdated, and 
(3) specific modifications to Article 
IV(b) of the Operating Criteria that 
reflect actual operating experience. 

Dated: March 21, 2005. 
Gale A. Norton, 
Secretary, Department of the Interior. 
[FR Doc. 05–6160 Filed 3–28–05; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 4310–MN–P 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
COMMISSION 

[Inv. No. 337–TA–534] 

In the Matter of Certain Color 
Television Receivers and Color Display 
Monitors, and Components Thereof; 
Notice of Investigation 

AGENCY: U.S. International Trade 
Commission.
 
ACTION: Institution of investigation 

pursuant to 19 U.S.C. 1337. 


SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that a 
complaint was filed with the U.S. 
International Trade Commission on 

February 24, 2005, under section 337 of 
the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 
U.S.C. 1337, on behalf of Thomson 
Licensing S.A. of Boulogne, France, and 
Thomson Licensing Inc. of Princeton, 
New Jersey. A letter supplementing the 
complaint was filed on March 18, 2005. 
The complaint, as supplemented, 
alleges violations of section 337 in the 
importation into the United States, the 
sale for importation, and the sale within 
the United States after importation of 
certain color television receivers and 
color display monitors, and components 
thereof, by reason of infringement of 
claims 1 and 3 of U.S. Patent No. 
4,836,651, claim 1 of U.S. Patent No. 
5,041,888, claims 1, 5, and 7 of U.S. 
Patent No. 5,153,754, claims 1, 3, 5, and 
6 of U.S. Patent No. 5,389,893, and 
claims 1 and 2 of U.S. Patent No. 
5,452,195. The complaint further alleges 
that an industry in the United States 
exists as required by subsection (a)(2) of 
section 337. 

The complainants request that the 
Commission institute an investigation 
and, after the investigation, issue a 
permanent exclusion order and 
permanent cease and desist orders. 
ADDRESSES: The complaint and 
supplement, except for any confidential 
information contained therein, are 
available for inspection during official 
business hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.) 
in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. 
International Trade Commission, 500 E 
Street, SW., Room 112, Washington, 
D.C. 20436, telephone 202–205–2000. 
Hearing impaired individuals are 
advised that information on this matter 
can be obtained by contacting the 
Commission’s TDD terminal on 202– 
205–1810. Persons with mobility 
impairments who will need special 
assistance in gaining access to the 
Commission should contact the Office 
of the Secretary at 202–205–2000. 
General information concerning the 
Commission may be obtained by 
accessing its Internet server (http:// 
www.usitc.gov). The public record for 
this investigation may be viewed on the 
Commission’s electronic docket (EDIS) 
at http://edis.usitc.gov. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Steven R. Pedersen, Esq., Office of 
Unfair Import Investigations, U.S. 
International Trade Commission, 
telephone 202–205–2781. 

Authority: The authority for institution of 
this investigation is contained in section 337 
of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, and 
in section 210.10 of the Commission’s Rules 
of Practice and Procedure, 19 CFR 210.10 
(2004). 

Scope of Investigation: Having 
considered the complaint, the U.S. 

International Trade Commission, on 
March 18, 2005, ordered that— 

(1) Pursuant to subsection (b) of 
section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as 
amended, an investigation be instituted 
to determine whether there is a 
violation of subsection (a)(1)(B) of 
section 337 in the importation into the 
United States, the sale for importation, 
or the sale within the United States after 
importation of certain color television 
receivers or color display monitors, or 
components thereof, by reason of 
infringement of claim 1 or 3 of U.S. 
Patent No. 4,836,651, claim 1 of U.S. 
Patent No. 5,041,888, claim 1, 5, or 7 of 
U.S. Patent No. 5,153,754, claim 1, 3, 5, 
or 6 of U.S. Patent No. 5,389,893, or 
claim 1 or 2 of U.S. Patent No. 
5,452,195, and whether an industry in 
the United States exists as required by 
subsection (a)(2) of section 337. 

(2) For the purpose of the 
investigation so instituted, the following 
are hereby named as parties upon which 
this notice of investigation shall be 
served: 

(a) The complainants are— 
Thomson Licensing S.A., 46 quai 

Alphonse Le Gallo, 92648 Boulogne, 
France. 

Thomson Licensing Inc., 2 
Independence Way, Princeton, NJ 

08540.
 
(b) The respondents are the following 

companies alleged to be in violation of 
section 337, and are the parties upon 
which the complaint is to be served: 
BenQ Corp., 157 Shan-Ying Rd., 

Gueishan, Taoyuan 333, Taiwan. 
BenQ Optronics (Suzhou) Co., Ltd., 169 

Zhujiang Rd., New District, Suzhou, 
Jiangsu, China 215011. 

BenQ America Corp., 53 Discovery, 
Irvine, California 92618. 

AU Optronics Corp., No. 1, Li-Hsin 
Road 2, Science-Based Industrial 
Park, Hsinchu 300, Taiwan. 
(c) Steven R. Pedersen, Esq., Office of 

Unfair Import Investigations, U.S. 
International Trade Commission, 500 E 
Street, SW., Suite 401, Washington, DC 
20436, who shall be the Commission 
investigative attorney, party to this 
investigation; and 

(3) For the investigation so instituted, 
the Honorable Robert L. Barton, Jr. is 
designated as the presiding 
administrative law judge. 

Responses to the complaint and the 
notice of investigation must be 
submitted by the named respondents in 
accordance with section 210.13 of the 
Commission’s Rules of Practice and 
Procedure, 19 CFR 210.13. Pursuant to 
19 CFR 201.16(d) and 210.13(a), such 
responses will be considered by the 
Commission if received no later than 20 
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THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR

WASHINGTON

MAY 022005

Honorable Jon Huntsman, Jr.
Governor of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114

Dear Governor Huntsman:

In accordance with the 2005 Annual Operating Plan for Colorado River Reservoirs (2005 AOP),
transmitted to you by my letter ofNovember 19, 2004, the Department has conducted a mid-year
review to detennine if the runoff forecast warrants an adjustment to the release amount from
Lake Powell for the remainder of water year 2005. The Department has conducted public
meetings and sought recommendations from the seven Colorado River Basin States on this issue.

The Department has reviewed all of the infonnation presented during this review, and we bave
concluded that an adjustment to the release amount from Lake Powell during the next five
months is not warranted. In particular, we note that the current runoff forecast into Lake Powell
during the spring snowmelt season from April- July, 2005 is projected to be 106% ofaverage,
and that overall Colorado River system storage is approximately 10% better at this time than bad
been projected last fall wben the Department committed to undertake this mid-year review.
Moreover, if runoff in the Colorado River Basin remains at average levels, the contents of Lake
Mead and Lake Powell are projected to be approximately equal by September 2006. This
transmittal supplements the 2005 AOP and incorporates by reference the applicable provisions of
the Criteria for Coordinated Long-Range Operation of Colorado River Reservoirs (Operating
Criteria), and the 2005 AOP, including but not limited to, Article 11(5) of the Operating Criteria
and the section entitled "Disclaimer" at page 27 of the 2005 AOP.

In previous multi~year droughts in the Colorado River Basin we have seen individual years of
average or above-average flow. Therefore, it is premature to conclude from this one year of
average flow in the Upper Basin and above average flow in the Lower Basin that the drought in
the Colorado River Basin bas ended. With reduced system storage at this time, we remain very
concerned about the impacts ofdrought throughout the Basin. Accordingly, in upcoming
consultations on development of the 2006 AOP, scbeduled to begin in June of this year, the
Department will propose to include a provision that requires a mid-year review next April if the
Marcb 15, 2006 runoff forecast projects decreased storage in the Colorado River system. The
purpose of the review will be to determine ifan adjustment to the release amount from Lake
Powell for water year 2006 is warranted.

Appendix 34:  Annual Operating Plan (AOP) Mid-Year Review (2005)
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Honorable Jon Huntsman, Jr. 2

When developing annual operating plans for the Colorado River, including this and future mid
year reviews, the Department retains authority pursuant to applicable law and the Operating
Criteria to adjust releases from Glen Canyon Dam to amounts less than 8.23 million acre-feet per
year. This authority was recognized at the time the Department established the Operating
Criteria in 1970. Specifically, the Department transmitted the following statement to the
Governors of each of the Colorado River Basin States on June 9, 1970: ..... [T}he Operating
Criteria imposes no finn or fixed obligation that 8.23 million acre-feet be released each year
from Lake Powell. That quantity is stated as an "objectivc" of the Operating Criteria." At the
time the Department made this statement it had been considering a formal request by the Upper
Basin states to reduce the referenced Art. 1I release volume of8.23 million acre-feet. The
unambiguous statcment that the "Operating Criteria imposes no firm or fixed obligation that 8.23
million acre-feet be released each year from Lake Powell" reflects the contemporaneous position
of the Secretary of the Interior at the time of the adoption of the Operating Criteria. Like this
statement of Departmental position, the relevant provisions of Art. II of the Operating Criteria
remain unchanged since 1970.

Recent progress in the administration of the Colorado River has been achieved. in large part. due
to the close and productive working relationships among the Colorado River Basin states. While
we regret that the Basin states were unable to reach a consensus recommendation on operations
for the remaining five months of this water year, we appreciate the extensive and productive
efforts of the Governor's representatives to review and consider actions to address reduced
supplies in the Basin. We believe that these discussions have produced a deeper understanding
of the management challenges facing the Colorado River Basin and will facilitate our
development of additional tools to improve coordinated management of the reservoirs in the
Colorado River system.

The Department recognizes that it is preferable to develop strategies to address drought and other
water management challenges in processes other than annual operating plan consultation
meetings. In order to determine the most appropriate way to address these challenges, I am
directing Reclamation to convene a meeting of the Colorado River Management Work Group by
May 31, 2005. The purpose of the meeting will be to consult with the Colorado River Basin
States and the public on the most appropriate processes and mechanisms to address these
management challenges.

We do not underestimate the challenges we face in this effort. It has been well understood for
decades that there arc areas of substantial disagreement between the Upper and Lower Colorado
River Basin states on a number of fundamental issues regarding interpretation of the Colorado
River Compaci of 1922. For example, the opinions of the Upper and Lower Basins differ as to
the requirements under the Compact for contribution of water to meet the U.S.-Mexico Treaty of
1944. The Department intends to develop operational tools that can continue to assure
productive use of the Colorado River into the future, while avoiding unnecessary. protracted or
destabilizing litigation.

Appendix 34:  Annual Operating Plan (AOP) Mid-Year Review (2005)
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Honorable Jon Huntsman. Jr.

After this consultation, the Department intends to issue a notice through the Federal Register on
or before June 15, 2005 to begin work on these matters, At a minimum, we will adLlress the
following matters in our upcoming Federal Register notice: I) Development of Lowt:r Basin
Shortage Guidelines. and, 2) Development of Conjunctive Management Guidelines for Lake
Powell and Lake Mead. It is my expectation that. regardless of the particular process utilized.
the Department will complete these processes by December 2007.

rn the past five years we have seen many achievemt:nts on the Colorado River. However. rt:ccnt
years of drought. decreasing system storage and increasing demands for Colorado River water
supplies require that all users of Colorado River water adhere to the limitations established in
confonnancc with the "Lmv of the River," The importance of the Colorado River to thc
Southwestern United States for water supply, hydropower production, recreation, fish and
\vildlife habitat. and other benefits dictates that all parties must work together to tind creative
solutions that will consen'e reservoir storage and help to minimize the adverse effects of drought
in the Colorado River Basin,

J remain committed to working with all stakeholders to find solutions within the framework of
the La\\! of the River to ensure that the Department's management of the Colorado River
continues to respect and implement the applicable provisions of the Colorado River Compact.
the Mexican Water Treaty and other applicable law.

cc: Mr. D, Larry Anderson
Director
Utah Division of Water Resources
1636 West North Temple. Room 310
Salt Lake City. Utah g41 16

3
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Honorable Jon Huntsman, Jr.

Identical letters sent to:

Honorable Dave Freudenthal Honorable Bill Owens
Governor of Wyoming Governor of Colorado
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002 Denver, Colorado 80203

cc: Mr. Patrick T. Tyrrell cc: Mr. Rod Kuharich
State Engi neer Director
State of Wyoming Colorado Water Conservation Board
Herschlcr Building, 4lh Floor East 1313 Sherman Street, Suite 721
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002-0370 Denver, Colorado 80123

Honorable Kenny Guinn Honorable Bill Richardson
Governor of Nevada Governor of New Mexico
Carson City, Nevada 8970 I Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

cc: Mr. George Caan cc: Mr. John D'Antonio
Director State Engineer
Colorado River Commission of Nevada P.O. Box 25102
555 East Washington Avenue, Stc. 3100 Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504-5102
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101-1048

Honorable Janet Napolitano Honorable Arnold Schwarzenegger
Governor of Arizona Governor of California
Phoenix, Arizona 85007 Sacramento, California 95814

ec: Mr. Herb Guenther cc: Mr. Gerald R. Zimmerman
Director Executive Director
Arizona Department of Water Resources Colorado River Board of California
500 N. Third Street 770 Fairmont Avenue, Suite 10
Phoenix, Arizona 85004 Glendale, California 91203-1035

4
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Honorable Jon Huntsman, Jr.

cc: Honorable Stephen L. Johnson Mr. Michael S. Hacskaylo
Administrator Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency Western Area Power Administration
40 I M Street, SW P.O. Box 281213
Washinf:,'1:on, D.C. 20460 Lakewood, Colorado 80228-8213

Mr. Arturo Duran Mr. L. Richard Bratton
Commissioner, United States Section Chairman
International Boundary and Water Upper Colorado River Commission
Commission P.O. Box 669

4171 North Mesa, Suite C-IOO Gunnison, Colorado 81230
EIPaso. Texas 79902-1441

Mr. Don Ostler Coloncl Richard G. Thompson
Executive Director District Engincer
Upper Colorado River Commission Corps of Engincers
355 South 400 East Los Angelis District
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 915 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 980

Los Angelis. California 90017

Members of the Colorado River
Management Work Group

5
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Interim Guidelines for the
Operation of Lake Powell 

and Lake Mead

Record of Decision 
Colorado River Interim Guidelines for Lower Basin Shortages 

and the Coordinated Operations for Lake Powell and Lake Mead 
Final Environmental Impact Statement 

(November 2007) 

I.  Introduction 
The Colorado River Basin (Basin) is in the eighth year of drought – the worst eight year 
period in over a century of continuous recordkeeping. Reservoir elevations have 
declined over this period and the duration of this ongoing, historic drought is unknown.
This is the first long-term drought in the modern history of the Colorado River, 
although climate experts and scientists suggest droughts of this severity have occurred 
in the past and are likely to occur in the future.  The Colorado River provides water to 
two nations, and to users within seven western states.  With over 27 million people 
relying on the Colorado River for drinking water in the United States, and over 3.5 
million acres of farmland in production in the Basin, the Colorado River is the single 
most important natural resource in the Southwest.

The Secretary of the Interior (Secretary) has a unique role on the Colorado River – 
charged with management of a vast system of dams and reservoirs that have provided 
water for the development of the Southwest. 

Under these conditions, conflict over water is unsurprising and anticipated.  Declining 
reservoir levels in the Basin led to interstate and inter-basin tensions.  As the agency 
charged with management of the Colorado River, the Department of the Interior 
(Department) had not yet developed operational rules for the full range of operations at 
Lake Powell and Lake Mead because these types of low-reservoir conditions had simply 
not yet occurred. 

Against this background, at the direction of the Secretary, the Department initiated a 
public process in May of 2005 to develop additional operational guidelines and tools to 
meet the challenges of the drought in the Basin.  While water storage in the massive 
reservoirs afforded great protection against the drought, the Department set a goal to 
have detailed, objective operational tools in place by the end of 2007 in order to be 
ready to make informed operational decisions if the reservoirs continued to decline. 

During the public process, a unique and remarkable consensus emerged in the basin 
among stakeholders including the Governor’s representatives of the seven Colorado 
River Basin States (Basin States).  This consensus had a number of common themes: 
encourage conservation, plan for shortages, implement closer coordination of operations 
of Lake Powell and Lake Mead, preserve flexibility to deal with further challenges such 

ROD - Colorado River Interim Guidelines for 
Lower Basin Shortages and Coordinated 
Operations for Lake Powell and Lake Mead 

1
December 2007
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Interim Guidelines for the 
Operation of Lake Powell  
and Lake Mead 

December 2007 
2

ROD - Colorado River Interim Guidelines for
Lower Basin Shortages and Coordinated 

Operations for Lake Powell and Lake Mead

as climate change and deepening drought, implement operational rules for a long – but
not permanent – period in order to gain valuable operating experience, and continue to 
have the federal government facilitate – but not dictate – informed decision-making in 
the Basin. 

Today, this Record of Decision (ROD) constitutes the Department’s final decision after 
facilitating, analyzing, and considering public input over the past two and one-half 
years, during which the ongoing drought continued to focus nationwide attention on the 
Basin.  A broad range of considerations have been analyzed, involving water supply, 
environmental protection, hydropower production, and recreation – all benefits that 
flow from the management of the Colorado River. 

This document is  the ROD of the Department of the Interior, regarding the Preferred 
Alternative for Colorado River Interim Guidelines for Lower Basin Shortages and 
Coordinated Operations of Lake Powell and Lake Mead (Guidelines).  The Secretary is 
vested with the responsibility of managing the mainstream waters of the lower Colorado 
River pursuant to federal law.  This responsibility is carried out consistent with 
applicable federal law.   

The Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation), the agency that is designated to act on the 
Secretary’s behalf with respect to these matters, is the lead federal agency for the 
purposes of the National Environmental Policy Act.  The Final Environmental Impact 
Statement – Colorado River Interim Guidelines for Lower Basin Shortages and 
Coordinated Operations for Lake Powell and Lake Mead, dated October 2007, (FES-
07-37) (Final EIS) was prepared pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act of 
1969 (NEPA), as amended, the Council on Environmental Quality’s (CEQ) Regulations 
for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of NEPA (40 Code of Federal Regulations 
[CFR] Parts 1500 through 1508), Department of the Interior Policies, and 
Reclamation’s NEPA Handbook.  The Final EIS was filed with the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) on October 26, 2007 and noticed by EPA (72 Fed. Reg. 
62229) and Reclamation (72 Fed. Reg. 62272) in the Federal Register on November 2, 
2007.

The Final EIS was prepared by Reclamation to address the formulation and evaluation 
of specific interim guidelines for shortage determinations and coordinated reservoir 
operations, and to identify the potential environmental effects of implementing such 
guidelines.  The Final EIS addresses the environmental issues associated with, and 
analyzes the environmental consequences of various alternatives for specific interim 
guidelines.  The alternatives addressed in the Final EIS are those Reclamation 
determined would meet the purpose of and need for the federal action and represented a 
broad range of the most reasonable alternatives. 

The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), National Park 
Service (NPS), Western Area Power Administration (Western) and the United States 
Section of the International Boundary and Water Commission (USIBWC) are 
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cooperating agencies for purposes of assisting with the environmental analysis in the 
Final EIS.

The BIA has responsibility for the administration and management of lands held in trust 
by the United States for American Indians (Indian) and Indian tribes located within the 
Basin.  Developing forestlands, leasing assets on these lands, directing agricultural 
programs, protecting water and land rights, developing and maintaining infrastructure, 
and economic development are all part of the BIA’s responsibility.

FWS manages four national wildlife refuges along the Colorado River.  Among its 
many other key functions, the FWS administers and implements federal wildlife laws, 
protects endangered species, manages migratory birds, restores nationally significant 
fisheries, conserves and restores wildlife habitat such as wetlands, and assists foreign 
governments with international conservation efforts.  

The NPS administers areas of national significance along the Colorado River, including 
Glen Canyon National Recreation Area, Grand Canyon National Park, and Lake Mead 
National Recreation Area.  The NPS conserves natural and cultural resources and 
administers visitor use, and also grants and administers concessions for the operation of 
marinas and other recreation facilities at Lake Powell and Lake Mead, as well as 
concessions’ operations along the Colorado River between Glen Canyon Dam and Lake 
Mead.

Western markets and transmits power generated from the various hydropower plants 
located within the Basin operated by Reclamation.  Western customers include 
municipalities, cooperatives, public utility and irrigation districts, federal and state 
agencies, investor-owned utilities, and Indian tribes located throughout the Basin.

The USIBWC is the United States component of a bi-national organization responsible 
for administration of the provisions of the February 3, 1944 Treaty between the United 
States and Mexico Relating to the Utilization of the Waters of the Colorado and Tijuana 
Rivers and of the Rio Grande (1944 Treaty), which includes the Colorado River waters 
allotted to Mexico, protection of lands along the Colorado River from floods by levee 
and floodway construction projects, resolution of international boundary water 
sanitation and other water quality problems, and preservation of the Colorado River as 
the international boundary.  The International Boundary and Water Commission 
(IBWC) consists of the United States Section and the Mexican Section, which have 
their headquarters in the adjoining cities of El Paso, Texas and Ciudad Juarez, 
Chihuahua, respectively. 

II.  Decision 
The recommendation is the approval of the following federal action: the adoption of 
specific interim guidelines for Lower Basin shortages and coordinated operations of 
Lake Powell and Lake Mead, as provided below in Section XI.  These interim 
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Guidelines are based upon the Preferred Alternative analyzed in the Final EIS, and 
include several operational refinements as a result of public input, described below in 
Section VII.  The interim Guidelines would be used each year by the Department in 
implementing the Criteria for Coordinated Long-Range Operation of Colorado River 
Reservoirs Pursuant to the Colorado River Basin Project Act of September 30, 1968 
(Long-Range Operating Criteria or Operating Criteria or LROC), through issuance of 
the Annual Operating Plan for Colorado River Reservoirs (AOP).  The Guidelines 
would remain in effect for determinations to be made through 2025 regarding water 
supply and reservoir operating decisions through 2026, as provided below in Section 8 
of the Guidelines.  

The Preferred Alternative proposes:

� discrete levels of shortage volumes associated with Lake Mead elevations to 
conserve reservoir storage and provide water users and managers in the Lower 
Basin with greater certainty to know when, and by how much, water deliveries 
will be reduced in drought and other low reservoir conditions;  

� a coordinated operation of Lake Powell and Lake Mead determined by specified 
reservoir conditions that would minimize shortages in the Lower Basin and 
avoid the risk of curtailments in the Upper Basin;  

� a mechanism to encourage and account for augmentation and conservation of 
water supplies, referred to as Intentionally Created Surplus (ICS), that would 
minimize the likelihood and severity of potential future shortages; and

� the modification and extension of the Interim Surplus Guidelines (66 Fed. Reg. 
7772, Jan 25, 2001) (ISG) through 2026. 

III.  Background 
The Secretary, acting through Reclamation, is responsible for water management 
throughout the western United States.  Reclamation’s authority is limited throughout the 
west by the limiting provisions of Reclamation law, beginning with the Reclamation 
Act of 1902.

The Secretary also has a broader and unique legal role as he manages the lower 
Colorado River system in accordance with federal law, including the Boulder Canyon 
Project Act of 1928, the 1963 Decision of the U.S. Supreme Court in Arizona v. 
California, the 2006 Consolidated Decree of the U.S. Supreme Court in Arizona v. 
California (Consolidated Decree), the Colorado River Basin Project Act of 1968 
(CRBPA), the LROC, and the Grand Canyon Protection Act of 1992, and other 
applicable provisions of federal law.  Within this legal framework, the Secretary makes 
annual determinations regarding the availability of water from Lake Mead by 
considering various factors, including the amount of water in system storage and 
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predictions for natural runoff.  The CRBPA directed the Secretary to propose and adopt 
criteria: “In order to comply with and carry out the provisions of the Colorado River 
Compact, the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact, and the Mexican Water Treaty, … 
for the coordinated long-range operation of the reservoir constructed and operated under 
the authority of the Colorado River Storage Project Act, the Boulder Canyon Project 
Act, and the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment Act.”   

Pursuant to the CRBPA, the narrative provisions of LROC are utilized by the Secretary, 
on an annual basis, to make determinations with respect to the projected plan of 
operations of the storage reservoirs in the Basin.  The AOP is prepared by Reclamation, 
acting on behalf of the Secretary, in consultation with representatives of the Basin 
States and other parties, as required by federal law.  In the AOP, with respect to 
operations of Hoover Dam, the Secretary is required to determine when Normal, 
Surplus, or Shortage conditions occur in the lower Colorado River, based on various 
factors including storage and hydrologic conditions in the Basin.

As described in the Final EIS: 

� A “Normal Condition” exists when the Secretary determines that sufficient 
mainstream water is available to satisfy 7.5 million acre-feet (maf) of annual 
consumptive use in the Lower Division states (Arizona, California, and 
Nevada).  If a state will not use all of its apportioned water for the year, the 
Secretary may allow other states of the Lower Division to use the unused 
apportionment, provided that the use is authorized by a water delivery contract 
with the Secretary.

� A “Surplus Condition” exists when the Secretary determines that sufficient 
mainstream water is available for release to satisfy consumptive use in the 
Lower Division states in excess of 7.5 maf annually.  The water available for 
excess consumptive use is surplus and is distributed for use in Arizona, 
California, and Nevada pursuant to the terms and conditions provided in the 
ISG.  The current provisions of the ISG are scheduled to terminate in 2016.  In 
general terms, the ISG link the availability of surplus water to the elevation of 
Lake Mead. When Lake Mead is full and Reclamation is making flood control 
releases, surplus supplies are unlimited.  As Lake Mead’s elevation drops, 
surplus water amounts are reduced, and ultimately eliminated.  The ISG also 
link surplus availability to continued progress by California in reducing its 
agricultural use of water to benchmarks established in the ISG.  If a state does 
not use all of its apportioned water for the year, the Secretary may allow other 
Lower Division states to use the unused apportionment, provided that the use is 
authorized by a water delivery contract with the Secretary.  

� A “Shortage Condition” exists when the Secretary determines that insufficient 
mainstream water is available to satisfy 7.5 maf of annual consumptive use in 
the Lower Division states.  To date, the Secretary has never made such a 
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determination, as flow in the Colorado River has been sufficient to meet Normal 
or Surplus delivery amounts.  When making a shortage determination, the 
Secretary must consult with various parties as set forth in the Consolidated 
Decree and consider all relevant factors as specified in the LROC, including 
1944 Treaty obligations, the priorities set forth in the Consolidated Decree, and 
the reasonable consumptive use requirements of mainstream water users in the 
Lower Division states.  If a state does not use all of its apportioned water for the 
year, the Secretary may allow other Lower Division states to use the unused 
apportionment, provided that the use is authorized by a water delivery contract 
with the Secretary. 

As discussed above, during the period from 2000 to 2007, the Colorado River has 
experienced the worst drought conditions in approximately one hundred years of 
recorded history.  This drought in the Basin has reduced Colorado River system storage, 
while demands for Colorado River water supplies have continued to increase.  From 
October 1, 1999 through September 30, 2007, storage in Colorado River reservoirs fell 
from 55.8 maf (approximately 94 percent of capacity) to 32.1 maf (approximately 54 
percent of capacity), and was as low as 29.7 maf (approximately 52 percent of capacity) 
in 2004.  This drought was the first sustained drought experienced in the Basin at a time 
when all major storage facilities were in place, and when use by the Lower Division 
states met or exceeded the annual “normal” apportionment of 7.5 maf pursuant to 
Article II(B)(1) of the Consolidated Decree.  

Currently, the Department does not have specific operational guidelines in place to 
address the operations of Lake Powell and Lake Mead during drought and low reservoir 
conditions.  To date, storage of water and flows in the Colorado River have been 
sufficient so that it has not been necessary to reduce Lake Mead annual releases below 
7.5 maf; that is, the Secretary has never reduced deliveries by declaring a “shortage” on 
the lower Colorado River.  Without operational guidelines in place, however, water 
users in the Lower Division states who rely on Colorado River water are not currently 
able to identify particular reservoir conditions under which the Secretary would reduce 
the annual amount of water available for consumptive use from Lake Mead to the 
Lower Division states below 7.5 maf.  Nor are these water users able to identify the 
frequency or magnitude of any potential future annual reductions in their water 
deliveries. 

Accordingly, the Secretary, acting through Reclamation, proposes adoption of specific 
Colorado River Lower Basin shortage guidelines and coordinated reservoir 
management strategies to address operations of Lake Powell and Lake Mead, 
particularly under drought and low reservoir conditions.  These Guidelines are found at 
Section XI of this ROD.  This action is proposed in order to provide a greater degree of 
certainty to United States Colorado River water users and managers of the Basin by 
providing detailed, and objective guidelines for the operations of Lake Powell and Lake 
Mead, thereby allowing water users in the Lower Basin to know when, and by how 
much, water deliveries will be reduced in drought and other low reservoir conditions.  
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The Secretary has also determined the desirability of developing additional operational 
guidelines that will provide for releases greater than or less than 8.23 maf from Lake 
Powell.  To further enhance this coordinated reservoir approach, the Secretary has 
determined a need for guidelines that provide water users in the Lower Division states 
the opportunity to conserve and take delivery of water in and from Lake Mead for the 
purposes of enhancing existing water supplies, particularly under low reservoir 
conditions.  In addition, the Secretary has determined the need to modify and extend the 
ISG to coincide with the duration of the proposed new Guidelines.  This will provide an 
integrated approach for reservoir management and more predictability for future Lower 
Division water supplies. 

IV.  Alternatives Considered 
The purpose of the proposed federal action is to:

� improve Reclamation’s management of the Colorado River by considering 
trade-offs between the frequency and magnitude of reductions of water 
deliveries, and considering the effects on water storage in Lake Powell and Lake 
Mead, and on water supply, power production, recreation, and other 
environmental resources;  

� provide mainstream United States users of Colorado River water, particularly 
those in the Lower Division states, a greater degree of predictability with respect 
to the amount of annual water deliveries in future years, particularly under 
drought and low reservoir conditions; and

� provide additional mechanisms for the storage and delivery of water supplies in 
Lake Mead to increase the flexibility of meeting water use needs from Lake 
Mead, particularly under drought and low reservoir conditions.

This proposed federal action considers four operational elements that collectively are 
designed to address the purpose and need for the proposed federal action.  The interim 
Guidelines would be used by the Secretary to: 

� determine those circumstances under which the Secretary would reduce the 
annual amount of water available for consumptive use from Lake Mead to the 
Colorado River Lower Division states below 7.5 maf (a ‘‘Shortage’’) pursuant 
to Article II(B)(3) of the Consolidated Decree; 

� define the coordinated operation of Lake Powell and Lake Mead to provide 
improved operation of these two reservoirs, particularly under low reservoir 
conditions;

� allow for the storage and delivery, pursuant to applicable federal law, of 
conserved Colorado River system and non-system water in Lake Mead to 
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increase the flexibility of meeting water use needs from Lake Mead, particularly 
under drought and low reservoir conditions; and  

� determine those conditions under which the Secretary may declare the 
availability of surplus water for use within the Lower Division states.  The 
proposed federal action would modify the substance of the existing ISG and the 
term of the ISG from 2016 through 2026. 

Six alternatives are considered and analyzed in the Final EIS.  The alternatives consist 
of a No Action Alternative and five action alternatives.  The five action alternatives are: 
Basin States Alternative, Conservation Before Shortage Alternative, Water Supply 
Alternative, Reservoir Storage Alternative, and the Preferred Alternative.  The action 
alternatives reflect input from Reclamation staff, the cooperating agencies, stakeholders, 
and other interested parties.

Reclamation received two written proposals for alternatives that met the purpose and  
need of the proposed federal action, one from the Basin States and another from a 
consortium of environmental non-governmental organizations (NGO).  These proposals 
were used by Reclamation to formulate two of the alternatives considered and analyzed 
in the Final EIS (Basin States Alternative and Conservation Before Shortage 
Alternative).  A third alternative (Water Supply Alternative) was developed by 
Reclamation, and a fourth alternative (Reservoir Storage Alternative) was developed by 
Reclamation in coordination with the NPS and Western.  The No Action Alternative 
and the action alternatives analyzed in the Draft EIS were posted on Reclamation’s 
project website (http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/programs/strategies.html) on June 30, 
2006.

A fifth alternative, the Preferred Alternative, was developed (and included in the Final 
EIS) after consideration of the comments received on the Draft EIS and further analysis.
The Preferred Alternative was posted on Reclamation’s project website on June 15, 
2007 and is composed of operational elements from the action alternatives identified 
and analyzed in the Draft EIS.  

The Preferred Alternative is the most reasonable and feasible alternative; all 
environmental effects of this alternative, as well as the No Action Alternative and the 
remaining four action alternatives have been fully analyzed in the Final EIS.  The 
identified environmental effects of the Preferred Alternative are well within the range of 
anticipated effects of the alternatives presented in the Draft EIS and do not affect the 
environment in a manner not already considered in the Draft EIS.

Reclamation identified the Preferred Alternative and the Conservation Before Shortage 
Alternative as the environmentally preferred alternatives, as provided in 50 CFR 
1505.2.  The combination of the ICS mechanism and the coordinated operations 
between Lake Powell and Lake Mead maintains and enhances water supply and 
environmental benefits at both reservoirs.  In addition, these alternatives strike an 
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appropriate balance between the storage of water for future deliveries and the lack of 
disruption of near-term water deliveries. 

Reclamation selected from among the four key operational elements disclosed in the 
Draft EIS to formulate the Preferred Alternative.  Reclamation has determined that the 
four operational elements selected under this alternative best meet all aspects of the 
purpose and need of the proposed federal action.

A. No Action Alternative 
The No Action Alternative represents a projection of future conditions that could 
occur during the life of the proposed federal action without an action alternative 
being implemented.  It provides a baseline for comparison of each of the action 
alternatives.  

Pursuant to LROC, the Secretary makes a number of determinations at the 
beginning of each operating year through the development and execution of the 
AOP, including the water supply available to users in the Lower Basin and the 
annual release from Lake Powell.  However, the LROC currently does not include 
specific guidelines for such determinations.  Furthermore, there is no actual 
operating experience under low reservoir conditions, i.e., there has never been a 
shortage determination in the Lower Basin.  Therefore, in the absence of specific 
guidelines, the outcome of the annual determination in any particular year in the 
future cannot be precisely known.  However, a reasonable representation of future 
conditions under the No Action Alternative is needed for comparison to each action 
alternative.  The modeling assumptions used for this representation are consistent 
with the assumptions used in previous environmental compliance documents for the 
ISG, the Colorado River Water Delivery Agreement, and the Lower Colorado River 
Multi-Species Conservation Program (LCR MSCP).  However, the assumptions 
used in the No Action Alternative are not intended to limit or predetermine these 
decisions in any future AOP determination. 

B. Basin States Alternative 
The Basin States Alternative was developed by the Basin States and proposes a 
coordinated operation of Lake Powell and Lake Mead that would minimize 
shortages in the Lower Basin and avoid risk of curtailments of Colorado River water 
use in the Upper Basin.  This alternative includes shortages to conserve reservoir 
storage; coordinated operations of Lake Powell and Lake Mead determined by 
specified reservoir conditions; a mechanism for the creation, accounting, and 
delivery of conserved system and non-system water (ICS); and a modification and 
extension of the ISG through 2026.
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C. Conservation Before Shortage Alternative 
The Conservation Before Shortage Alternative was developed by a consortium of 
environmental NGOs, and includes voluntary, compensated reductions (shortages) 
in water use to minimize involuntary shortages in the Lower Basin and to avoid risk 
of curtailments of Colorado River water use in the Upper Basin.  This alternative 
includes voluntary shortages prior to involuntary shortages; coordinated operations 
of Lake Powell and Lake Mead determined by specified reservoir conditions; an 
expanded ICS mechanism for the creation, accounting, and delivery of conserved 
system and non-system water, including water for environmental uses; and 
modification and extension of the ISG through 2026.  There are two aspects of the 
Conservation Before Shortage proposal that are unique to the Conservation Before 
Shortage Alternative: a funding mechanism for the voluntary conservation program, 
and a recommendation that a portion of the conserved water be used to benefit the 
environment.  However, as noted in the Final EIS, the viability of the Conservation 
Before Shortage program funding proposal is not known at this time.  The 
Department currently does not have the authority to implement all facets of this 
proposal and additional legislation would be necessary to gain such authority. 

D. Water Supply Alternative 
The Water Supply Alternative maximizes water deliveries at the expense of 
retaining water in storage in the reservoirs for future use.  This alternative would 
reduce water deliveries only when insufficient water to meet entitlements is 
available in Lake Mead.  When reservoir elevations are relatively low, Lake Powell 
and Lake Mead would share water (“balance contents”).  This alternative does not 
include a mechanism for the creation, accounting, and delivery of conserved system 
and non-system water in Lake Mead.  The existing ISG would be extended through 
2026.

E. Reservoir Storage Alternative 
The Reservoir Storage Alternative was developed in coordination with the 
cooperating agencies and other stakeholders, primarily Western and the NPS.  This 
alternative would keep more water in storage in Lake Powell and Lake Mead by 
reducing water deliveries and by increasing shortages to retain more water in 
storage and thereby, benefit power and recreational interests.  This alternative 
includes larger, more frequent shortages that serve to conserve reservoir storage; 
coordinated operations of Lake Powell and Lake Mead determined by specified 
reservoir conditions (more water would be held in Lake Powell than under the Basin 
States Alternative); and an expanded mechanism for the creation, accounting, and 
delivery of conserved system and non-system water in Lake Mead.  The existing 
ISG would be terminated after 2007.  
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F. Preferred Alternative 
The Preferred Alternative incorporates operational elements identified in the Basin 
States and Conservation Before Shortage alternatives.  This alternative includes 
shortages to conserve reservoir storage and a coordinated operation of Lake Powell 
and Lake Mead determined by specified reservoir conditions that would minimize 
shortages in the Lower Basin and avoid risk of curtailments of use in the Upper 
Basin; and also adopts the ICS mechanism for promoting water conservation in the 
Lower Basin.  It is anticipated that the maximum cumulative amount of ICS would 
be 2.1 maf pursuant to Section XI.D. of this ROD; however, the potential effects of 
a maximum cumulative amount of ICS of up to 4.2 maf have been analyzed in the 
Final EIS.  This alternative also includes modification and extension of the ISG 
through 2026.1

V. Basis for Decision 

In 2005, tensions among the Basin States brought the basin closer to multi-state and 
inter-basin litigation than perhaps any time since the adoption of the Compact.  On May 
2, 2005, in a decision of the Secretary, the Department outlined a number of 
fundamental considerations that would guide the NEPA process that concludes with the 
adoption of this ROD.  These considerations include:

� concern regarding the impacts of drought throughout the Colorado River Basin;  

� a recognition of the recent history of close and productive working relationships 
among the Basin States; 

� a belief that discussions among the states could facilitate the development of 
additional tools to improve coordinated operation of Colorado River reservoirs; 

1 It is anticipated that elements of the decision adopted by this ROD will be implemented through a 
number of agreements.  The following agreements are anticipated to be executed at or about the time of 
issuance of this ROD:  

� Delivery Agreement between the United States and Imperial Irrigation District (IID) 
� Delivery Agreement between the United States and The Metropolitan Water District of Southern 

California (MWD) 
� Delivery Agreement between the United States, Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) and the 

Colorado River Commission of Nevada (CRCN) 
� Funding and Construction of the Lower Colorado River Drop 2 Storage Reservoir Project Agreement 

among the United States, SNWA, and CRCN  
� Lower Colorado River Basin Intentionally Created Surplus Forbearance Agreement among the Arizona 

Department of Water Resources, the Southern Nevada Water Authority, CRCN, the Palo Verde 
Irrigation District (PVID), IID, Coachella Valley Water District (CVWD), MWD, and the City of 
Needles

� California Agreement for the Creation and Delivery of Extraordinary Conservation Intentionally 
Created Surplus among the PVID, IID, CVWD, MWD and the City of Needles 
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� a preference that operational strategies not be developed in the AOP setting, 
which is used by the Department to annually implement operational strategies 
that are developed through separate, public processes; 

� an intention to develop operational tools that would avoid unnecessary, 
protracted or destabilizing litigation; and  

� a commitment to continue to consult with and work with all stakeholders in the 
Basin.

In light of the severity of the drought, the Department announced its intention to 
complete the development of drought and low-reservoir operational tools by December 
2007, and to do so through an open, public process.  In closing, the Secretary expressed 
the opinion that “all parties must work together to find creative solutions that will 
conserve reservoir storage and help to minimize the adverse effects of drought in the 
Colorado River Basin.”

The fundamental basis for this decision is that each of the above foundational 
considerations have been honored and achieved through the development of a 
consensus seven-state recommendation that has been incorporated, as appropriate, into 
the Preferred Alternative adopted herein today. 

The Department selected the Preferred Alternative based on the Department’s 
determination that it best meets all aspects of the purpose and need for the federal 
action, including: the need to remain in place for the extended period of the interim 
Guidelines; the desirability of the alternative based on the facilitated consensus 
recommendation from the Basin States; the likely durability of the mechanisms adopted 
in the Preferred Alternative in light of the extraordinary efforts that the Basin States and 
water users have undertaken to develop implementing agreements that will facilitate the 
water management tools (shortage sharing, forbearance, and conservation efforts) 
identified in the Preferred Alternative; and the range of elements in the alternative that 
will enhance the Secretary’s ability to manage the Colorado River reservoirs in a 
manner that recognizes the inherent tradeoffs between water delivery and water storage.

Importantly for the long-term stable management of the Colorado River, adoption of 
this decision activates a legal agreement among the Basin States that contains a 
critically important provision: the Basin States have agreed to mandatory consultation 
provisions to address future controversies on the Colorado River through consultation 
and negotiation, as a requirement, before resorting to litigation.  With respect to the 
various interests, positions and views of each of the seven Basin States, this provision 
adds an important new element to the modern evolution of the legal framework for the 
prudent management of the Colorado River. 

In recent years, in a number of settings, and facing a broad range of water management 
challenges, the Department has highlighted the important role of the Basin States in the 
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statutory framework for administration of Basin entitlements and the significance that a 
seven-state consensus represents.  Multi-state consensus is a rare and unique 
achievement that should continue to be recognized and facilitated. 

With respect to the information within the scope of the proposed action, Reclamation 
concluded that the Preferred Alternative is a reasonable alternative and fully analyzed 
the environmental effects of this alternative in the Final EIS.  The identified 
environmental effects of the Preferred Alternative are well within the range of 
anticipated effects of the alternatives presented in the Draft EIS and do not affect the 
environment in a manner not already considered in the Draft EIS.  Thus, based on all 
available information, this alternative is the most reasonable, feasible, implementable, 
and durable alternative. 

Drought is not limited to the Southwest, nor are interstate tensions over water 
management.  As a final basis for this decision, the Department believes that a model 
for interstate cooperation can be found in the elements of the Preferred Alternative 
adopted today.  

VI. Public Response to the Final Environmental Impact 
 Statement 
Following the Federal Register Notice of Availability of the Final EIS on November 2, 
2007, and as of 8:00 PM (EST), Tuesday, December 11, 2007, Reclamation received six 
comment letters on the Final EIS and the updated draft Interim Operational Guidelines 
for Lake Powell and Lake Mead posted November 16, 2007 on Reclamation’s project 
website.  After appropriate consideration, the Department concludes that the comments 
received do not identify or raise any significant issues that would require supplementing 
the Final EIS.  The major issues noted in the comment letters are summarized below: 

The Basin States submitted a letter expressing their appreciation to Reclamation and 
Department staff for their diligence in working with the Basin States and others in 
developing the draft Guidelines for Lake Powell and Lake Mead; and they further stated 
that the adoption of the Guidelines “represent a significant and historic milestone, 
reflecting the continuation of the consultative approach to river management between 
the federal government and affected states on the Colorado River.”

The San Diego County Water Authority submitted a comment letter fully supporting the 
statements in the Basin States’ letter to the Secretary on the Final EIS.  The Authority 
also noted their concern that the proposed implementation of Guidelines, specifically 
ICS, should not inadvertently conflict with the implementation of certain terms of 
October 10, 2003 Allocation Agreement.  The Department agrees that the creation, 
release, or delivery of ICS or the declaration of an ICS Surplus Condition in a calendar 
year shall not constitute a determination by the Secretary of the existence of surplus 
Colorado River water in that calendar year for the purposes of Section 9.2.2 of the 
Allocation Agreement Among the United States of America, The Metropolitan Water 
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District of Southern California, Coachella Valley Water District, Imperial Irrigation 
District, San Diego County Water Authority, the La Jolla, Pala, Pauma, Rincon and San 
Pasqual Bands of Mission Indians, the San Luis Rey River Indian Water Authority, the 
City of Escondido and Vista Irrigation District, dated October 10, 2003.  This 
understanding has also been expressly stated in the proposed Delivery Agreements for 
IID and MWD (Section V of this ROD). 

The EPA submitted a comment letter noting it had no objections to the proposed project 
and some of the details of the Final EIS pertinent to their views.  Further, EPA 
encouraged Reclamation to “play an active role in facilitating comprehensive water 
management among all water sectors in the Basin.”  Reclamation intends to continue to 
pursue its mission in the 17 western states, and in particular on the Colorado River, to 
assist in meeting the increasing water demands of the West while protecting the 
environment and the public's investment in these structures.  Reclamation places great 
emphasis on fulfilling its water delivery obligations, water conservation, water 
recycling and reuse, and developing partnerships with our customers, states, and Native 
American Tribes, and in finding ways to bring together the variety of interests to 
address the competing needs for our limited water resources. 

The Colorado River Board of California submitted comments on behalf of its member 
agencies on the updated draft Guidelines.  The majority of the comments were editorial 
and to the extent the individual comments improved the clarity of the Guidelines they 
were incorporated into the Guidelines found in Section XI of this ROD. 

A comment letter dated November 12, 2007, was received from a single member of the 
public and noted his concern that the terms of the Biological Opinion (BO) should be 
met and that impacts due to climate change on “listed fish and birds” are addressed.  
FWS issued the BO on the Preferred Alternative described in this ROD on December 
12, 2007.  Reclamation has agreed to implement Conservation measures to benefit the 
listed species addressed in the BO and comply with the terms and conditions of the 
incidental take statement in the BO.  Acknowledging the potential for impacts due to 
climate change and increased hydrologic variability, the Secretary proposes that the 
Guidelines be interim in duration and extend through 2026, providing the opportunity to 
gain valuable operating experience for the management of Lake Powell and Lake Mead, 
particularly for low reservoir conditions, and improve the basis for making additional 
future operational decisions, whether during the Interim Period (Section 8 of the 
Guidelines) or thereafter.  In addition, the Preferred Alternative has been crafted to 
include operational elements that would respond if potential impacts of climate change 
and increased hydrologic variability are realized.  In particular, the Preferred Alternative 
includes a coordinated operation element that allows for the adjustment of Lake 
Powell’s release to respond to low reservoir storage conditions in Lake Powell or Lake 
Mead as described in Section 2.7 and Section 2.3 in the Final EIS.  In addition, the 
Preferred Alternative will enhance conservation opportunities in the Lower Basin and 
the retention of water in Lake Mead through adoption of the ICS mechanism.  Finally, 
the Preferred Alternative includes a shortage strategy at Lake Mead that would result in 
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additional shortages being considered, after appropriate consultation, if Lake Mead 
elevations drop below 1,025 feet mean sea level (msl).  

The Defenders of Wildlife submitted a comment letter dated December 11, 2007, on 
behalf of their organization, the National Wildlife Federation, the Pacific Institute, and 
the Sierra Club regarding the updated draft Guidelines.  The comments are limited to 
information that was published in Appendix S of the Final EIS dated November 2, 
2007.  The letter offers a number of clarifying comments, raises concerns regarding the 
appropriate mechanisms for consultation between federal and non-federal parties, and 
raises detailed comments regarding the implementation of the ICS and Developed 
Shortage Supply (DSS) components of the Guidelines.  Reclamation thoroughly 
reviewed the comments submitted and concluded that no changes to the Guidelines 
were necessary.  With respect to the issues regarding consultation, Reclamation will 
continue to meet all legal obligations for appropriate consultation with non-federal 
parties and believes that the commitments for continued consultation with the Basin 
States can be implemented in a manner consistent with the provisions of applicable 
federal law.  Moreover, Reclamation believes that some of the concerns identified in 
this comment letter have been addressed by Section 7.D of the updated draft Guidelines 
posted on December 10, 2007, which provides that the Lower Colorado Regional 
Director will establish procedures for the implementation of ICS and DSS after issuance 
of this ROD.  Reclamation will continue to work closely with all stakeholders in the 
development of ICS and DSS procedures and in the implementation and administration 
of the Guidelines. 

VII. Refinement of Operational Guidelines for the Preferred 
Alternative in Response to Public Comments 

Hydrologic modeling of the Colorado River system was used to determine the potential 
hydrologic effects of each of the alternatives and also provided the basis for analyzing 
the potential effects on other environmental resources (such as recreation, biology, and 
energy, etc.).  Nearly all modeling assumptions were common to each alternative; only 
the assumptions specific to each alternative were different.  This approach allowed a 
relative comparison of the potential effects of each alternative compared to the No 
Action Alternative and lead to the identification of the Preferred Alternative. 

Historically, the determination of the annual release volume for Lake Powell could 
change on a monthly basis throughout the water year.  This approach afforded great 
flexibility to respond to changing monthly runoff forecasts yet was practical to 
implement since there were effectively only two operational tiers (a minimum objective 
release of 8.23 maf per year or releases greater due to equalization or spill avoidance).
The annual release volume for Lake Mead, however, was essentially determined on an 
annual basis primarily to provide a greater degree of certainty to water users with 
respect to the water supply in the Lower Basin.  The modeled operation of Lake Powell 
and Lake Mead for all alternatives in the Final EIS was consistent with this past 
operational experience and provided a valid basis for comparison.  
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However, given the more complicated proposed operation for Lake Powell under all of 
the action alternatives, Reclamation conducted additional investigations and 
subsequently refined the operational guidelines to include a combined monthly/annual 
methodology to determine the annual release volume for Lake Powell.  This 
methodology consists of a January 1 determination of the release volume with 
appropriate April adjustments to those volumes, and providing the necessary flexibility 
to respond to changing inflow forecasts while ensuring that the operation does not result 
in excessive changes in monthly releases from Lake Powell.  

In addition, comments were also received in both written and oral form from 
representatives of the Basin States with respect to the modeling assumptions used for 
the Basin States Alternative and the Preferred Alternative, reflected in Appendix S of 
the Final EIS.  Specifically, the comments were in regard to the coordinated operation 
of Lake Powell and Lake Mead when Lake Powell is relatively high and operating near 
or in the equalization tier.  A concern was identified where the proposed operation 
might not respond effectively when Lake Powell is relatively high, Lake Mead is 
relatively low, and a reasonably high inflow forecast occurs.  Reclamation conducted 
additional investigations to identify approaches to ensure some additional water is 
released from Lake Powell when this situation arises.   

Reclamation refined the proposed operational guidelines to incorporate these changes 
(contained in Section 6, 7, and 8 of the Guidelines) and published those refinements on 
the project website on November 16, 2007.  An evaluation concluded that these 
refinements to the proposed Guidelines would not result in substantial changes with 
regard to the environmental effects and fall within the impacts already analyzed in the 
Final EIS. 

VIII. Environmental Impacts and Implementation of 
Environmental Commitments 

Hydrologic modeling of the Colorado River system was conducted to determine the 
potential hydrologic effects of the alternatives.  Modeling provided projections of 
potential future Colorado River system conditions (i.e., reservoir elevations, reservoir 
releases, river flows) for comparison of those conditions under the No Action 
Alternative to conditions under each action alternative.  Due to the uncertainty with 
regard to future inflows into the system, multiple simulations were performed in order 
to quantify the uncertainties of future conditions and as such, the modeling results are 
typically expressed in probabilistic terms.  

Hydrologic modeling also provided the basis for the analysis of the potential effects of 
each alternative on other environmental resources.  The Final EIS evaluated 14 resource 
areas:  hydrologic resources (including reservoir storage and releases, groundwater, and 
water deliveries), water quality, air quality, visual resources, biological resources 
(including vegetation and wildlife and special status species), cultural resources, Indian 
trust assets, electrical power resources, recreation (including shoreline facilities, boating 
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and navigation, and sport fish populations), transportation, socioeconomics (including 
employment, income and tax revenue, municipal and industrial water users, and 
recreation economics), environmental justice, indirect effects of the ICS mechanism, 
and climate change considerations.  The potential effects to specific resources were 
identified and analyzed for each action alternative and compared to the potential effects 
to that resource under the No Action Alternative.  These comparisons are typically 
expressed in terms of the relative differences in probabilities between the No Action 
Alternative and the action alternatives. 

Based on the analyses in the EIS, Reclamation determined that specific measures to 
avoid or mitigate environmental harm were not required, with the exception of 
conservation measures for listed species as noted below.  For other resource areas, the 
impacts of the Preferred Alternative were well within the range of the alternatives 
considered, and generally improved conditions compared to the No Action Alternative.  
For a few resource areas, the Preferred Alternative resulted in minor negative impacts 
compared to the No Action Alternative, and measures to avoid such impacts were 
determined to be unnecessary or not feasible. 

A.  Lower Colorado River Multi-Species Conservation Plan

It is important to note that Reclamation is already undertaking significant 
environmental mitigation measures on the Colorado River, including the LCR 
MSCP from Lake Mead to the Southerly International Boundary (SIB) with Mexico, 
and implementation of activities pursuant to the 1996 Glen Canyon Dam ROD for 
the reach of the Colorado River from Glen Canyon Dam to Lake Mead.   

The LCR MSCP is a 50-year cooperative effort between federal and non-federal 
entities, approved by the Secretary in April 2005.  This program was developed to 
address potential effects to listed and other selected special status species (covered 
species) from identified ongoing and future anticipated federal discretionary actions 
and non-federal activities on the lower Colorado River (covered actions).  The 
development and implementation of shortage criteria on the lower Colorado River 
was one of the federal covered actions (MSCP Biological Assessment Section 
2.2.2.1) included in the LCR MSCP and covered under the LCR MSCP BO (FWS 
2005).  The LCR MSCP BO provides Endangered Species Act (ESA) compliance 
for the effects of covered actions for a reduction of Lake Mead reservoir elevations 
to 950 feet msl and flow reductions of up to 0.845 maf from Hoover Dam to Davis 
Dam, 0.860 maf from Davis Dam to Parker Dam, and 1.574 maf from Parker Dam 
to Imperial Dam.  The LCR MSCP identified, and it is mitigating for, impacts to the 
covered species and their habitats from the flow reduction conditions described 
above.  These impacts included the potential loss of up to: 

� 2,008 acres of cottonwood-willow habitats; 

� 133 acres of marsh habitat; and 
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� 399 acres of backwater habitat. 

To address these impacts, the LCR MSCP will: 

� restore 5,940 acres of cottonwood-willow habitat; 

� restore 512 acres of marsh habitat;  

� restore 360 acres of backwater habitat;

� stock 660,000 razorback sucker over the term of the LCR MSCP; and 

� stock 620,000 bonytail over the term of the LCR MSCP. 

In addition, these habitats will be actively managed to provide habitat values greater 
than those of the impacted habitats.  While the LCR MSCP is geared toward special 
status species, it is important to understand that all species that use the habitats 
impacted by the LCR MSCP covered activities benefit by the conservation actions 
currently being carried out under the LCR MSCP. 

Reclamation has reviewed the effects of the Preferred Alternative in this Final EIS 
and has determined that all potential effects to listed species and their habitats along 
the Colorado River from the full pool elevation of Lake Mead to the SIB are 
covered by the LCR MSCP.  FWS has concurred with Reclamation’s determination 
in a letter dated November 28, 2007. 

B. Glen Canyon Dam Adaptive Management Program 
The 1996 Glen Canyon Dam ROD describes detailed criteria and operating plans for 
Glen Canyon Dam operations and includes other management actions to accomplish 
this objective; among these are the Glen Canyon Dam Adaptive Management 
Program (AMP).  The AMP provides a process for assessing the effects of Glen 
Canyon Dam operations on downstream resources and project benefits.  The results 
of that assessment are used to develop recommendations for modifying Glen 
Canyon Dam operations and other resource management actions.  This is 
accomplished through the Adaptive Management Work Group (AMWG), a federal 
advisory committee.  The AMWG consists of stakeholders that include federal and 
state agencies, representatives of the Basin States, Indian tribes, hydroelectric power 
customers, environmental and conservation organizations, and recreational and 
other interest groups.

C. Endangered Species Act Compliance 
In compliance with the ESA, Reclamation submitted a Biological Assessment (BA) 
to FWS on September 10, 2007 and requested formal consultation on the Preferred 
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Alternative.  Reclamation divided the analysis of potential effects on listed species 
into three geographic areas:  Lake Powell to the upper end of Lake Mead, Lake 
Mead to the SIB with Mexico, and potential interdependent/interrelated effects on 
the Virgin and Muddy Rivers in southern Nevada.  Reclamation determined the 
effects of the Preferred Alternative within the geographic area of the MSCP (Lake 
Mead to SIB with Mexico) were covered by the earlier consultation on LCR MSCP, 
and requested FWS’ concurrence on this determination by memo dated October 26, 
2007.  FWS concurred with this determination by memo dated November 28, 2007.  
For the remainder of the action area, Reclamation determined the Preferred 
Alternative may affect, and is likely to adversely affect the southwestern willow 
flycatcher, humpback chub, and Kanab ambersnail, and that the Preferred 
Alternative may affect, but would not be likely to adversely affect seven other 
species.

FWS issued its BO for the Preferred Alternative by memo dated December 12, 
2007.  The BO concurred with Reclamation’s “not likely to adversely affect” 
findings for the seven species addressed in the BA, and found that the adverse 
effects to southwestern willow flycatcher, humpback chub, and Kanab ambersnail 
would not jeopardize the continued existence of those species.  Reclamation has 
included the following conservation measures for listed species in the action area as 
part of its proposed action:

� Nonnative Fish Control – In coordination with other Department of the 
Interior AMP participants and through the AMP, Reclamation will continue 
efforts to control both cold- and warm-water nonnative fish species in the 
mainstem of Marble and Grand canyons, including determining and 
implementing levels of nonnative fish control as necessary.  Control of these 
species using mechanical removal and other methods will help to reduce this 
threat. 

� Humpback Chub Refuge – Reclamation will assist FWS in development and 
funding of a broodstock management plan and creation and maintenance of a 
humpback chub refuge population at a federal hatchery or other appropriate 
facility by providing expedited advancement of $200,000 in funding to the 
FWS during calendar year 2008; this amount shall be funded from, and 
within, the amount identified in the 2005 LCR MSCP BO.  Creation of a 
humpback chub refuge will reduce or eliminate the potential for a 
catastrophic loss of the Grand Canyon population of humpback chub by 
providing a permanent source of genetically representative stock for 
repatriating the species   

� Genetic Biocontrol Symposium – Reclamation will transfer up to $20,000 in 
fiscal year 2008 to FWS to help fund an international symposium on the use 
and development of genetic biocontrol of nonnative invasive aquatic species 
which is tentatively scheduled for January 2009.  Although only in its 
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infancy, genetic biocontrol of nonnative species is attracting worldwide 
attention as a potential method of controlling aquatic invasive species.
Helping fund an effort to bring researchers together will further awareness of 
this potential method of control and help mobilize efforts for its research and 
development.   

� Sediment Research – In coordination with other Department of the Interior 
AMP participants and through the AMP, Reclamation will monitor the effect 
of sediment transport on humpback chub habitat and will work with the 
Grand Canyon Monitoring and Research Center to develop and implement a 
scientific monitoring plan acceptable to FWS.  Although the effects of dam 
operation-related changes in sediment transport on humpback chub habitat 
are not well understood, humpback chub are known to utilize backwaters 
and other habitat features that require fine sediment for their formation and 
maintenance.  Additional research will help clarify this relationship 

� Parasite Monitoring – In coordination with other Department of the Interior 
AMP participants and through the AMP, Reclamation will continue to 
support research on the effects of Asian tapeworm on humpback chub and 
potential methods to control this parasite.  Continuing research will help 
better understand the degree of this threat and the potential for management 
actions to minimize it. 

� Monitoring and Research – Through the AMP, Reclamation will continue to 
monitor Kanab ambersnail and its habitat in Grand Canyon and the effect of 
dam releases on the species, and Reclamation will also continue to assist 
FWS in funding morphometric and genetic research to better determine the 
taxonomic status of the subspecies. 

� Kanab Ambersnail Monitoring and Research –Through the AMP, 
Reclamation will continue to monitor Kanab ambersnail and its habitat in 
Grand Canyon and the effect of dam releases on the species, and
Reclamation will also continue to assist FWS in funding morphometric and 
genetic research to better determine the taxonomic status of the subspecies. 

� Southwestern Willow Flycatcher Monitoring and Research – Through the 
AMP, Reclamation will continue to monitor southwestern willow flycatcher 
and its habitat and the effect of dam releases on the species throughout 
Grand Canyon and report findings to FWS, and will work with NPS and 
other AMP participants to identify actions to conserve the flycatcher. 
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IX. Implementing the Decision  

A. Setting 
Against the backdrop of prolonged drought, in 2005, with reservoir elevations 
dropping rapidly, the Department was faced with the challenge of making 
operational decisions regarding modified operations of Glen Canyon Dam and 
Hoover Dam.  One of the challenges that the Department faced was that there were 
not detailed, objective guidelines to determine how the operation of the two 
reservoirs would be modified in drought and other low-reservoir conditions. 

After receiving conflicting recommendations from representatives of the four Upper 
Division and the three Lower Division states, the Secretary issued a decision on 
May 2, 2005, charging Reclamation with the development of operational tools that 
can continue to assure productive use of the Colorado River into the future, while 
avoiding unnecessary, protracted or destabilizing litigation.

More than two years later, the drought conditions have continued and the need for 
detailed operational guidelines is even more necessary today as compared with mid-
2005.  Reclamation has conducted an extensive public process, seeking input from 
state, tribal and local governments, along with input from members of 
environmental organizations and members of the general public.  These Guidelines 
represent the Department’s determination as to the most appropriate set of 
guidelines to adopt at this stage of the ongoing drought. 

B. Scope of Guidelines  
These Guidelines are intended to be applied each year during the Interim Period 
with respect to the operation and management of the waters of the Colorado River 
stored in Lake Powell and Lake Mead.  The relevant sections of these Guidelines 
address the following: 

� determine those circumstances under which the Secretary would reduce the 
annual amount of water available for consumptive use from Lake Mead to 
the Colorado River Lower Division states below 7.5 maf (a ‘‘Shortage’’) 
pursuant to Article II(B)(3) of the Consolidated Decree; 

� define the coordinated operation of Lake Powell and Lake Mead to provide 
improved operation of these two reservoirs, particularly under low reservoir 
conditions;

� allow for the storage and delivery, pursuant to applicable federal law, of 
conserved Colorado River system and non-system water in Lake Mead to 
increase the flexibility of meeting water use needs from Lake Mead, 
particularly under drought and low reservoir conditions; and, 
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� determine those conditions under which the Secretary may declare the 
availability of surplus water for use within the Lower Division states.  The 
proposed federal action would modify the substance of the existing ISG and 
would change the term of the ISG from 2016 through 2026. 

X. Operational Setting 

A. Criteria for the Coordinated Long-Range Operation of Colorado 
River Reservoirs 

Section 602 of the CRBPA required the Secretary to propose and adopt criteria for 
the coordinated long-range operation of the reservoirs constructed and operated 
under the authority of the Colorado River Storage Project Act of 1956, the Boulder 
Canyon Project Act of 1928 (BCPA), and the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment 
Act.  The Secretary adopted such “Long-Range Operating Criteria” (LROC) in 1970 
and has been operating the Colorado River consistent with the LROC since 1970.
In 2005, the Secretary approved minor changes to the text of the LROC.  (70 Fed. 
Reg. 15873, Mar. 29, 2005).  The Secretary identified the bases for the limited 
changes as: (1) specific change in federal law applicable to the Operating Criteria, 
(2) language in the current text of the Operating Criteria that was outdated, and (3) 
specific modifications to Article IV(b) of the Operating Criteria that reflect actual 
operating experience. 

It is the Department’s decision that these Guidelines implement the LROC on an 
annual basis through the Interim Period and that the operation of the relevant 
Colorado River reservoirs be documented in each year’s AOP (Subsection C, 
below).  See also Section 7 of the Guidelines for further description of the 
relationship between the LROC and these Guidelines. 

B. Interim Surplus Guidelines 
Beginning in 1999, the Secretary determined that there was a need for detailed, 
objective guidelines to assist in the determination of availability of water in excess 
of 7.5 maf per year to water users in the three Lower Division states of Arizona, 
California, and Nevada.  One of the important issues facing the Department at that 
time was the question of whether to modify the LROC to address determination of a 
Surplus Condition or whether to adopt guidelines that would implement the LROC 
with detailed provisions. 

At the time, the Department sought public input on the concept of modifying Article 
III(3)(b) of the LROC during the process that led to adoption of the ISG.  See 64 
Fed. Reg. 27010 (May 18, 1999).  After reviewing the public comments received, 
the Department announced its intention to adopt ``interim implementing criteria 
pursuant to Article III(3) of the Long-Range Operating Criteria'' rather than 
modifying the actual text of the LROC.  See 64 Fed. Reg. 68373 (December 7, 
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1999).  This approach was carried through and set forth in the ROD for the ISG 
adopted by the Secretary.  See 66 Fed. Reg. 7772, 7780 at Section XI(5) (“These 
Guidelines, which shall implement and be used for determinations made pursuant to 
Article III(3)(b) of the [Operating Criteria] … are hereby adopted …”).  See also 
discussion at 70 Fed. Reg. 15878 (March 29, 2005) (review of LROC).

It is the Department’s decision in adopting these Guidelines to continue the 
approach initially adopted in the ISG, and accordingly is not modifying the LROC 
at this time.  Instead, the determinations made under these interim Guidelines will 
implement the relevant provisions of Article II (Lake Powell) and Article III (Lake 
Mead) during the Interim Period, as defined in Section 7, herein. 

C. Annual Operating Plan for Colorado River Reservoirs 
Section 602(b) of the CRBPA of 1968 requires that the Secretary transmit to the 
Congress and to the Governors of the Basin States, by January 1st of each year, a 
report describing the actual operation under the LROC for the preceding compact 
water year and the projected operation for the current year.  This report is 
commonly referred to as the “Annual Operating Plan” or the “AOP.”  

In 1992, in the Grand Canyon Protection Act, Congress required that, in preparing 
the 602(b) AOP, the Secretary shall consult with the Governors of the Basin States 
and with the general public, including representatives of academic and scientific 
communities, environmental organizations, the recreation industry; and contractors 
for the purpose of federal power produced at Glen Canyon Dam. 

Each year the Secretary implements the provisions of the 1968 and 1992 statutes 
regarding the projected operation of Colorado River reservoirs and stakeholder 
consultation through the Colorado River Management Work Group.  This process 
involves appropriate consultation prior to finalization of the proposed AOP.  The 
AOP is used to memorialize operational decisions that are made pursuant to 
individual federal actions (e.g., ISG, 1996 Glen Canyon Dam ROD, this ROD).  
Thus, the AOP serves as a single, integrated reference document required by section 
602(b) of the CRBPA of 1968 regarding past and anticipated operations. 

It is the Department’s decision that these Guidelines be implemented on an annual 
basis through the Interim Period and documented in each year’s AOP.  This ROD 
addresses annual volumes of releases from Glen Canyon Dam and Hoover Dam.  
Accordingly, this ROD does not modify the authority of the Secretary to determine 
monthly, daily, hourly, or instantaneous releases from Glen Canyon Dam and 
Hoover Dam.  See Section 7 of the Guidelines for further description of the 
relationship between the AOP and these Guidelines. 
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XI. Conditions of Implementation 

A. Forbearance 
1. Role of Forbearance Agreements within the Context of the Law of the 

River and Relationship to Intentionally Created Surplus (ICS) 

For the purposes of these Guidelines, the term “forbearance agreements” refers 
to agreements that a party who has a right to surplus Colorado River water could 
enter into that would provide that party’s agreement to forgo (or not exercise) its 
right to surplus Colorado River water.  In any such agreements, the party agrees 
to “forbear” or refrain from exercising its right to surplus Colorado River water 
under the specified terms and conditions of the applicable agreement.  Through 
such agreements, increased flexibility of Colorado River water management can 
be achieved – resulting in greater conservation of water than would otherwise be 
accomplished.  

In Years in which the Secretary determines that sufficient Mainstream water is 
available for delivery to satisfy annual consumptive use in the Lower Division 
states in excess of 7.5 maf, Article II(B)(2) of the Consolidated Decree directs 
the Secretary to apportion such surplus Mainstream water 50% for use in 
California, 46% for use in Arizona, and 4% for use in Nevada.  The Boulder 
Canyon Project Act and Articles II(B)(2) and II(B)(6) of the Consolidated 
Decree, taken together, authorize the Secretary to apportion surplus water and to 
deliver one Lower Division state’s unused apportionment for use in another 
Lower Division state.  Pursuant to such authority and for the purpose of 
increasing the efficiency, flexibility, and certainty of Colorado River 
management and thereby helping satisfy the current and projected regional water 
demands, the Secretary determined that it is prudent and desirable to promulgate 
guidelines to establish a procedural framework for facilitating the creation and 
delivery of ICS within the Lower Basin.

In the absence of forbearance, surplus water is apportioned for use in the Lower 
Division states according to the specific percentages provided in Article II(B)(2) 
of the Consolidated Decree discussed above.  In order to allow for management 
flexibility, the seven Colorado River Basin States have recommended an 
operational program for the creation and delivery of ICS.  In furtherance of this 
recommendation, numerous major water users within the Lower Basin have 
identified their willingness, under specified circumstances, to participate in such 
an operational program.  These parties have submitted a draft “Forbearance 
Agreement,” as preliminarily approved by the parties, as part of a package of 
documents (Appendix J) submitted for consideration by the Secretary as a 
necessary element to enable implementation of the operations contemplated by 
the Basin States Alternative.  The Secretary has developed a Preferred 
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Alternative based on this information, as well as other information submitted 
during the NEPA process.

The parties to the Forbearance Agreement have indicated that they intend that 
the Agreement provide the appropriate legal mechanism to achieve successful 
implementation of this element of the Preferred Alternative.  The parties have 
indicated that among the conditions on their forbearance, they will forbear only 
with respect to a specified ICS volume and only to ICS created by projects 
described in exhibits attached to the Forbearance Agreement or added thereto by 
written consent of all parties.  Given the voluntary nature of the forbearance 
concept, it is appropriate for the parties to clearly identify the limited conditions 
upon which their forbearance is granted. 

Through adoption and implementation of these Guidelines, the Secretary will 
only approve the creation, delivery and use of ICS in a manner that is fully 
consistent with the provisions of the Consolidated Decree, including Articles 
II(B)(2) and II(B)(6) therein.  The Secretary will require forbearance by the 
State of Arizona, the Palo Verde Irrigation District, the Imperial Irrigation 
District, the Coachella Valley Water District, The Metropolitan Water District of 
Southern California, the City of Needles, and other California entities as 
appropriate, the Southern Nevada Water Authority, and the Colorado River 
Commission of Nevada for implementation of this element of these Guidelines 
(regarding ICS).  If, in the opinion of the Secretary, the State of Arizona or the 
Palo Verde Irrigation District, the Imperial Irrigation District, the Coachella 
Valley Water District, The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, 
the City of Needles, or other California entities as appropriate, the Southern 
Nevada Water Authority, or the Colorado River Commission of Nevada, 
unreasonably withhold forbearance, the Secretary may, after consultation with 
the Basin States, modify these Guidelines.  Moreover, the Secretary will ensure 
that implementation of the ICS mechanism does not infringe on the rights of any 
third party who is a Contractor and who is not a party to the Forbearance 
Agreement. 

2. Monitoring Implementation  

Under these Guidelines, Colorado River water will continue to be allocated for 
use among the Lower Division states in a manner consistent with the provisions 
of the Consolidated Decree.  It is expected that Lower Division states and 
individual Contractors for Colorado River water have or will adopt 
arrangements that will affect utilization of Colorado River water during the 
Interim Period.  It is expected that water orders from Colorado River 
Contractors will be submitted to reflect forbearance arrangements by Lower 
Division states and individual Contractors.  The Secretary will deliver Colorado 
River water to Contractors in a manner consistent with these arrangements, 
provided that any such arrangements are consistent with the BCPA, the 
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Consolidated Decree and do not infringe on the rights of third parties.  Surplus 
water will only be delivered to entities with contracts for surplus water.  ICS 
will be delivered pursuant to Section 3.C. of these Guidelines and a Delivery 
Agreement. 

B. Delivery Agreement 
Article II(B)(5) of the Consolidated Decree in Arizona v. California states that 
mainstream Colorado River water shall be released or delivered to water users in 
Arizona, California, and Nevada “only pursuant to valid contracts therefore made 
with such users by the Secretary of the Interior, pursuant to Section 5 of the Boulder 
Canyon Project Act or any other applicable federal statute.”  Section 5 of the 
Boulder Canyon Project Act authorizes the Secretary to enter into such contracts. 

Numerous Contractors in Arizona, California, and Nevada now hold contracts 
which entitle them to the delivery of Colorado River water under the circumstances 
and in the priorities specified in the individual contracts.  Contracts entered into 
prior to the adoption of these Guidelines do not, however, expressly address 
circumstances in which ICS or DSS might be created or delivered.  

To ensure the requirements of Section 5 of the Boulder Canyon Project Act and 
Article II(B)(5) of the Consolidated Decree are complied with, and to reduce the 
possibility of ambiguity, the Secretary anticipates entering into delivery contracts 
with any person or persons intending to create ICS or DSS.  Such contracts are 
expected to address the requirements set forth in the Guidelines for the approval of 
ICS or DSS plans, the certification and verification of the ICS or DSS created under 
the plans, the ordering and delivery of ICS or DSS, the accounting for ICS or DSS 
in the annual report filed with the U.S. Supreme Court in accordance with Article V 
of the Consolidated Decree, and such other matters as may bear on the delivery of 
the ICS or DSS, as for example the point of delivery and place of use, if not already 
provided for under existing contracts. 

C. Mexico 
The United States delivers an annual allotment of Colorado River water to Mexico 
pursuant to the treaty between the United States of America and Mexico relating to 
the utilization of waters of the Colorado and Tijuana Rivers and of the Rio Grande, 
signed February 3, 1944, and its supplementary protocol signed November 14, 
1944.  In adopting these Guidelines the Department of the Interior is making a final 
agency action regarding the operation of Lake Powell and Lake Mead, and the 
delivery of water to water users in the United States, in response to the worst 
drought in the Basin in over a century of recordkeeping.

Prior to adopting these Guidelines, the Department provided information on the 
proposed action to the USIBWC, and met with representatives of the Mexican 
Section of the IBWC and the Mexican Government.  The Department has 
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considered the information provided by the USIBWC prior to adopting these 
Guidelines, including information representing the views of the Government of 
Mexico.  The USIBWC has advised that the Department may proceed with planning 
and implementation activities for these Guidelines with the understanding that these 
Guidelines are not intended to constitute an interpretation or application of the 1944 
Treaty or to represent current United States policy or a determination of future 
United States policy regarding deliveries to Mexico. 

The Department notes the intention of the Governments of the United States and 
Mexico, memorialized in a Joint Statement issued August 13, 2007, to cooperate 
and collaborate regarding issues related to the lower portion of the Colorado River 
under the auspices of the IBWC. 

D. Intentionally Created Surplus  

1. Findings 

ICS may be created through projects that create water system efficiency or 
extraordinary conservation or tributary conservation or the importation of non-
Colorado River System water into the Mainstream.  ICS is consistent with the 
concept that entities may take actions to augment storage of water in the lower 
Colorado River Basin.  The ICS shall be delivered to the Contractor that created 
it pursuant to both Articles II(B)(2) and II(B)(6) of the Consolidated Decree and 
Forbearance Agreements.  Implementation of these Guidelines for ICS is 
conditioned upon execution of Forbearance Agreements and Delivery 
Agreements as further provided for in these Guidelines. 

2. Purposes 

The primary purposes of ICS are to: (a) encourage the efficient use and 
management of Colorado River water; and to increase the water supply in 
Colorado River System reservoirs, through the creation, delivery and use of ICS; 
(b) help minimize or avoid shortages to water users in the Lower Basin; (c) 
benefit storage of water in both Lake Powell and Lake Mead; (d) increase the 
surface elevations of both Lake Powell and Lake Mead to higher levels than 
would have otherwise occurred; and (f) assure any Contractor that invests in 
conservation or augmentation to create ICS that no other Contractor will claim 
the ICS created by the Contractor pursuant to an approved plan by the Secretary.

3. Quantities 

The maximum quantities of Extraordinary Conservation ICS that may be 
accumulated in all ICS Accounts, at any time, upon the effective date of these 
Guidelines is limited to the amounts provided in Section 3.B.5. of these 
Guidelines.  The maximum quantities of Extraordinary Conservation ICS that 
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may be created and/or delivered in any given Year are also limited to the 
amounts provided in Sections 3.B.4. and 3.C.4., respectively.  As described in 
the Final EIS, Reclamation has analyzed ICS amounts in excess of the amounts 
approved by this Record of Decision and provided in these Guidelines.  Any 
decision by the Secretary to increase the amounts in excess of the amounts 
provided in these Guidelines would be based on actual operating experience and 
would require modification of these Guidelines after consultation with the Basin 
States.

E. Relationship with Existing Law 
These Guidelines are not intended to, and do not:

1. guarantee or assure any water user a firm supply for any specified period;  

2. change or expand existing authorities under applicable federal law, except 
as specifically provided herein with respect to determinations under the 
Long-Range Operating Criteria and administration of water supplies 
during the effective period of these Guidelines; 

3. address intrastate storage or intrastate distribution of water, except as may 
be specifically provided by Lower Division states and individual 
Contractors for Colorado River water who may adopt arrangements that 
will affect utilization of Colorado River water during the effective period 
of these Guidelines; 

4. change the apportionments made for use within individual States, or in any 
way impair or impede the right of the Upper Basin to consumptively use 
water available to that Basin under the Colorado River Compact; 

5. affect any obligation of any Upper Division state under the Colorado River 
Compact;  

6. affect any right of any State or of the United States under Sec. 14 of the 
Colorado River Storage Project Act of 1956 (70 Stat. 105); Sec. 601(c) of 
the Colorado River Basin Project Act of 1968 (82 Stat. 885); the California 
Limitation Act (Act of March 4, 1929; Ch. 16, 48th Sess.); or any other 
provision of applicable federal law; 

7. affect the rights of any holder of present perfected rights or reserved rights, 
which rights shall be satisfied within the apportionment of the State within 
which the use is made, and in the Lower Basin, in accordance with the 
Consolidated Decree; or 

8. constitute an interpretation or application of the 1944 Treaty between the 
United States and Mexico Relating to the Utilization of the Waters of the 
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Colorado and Tijuana Rivers and of the Rio Grande (1944 Treaty) or to 
represent current United States policy or a determination of future United 
States policy regarding deliveries to Mexico.  The United States will 
conduct all necessary and appropriate discussions regarding the proposed 
federal action and implementation of the 1944 Treaty with Mexico through 
the International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC) in 
consultation with the Department of State. 

F. Definitions  
For purposes of these Guidelines, the following definitions apply: 

1. “24-Month Study” refers to the operational study that reflects the current 
Annual Operating Plan that is updated each month by Reclamation to project 
future reservoir contents and releases.  The projections are updated each 
month using the previous month’s reservoir contents and the latest inflow 
and water use forecasts.  In these Guidelines, the term “projected on January 
1” shall mean the projection of the January 1 reservoir contents provided by 
the 24-Month Study that is conducted in August of the previous Year. 

2. “AOP” shall mean the Annual Operating Plan for the Colorado River 
System Reservoirs. 

3. “Active Storage” shall mean the amount of water in reservoir storage, 
exclusive of bank storage, which can be released through the existing 
reservoir outlet works, consistent with the Colorado River Basin Project Act 
of 1968 (82 Stat. 885). 

4. “BCPA” shall mean the Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1928 (28 Stat. 
1057).

5.  “Basin States” shall mean the seven Colorado River Basin States of 
Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming. 

6.  “Certification Report” shall mean the written documentation provided by a 
Contractor that provides the Secretary with sufficient information to allow 
the Secretary to determine whether the quantity of ICS or DSS approved by 
the Secretary in an approved plan has been created and whether the creation 
was consistent with the approved plan. 

7. “Colorado River System” shall have the same meaning as defined in the 
1922 Colorado River Compact. 

8. “Consolidated Decree” shall mean the Consolidated Decree entered by the 
United States Supreme Court in Arizona v. California, 547 U.S. 150 (2006). 
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9. “Contractor” shall mean an entity holding an entitlement to Mainstream 
water under (a) the Consolidated Decree, (b) a water delivery contract with 
the United States through the Secretary, or (c) a reservation of water by the 
Secretary, whether the entitlement is obtained under (a), (b) or (c) before or 
after the adoption of these Guidelines.  

10. “DSS Account” shall mean records established by the Secretary regarding 
DSS.

11. “Delivery Agreement” shall mean an agreement consistent with these 
Guidelines entered into between the Secretary of the Interior and one or 
more Contractors creating ICS. 

12. “Developed Shortage Supply (“DSS”)” shall mean water available for use by 
a Contractor under the terms and conditions of a Delivery Agreement and 
Section 4 of these Guidelines in a Shortage Condition, under Article 
III(B)(3) of the Consolidated Decree. 

13. “Direct Delivery Domestic Use” shall mean direct delivery of water to 
domestic end users or other municipal and industrial water providers within 
the Contractor’s area of normal service, including incidental regulation of 
Colorado River water supplies within the Year of operation but not including 
Off-stream Banking.  For the Metropolitan Water District of Southern 
California (MWD), Direct Delivery Domestic Use shall include delivery of 
water to end users within its area of normal service, incidental regulation of 
Colorado River water supplies within the Year of operation, and Off-stream 
Banking only with water delivered through the Colorado River Aqueduct. 

14.  “Domestic Use” shall have the same meaning as defined in the 1922 
Colorado River Compact. 

15. “Forbearance Agreement” shall mean an agreement under which one or 
more Contractors agree to forbear a right to ICS, under a water delivery 
contract or the Consolidated Decree. 

16. “ICS Account” shall mean records established by the Secretary regarding 
ICS.

17. “ICS Determination” shall mean a determination by the Secretary that ICS is 
available for delivery. 

18. “Intentionally Created Surplus (“ICS”)” shall mean surplus Colorado River 
System water available for use under the terms and conditions of a Delivery 
Agreement, a Forbearance Agreement, and these Guidelines. 
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a. ICS created through extraordinary conservation, as provided for in 
Section 3.A.1., shall be referred to as “Extraordinary Conservation 
ICS.”

b. ICS created through tributary conservation, as provided for in Section 
3.A.2., shall be referred to as “Tributary Conservation ICS.” 

c. ICS created through system efficiency projects, as provided for in 
Section 3.A.3., shall be referred to as “System Efficiency ICS.” 

d. ICS created through the importation of non-Colorado River System 
Water, as provided for in Section 3.A.4., shall be referred to as 
“Imported ICS.” 

19. “Interim Period” shall mean the effective period as described in Section 8. 

20.  “Long-Range Operating Criteria (“LROC”)” shall mean the Criteria for 
the Coordinated Long-Range Operation of Colorado River Reservoirs 
Pursuant to the Colorado River Basin Project Act of September 30, 1968 
(Pub. L. No. 90-537), published at 35 Fed. Reg. 8951 (June 10, 1970), as 
amended March 21, 2005. 

21. “Lower Division states” shall mean the Colorado River Basin States of 
Arizona, California, and Nevada. 

22. “Mainstream” shall have the same meaning as defined in the Consolidated 
Decree.

23. “Off-stream Banking” shall mean the diversion of Colorado River water to 
underground storage facilities for use in subsequent Years from the facility 
used by a Contractor diverting such water. 

24. “ROD” shall mean the Record of Decision issued by the Secretary for the 
Colorado River Interim Guidelines for Lower Basin Shortages and 
Coordinated Operations for Lake Powell and Lake Mead. 

25. “Upper Division states” shall mean the Colorado River Basin States of 
Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming. 

26. “Water Accounting Report” shall mean the annual Colorado River 
Accounting and Water Use Report – Arizona, California, and Nevada that 
includes, but is not limited to, the compilation of records in accordance 
with Article V of the Consolidated Decree.  

27.  “Water Year” shall mean October 1 through September 30.  
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28. “Year” shall mean calendar year. 

G. Interim Guidelines for the Operation of Lake Powell and Lake Mead  
These Guidelines shall include Sections XI.A., B., E., and F. above and this Section 
XI.G.  These Guidelines which shall implement and be used for determinations 
made pursuant to the Long-Range Operating Criteria during the effective period 
identified in Section 8, are hereby adopted: 
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Section 1. Allocation of Unused Basic Apportionment Water Under Article 
II(B)(6) 

A. Introduction 

Article II(B)(6) of the Consolidated Decree allows the Secretary to allocate water that is 
apportioned to one Lower Division state, but is for any reason unused in that State, to 
another Lower Division state.  This determination is made for one Year only and no 
rights to recurrent use of the water accrue to the state that receives the allocated water.  

B. Application to Unused Basic Apportionment 

Before making a determination of a Surplus Condition under these Guidelines, the 
Secretary will determine the quantity of apportioned but unused water excluding ICS 
created in that Year from the basic apportionments under Article II(B)(6), and will 
allocate such water in the following order of priority: 

1. Meet the Direct Delivery Domestic Use requirements of MWD and Southern 
Nevada Water Authority (SNWA), allocated as agreed by said agencies; 

2. Meet the needs for Off-stream Banking activities for use in California by MWD 
and for use in Nevada by SNWA, allocated as agreed by said agencies; and 

3. Meet the other needs for water in California in accordance with the California 
Seven-Party Agreement as supplemented by the Quantification Settlement 
Agreement. 
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Section 2. Determination of Lake Mead Operation During the Interim Period 

In the development of the AOP, the Secretary shall use the August 24-Month Study 
projections for the following January 1 system storage and reservoir water surface 
elevations to determine the Lake Mead operation for the following Calendar Year as 
described in this Section 2.

A. Normal Conditions 

1. Lake Mead above elevation 1,075 feet and below elevation 1,145 feet 

In Years when Lake Mead elevation is projected to be above 1,075 feet and below 
elevation 1,145 feet on January 1, the Secretary shall determine either a Normal 
Condition, or, under Section 2.B.5., an ICS Surplus Condition. 

B. Surplus Conditions 

1. Partial Domestic Surplus 

[Adopted January 16, 2001; Deleted December 13, 2007] 

2. Domestic Surplus 

(Lake Mead at or above elevation 1,145 feet and below the elevation that triggers a 
Quantified Surplus (70R Strategy))  

In years when Lake Mead content is projected to be at or above elevation 1,145 feet, 
but less than the amount which would initiate a Surplus under Section 2.B.3., 
Quantified Surplus, or Section 2.B.4., Flood Control Surplus, on January 1, the 
Secretary shall determine a Domestic Surplus Condition.  The amount of such 
Surplus shall equal – 

a. From the effective date of these Guidelines through December 31, 2015 
(through preparation of the 2016 AOP): 

1) For Direct Delivery Domestic Use by MWD, 1.250 maf reduced by the 
amount of basic apportionment available to MWD. 

2) For use by SNWA, the Direct Delivery Domestic Use within the SNWA 
service area in excess of the State of Nevada’s basic apportionment. 

3) For use in Arizona, the Direct Delivery Domestic Use in excess of 
Arizona’s basic apportionment. 
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b. From January 1, 2016 (for preparation of the 2017 AOP) through December 
31, 2025 (through preparation of the 2026 AOP): 

1) For use by MWD, 250,000 af per Year in addition to the amount of 
California’s basic apportionment available to MWD. 

2) For use by SNWA, 100,000 af per Year in addition to the amount of 
Nevada’s basic apportionment available to SNWA. 

3) For use in Arizona, 100,000 af per Year in addition to the amount of 
Arizona’s basic apportionment available to Arizona Contractors. 

3. Quantified Surplus (70R Strategy)2

In years when the Secretary determines that water should be delivered for beneficial 
consumptive use to reduce the risk of potential reservoir spills based on the 70R 
Strategy the Secretary shall determine a Quantified Surplus Condition and allocate a 
Quantified Surplus sequentially as follows: 

a. Establish the volume of the Quantified Surplus.  For the purpose of 
determining the existence, and establishing the volume, of Quantified 
Surplus, the Secretary shall not consider any volume of ICS as defined in 
these Guidelines. 

b. Allocate and distribute the Quantified Surplus 50 percent to California, 46 
percent to Arizona, and 4 percent to Nevada, subject to c. through e. that 
follow. 

c. Distribute California’s share first to meet basic apportionment demands and 
MWD’s demands, and then to California Priorities 6 and 7 and other surplus 
contracts.  Distribute Nevada’s share first to meet basic apportionment 
demands and then to the remaining demands.  Distribute Arizona’s share to 
surplus demands in Arizona including Off-stream Banking and interstate 
banking demands.  Nevada shall receive first priority for interstate banking 
in Arizona. 

d. Distribute any unused share of the Quantified Surplus in accordance with 
Section 1. 

e. Determine whether MWD, SNWA and Arizona have received the amount of 
water they would have received under Section 2.B.2., if a Quantified Surplus 

270R is a spill avoidance strategy that determines a surplus if the January 1 projected system storage 
space is less than the space required by the flood control criteria, assuming a natural inflow of 17.4 maf 
(the 70th percentile non-exceedence flow). See ISG Final EIS at Section 2.3.1.2. 
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Condition had not been determined.  If they have not, then determine and 
meet all demands provided for in Section 2.B.2. 

4. Flood Control Surplus 

In years in which the Secretary makes space-building or flood control releases3

pursuant to the 1984 Field Working Agreement between Reclamation and the Army 
Corps of Engineers (as may be amended), the Secretary shall determine a Flood 
Control Surplus for the remainder of that Year or the subsequent Year.  In such 
years, releases will be made to satisfy all beneficial uses within the United States, 
including unlimited Off-stream Banking.  

5. ICS Surplus 

a. In years in which Lake Mead’s elevation is projected to be above elevation 
1,075 feet on January 1, a Flood Control Surplus has not been determined, 
and delivery of ICS has been requested, the Secretary may determine an ICS 
Surplus Condition in lieu of a Normal Condition or in addition to other 
operating conditions that are based solely on the elevation of Lake Mead. 

b. In years in which a Quantified Surplus or a Domestic Surplus is available to 
a Contractor, the Secretary shall first deliver the Quantified Surplus or 
Domestic Surplus before delivering any requested ICS to that Contractor.  If 
available Quantified Surplus or Domestic Surplus is insufficient to meet a 
Contractor’s demands, the Secretary shall deliver ICS available in that 
Contractor’s ICS Account at the request of the Contractor, subject to the 
provisions of Section 3.C. 

C. Allocation of Colorado River Water and Forbearance and Reparation Arrangements 

[Content of 2001 ISG Section 2.C., Allocation of Colorado River Water and 
Forbearance and Reparation Arrangements, is now found at III.A., as modified] 

D. Shortage Conditions 

1. Deliveries to the Lower Division States during Shortage Condition Years shall 
be implemented in the following manner: 

3 Under current practice, surplus waters are made available to Mexico pursuant to the 1944 Treaty (when 
Mexico may schedule up to an additional 0.2 maf) when flood control releases are made. These 
Guidelines are not intended to affect that practice. Any issues relating to the implementation of the 1944 
Treaty, including any potential changes in approach relating to surplus declarations under the 1944 
Treaty, would be addressed with Mexico as appropriate through the USIBWC. 
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a. In years when Lake Mead content is projected to be at or below elevation 
1,075 feet and at or above 1,050 feet on January 1, a quantity of 7.167 maf 
shall be apportioned for consumptive use in the Lower Division States of 
which 2.48 maf shall be apportioned for use in Arizona and 287,000 af shall 
be apportioned for use in Nevada in accordance with the Arizona-Nevada 
Shortage Sharing Agreement dated February 9, 2007, and 4.4 maf shall be 
apportioned for use in California. 

b. In years when Lake Mead content is projected to be below elevation 1,050 
feet and at or above 1,025 feet on January 1, a quantity of 7.083 maf shall be 
apportioned for consumptive use in the Lower Division States of which 2.4 
maf shall be apportioned for use in Arizona and 283,000 af shall be 
apportioned for use in Nevada in accordance with the Arizona-Nevada 
Shortage Sharing Agreement dated February 9, 2007, and 4.4 maf shall be 
apportioned for use in California. 

c. In years when Lake Mead content is projected to be below elevation 1,025 
feet on January 1, a quantity of 7.0 maf shall be apportioned for consumptive 
use in the Lower Division States of which 2.32 maf shall be apportioned for 
use in Arizona and 280,000 af shall be apportioned for use in Nevada in 
accordance with the Arizona-Nevada Shortage Sharing Agreement dated 
February 9, 2007, and 4.4 maf shall be apportioned for use in California. 

2. During a Year when the Secretary has determined a Shortage Condition, the 
Secretary shall deliver Developed Shortage Supply available in a Contractor’s 
DSS Account at the request of the Contractor, subject to the provisions of 
Section 4.C. 
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Section 3. Implementation of Intentionally Created Surplus 
[Content of 2001 ISG Section 3., Implementation of Guidelines, is now found at Section 
7., as modified herein.] 

A. Categories of ICS  

1. Extraordinary Conservation ICS 

A Contractor may create Extraordinary Conservation ICS through the following 
activities: 

a. Fallowing of land that currently is, historically was, and otherwise would 
have been irrigated in the next Year. 

b. Canal lining programs. 

c. Desalination programs in which the desalinated water is used in lieu of 
Mainstream water. 

d. Extraordinary conservation programs that existed on January 1, 2006.

e. Extraordinary Conservation ICS demonstration programs pursuant to a letter 
agreement entered into between Reclamation and the Contractor prior to the 
effective date of these Guidelines. 

f. Tributary Conservation ICS created under Section 3.A.2. and not delivered 
in the Year created. 

g. Imported ICS created under Section 3.A.4. and not delivered in the Year 
created.

h. Other extraordinary conservation measures, including but not limited to, 
development and acquisition of a non-Colorado River System water supply 
used in lieu of Mainstream water within the same state, in consultation with 
the Basin States. 

2. Tributary Conservation ICS 

A Contractor may create Tributary Conservation ICS by purchasing documented 
water rights on Colorado River System tributaries within the Contractor’s state if 
there is documentation that the water rights have been used for a significant period 
of Years and that the water rights were perfected prior to June 25, 1929 (the 
effective date of the Boulder Canyon Project Act).  The actual amount of any 
Tributary Conservation ICS introduced to the Mainstream shall be subject to 
verification by the Secretary as provided in Section 3.D.  Any Tributary 
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Conservation ICS not delivered pursuant to Section 3.C. or deducted pursuant to 
Section 3.B.2. in the Year it was created will, at the beginning of the following 
Year, be converted to Extraordinary Conservation ICS and will thereafter be subject 
to all provisions applicable to Extraordinary Conservation ICS.  Tributary 
Conservation ICS may be delivered for Domestic Use only. 

3. System Efficiency ICS  

A Contractor may make contributions of capital4 to the Secretary for use in projects 
designed to realize system efficiencies that save water that would otherwise be lost 
from the Mainstream in the United States.  An amount of water equal to a portion of 
the water conserved would be made available to contributing Contractor(s) by the 
Secretary as System Efficiency ICS.5  System efficiency projects are intended only 
to provide temporary water supplies.  System Efficiency ICS will be delivered to the 
contributing Contractor(s) on a schedule of annual deliveries as provided in an 
exhibit to a Forbearance Agreement and Delivery Agreement.  The Secretary may 
identify potential system efficiency projects, terms for capital participation in such 
projects, and types and amounts of benefits the Secretary could provide in 
consideration of non-federal capital contributions to system efficiency projects, 
including identification of a portion of the water saved by such projects.

4. Imported ICS 

A Contractor may create Imported ICS by introducing non-Colorado River System 
water in that Contractor’s state into the Mainstream.  Contractors proposing to 
create Imported ICS shall make arrangements with the Secretary, contractual or 
otherwise, to ensure no interference with the Secretary’s management of Colorado 
River System reservoirs and regulatory structures.  Any arrangement shall provide 
that the Contractor must obtain appropriate permits or other authorizations required 
by state and federal law.  The actual amount of any Imported ICS introduced to the 
Mainstream shall be subject to verification by the Secretary as provided in Section 
3.D.  Any Imported ICS not delivered pursuant to Section 3.C. or deducted pursuant 
to Section 3.B.2. in the Year it was created will be converted, at the beginning of the 
following Year, to Extraordinary Conservation ICS and thereafter will be subject to 
all provisions applicable to Extraordinary Conservation ICS. 

4 To the extent permitted by federal law, monies to pay construction, operation, maintenance, repair, 
and/or replacement costs. 

5 Should other Contractor(s) elect to participate in a system efficiency project following the Secretary 
making an amount of water available to the contributing Contractor(s), the Secretary shall reduce the 
amount of water in the contributing Contractor(s)’ ICS Account(s) and credit the electing Contractor(s)’ 
ICS Account(s) in an equal amount in accordance with the terms of the Secretary’s agreement for the 
funding of the system efficiency project. 
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B. Creation of ICS 

A Contractor may only create ICS in accordance with the following conditions: 

1. A Contractor shall submit a plan for the creation of ICS to the Secretary 
demonstrating how all requirements of these Guidelines will be met in the 
Contractor’s creation of ICS.  Until such plan is reviewed and approved by the 
Secretary, subject to such environmental compliance as may be required, such 
plan or any ICS purportedly created through it shall not be a basis for creation of 
ICS.  An ICS plan will consist of at a minimum the following information: 

a. Project description, including what extraordinary measures will be taken to 
conserve or import water; 

b. Term of the activity; 

c. Estimate of the amount of water that will be conserved or imported;  

d. Proposed methodology for verification of the amount of water conserved or 
imported; and 

e. Documentation regarding any state or federal permits or other regulatory 
approvals that have already been obtained by the Contractor or that need to 
be obtained prior to creation of ICS. 

A Contractor may modify its approved plan for creation of ICS during any Year, 
subject to approval by the Secretary.  A Contractor with an approved multi-Year 
plan for System Efficiency ICS is not required to seek further approval by the 
Secretary in subsequent Years unless the Contractor seeks to modify the plan. 

2. There shall be a one-time deduction of five percent (5%) from the amount of 
ICS in the Year of its creation.  This system assessment shall result in additional 
system water in storage in Lake Mead.  This one-time system assessment shall 
not apply to: 

a. System Efficiency ICS created pursuant to Section 3.B. because a large 
portion of the water conserved by this type of project will increase the 
quantity of system water in storage over time. 

b. Extraordinary Conservation ICS created by conversion of Tributary 
Conservation ICS that was not delivered in the Year created, pursuant to this 
Section 3.B. because 5% of the ICS is deducted at the time the Tributary 
Conservation ICS is created. 
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c. Extraordinary Conservation ICS created by conversion of Imported ICS that 
was not delivered in the Year created, pursuant to this Section 3.B. because 
5% of the ICS is deducted at the time the Imported ICS is created. 

d. ICS created under demonstration programs in 2006 and 2007 which has 
already been assessed the 5% system assessment. 

3. Except as provided in Sections 3.A.2. and 3.A.4., Extraordinary Conservation 
ICS can only be created if such water would have otherwise been beneficially 
used.

4. The maximum total amount of Extraordinary Conservation ICS that can be 
created during any Year is limited to the following: 

a. 400,000 af for California Contractors; 

b. 125,000 af for Nevada Contractors; and 

c. 100,000 af for Arizona Contractors. 

5. The maximum quantity of Extraordinary Conservation ICS that may be 
accumulated in all ICS Accounts, at any time, is limited to the following: 

a. 1.5 maf for California Contractors; 

b. 300,000 af for Nevada Contractors; and 

c. 300,000 af for Arizona Contractors. 

6. Except as provided in Sections 3.A.2. and 3.A.4., no category of surplus water 
can be used to create Extraordinary Conservation ICS. 

7. The quantity of Extraordinary Conservation ICS remaining in an ICS Account at 
the end of each Year shall be diminished by annual evaporation losses of 3%. 
Losses shall be applied annually to the end-of-the-Year balance of Extraordinary 
Conservation ICS beginning in the Year after the ICS is created and continuing 
until no Extraordinary Conservation ICS remains in Lake Mead.  No 
evaporation losses shall be assessed during a Year in which the Secretary has 
determined a Shortage Condition. 

8. Extraordinary Conservation ICS from a project within a state may only be 
credited to the ICS Account of a Contractor within that state that has funded or 
implemented the project creating ICS, or to the ICS Account of a Contractor 
within the same state as the funding entity and project and with written 
agreement of the funding entity. 
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9. A Contractor must notify Reclamation of the amount of ICS it wishes to create 
for the subsequent Year pursuant to an existing, approved plan.  A Contractor 
may request mid-Year modification(s) to reduce the amount of ICS created 
during that Year, subject to the requirements of this Section 3.B.  A Contractor 
cannot increase the amount of ICS it had previously scheduled to create during 
the Year. 

C. Delivery of ICS  

The Secretary shall deliver ICS in accordance with the following conditions: 

1. The delivery shall be consistent with the terms of a Delivery Agreement with a 
Contractor regarding ICS.

2. The Secretary has determined an ICS Surplus Condition.

3. The existence of Forbearance Agreements necessary to bring the delivery of the 
ICS into compliance with Articles II(B)(2) and II(B)(6) of the Consolidated 
Decree.

4. A limitation on the total amount of Extraordinary Conservation ICS that may be 
delivered in any Year is as follows: 

a. 400,000 af for California Contractors; 

b. 300,000 af for Nevada Contractors; and 

c. 300,000 af for Arizona Contractors. 

5. If the May 24-Month Study for that Year indicates that a Shortage Condition 
would be determined in the succeeding Year if the requested amounts for the 
current Year under Section 3.C. were delivered, the Secretary may deliver less 
than the amounts of ICS requested to be delivered.

6. If the Secretary releases Flood Control Surplus water, Extraordinary 
Conservation ICS accumulated in ICS Accounts shall be reduced by the amount 
of the Flood Control Surplus on an acre-foot for acre-foot basis until no 
Extraordinary Conservation ICS remains.  The reductions to the ICS Accounts 
shall be shared on a pro-rata basis among all Contractors that have accumulated 
Extraordinary Conservation ICS. 

7. If a Contractor has an overrun payback obligation, as described in the October 
10, 2003 Inadvertent Overrun and Payback Policy or Exhibit C to the October 
10, 2003 Colorado River Water Delivery Agreement, the Contractor must pay 
the overrun payback obligation in full before requesting or receiving delivery of 
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ICS.  The Contractor’s ICS Account shall be reduced by the amount of the 
overrun payback obligation in order to pay the overrun payback obligation. 

8. If more ICS is delivered to a Contractor than is actually available for delivery to 
the Contractor in that Year, then the excess ICS delivered shall be treated as an 
inadvertent overrun until it is fully repaid. 

9. A Contractor may request mid-Year modification(s) to increase or reduce the 
amount of ICS to be delivered during that Year because of changed conditions, 
emergency, or hardship, subject to the requirements of this Section 3.C.  

10. The Contractor shall agree in the Delivery Agreement that the records of the 
Contractor relating to the creation of ICS shall be open to inspection by the 
Secretary and by any Contractor or Basin State.

D. Accounting for ICS 

The Secretary shall develop procedures to account for and verify, on an annual basis, 
ICS creation and delivery.  At a minimum such procedures shall include the following:

1. A Contractor shall submit for the Secretary’s review and verification, 
appropriate information, as determined by the Secretary, contained in a 
Certification Report, to demonstrate the amount of ICS created and that the 
method of creation was consistent with the Contractor’s approved ICS plan, a 
Forbearance Agreement, and a Delivery Agreement.  Such information shall be 
submitted in the Year following the creation of the ICS. 

2. The Secretary, acting through the Lower Colorado Regional Director, shall 
verify the information submitted pursuant to this section, and provide a final 
written decision to the Contractor regarding the amount of ICS created.  The 
results of such final written decisions shall be made available to the public 
through publication pursuant to Section 3.D.3. and other appropriate means.  A 
Contractor and any party to an applicable Forbearance Agreement may appeal 
the Regional Director’s verification decision first to the Regional Director and 
then to the Secretary; and through judicial processes. 

3. Each Year the Water Accounting Report will be supplemented to include ICS 
Account balance information for each Contractor and shall address ICS creation, 
deliveries, amounts no longer available for delivery due to releases for flood 
control purposes, deductions pursuant to Section 3.B.2., deductions due to 
annual evaporation losses pursuant to Section 3.B.7., any amounts of ICS 
converted to Extraordinary Conservation ICS, and ICS remaining available for 
delivery.
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Section 4. Implementation of Developed Shortage Supply 
[Content of 2001 ISG Section 4., Effective Period & Termination, is now found at 
Section 8., as modified herein.] 

A. Categories of DSS 

1. Tributary Conservation DSS 

A Contractor may create Tributary Conservation DSS by purchasing documented 
water rights on Colorado River System tributaries within the Contractor’s state if 
there is documentation that the water rights have been used for a significant period 
of Years and that the water rights were perfected prior to June 25, 1929 (the 
effective date of the Boulder Canyon Project Act).  The actual amount of any 
Tributary Conservation DSS introduced to the Mainstream shall be subject to 
verification by the Secretary as provided in Section 4.D.  Tributary Conservation 
DSS may be delivered for Domestic Use only. 

2. Imported DSS 

A Contractor may create Imported DSS by introducing non-Colorado River System 
water in that Contractor’s state into the Mainstream, making sufficient arrangements 
with the Secretary, contractual or otherwise, to ensure no interference with the 
Secretary’s management of Colorado River System reservoirs and regulatory 
structures.  Any arrangement shall provide that the Contractor must obtain 
appropriate permits or other authorizations required by state and federal law.  The 
actual amount of any Imported DSS introduced to the Mainstream shall be subject 
to verification by the Secretary as provided in Section 4.D. 

B. Creation of DSS 

A Contractor may only create DSS in accordance with the following conditions: 

1. A Contractor shall submit a plan for the creation of DSS to the Secretary 
demonstrating how all requirements of these Guidelines will be met in the 
Contractor’s creation of DSS.  Until such plan is reviewed and approved by the 
Secretary, subject to such environmental compliance as may be required, such 
plan, or any DSS purportedly created through it, shall not be a basis for creation 
of DSS.  A DSS plan will consist of at a minimum the following information: 

a. Project description, including what extraordinary measures will be taken to 
conserve or import water; 

b. Term of the activity; 
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c. Estimate of the amount of water that will be conserved or imported;  

d. Proposed methodology for verification of the amount of water conserved or 
imported; and 

e. Documentation regarding any state or federal permits or other regulatory 
approvals that have already been obtained by the Contractor or that need to 
be obtained prior to creation of DSS. 

A Contractor may modify its approved plan for creation of DSS during any Year, 
subject to approval by the Secretary. 

2. There shall be a one-time deduction of five percent (5%) from the amount of 
DSS in the Year of its creation.  This system assessment shall result in 
additional system water in storage in Lake Mead. 

3. DSS may only be created during a Year when the Secretary has determined a 
Shortage Condition. 

4. DSS may only be created by a project that is approved by the Secretary for 
creation prior to the Secretary determining a Shortage Condition. 

5. A Contractor must notify Reclamation of the amount of DSS it wishes to create 
for the subsequent Year pursuant to an existing, approved plan.  A Contractor 
may request mid-Year modification(s) to reduce the amount of DSS created 
during that Year, subject to the requirements of this Section 4.B.  A Contractor 
cannot increase the amount of DSS it had previously scheduled to create during 
the Year. 

C. Delivery of DSS 

The Secretary shall deliver DSS in accordance with the following conditions: 

1. The delivery shall be consistent with the terms of a Delivery Agreement with a 
Contractor regarding DSS. 

2. The Secretary has determined a Shortage Condition.

3. Delivery of DSS shall not cause the total deliveries within the Lower Division 
states to reach or exceed 7.5 maf in any Year. 

4. Delivery of DSS shall be in accordance with Article II(B)(3) of the Consolidated 
Decree.

5. If a Contractor has an overrun payback obligation, as described in the October 
10, 2003 Inadvertent Overrun and Payback Policy or Exhibit C to the October 
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10, 2003 Colorado River Water Delivery Agreement, the Contractor must pay 
the overrun payback obligation in full before requesting or receiving delivery of 
DSS.  The Contractor’s DSS Account shall be reduced by the amount of the 
overrun payback obligation in order to pay the overrun payback obligation. 

6. If more DSS is delivered to a Contractor than is actually available for delivery to 
the Contractor in that Year, then the excess DSS delivered shall be treated as an 
inadvertent overrun until it is fully repaid. 

7. A Contractor may request mid-Year modification(s) to increase or reduce the 
amount of DSS to be delivered during that Year because of changed conditions, 
emergency, or hardship, subject to the requirements of this Section 4.C. 

8. The Contractor shall agree in the Delivery Agreement that the records of the 
Contractor relating to the creation of DSS shall be open to inspection by the 
Secretary or by any Contractor or Basin State. 

9. DSS may only be delivered in the Year of its creation.  Any DSS not delivered 
pursuant to this Section 4.C. in the Year it is created may not be converted to 
Extraordinary Conservation ICS.

D. Accounting for DSS 

The Secretary shall develop procedures to account for and verify, on an annual basis, 
DSS creation and delivery.  At a minimum such procedures shall include the following:  

1. A Contractor shall submit for the Secretary’s review and verification appropriate 
information, as determined by the Secretary, contained in a Certification Report, 
to demonstrate the amount of DSS created and that the method of creation was 
consistent with the Contractor’s approved DSS plan and a Delivery Agreement.  
Such information shall be submitted in the Year following the creation of the 
DSS.

2. The Secretary, acting through the Lower Colorado Regional Director, shall 
verify the information submitted pursuant to this section, and provide a final 
written decision to the Contractor regarding the amount of DSS created.  The 
results of such final written decisions shall be made available to the public 
through publication pursuant to Section 4.D.3. and other appropriate means.  
The Contractor may appeal the Regional Director’s verification decision first to 
the Regional Director and then to the Secretary; and through judicial processes. 

3. Each Year the Water Accounting Report will be supplemented to include DSS 
information for each Contractor and shall address DSS creation, deliveries, and 
deductions pursuant to Section 4.B.2. 
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Section 5. California’s Colorado River Water Use Plan Implementation 
Progress

A. Introduction 

[Adopted January 16, 2001; Deleted December 13, 2007] 

B. California’s Quantification Settlement Agreement 

[Adopted January 16, 2001; Deleted December 13, 2007] 

C. California’s Colorado River Water Use Reductions 

The California Agricultural (Palo Verde Irrigation District, Yuma Project Reservation 
Division, Imperial Irrigation District, and Coachella Valley Water District) usage plus 
14,500 af of Present Perfected Right (PPR) use would need to be at or below the 
following amounts at the end of the Year indicated in Years other than Quantified or 
Flood Control Surplus (for Decree accounting purposes all reductions must be within 
25,000 af of the amounts stated): 

Benchmark Date Benchmark Quantity 
(Calendar Year) (California Agricultural usage & 14,500 AF of PPR Use in MAF) 

2003  3.75 6

2006  3.64 6

2009  3.60 7

2012  3.47  

In the event that California has not reduced its use in accordance with the limits set 
forth above in any Year in which the Benchmark Quantity applies, the surplus 
determination under Section 2.B.2. of these Guidelines will be suspended and will 
instead be based upon the 70R Strategy, for up to the remainder of the term of these 
Guidelines.  If however, California meets the missed Benchmark Quantity before the 
next Benchmark Date or the 2012 Benchmark Quantity after 2012, the surplus 
determination under Section 2.B.2. shall be reinstated as the basis for the surplus 
determination under the AOP for the next following Year(s). 

6 The Benchmark Quantities in 2003 and 2006 were met. 

7 The 2009 Benchmark Quantity is modified from 3.53 maf due to construction delays that have been 
experienced for the All-American Canal Lining Project. 
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As part of the AOP process during the Interim Period of these Guidelines, California 
shall report to the Secretary on its progress in implementing its California Colorado 
River Water Use Plan. 
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Section 6. Coordinated Operation of Lake Powell and Lake Mead During the 
Interim Period 

[Content of 2001 ISG Section 6., Authority, is now found at Section 9., as modified 
herein.]

During the Interim Period, the Secretary shall coordinate the operations of Lake Powell 
and Lake Mead according to the strategy set forth in this Section 6. 

The objective of the operation of Lake Powell and Lake Mead as described herein is to 
avoid curtailment of uses in the Upper Basin, minimize shortages in the Lower Basin 
and not adversely affect the yield for development available in the Upper Basin. 

The August 24-Month Study projections of the January 1 system storage and reservoir 
water surface elevations, for the following Water Year, shall be used to determine the 
applicable operational tier for the coordinated operation of Lake Powell and Lake Mead 
as specified in the table below.   

Consistent with the provisions of this Section 6, equalization or balancing of storage in 
Lake Powell and Lake Mead shall be achieved as nearly as is practicable by the end of 
each Water Year.  When equalizing or balancing the contents of the reservoirs, 
scheduled Water Year releases from Lake Powell will be adjusted each month based on 
forecasted inflow, and projected September 30 Active Storage at Lake Powell and Lake 
Mead.  In this Section 6, the term “storage” shall mean Active Storage. 

When determining lake elevations and contents under this Section 6, no adjustment 
shall be made for ICS. 

Coordinated operation of Lake Powell and Lake Mead as described herein will be 
presumed to be consistent with the Section 602(a) storage requirement contained in the 
Colorado River Basin Project Act.

Releases from Lake Powell for coordinated operations will be consistent with the 
parameters of the Record of Decision for the Glen Canyon Dam Final Environmental 
Impact Statement and the Glen Canyon Dam Operating Criteria (62 Fed. Reg. 9447, 
March 3, 1997). 

Notwithstanding the quantities set forth in this Section 6, the Secretary shall evaluate 
and take additional necessary actions, as appropriate, at critical elevations in order to 
avoid Lower Basin shortage determinations as reservoir conditions approach critical 
thresholds.  Any actions shall also be consistent with avoidance of curtailment of 
consumptive uses in the Upper Basin. 
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Lake Powell Operational Tiers 
(subject to April adjustments or mid-year review modifications)

Lake Powell Elevation 
(feet) Lake Powell Operational Tier Lake Powell Active Storage 

(maf)
3,700 

Equalization Tier  
equalize, avoid spills or release 8.23 maf  

24.32 

3,636 – 3,666 15.54 – 19.29 

(see table below) Upper Elevation Balancing Tier 
release 8.23 maf;  
if Lake Mead < 1,075 feet, 
balance contents with a min/max release of  
7.0 and 9.0 maf 

(2008 – 2026) 

3,575 

Mid-Elevation Release Tier 
release 7.48 maf;  
if Lake Mead < 1,025 feet, 
release 8.23 maf 

9.52

3,525 

Lower Elevation Balancing Tier
balance contents with a min/max release of  
7.0 and 9.5 maf 

5.93

3,370 0

April adjustments to Lake Powell operations in the Upper Elevation Balancing Tier (as 
specified in Sections 6.B.3. and 6.B.4.) shall be based on the April 24-Month Study 
projections of the September 30 system storage and reservoir water surface elevations 
for the current Water Year.  Any such adjustments shall not require re-initiation of the 
AOP consultation process.  In making these projections, the Secretary shall utilize the 
April 1 final forecast of the April through July runoff, currently provided by the 
National Weather Service’s Colorado Basin River Forecast Center.
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A.  Equalization Tier 

In each Water Year, the Lake Powell equalization elevation will be as follows: 

Lake Powell Equalization Elevation Table 
Water Year Elevation (feet)

2008 3,636 
2009 3,639 
2010 3,642 
2011 3,643 
2012 3,645 
2013 3,646 
2014 3,648 
2015 3,649 
2016 3,651 
2017 3,652 
2018 3,654 
2019 3,655 
2020 3,657 
2021 3,659 
2022 3,660 
2023 3,662 
2024 3,663 
2025 3,664 
2026 3,666 

1. In Water Years when Lake Powell elevation is projected on January 1 to be at or 
above the elevation stated in the Lake Powell Equalization Elevation Table, an 
amount of water will be released from Lake Powell to Lake Mead at a rate 
greater than 8.23 maf per Water Year to the extent necessary to avoid spills, or 
equalize storage in the two reservoirs, or otherwise to release 8.23 maf from 
Lake Powell.  The Secretary shall release at least 8.23 maf per Water Year and 
shall release additional water to the extent that the additional releases will not 
cause Lake Powell content to be below the elevation stated in the Lake Powell 
Equalization Elevation Table or cause Lake Mead content to exceed that of Lake 
Powell; provided, however, if Lake Powell reaches the elevation stated in the 
Lake Powell Equalization Elevation Table for that Water Year and the 
September 30 projected Lake Mead elevation is below elevation 1,105 feet, the 
Secretary shall release additional water from Lake Powell to Lake Mead until 
the first of the following conditions is projected to occur on September 30: (i) 
the reservoirs fully equalize; (ii) Lake Mead reaches elevation 1,105 feet; or (iii) 
Lake Powell reaches 20 feet below the elevation in the Lake Powell 
Equalization Elevation Table for that year. 
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B.  Upper Elevation Balancing Tier 

1.   In Water Years when the projected January 1 Lake Powell elevation is below the 
elevation stated in the Lake Powell Equalization Elevation Table and at or above 
3,575 feet, the Secretary shall release 8.23 maf from Lake Powell if the 
projected January 1 Lake Mead elevation is at or above 1,075 feet.

2.   If the projected January 1 Lake Powell elevation is below the elevation stated in 
the Lake Powell Equalization Elevation Table and at or above 3,575 feet and the 
projected January 1 Lake Mead elevation is below 1,075 feet, the Secretary shall 
balance the contents of Lake Mead and Lake Powell, but shall release not more 
than 9.0 maf and not less than 7.0 maf from Lake Powell in the Water Year.  

3.   When operating in the Upper Elevation Balancing Tier, if the April 24-Month 
Study projects the September 30 Lake Powell elevation to be greater than the 
elevation in the Lake Powell Equalization Elevation Table, the Equalization Tier 
will govern the operation of Lake Powell for the remainder of the Water Year 
(through September). 

4.   When operating under Section 6.B.1, if the April 24-Month Study projects the 
September 30 Lake Mead elevation to be below 1,075 feet and the September 30 
Lake Powell elevation to be at or above 3,575 feet, the Secretary shall balance 
the contents of Lake Mead and Lake Powell, but shall release not more than 9.0 
maf and not less than 8.23 maf from Lake Powell in the Water Year. 

5.   When Lake Powell is projected to be operating under Section 6.B.2. and more 
than 8.23 maf is projected to be released from Lake Powell during the upcoming 
Water Year, the Secretary shall recalculate the August 24-Month Study 
projection of the January 1 Lake Mead elevation to include releases above 8.23 
maf that are scheduled to be released from Lake Powell during the months of 
October, November, and December of the upcoming Water Year, for the 
purposes of determining Normal or Shortage conditions pursuant to Sections 
2.A. or 2.D. of these Guidelines. 

C.   Mid-Elevation Release Tier 

1.   In Water Years when the projected January 1 Lake Powell elevation is below 
3,575 feet and at or above 3,525 feet, the Secretary shall release 7.48 maf from 
Lake Powell in the Water Year if the projected January 1 elevation of Lake 
Mead is at or above 1,025 feet.  If the projected January 1 Lake Mead elevation 
is below 1,025 feet, the Secretary shall release 8.23 maf from Lake Powell in the 
Water Year. 
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D.   Lower Elevation Balancing Tier 

1.   In Water Years when the projected January 1 Lake Powell elevation is below 
3,525 feet, the Secretary shall balance the contents of Lake Mead and Lake 
Powell, but shall release not more than 9.5 maf and not less than 7.0 maf from 
Lake Powell in the Water Year. 
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Section 7. Implementation of Guidelines 
[Content of 2001 ISG Section 7, Modeling and Data Authority, is now found at Section 
7.A., as modified herein.] 

A. AOP Process 

During the Interim Period, the Secretary shall utilize the AOP process to determine 
operations under these Guidelines concerning the coordinated operations of Lake 
Powell and Lake Mead pursuant to Section 6 of these Guidelines, and the allocation of 
apportioned but unused water from Lake Mead and the determinations concerning 
whether Normal, Surplus or Shortage conditions shall apply for the delivery of water 
from Lake Mead, pursuant to Section 1 and Section 2 of these Guidelines. 

B. Consultation 

The Secretary shall consult on the implementation of these Guidelines in circumstances 
including but not limited to the following: 

1. The Secretary shall first consult with all the Basin States before making any 
substantive modification to these Guidelines. 

2. Upon a request for modification of these Guidelines, or upon a request to resolve 
any claim or controversy arising under these Guidelines or under the operations 
of Lake Powell and Lake Mead pursuant to these Guidelines or any other 
applicable provision of federal law, regulation, criteria, policy, rule, or 
guideline, or regarding application of the 1944 Treaty that has the potential to 
affect domestic management of Colorado River water, the Secretary shall invite 
the Governors of all the Basin States, or their designated representatives, and the 
Department of State and USIBWC as appropriate, to consult with the Secretary 
in an attempt to resolve such claim or controversy by mutual agreement. 

3. In the event projections included in any monthly 24-Month Study indicate Lake 
Mead elevations may approach an elevation that would trigger shortages in 
deliveries of water from Lake Mead in the United States, the Secretary shall 
consult with the Department of State, the USIBWC and the Basin States on 
whether and how the United States may reduce the quantity of water allotted to 
Mexico consistent with the 1944 Treaty.8

8 These Guidelines are not intended to constitute an interpretation or application of the 1944 Treaty or to 
represent current United States policy or a determination of future United States policy regarding 
deliveries to Mexico. The United States will conduct all necessary and appropriate discussions regarding 
the proposed federal action and implementation of the 1944 Treaty with Mexico through the IBWC in 
consultation with the Department of State. 
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4. Whenever Lake Mead is below elevation 1,025 feet, the Secretary shall consult 
with the Basin States annually to consider whether Colorado River hydrologic 
conditions, together with the anticipated delivery of water to the Lower Division 
states and Mexico, is likely to cause the elevation of Lake Mead to fall below 
1,000 feet.  Upon such a consideration, the Secretary shall consult with the 
Basin States to discuss further measures that may be undertaken.  The Secretary 
shall implement any additional measures consistent with applicable federal law. 

5. During the Interim Period the Secretary shall consult with the Basin States 
regarding the administration of ICS. 

6. During the Interim Period the Secretary shall consult with the Basin States 
regarding the creation of ICS through other extraordinary conservation measures 
pursuant to Section 3.A.1.h.

7. During the Interim Period the Secretary shall consult with the Basin States 
regarding the creation of System Efficiency ICS pursuant to Section 3.A.3. 

8. The Secretary shall consult with the Basin States to evaluate actions at critical 
elevations that may avoid shortage determinations as reservoir elevations 
approach critical thresholds.

C. Mid-Year Review 

In order to allow for better overall water management during the Interim Period, the 
Secretary may undertake a mid-year review to consider revisions to the AOP.  The 
Secretary shall initiate a mid-year review if requested by any Basin State or by the 
Upper Colorado River Commission.  In the mid-year review, the Secretary may modify 
the AOP to make a determination that a different operational tier (Section 2.A., B., or 
D., or Section 6.A., B., C., or D.) than that determined in the AOP will apply for the 
remainder of the Year or Water Year as appropriate, or that an amount of water other 
than that specified in the applicable operational tier will be released for the remainder of 
the Year or Water Year as appropriate.  The determination of modification of the AOP 
shall be based upon an evaluation of the objectives to avoid curtailment of uses in the 
Upper Basin, minimize shortages in the Lower Basin and not adversely affect the yield 
for development available in the Upper Basin.  In undertaking such a mid-year review, 
the Secretary shall utilize the April 1 final forecast of the April through July runoff, 
currently provided by the National Weather Service’s Colorado Basin River Forecast 
Center, and other relevant factors such as actual runoff conditions, actual water use, and 
water use projections.  For Lake Mead, the Secretary shall revise the determination in 
any mid-year review for the current Year only to allow for additional deliveries from 
Lake Mead pursuant to Section 2 of these Guidelines. 
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D. Operations During Interim Period 

These Guidelines implement the LROC and may be reviewed concurrently with the 
LROC five-year review.  The Secretary will base annual determinations regarding the 
operations of Lake Powell and Lake Mead on these Guidelines unless extraordinary 
circumstances arise.  Such circumstances could include operations that are prudent or 
necessary for safety of dams, public health and safety, other emergency situations, or 
other unanticipated or unforeseen activities arising from actual operating experience. 

Beginning no later than December 31, 2020, the Secretary shall initiate a formal review 
for purposes of evaluating the effectiveness of these Guidelines.  The Secretary shall 
consult with the Basin States in initiating this review. 

Procedures will be established for implementation of ICS and DSS by Reclamation’s 
Lower Colorado Regional Director.
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Section 8. Interim Period and Termination

[Adopted January 16, 2001; Deleted and Modified December 13, 2007]  

A. Interim Period 

These Guidelines will be effective upon the date of execution of the ROD for Colorado 
River Interim Guidelines for Lower Basin Shortages and Coordinated Operations of 
Lake Powell and Lake Mead and will, unless subsequently modified, remain in effect 
through December 31, 2025 (through preparation of the 2026 AOP). 

The Department promulgated these Guidelines based on consideration of multiple 
sources of information, including existing applicable guidelines, information submitted 
by the general public, an Agreement and recommendation submitted by the 
representatives of the Governors of the seven Colorado Basin States, modeling, and 
other information contained in environmental compliance documentation.  The 
Secretary recognizes that the Basin States’ recommendation was developed with the 
intent to be consistent with existing law, as addressed by Section 9 of the April 23, 
2007, Agreement among the Basin States.     

The Secretary recognizes that differences exist with respect to interpretations of certain 
provisions contained in the Law of the River and the proper application of those 
provisions, including, for example, Section 602(a) of the Colorado River Basin Project 
Act of 1968.  In lieu of a formal determination regarding such disputes, the Secretary 
will apply the operational criteria in these Guidelines.  By way of further example, 
positions and rights concerning the calculation of the quantity of Section 602(a) storage 
and releases of water from Lake Powell are reserved.  The Secretary, through the 
adoption of these Guidelines, makes no determination with respect to the correctness of 
any interpretation of Section 602(a) storage and release requirements or other positions 
of the individual Colorado River Basin states. 

Actual operations under these Guidelines shall not represent interpretations of existing 
law by the Secretary, nor predetermine in any manner the means of operation that the 
Secretary may adopt following the Interim Period.  Releases from Lake Powell or Lake 
Mead pursuant to these Guidelines shall not prejudice the position or interests of either 
the Upper or Lower Division states, or any Colorado River Basin state, with respect to 
required storage or deliveries of water pursuant to applicable federal law, either during 
or after the Interim Period.   
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B. Effective Period - Special Provisions 

1. The provisions for the delivery and accounting of ICS in Section 3 shall remain 
in effect through December 31, 2036, unless subsequently modified, for any ICS 
remaining in an ICS Account on December 31, 2026. 

2. The provisions for the creation and delivery of Tributary Conservation ICS and 
Imported ICS in Section 3 shall continue in full force and effect until fifty years 
from the date of the execution of the ROD. 

3. The provisions for the creation and delivery of DSS in Section 4 shall continue 
in full force and effect until fifty years from the date of the execution of the 
ROD.

C. Termination of Guidelines 

Except as provided in Section 8.B., these Guidelines shall terminate on December 31, 
2025 (through preparation of the 2026 AOP).  At the conclusion of the effective period 
of these Guidelines, the operating criteria for Lake Powell and Lake Mead are assumed 
to revert to the operating criteria used to model baseline conditions in the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement for the Interim Surplus Guidelines dated December 
2000 (i.e., modeling assumptions are based upon a 70R Strategy for the period 
commencing January 1, 2026 (for preparation of the 2027 AOP)).
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Section 9. Authority 
These Guidelines are issued pursuant to the authority vested in the Secretary by federal 
law, including the Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1928 (28 Stat. 1057), the Colorado 
River Storage Project Act (70 Stat. 105), and the Consolidated Decree issued by the 
U.S. Supreme Court in Arizona v. California, 547 U.S. 150 (2006) and shall be used to 
implement Articles II and III of the Criteria for the Coordinated Long-Range Operation 
of Colorado River Reservoirs Pursuant to the Colorado River Basin Project Act of 
September 30, 1968 (Pub. L. No. 90-537), as amended. 
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RECORD OF DECISION 


OPERATION OF GLEN CANYON DAM 


FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This record of decision (ROD) of the Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation 
(Reclamation), documents the selection of operating criteria for Glen Canyon Dam, as analyzed in 

the final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), dated March 21,1995 (FES 95-8). The EIS on the 

operation of Glen Canyon Dam was prepared with an unprecedented amount of scientific research, 
public involvement, and stakeholder cooperation. 

Scientific evidence gathered during Phase I of the Glen Canyon Environmental Studies (GCES) 
indicated that significant impacts on downstream resources were occurring due to the operation of 

Glen Canyon Dam. These findings led to a July 1989 decision by the Secretary of the Interior  

for Reclamation to prepare an EIS to reevaluate dam operations. The purpose of the reevaluation 
was to determine specific options that could be implemented to minimize, consistent with law, 
adverse impacts on the downstream environment and cultural resources, as well as Native American 
interests in Glen and Grand Canyons. Analysis of an array of reasonable alternatives 
was needed to allow the Secretary to balance competing interests and to meet statutory 
responsibilities for protecting downstream resources and producing hydropower, and to protect 
affected Native American interests. 

In addition, the Grand Canyon Protection Act of 1992 was enacted on October 30, 1992. Section 

1802 (a) of the Act requires the Secretary to operate Glen Canyon Dam: 

"...in such a manner as to protect, mitigate adverse impacts 

to, and improve the values for which Grand Canyon National Park 

and Glen Canyon National Recreation Area were established, 

including, but not limited to natural and cultural resources and 

visitor use." 


Alternatives considered include the No Action Alternative as well as eight operational alternatives 
that provide various degrees of protection for downstream resources and hydropower production. 
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II. DECISION 

The Secretary's decision is to implement the Modified Low Fluctuating Flow Alternative (the 
preferred alternative) as described in the final EIS on the Operation of Glen Canyon Dam with a 
minor change in the timing of beach/habitat building flows (described below). This alternative was 
selected because it will reduce daily flow fluctuations well below the no action levels (historic 
pattern of releases) and will provide high steady releases of short duration which will protect or 
enhance downstream resources while allowing limited flexibility for power operations. 

The Modified Low Fluctuating Flow Alternative incorporates beach/habitat-building flows which are 
scheduled high releases of short duration designed to rebuild high elevation sandbars, deposit 
nutrients, restore backwater channels, and provide some of the dynamics of a natural system. In the 
final EIS, it was assumed that these flows would occur in the spring when the reservoir is low, with a 
frequency of 1 in 5 years. 

The Basin States expressed concern over the beach/habitat-building flows described in the final EIS 
because of the timing of power plant by-passes. We have accommodated their concerns, while 
maintaining the objectives of the beach/habitat-building flows. Instead of conducting these flows in 
years in which Lake Powell storage is low on January 1, they will be accomplished by utilizing 
reservoir releases in excess of power plant capacity required for dam safety purposes. Such releases 
are consistent with the 1956 Colorado River Storage Project Act, the 1968 Colorado River Basin 
Project Act, and the 1992 Grand Canyon Protection Act. 

Both the Colorado River Management Work Group and the Transition Work Group, which 
participated in the development of the Annual Operating Plan and the EIS, respectively, support this 
change as it conforms unambiguously with each member's understanding of the Law of the River. 
These groups include representatives of virtually all stakeholders in this process. 

The upramp rate and maximum flow criteria were also modified between the draft and final EIS. The 
upramp rate was increased from 2,500 cubic feet per second per hour to 4,000 cubic feet per second 
per hour, and the maximum allowable release was increased from 20,000 to 25,000 cubic feet per 
second. We made these modifications to enhance power production flexibility, as suggested by 
comments received. These modifications were controversial among certain interest groups because of 
concerns regarding potential impacts on resources in the Colorado River and the Grand Canyom 
However, our analysis indicates that there would be no significant differences in impacts associated 
with these changes (“Assessment of Changes to the Glen Canyon Dam EIS Preferred Alternative 
from Draft to Final EIS", October 1995). 

The 4,000 cubic feet per second per hour upramp rate limit will be implemented with the 
understanding that results from the monitoring program will be carefiXy considered. If impacts 
differing from those described in the final EIS are identified, a new ramp rate criterion will be 
considered by the Adaptive Management Work Group and a recommendation for action forwarded to 
the Secretary. 
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The maximum flow criterion of 25,000 cubic feet per second will be implemented with the 
understanding that actual maximum daily releases would only occasionally exceed 20,000 cubic 
feet per second during a minimum release year of 8.23 million acre-feet. This is because the 
maximum allowable daily change constraint overrides the maximum allowable release and because 
monthly release volumes are lower during minimum release years. If impacts differing from those 
described in the final EIS are identified through the Adaptive Management Program, the 
maximum flow restriction will be reviewed by the Adaptive Management Work Group and a 
recommendation for action will be forwarded to the Secretary. 

III. DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

Nine alternative methods of operating Glen Canyon Dam (including the No Action Alternative) 
were presented in the final EIS. The eight action alternatives were designed to provide a 
reasonable range of alternatives with respect to operation of the dam. One alternative would 
allow unrestricted fluctuations in flow (within the physical constraints of the power plant) to 
maximize power production, four would impose varying restrictions on fluctuations, and three 
others would provide steady flows on a monthly, seasonal, or annual basis. The names of the 
alternatives reflect the various operational regimes. In addition, the restricted fluctuating flow and 
steady flow alternatives each include seven elements which are common to all of them. These 
common elements are: 1) Adaptive Management, 2) Monitoring and Protecting Cultural 
Resources, 3) Flood Frequency Reduction Measures, 4) Beach/Habitat-Building Flows, 5) New 
Population of Humpback Chub, 6) Further Study of Selective Withdrawal, and 7) Emergency 
Exception Criteria. A detailed description of the alternatives and common elements can be found 
in Chapter 2 of the final EIS. A brief description of the alternatives is given below. 

UNRESTRICTED FLUCTUATING FLOWS 

No Action: Maintain the historic pattern of fluctuating releases up to 31,500 cubic feet per 
second and provide a baseline for impact comparison. 

Maximum Power plant Capacity: Permit use of full power plant capacity up to 33,200 
cubic feet per second. 

RESTRICTED FLUCTUATING FLOWS 

High: Slightly reduce daily fluctuations from historic levels. 

Moderate: Moderately reduce day fluctuations from historic levels; includes habitat 
maintenance flows. 

Modified Low (Preferred Alternative): Substantially reduce daily fluctuations from 
historic levels; includes habitat maintenance flows. 

Interim Low: Substantially reduce daily fluctuations from historic levels; same as interim 
operations except for addition of common elements. 
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STEADY FLOWS 

Existing Monthly Volume: Provide steady flows that use historic monthly release 
strategies. 

Seasonally Adjusted: Provide steady flows on a seasonal or monthly basis; includes 
habitat maintenance flows. 

Year-Round: Provide steady flows throughout the year. 

Table I shows the, specific operational criteria for each of the alternatives. 

IV. SIGNIFICANT ISSUES AND ALTERNATIVES 

The Glen Canyon Dam EIS scoping process was initiated in early 1990 and the public was invited to 

comment on the appropriate scope of the EIS. More than 17,000 comments were received 

during the scoping period, reflecting the national attention and intense interest in the EIS. 


As a result of the analysis of the oral and written scoping comments, the following were 

determined to be resources or issues of public concern: beaches, endangered species, ecosystem
 
integrity, fish, power costs, power production, sediment, water conservation, rafting/boating, air 

quality, the Grand Canyon wilderness, and a category designated as "other" for remaining 

concerns. Comments regarding interests and values were categorized as: expressions about the 

Grand Canyon, economics, nonquantifiable values, nature versus human use, and the complexity
 
of Glen Canyon Dam issues. 


The EIS team consolidated and refined the public issues of concern, identifying the significant 

resources and associated issues to be analyzed in detail. These resources include: water, 

sediment, fish, vegetation, wildlife and habitat, endangered and other special status species, cultural 

resources, air quality, recreation, hydropower, and non-use value. 


Further meetings were held with representatives from the cooperating agencies and public interest 

groups who provided comments on the criteria for development of reasonable alternatives for the 

EIS. The public also had an opportunity to comment on the preliminary selection of alternatives at 

public meetings and through mailings. The final selection of alternatives took into consideration 

the public's views.
 

V. COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE FINAL EIS 

Many comments and recommendations on the final EIS were received in the form of pre-printed 
postcards and letters that addressed essentially the same issues. The comments are summarized 
below along with Reclamation’s responses. 

COMMENT: Maintain Draft EIS flows. Modifying the upramp, rate and maximum flows 
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Table 1.—Operating limits of alternatives identified for detailed analysis 

 Unrestricted Fluctuating Flows Restricted Fluctuating Flows  Steady Flows 

  Maximum     Existing   
 Powerplant      Monthly  Seasonally  
No Action  Capacity High Moderate  Modified Low  Interim Low Volume Adjusted Year-Round 

3
Minimum 1,000 Labor 1,000 Labor 3,000 5,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 Oct-Nov  Yearly 
releases Day-Easter Day-Easter  between between 8,500 Dec volume 

1 4 
(cfs)    5,000 7a.m. and 7a.m. and 11,000 Jan-Mar prorated  

2 2
3,000 3,000  7 p.m. 7 p.m. 12,500 Apr 

Easter-Labor Easter-Labor 8,000 
   18,000 May-Jun 
 Day
  Day depending on 5,000 at night 5,000 at 12,500 Jul 

 monthly night 9,000 Aug-Sep 
volume, firm 
load, and 
market 
conditions 

Maximum 31,500 33,200 31,500  31,500 (may 25,000 20,000  Monthly 18,000  Yearly 
releases be exceeded (exceeded volumes (exceeded volume 

5 4 
(cfs)  during habitat during habitat prorated during habitat prorated  

maintenance maintenance maintenance 
flows) flows) flows) 

 6
Allowable 30,500 Labor 32,200 Labor 15,000 to �45% of 5,000 7�1,000 

7�1,000 
7�1,000 

6
 daily flow Day-Easter Day-Easter 22,000 mean flow for 5,000 6,000 or 

fluctuations 28,500 30,200 the month not 6,000 or 8,000 
(cfs/24 hours) Easter-Labor Easter-Labor to exceed 8,000 


 Day
  Day �6,000 

Ramp rates Unrestricted Unrestricted Unrestricted   2,500 up 2,000  2,000 cfs/day 2,000 
(cfs/hour) up, 5,000 or 4,000 up 4,000 up 1,500 down  cfs/day between  cfs/day 

4,000 down 2,500 down 1,500 down between months between 
months months 

Common None None Adaptive management (including long-term monitoring and research) 
elements Monitoring and protecting cultural resources 

Flood frequency reduction measures 
Beach/habitat-building flows 
New population of humpback chub 
Further study of selective withdrawal 
Emergency exception criteria 

1 In high volume release months, the allowable daily change would require higher minimum flows (cfs). 

2 Releases each weekday during recreation season (Easter to Labor Day) would average not less than 8,000 cfs for the period from 8 a.m. to midnight. 

3 Based on an 8.23-million-acre-foot (maf) year; in higher release years, additional water would be added equally to each month, subject to an 18,000-cfs maximum. 

4 for an 8.23-maf year, steady flow would be about 11,400 cfs. 

5 Maximums represent normal or routine limits and may necessarily be exceeded during high water years. 

6 Daily fluctuation limit of 5,000 cfs for monthly release volumes less than 600,000 acre-feet; 6,000 cfs for monthly release volumes of 600,000 to 800,000 acre-feet; and 8,000 cfs for 

monthly volumes over 800,000 acre-feet. 

7 Adjustments would allow for small power system load changes.  
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between the draft and final EIS has neither been open for public review nor subjected to serious 
scientific scrutiny. These changes should have been addressed in the draft EIS and made available for 
public comment at that time. Credible proof, based on the testing of a specific scientific hypothesis, 
that alterations in operating procedures at Glen Canyon Dam follow the spirit and  intent of the 
Grand Canyon Protection Act needs to be provided. The burden of proof that there  will be no 
impact on downstream resources rests with those proposing changes. 

RESPONSE: The modification of the preferred alternative, which incorporated changes in the 
upramp rate and maximum flows, was made after extensive public discussion. The new preferred 
alternative was discussed as an agenda item during the May, June, August, and November 1994 
public meetings of the Cooperating Agencies who assisted in the development of the EIS. A wide 
range of public interest groups received advance mailings and agendas and were represented at      
the public meetings. The environmental groups attending these meetings included: America 
Outdoors, American Rivers, Desert Flycasters, Environmental Defense Fund, Friends of the 
River, Grand Canyon River Guides, Grand Canyon Trust, Sierra Club, and Trout Unlimited.  
Meeting logs indicate that representatives from at least some of these groups attended all but the May 
meeting. In addition, approximately 16,000 citizens received periodic newsletters 
throughout the EIS process. This included a newsletter outlining the proposed changes issued 
several months prior to the final EIS. The environmental groups mentioned above were included 
on the newsletter mailing list. 

Reclamation's research and analysis has been thorough with regards to changes in flows and 
ramping rates and potential impacts upon downstream resources. A complete range of research 
flows was conducted from June 1990 to July 1991. These included high and low fluctuating 
flows with fast and slow up and down ramp rates. Glen Canyon Environmental Studies Phase II 
identified cause and effect relationships between downramp rates and adverse impacts to canyon 
resources. However, no cause and effect relationships between upramp rates and adverse impacts 
to canyon resources were identified. The draft EIS, (a public document peer reviewed by GCES 
and the EIS Cooperating Agencies) states that upramp rates have not been linked to sandbar 
erosion (page 95) and that "Rapid increases in river stage would have little or no effect on 
sandbars." (page 190). 

With respect to potential impacts occurring with the change in flows, it should be noted that sand in 
the Grand Canyon is transported almost exclusively by river flows. The amount of sand transported 
increases exponentially with increases in river flow. Maintaining sandbars over the long term 
depends on the amount of sand supplied by tributaries, monthly release volumes, range of flow 
fluctuations, and the frequency and distribution of flood flows. Conversely, occasional flows 
between 20,000 and 25,000 cubic feet per second may cause minor beach building, and may provide 
water to riparian vegetation. 

As part of the EIS, the effects of each alternative on long-term sand storage in Marble Canyon (river 
miles 0 to 61) were analyzed. The Marble Canyon reach was chosen for analysis because it is more 
sensitive to impacts from darn operations than downstream reaches. For each fluctuating flow 
alternative, the analysis used 20 years of hourly flow modeled by Spreck Rosekrans of the 
Environmental Defense Fund and 85 different hydrologic scenarios (each representing 50 years of 
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monthly flow data). This analysis was documented in the draft EIS on page 182, and Appendix 
D, pages 4-5. The analyses relating to the probability of net gain in riverbed sand for each 
alternative is documented in the draft EIS on pages 54-55, 184, 187, and 194. 

Specific peer reviewed studies relating to the above analyses are listed in Attachment 1. 

COMMENT: Do not change the upramp rate and maximum flow criteria at the same 

time. While acknowledging Reclamation's good efforts to identify and establish optimum operating 
criteria for all users of Glen Canyon Dam, changing two flow criteria (upramp rate and maximum 
flow criterion of preferred alternative) does not make prudent scientific sense. It will not result in 
reliable data. Not enough information is at hand to predict the outcome of these proposals. 

RESPONSE: Viewed from the purely scientific viewpoint, it would be preferable to change 
variables one at a time in a controlled experiment. However, many uncontrolled variables already 
exist, and from a resource management standpoint the interest lies in measuring the possible 
resource impact, if any, which might result from jointly changing both criteria. The best available 
information suggests that the long-term impact of changing both criteria at once will be difficult, if 
not impossible to detect. 

Even though both parameters would change, for 8 months of an 8.23 million acre foot year 
(minimum release year), only the upramp rate will be used. The ability to operationally exceed 
20,000 cubic feet per second only exists in months in which releases are in excess of 900,000 acre 
feet. In a minimum release year, flows above 20,000 cubic feet per second will most likely occur 
in December, January, July, and August. Evaluation of the upramp rates can be initiated 
immediately with the evaluation of the increase in maximum flow relegated to the months with the 
highest volumes. New upramp and maximum flow criteria would be recommended through the 
Adaptive Management Program should monitoring results indicate that either of these criteria are 
resulting in adverse impacts to the natural, cultural, or recreational (human safety) resources of 
the Grand Canyon differing from those shown in the final EIS. 

COMMENT: "Habitat/Beach Building Floods" designed to redeposit sediment and reshape the 

river's topography much like the Canyon's historic floods should be conducted. 
An experimental release based on this premise is critical to restore some of the river's historic 
dynamics; without it, any flow regime will result in continued loss of beach and backwater habitat. 
This "spike" should be assessed and implemented for the spring of 1996, subject to a critical 
evaluation of its flow size, timing, impact on fisheries, and completion of a comprehensive 
monitoring plan. Recent side-canyon floods underscore the need for restoring natural processes. 

RESPONSE: Reclamation and the Cooperating Agencies continue to support this concept. The 
preferred alternative supports such a flow regime. A test flow was conducted this spring. The results 
of this flow are currently being analyzed. We expect to conduct more of these flows in the future. 

COMMENT: Endorse the Fish & Wildlife Service's Biological Opinion and implement 
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experimental steady flows to benefit native fishes, subject to the results of a risk/benefit analysis now 
in progress. 

RESPONSE: The preferred alternative provides for experimental steady flows through the 
Adaptive Management Program for the reasons put forth in the Biological Opinion. 

COMMENT: Fund and implement immediately an Adaptive Management Program. This is the 
appropriate forum to address important issues. It is imperative that resource management 
rely on good science to monitor, and respond to possible adverse effects resulting from changes in 
dam operations. 

RESPONSE: The preferred alternative provides for implementation of an Adaptive Management 
Program. 

COMMENT: Interior Secretary Babbitt should issue a Record of Decision by December 31, 

1995, and conduct an efficient and timely audit by the General Accounting Office as mandated by 
the Grand Canyon Protection Act. 

RESPONSE: In compliance with the Grand Canyon Protection Act, Interior Secretary Babbitt could 
not issue the Record of Decision until considering the findings of the General Accounting Office. 
Those findings were issued on October 2, 1996. 

OTHER COMMENTS: Another set of comments were received from municipalities and other 
power user groups. These letters made up about 3 percent of the total received and were 
essentially identical in content. Although the authors were not totally in agreement with the 
preferred alternative because of the reduction in peaking power, they believe it is a workable 
compromise. These letters characterized the final EIS as ". . a model for resolving complex 
environmental issues among divergent interests." They also urged the government to protect the 
integrity of the process, resist efforts to overturn the FEIS, and allow the scientists' assessment to 
stand, in as much as the Adaptive Management Process will give Reclamation an opportunity to 
evaluate the effects of operational changes over time and make modifications according to 
scientific findings. 

RESPONSE: While the preferred alternative may not satisfy all interests, Reclamation believes it is 
a workable compromise and meets the two criteria set out in the EIS for the reoperation of the dam, 
namely restoring downstream resources and maintaining hydropower capability and flexibility. 

A letter of comment from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) indicates that EPA!s 
comments on the draft EIS were adequately addressed in the final EIS. It also expresses their support 
for the preferred alternative. 

Samples of the comment letters and cards, and a copy of EPA’s comment letter are included as 
Attachment 2. 
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Appendix 36:  Record of Decision - Operation of Glen Canyon Dam (w/o attachments) (1996)

VI. ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENTS AND MONITORING 

The following environmental and monitoring commitments will be carried out under the preferred 
alternative or any of the other restricted fluctuating or steady flow alternatives described in the 
final EIS. A detailed description of these commitments can be found on pages 33 - 43 of that 
document. All practicable means to avoid or minimize environmental harm from the preferred 
alternative have been adopted. 

1. Adaptive Management: This commitment includes the establishment of an Adaptive 
Management Workgroup, chartered in accordance with the Federal Advisory Committee Act; and 
development of a long-term monitoring, research, and experimental program which could result in 
some additional operational changes. However, any operational changes will be carried out in 
compliance with NEPA. 

2. Monitoring and Protection of Cultural Resources: Cultural sites in Glen and Grand 
Canyons include prehistoric and historic sites and Native American traditional use and sacred 
sites. Some of these sites may erode in the future under any EIS alternative, including the no 
action alternative. Reclamation and the National Park Service, in consultation with Native 
American Tribes, will develop and implement a long-term monitoring program for these sites.  
Any necessary mitigation will be carried out according to a programmatic agreement written in 
compliance with the National Historic Preservation Act. This agreement is included as  
Attachment 5 in the final EIS. 

3. Flood Frequency Reduction Measures: Under this commitment, the frequency of unanticipated 
floods in excess of 45,000 cubic feet per second will be reduced to an average of once in 100 years. 
This will be accomplished initially through the Annual Operating Plan process and eventually by 
raising the height of the spillway gates at Glen Canyon Dam 4.5 feet. 

4. Beach/Habitat-Building Flows: Under certain conditions, steady flows in excess of a given 
alternative’s maximum will be scheduled in the spring for periods ranging from I to 2 weeks. 
Scheduling, duration, and flow magnitude will be recommended by the Adaptive Management 
Work Group and scheduled through the Annual Operating Plan process. The objectives of these 
flows are to deposit sediment at high elevations, re-form backwater channels, deposit nutrients, 
restore some of the natural system dynamics along the river corridor, and help the National Park 
Service manage riparian habitats. 

5. New Population of Humpback Chub: In consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (FWS), National Park Service, and Arizona Game and Fish Department (AGFD), 
Reclamation will make every effort (through funding, facilitating, and technical support) to ensure 
that a new population of humpback chub is established in the mainstem or one or more of the 
tributaries within Grand Canyon. 

6. Further Study of Selective Withdrawal: Reclamation will aggressively pursue and support 
research on the effects of multilevel intake structures at Glen Canyon Dam and use the results of  
this research to decide whether or not to pursue construction. FWS, in consultation with AGFD, 
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will be responsible for recommending to Reclamation whether or not selective withdrawal should be 
implemented at Glen Canyon Dam. Reclamation will be responsible for design, NEPA compliance, 
permits, construction, operation, and maintenance. 

7. Emergency Exception Criteria: Operating criteria have been established to allow the 
Western Area Power Administration to respond to various emergency situations in accordance 
with their obligations to the North American Electric Reliability Council. This commitment also 
provides for exceptions to a given altemative's. operating criteria during search and rescue 
situations, special studies and monitoring, dam and power plant maintenance, and spinning 
reserves. 

VII. BASIS FOR DECISION 

The goal of selecting a preferred alternative was not to maximize benefits for the most resources,  but 
rather to find an alternative dam operating plan that would permit recovery and long-term 
sustainability of downstream resources while limiting hydropower capability and flexibility only to 
the extent necessary to achieve recovery and long-term sustainability. 

Based on the impact analysis described in the final EIS, three of the alternatives are considered to   
be environmentally preferable. They are: the Moderate Fluctuating Flow Alternative, the  
Modified Low Fluctuating Flow Alternative, and the Seasonally Adjusted Steady Flow 
Alternative. Modified Low Fluctuating Flow is selected for implementation because it satisfies 
the critical needs for sediment resources and some of the habitat needs of native fish, benefits the 
remaining resources, and allows for future . hydropower flexibility, although there would be 
moderate to potentially major adverse impacts on power operations and possible decreases in 
long-term firm power marketing. Nearly all downstream resources are dependent to some extent 
on the sediment resource. This alternative meets the critical requirements of the sediment 
resource by restoring some of the pre-dam variability through floods and by providing a long-term 
balance between the supply of sand from Grand Canyon tributaries and the sand-transport 
capacity of the river. This, in turn, benefits the maintenance of habitat. The critical requirements for 
native fish are met by pursuing a strategy of warming releases from Glen Canyon Dam,  
enhancing the sediment resource, and substantially limiting the daily flow fluctuations. 

The decision process for selecting the preferred alternative for the EIS followed a repetitive 
sequence of comparisons of effects on downstream resources resulting from each alternative. 
Alternatives resulting in unacceptable adverse effects on resources (such as long-term loss of 
sandbars leading to the destruction of cultural resource sites and wildlife habitat) were eliminated 
from further comparisons. Comparisons continued until existing data were no longer available to 
support assumed benefits. 

All resources were evaluated in terms of both positive and adverse effects from proposed 
alternatives. Once it was determined that all alternatives would deliver at least 8.23 million acre feet 
of water annually, water supply played a minor role in subsequent resource evaluations. (One  
of the objectives of the "Criteria for Coordinated Long-Range Operation of Colorado River 
Reservoirs" is a minimum annual release of 8.23 million acre feet of water fforn Glen Canyon 
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Appendix 36:  Record of Decision - Operation of Glen Canyon Dam (w/o attachments) (1996)

Dam.) The alternatives covered a range of possible dam operations from maximum utilization of 
peaking power capabilities with large daily changes in downstream river levels (Maximum Power-
plant Capacity Alternative) to the Year-Round Steady Flow Alternative that would have 
eliminated all river fluctuations and peaking power capabilities. Within this range, the Maximum 
Powerplant Capacity, No Action, and High Fluctuating Flow alternatives were eliminated from 
consideration as the preferred alternative because they would not meet the first criterion of 
resource recovery and long-term sustainability. Data indicated that while beneficial to 
hydropower production, these alternatives would either increase or maintain conditions that 
resulted in adverse impacts to downstream resources under no action. For example, under these 
alternatives, the sediment resource would not likely be maintained over the long-term. 

At the other end of the range, the Year-Round Steady Flow Alternative was also eliminated from 
consideration as the preferred alternative. This alternative would result in the greatest storage of 
sand within the river channel, the lowest elevation sandbars, the largest potential expansion of 
riparian vegetation, and the highest white-water boating safety benefits. However, it would not 
provide the variability on which the natural processes of the Grand Canyon are dependent (e.g. 
beach building, unvegetated sandbars, and backwater habitats). A completely stable flow regime 
would encourage the growth of vegetation thereby reducing bare-sand openings and patches of 
emergent marsh vegetation. This would limit beach camping and reduce the habitat value of these 
sites. With respect to other resources, this alternative did not provide any benefits beyond those 
already provided by other alternatives. Steady flows could also increase the interactions between 
native and non-native fish by intensifying competition and predation by non-natives on native fish. 
Such interactions would reach a level of concern under steady flows. Finally, this alternative 
would have major adverse impacts on hydropower (power operations and marketing). 

The Existing Monthly Volume Steady Flow Alternative was eliminated from selection as the 
preferred alternative for reasons similar to those discussed above for the Year-Round Steady Flow 
Alternative. 

Although the Interim Low Fluctuating Flow Alternative performed well over the interim period 
(August 1991 to the present), long-term implementation of this alternative would not restore some of 
the pre-dam variability in the natural system. The selected Modified Low Fluctuating Flow 
Alternative is an improved version of the Interim Low Fluctuating Flow Alternative because it would 
provide for some pre-dam variability through habitat maintenance flows. 

The three remaining alternatives-the Moderate Fluctuating, Modified Low Fluctuating, and 

Seasonally Adjusted Steady Flow Alternatives-- provide similar benefits to most downstream 
resources (e.g.. vegetation, terrestrial wildlife, and cultural resources) with respect to increased 
protection or improvement of those resources (see Table 11-7 in the EIS). The Moderate 
Fluctuating Flow Alternative provided only minor benefits to native fish over no action conditions 
because of the relative similarity in flow fluctuations; and the benefits from the Seasonally 
Adjusted Steady Flow Alternative were uncertain given the improvement in habitat conditions for 
non-native fish this alternative would provide. Seasonally adjusted steady flows also would create 
conditions significantly different from those under which the current aquatic ecosystem has 
developed in the last 30 years and would adversely affect hydropower to a greater extent than the 
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other two alternatives. The Modified Low Fluctuating Flow could substantially improve the 
aquatic food base and benefit native and non-native fish. The potential exists for a minor increase in 
the native fish population. 

Although the Moderate Fluctuating, Modified Low Fluctuating, and Seasonally Adjusted Steady 
Flow Alternatives provide similar benefits to most downstream resources, the Modified Low 
Fluctuating Flow Alternative was selected as the preferred alternative because it would provide 
the most benefits with respect to the original selection criteria, given existing information. This 
alternative would create conditions that promote the protection and improvement of downstream 
resources while maintaining some flexibility in hydropower production. Although there would be a 
significant loss of hydropower benefits due to the selection of the preferred alternative (between V 5. 
1 and $44.2 million annually) a recently completed non-use value study conducted under the Glen 
Canyon Environmental Studies indicates that the American people are willing to pay much more than 
this loss to maintain a healthy ecosystem in the Grand Canyon. The results of this nonuse value study 
are summarized in Attachment 3 of the ROD. 

The results of a General Accounting Office (GAO) audit mandated by the Grand Canyon 
Protection Act are in Attachment 4 of the ROD. This audit generally concludes that Reclamation 
used appropriate methodologies and the best available information in determining the potential 
impact of various dam flow alternatives on important resources. However, GAO identified some 
shortcomings in the application of certain methodologies and data, particutarly with respect to the 
hydropower analysis. Reclamation's assumptions do not explicitly include the mitigating effect of 
higher electricity prices on electricity demand (price elasticity). GAO also determined that 
Reclamation's assumptions about natural gas prices were relatively high and that two computational 
errors were made during the third phase of the power analysis. According to GAO, these limitations 
suggest that the estimated economic impacts for power are subject to uncertainty. GAO also found 
limitations with some of the data used for impact analysis. Certain data was incomplete or outdated, 
particularly data used in assessing the economic impact of alternative flows on recreational activities. 
Nevertheless, the National Research Council peer reviewed both the Glen Canyon Environmental 
Studies and the EIS, and generally found the analysis to be adequate. The GAO audit concluded that 
these shortcomings and limitations are not significant and would not likely alter the findings with 
respect to the preferred alternative and usefulness of the document in the decision-making process. 
The audit also determined that most of the key parties (83 percent of respondents) support 
Reclamation's preferred alternative for dam operations, although some concerns remain. 
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The full text of this Record of Decision, together with Attachments 1-4, appears among the 
supplemental documents on the DVD included with this volume. 
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Commission Act that a meeting of the 
Jimmy Carter National Historic Site 
Advisory Commission will be held at 
8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at the following 
location and date. 
DATES: March 20–21, 1997. 
LOCATION: The Carter Presidential 
Library, One Coppenhill, Atlanta, 
Georgia 30303. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Mr. Fred Boyles, Superintendent, Jimmy 
Carter National Historic Site, Route 1 
Box 800, Andersonville, Georgia 31711, 
(912) 924–0343. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
purpose of the Jimmy Carter National 
Historic Site Advisory Commission is to 
advise the Secretary of the Interior or 
his designee on achieving balanced and 
accurate interpretation of the Jimmy 
Carter National Historic Site. 

The members of the Advisory 
Commission are as follows: 
Dr. Steven Hochman 
Dr. James Sterling Young 
Dr. Donald B. Schewe 
Dr. Henry King Stanford 
Dr. Barbara Fields, Director, National 

Park Service, Ex-Officio member 
The matters to be discussed at this 

meeting include the status of park 
development and planning activities. 
This meeting will be open to the public. 
However, facilities and space for 
accommodating members of the public 
are limited. Any member of the public 
may file with the commission a written 
statement concerning the matters to be 
discussed. Written statements may also 
be submitted to the Superintendent at 
the address above. Minutes of the 
meeting will be available at Park 
Headquarters for public inspection 
approximately 4 weeks after the 
meeting. 

Dated: February 24, 1997. 
Daniel W. Brown, 
Acting Regional Director, Southeast Region. 
[FR Doc. 97–5133 Filed 2–28–97; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 4310–70–M 

Agenda for the February 12, 1997
Public Meeting for the Advisory
Commission for the San Francisco 
Maritime National Historical Park; 
Public Meeting, Fort Mason Center,
Building F, 10:00 AM–12:30 PM 

10:00 AM	 Welcome—Neil Chaitin, 
Chairman 

Opening Remarks—Neil Chaitin, 
Chairman, William G. Thomas, 
Superintendent 

Approval of Minutes—October 17, 
1996 meeting 

10:15 AM	 Update—General 
Management Plan, William G. 
Thomas, Superintendent 

10:35 AM	 Review—Programmatic 
Agreement between the Park, the 
State Historic Preservation Officer, 
and the Advisory Council on 
Historic Preservation, regarding 
historical compliance issues within 
the Draft General Management Plan 
of 1996. Stephen Canright, Curator 
of History and/or Frank Willis, 
Denver Service Center. 

11:05 AM	 Update—Haslett Warehouse 
Building Plan, William G. Thomas, 
Superintendent 

11:20 AM	 Status—Condition of Ships/ 
Inspection Procedures, Wayne 
Boykin, Ships Manager 

WAPAMA—Condition Status, Wayne 
Boykin, Ships Manager 
—Army Corps of Engineers, Bay 
Model Visitor Center, Status of 
Docking Agreement, William G. 
Thomas, Superintendent, 
Representative, Army Corps of 
Engineers 

12:00 PM	 Public comments and 
questions 

12:15 PM Election of Officers 
12:30 PM	 Agenda items/Date for next 

meeting 
12:45 PM Adjournment 
William G. Thomas, 
Superintendent. 
[FR Doc. 97–5134 Filed 2–28–97; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 4310–70–P 

Bureau of Reclamation 

Operating Criteria and 1997 Annual
Plan of Operations for Glen Canyon
Dam 

AGENCY: Bureau of Reclamation, 
Interior.
 
ACTION: Adoption of operating criteria
 
and 1997 annual plan of operations.
 

SUMMARY: Pursuant to the Grand Canyon 
Protection Act of 1992, the Bureau of 
Reclamation (Reclamation) is required 
to prepare formal Operating Criteria and 
an Annual Plan of Operations following 
completion of an audit by the General 
Accounting Office (GAO) and the 
Record of Decision (ROD) on the 
Operation of Glen Canyon Dam. The 
GAO audit was completed on October 2. 
1996, and the Glen Canyon Dam 
Operation ROD was signed on October 
9, 1996. Draft copies of the proposed 
Operating Criteria and the 1997 Annual 
Plan of Operations were distributed to 
Governors of the Colorado River Basin 
States, the Upper Colorado River 
Commission, appropriate Federal 
agencies, Indian Tribes, representatives 

of academic and scientific communities, 
environmental organizations, the 
recreation industry, contractors for the 
purchase of federal power produced at 
Glen Canyon Dam, and others interested 
in Colorado River operations. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. 
Bruce Moore, Bureau of Reclamation, 
125 South State Street, Room 6107, Salt 
Lake City, Utah 84138–1102; telephone: 
801–524–3702. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
Operating Criteria specify the 
requirements for an annual report of 
operations under the Grand Canyon 
Protection Act, a periodic review of 
Operating Criteria, and details regarding 
operational constraints. These 
constraints include maximum, 
minimum, and daily fluctuation flow 
rates, maximum ramp rates, emergency 
exception criteria, flood frequency 
reduction measures, habit maintenance 
flows, and beach/habitat building flows. 

The 1997 Annual Plan of Operations 
reflects the operation of Glen Canyon 
Dam consistent with the Operating 
Criteria. Monthly releases are expected 
to vary between 600,000 acre-feet and 
1,500,000 acre-feet and daily 
fluctuations will likely vary between 
6,000 cfs/day and 8,000 cfs/day 
depending on monthly release volumes. 
The revised maximum daily flow rate of 
25,000 cfs and the maximum upramp 
rate of 4,000 cfs/hr. will be placed into 
effect following signing of these 
documents by the Secretary of the 
Interior. The following paragraphs 
contain the final text of the Operating 
Criteria and the 1997 Plan of Operations 
for Glen Canyon Dam. 

Operating Criteria: These Operating 
Criteria are promulgated according to 
section 1804 of Public Law 102–575, the 
Grand Canyon Protection Act of 1992. 
They are to control the operation of 
Glen Canyon Dam, constructed under 
the authority of the Colorado River 
Storage Project Act. These Operating 
Criteria are separate and apart from the 
Criteria for Coordinated Long-Range 
Operation of Colorado River Reservoirs 
prepared according to the Colorado 
River Basin Project Act of 1968. 

1. Annual Report: As required in the 
Grand Canyon Protection Act, a report 
shall be prepared and submitted to 
Congress annually. This report will 
describe the operation of Glen Canyon 
Dam for the preceding water year and 
the expected operation for the upcoming 
water year. The annual plan of 
operations shall include such detailed 
rules and quantities as are required by 
the Operating Criteria contained herein. 
It shall provide a detailed explanation of 
the expected hydrologic conditions for 
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the Colorado River immediately below 
Glen Canyon Dam. 

2. Review of Criteria: The Secretary of 
the Interior shall review these Operating 
Criteria as the result of actual operating 
experiences to determine if the 
Operating Criteria should be modified to 
better accomplish the purposes of the 
Grand Canyon Protection Act. Such a 
review shall be made at least every 5 
years in consultation with the 
appropriate Federal agencies, Governors 
of the Colorado River Basin States, 
Indian Tribes, representatives of 
academic and scientific communities, 
environmental organizations, the 
recreation industry and contractors for 
the purchase of Federal power produced 
at Glen Canyon Dam. 

3. Specific Operational Constraints: 
The plan of operations will follow the 
description of the preferred alternative 
(Modified Low Fluctuating Flow) in the 
Operation of Glen Canyon Dam Final 
Environmental Impact Statement and its 
Record of Decision. The specific criteria 
are as follows: 

Minimum Releases—8,000 cfs 
between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. and 5,000 cfs 
at night. 

Maximum Releases—25,000 cfs. 
Several circumstances warrant 
exception to this restriction. These are 
the Beach/Habitat Building Flows and 
the Habitat Maintenance Flows (both 
described below) and the release of large 
volumes of water to avoid spills or 
floodflow releases from Glen Canyon 
Dam. These latter releases would most 
likely result from high snowmelt runoff 
into Lake Powell; if such high releases 
above 25,000 cfs are required, they shall 
be made at constant daily flow rates. 

Allowable Daily Flow Fluctuations— 
5,000 cfs/24 hours for monthly release 
volumes less than 600,000 acre feet; 
6,000 cfs/24 hours for monthly release 
volumes of 600,000 to 800,000 acre feet; 
and 8,000 cfs/24 hours for monthly 
release volumes over 800,000 acre feet. 

Maximum Ramp Rates—4,000 cfs/ 
hour when increasing, and 1,500 cfs/ 
hour when decreasing. 

Emergency Exception Criteria— 
Normal powerplant operations will be 
altered temporarily to respond to 
emergencies. These changes in 
operations typically would be of short 
duration (usually less than 4 hours) and 
would be the result of emergencies at 
the dam or within the interconnected 
electrical system. Examples of system 
emergencies include: 

• Insufficient generating capacity. 
• Transmission system; overload, 

voltage control, and frequency. 

• System restoration. 
• Humanitarian situations (Search 

and rescue). 
Flood Frequency Reduction 

Measures—The frequency of 
unanticipated flood flows in excess of 
45,000 cfs will be reduced to no more 
than 1 year in 100 years as a long-term 
average. This will be accomplished 
initially through the Annual Operating 
Plan process and eventually by raising 
the height of the spillway gates at Glen 
Canyon Dam 4.5 feet. 

Habitat Maintenance Flows—Habitat 
maintenance flows are high, steady 
releases within powerplant capacity 
(33.200 cfs) not to exceed 14 days in 
March, although other months will be 
considered under the Adaptive 
Management Program. Actual 
powerplant release capacity may be less 
33,200 cfs under low reservoir 
conditions. These flows will not be 
scheduled when projected storage in 
Lake Powell on January 1 is greater than 
19,000,000 acre feet, and typically 
would occur when annual releases are 
at or near the minimum objective 
release of 8,230,000 acre-feet. Habitat 
maintenance flows differ from beach/ 
habitat-building flows because they will 
be within powerplant capacity, and will 
occur nearly every year when the 
reservoir is low. 

Beach/Habitat-Building Flows—These 
controlled floods will occur as 
described in the EIS (steady flow not to 
exceed 45,000 cfs, duration not to 
exceed 14 days, up-ramp rates not to 
exceed 4,000 cfs/hours, and down-ramp 
rates not to exceed 1,500 cfs/hour) 
except instead of conducting them in 
years in which Lake Powell storage is 
low on January 1, they will be 
accomplished by utilizing reservoir 
releases in excess of powerplant 
capacity required for dam safety 
purposes. Such releases are consistent 
with the 1956 Colorado River Storage 
Project Act, the 1968 Colorado River 
Basin Project Act, and the 1992 Grand 
Canyon Protection Act. 

1997 Annual Plan of Operations: 
Under the most probable inflow 
conditions in water year 1997, Glen 
Canyon Dam is expected to release 
about 14.1 million acre-feet through the 
Grand Canyon to Lake Mead. This is 
about 5.9 million acre-feet greater than 
the minimum objective release and is 
the result of high snowpack conditions 
throughout the Colorado River basin. 
Lake Powell is expected to fill in July. 

Monthly release volumes from Glen 
Canyon Dam during 1997 are expected 

to range from 600,000 acre-feet to 
1,500,000 acre-feet. Projected daily 
allowable fluctuations therefore will be 
6,000 cfs or 8,000 cfs (see criteria). With 
the projected monthly release volumes, 
it is likely that peak daily releases will 
exceed 20,000 cfs during the months of 
February through July, when monthly 
release volumes are at their highest for 
the year. Minimum releases of 5,000 cfs 
at night and 8,000 cfs during the day 
and ramping rates of 4,000 cfs/hr 
increasing and 1,500 cfs/hr decreasing 
will be followed. All of the above is 
outlined in the Record of Decision 
implementing the preferred alternative 
of the Glen Canyon Dam Environmental 
Impact Statement. 

With current projected monthly 
release volumes, daily releases will 
exceed 20,000 cfs during the months of 
February through July, when monthly 
release volumes are at their highest for 
the year. Releases above 25,000 cfs will 
be made as steady flows. Since there are 
concerns for possible modifications of 
the environmental restoration in the 
Grand Canyon accomplished last year 
with the beach/habitat building flow, 
monitoring of the impacts of this 
spring’s releases will be an important 
objective of the Grand Canyon 
Monitoring and Research Center and 
may result in fluctuating flows to aid in 
this effort. 

Every measure will be taken to 
prevent a powerplant bypass this spring 
in order to preserve the environmental 
enhancement accomplished by the 
beach/habitat building flow test in April 
1996. Water year 1997 had a January 1, 
1997, Lake Powell storage content 
greater than 19 million acre-feet; 
therefore a beach/habitat maintenance 
flow of powerplant capacity is not 
planned. 

This plan in prepared in conformance 
with Section 1804(c)(1)(A) of the GCPA. 
Any changes to the plan would require 
reconsultation in accordance with this 
Act. 

The draft Operating Criteria and the 
1997 Annual Plan of Operations were 
discussed at a consultation meeting held 
on November 21, 1996, with the 
Transition Work Group, which includes 
many of the same people who received 
draft copies. 

Dated: February 14, 1997. 
Eluid L. Martinez, 
Commissioner, Bureau of Reclamation. 
[FR Doc. 97–5144 Filed 2–28–97; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 4310–94–M 
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Record of Decision 

Operation of Flaming Gorge Dam 


Final Environmental Impact Statement 


I. Summary of Action and Background 

The Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) has completed a final environmental impact 
statement (EIS) on the operation of Flaming Gorge Dam.  The EIS describes the potential 
effects of modifying the operation of Flaming Gorge Dam to assist in the recovery of four 
endangered fish, and their critical habitat, downstream from the dam.  The four 
endangered fish species are Colorado pikeminnow (Ptychocheilus lucius), humpback 
chub (Gila cypha), razorback sucker (Xyrauchen texanus), and bonytail (Gila elegans). 
Reclamation would implement the proposed action by modifying the operations of 
Flaming Gorge Dam, to the extent possible, to achieve the flows and temperatures 
recommended by participants of the Upper Colorado River Endangered Fish Recovery 
Program (Recovery Program).  Reclamation’s goal is to implement the proposed action 
and, at the same time, maintain and continue all authorized purposes of the Colorado 
River Storage Project. 

The purpose of the proposed action is to operate Flaming Gorge Dam to protect and assist 
in recovery of the populations and designated critical habitat of the four endangered 
fishes, while maintaining all authorized purposes of the Flaming Gorge Unit of the 
Colorado River Storage Project (CRSP), including those related to the development of 
water resources in accordance with the Colorado River Compact. 

As the Federal agency responsible for the operation of Flaming Gorge Dam, Reclamation 
was the lead agency in preparing the EIS. Eight cooperating agencies also participated in 
preparing this EIS: the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), Bureau of Land Management, 
National Park Service, State of Utah Department of Natural Resources, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service, Utah 
Associated Municipal Power Systems, and Western Area Power Administration 
(Western). 

The EIS was prepared pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 
(NEPA), as amended; the Council on Environmental Quality’s (CEQ) Regulations for 
Implementing the Procedural Provisions of NEPA (40 CFR 1500-1508); the Department 
of the Interior’s NEPA Implementing Procedures (516 DM 1-15); and Reclamation’s 
NEPA Handbook. 

Flaming Gorge Dam, located on the Green River in northeastern Utah about 200 miles 
east of Salt Lake City, is an authorized storage unit of the CRSP.  Flaming Gorge Dam 
was completed in 1962 and full operation of the dam and reservoir began in 1967.  The 
powerplant, located at the base of the dam, began commercial operation in 1963 and was 



 

 

 
  

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

completed in 1964.  Reclamation operates the dam and powerplant and Western markets 
the power. 

The EIS describes and analyzes the potential effects of two alternatives.  Under the No 
Action Alternative, operations under the conditions imposed by the 1992 Biological 
Opinion would continue. Under the Action Alternative, operations would be in 
accordance with the flow and temperature regimes described in the Flow and 
Temperature Recommendations for Endangered Fish in the Green River Downstream of 
Flaming Gorge Dam (2000 Flow and Temperature Recommendations) which were 
designed, developed, and published by the Upper Colorado River Endangered Fish 
Recovery Program (Recovery Program). 

II. Reclamation’s Decision 

It is the decision of the Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) to select the Action 
Alternative as presented in the Operation of Flaming Gorge Dam Final Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) issued on November 15, 2005.  In making this decision, 
Reclamation has reviewed the alternatives and their predicted environmental, economic, 
and social impacts, and considered the comments submitted by the interested public.  
This decision includes the potential for refinement of the flow and temperature 
recommendations if relevant new information gained through adaptive management 
supports that possibility. 

III. Alternatives Considered in the Final EIS 

No Action Alternative – Under the No Action Alternative, Flaming Gorge Dam would 
be operated to achieve the flow and temperature regimes recommended in the 1992 
Biological Opinion. These flows were intended to mimic a more natural hydrograph than 
occurred under previous dam operations and to protect nursery habitats of endangered 
fishes downstream from the Green and Yampa River confluence. 

Under normal operations, reservoir releases through Flaming Gorge Powerplant range 
from 800 to 4,600 cfs.  These flows adhere to the interim operating criteria for Flaming 
Gorge Dam established by Reclamation in September 1974.  Under these criteria, 
Reclamation agreed to provide (1) a minimum flow of 400 cfs at all times, (2) flows of 
800 cfs under normal conditions and for the foreseeable future, and (3) flows exceeding 
800 cfs when compatible with multipurpose operations of all CRSP reservoirs. 

Temperature requirements under the No Action Alternative, specified in the Reasonable 
and Prudent Alternative of the 1992 Biological Opinion (page 30), include the following: 

Releases from Flaming Gorge beginning July 1 and continuing until November 1 
should be of the warmest water available, approaching 59 degrees F (15 degrees 
C) (highest lake levels). By releasing the warmest water available during this 
period, water temperatures in the upper Green River should not differ more than 
9 degrees F (5 degrees C) in the Yampa River at Echo Park and should average 
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near 72-77 degrees F (22-25 degrees C) in Gray Canyon from July 1 to August 
15. 

Action Alternative – Under the Action Alternative, releases from Flaming Gorge Dam 
would be patterned so that the peak flows, durations, and base flows and temperatures, 
described in the 2000 Flow and Temperature Recommendations for Reaches 1, 2, and 3 
of the Green River, would be achieved to the extent possible. 
•	 Reach 1 begins at Flaming Gorge Dam and extends 65 river miles to the 

confluence of the Green and Yampa Rivers.  In this reach, the Green River 
extends 25 miles to the Colorado border and meanders about 10 river miles into 
northwestern Colorado and then flows southward for about 30 river miles.  This 
reach is almost entirely regulated by releases from Flaming Gorge Dam. 

•	 Reach 2 begins at the confluence of the Green and Yampa Rivers in Colorado and 
extends 99 river miles southwest to the White River confluence near Ouray, 
Uintah County, Utah. In this reach, tributary flows from the Yampa River 
combine with releases from Flaming Gorge Dam to provide a less regulated flow 
regime than in Reach 1. 

•	 Reach 3 begins at the confluence of the Green and White Rivers and extends 246 
river miles south to the confluence of the Green and Colorado Rivers in 
Canyonlands National Park at the boundary of Wayne and San Juan Counties in 
southeastern Utah. In this reach, the Green River is further influenced by 
tributary flows from the White, Duchesne, Price, and San Rafael Rivers.   

Table 2 on page 25 of the EIS shows a summary of the recommended spring peak and 
summer-to-winter base flows from the 2000 Flow and Temperature Recommendations 
report for all three reaches of the Green River.  Under the Action Alternative, Flaming 
Gorge Dam would be operated with the goal of achieving the 2000 Flow and 
Temperature Recommendations, while maintaining and continuing all authorized 
purposes of Flaming Gorge Dam and Reservoir. 

The 2000 Flow and Temperature Recommendations for each reach are not integrated in 
such a way that a particular release from Flaming Gorge Dam could equally achieve the 
recommendations for all reaches simultaneously.  The intent of the Action Alternative is 
first to meet the 2000 Flow and Temperature Recommendations for Reach 2 by timing 
releases to supplement the larger Yampa River spring peak flows and then, if necessary, 
make adjustments to releases so that the 2000 Flow and Temperature Recommendations 
for Reach 1 could also be met.  The Flaming Gorge Model assumes that the 2000 Flow 
and Temperature objectives in Reach 3 are met whenever the flow objectives are met in 
Reach 2. 

The 2000 Flow and Temperature Recommendations focus primarily on the flow regimes 
in Reaches 2 and 3, which include flows from the Yampa River.  However, since these 
river flow criteria are based solely on upper Green River hydrology, the 2000 Flow and 
Temperature Recommendations in Reaches 1 and 2 would most likely be achieved to 
varying degrees. For example, in years when the upper Green River Basin is wetter than 
the Yampa River Basin, meeting the 2000 Flow and Temperature Recommendations in 
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Reaches 2 and 3 would most likely exceed the minimum target for the peak flow 
recommendations for Reach 1. 

Conversely, if the Yampa River Basin is wetter than the upper Green River Basin, 
meeting the 2000 Flow and Temperature Recommendations for Reaches 2 and 3 could 
result in falling short of the peak flow target for Reach 1.  Under this scenario, the Action 
Alternative might require Flaming Gorge Dam releases to be increased so that the 2000 
Flow and Temperature Recommendations in Reach 1 could also be met.  Flows in 
Reaches 2 and 3 would then exceed their respective minimum 2000 Flow and 
Temperature Recommendations.  Since only one release pattern can be selected each 
year, depending upon how water is distributed between the upper Green River and 
Yampa River Basins, each reach would achieve or exceed its respective minimum 2000 
Flow and Temperature Recommendations to varying degrees. 

Each year, Reclamation would work closely with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and 
Western in developing a flow regime consistent with the 2000 Flow and Temperature 
Recommendations and CRSP purposes and would also consider input from the Flaming 
Gorge Working Group meetings.  The overall effectiveness of implementing the Action 
Alternative would be measured by the long-term frequency of achieving flow thresholds 
described in the 2000 Flow and Temperature Recommendations.  Consideration would be 
given to hydrologic conditions, operational limitations, past operational conditions, and 
the overall health of the endangered fish downstream from the dam.  An administrative 
record of the operational decisionmaking would be maintained and available to the 
public. This record would include analysis of previous operations and the effectiveness 
of achieving desired targets on a year-by-year basis. 

Water release temperatures at the dam would be regulated with the objective of achieving 
target temperatures for upper Lodore Canyon and the confluence of the Yampa and 
Green Rivers during the first 2 to 5 weeks of the base flow period and/or when Colorado 
pikeminnow larvae are present at this confluence. 

Normal powerplant operations would continue to be adjusted on a daily basis to meet 
power system needs. Normal dam and powerplant operations would be altered 
temporarily to respond to emergencies.  These emergencies may be associated with dam 
safety, power system conditions, or personal safety of individuals or groups associated 
with recreation or other activities on the river. 

IV. Environmentally Preferable Alternative 

The analyses in the EIS show the Action Alternative to be the environmentally preferable 
alternative.  In comparison to the No Action Alternative, the Action Alternative is 
predicted to have a greater benefit for the four endangered fish species as well as the 
riverine community and riparian corridor which have declined in overall health and 
condition since the construction of Flaming Gorge Dam.  In addition, fish communities in 
Flaming Gorge Reservoir, particularly kokanee salmon, are predicted to benefit from a 
decrease in reservoir fluctuations. 
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V. Basis For Decision 

The Action Alternative is selected for implementation because it best meets purpose and 
need, is the environmentally preferable alternative, and when compared to the No Action 
Alternative, does not result in unacceptable adverse impacts. 

The following paragraphs describe the Department of the Interior’s basis and authority 
for this decision and clarify language in the final EIS, particularly Section 1.4.1.1.  The 
authority to implement an operations regime that is consistent with the 2000 Flow and 
Temperature Recommendations is found in section 1 of CRSPA.  This section states: 

In order to initiate the comprehensive development of the water resources of the 
Upper Colorado River Basin, for the purposes, among others, of regulating the 
flow of the Colorado River, storing water for beneficial consumptive use, making 
it possible for states of the Upper Basin to utilize, consistently with the provisions 
of the Colorado River Compact, the apportionments made to and among them in 
the Colorado River Compact and the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact, 
respectively, providing for the Reclamation of arid and semi-arid land, for the 
control of floods and for the generation of hydroelectric power, as an incident to 
the foregoing purposes, the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized (1) to 
construct, operate, and maintain the following initial units of the Colorado River 
storage project, consisting of dams, reservoirs, powerplants, transmission 
facilities and appurtenant works [including] Flaming Gorge. . .. 

The Colorado River Compact of 1922 established an upper basin and a lower basin 
within the Colorado River system and apportioned the exclusive beneficial consumptive 
use of Colorado River water in perpetuity to the Upper and Lower Basins.  The Upper 
Colorado River Basin Compact of 1948 apportioned the Upper Basin’s share of the 
Colorado River system among the states of Colorado, Utah, Arizona, Wyoming and New 
Mexico. CRSPA was enacted in 1956 to facilitate the development of the water and 
power resources of the Upper Basin consistent with the Compacts. 

The Upper Colorado River Endangered Fish Recovery Program (Recovery Program) was 
developed in response to the request of Colorado, Wyoming, and Utah to facilitate the 
continued development of their Compact apportionments in light of Endangered Species 
Act concerns. The goal of the Recovery Program, therefore, is to recover the listed 
species of the Upper Colorado River to the point of de-listing, while allowing for the 
continued operation and development of the water resources of the Upper Colorado River 
Basin. All Recovery Program participants have signaled their agreement with the 
principles and goals of the Recovery Program through their participation and support in 
Recovery Program activities.1 In addition to its recovery objectives, the Recovery 
program also includes an ESA Section 7 agreement, wherein program actions and 

1 Final Recovery Implementation Program for Endangered Fish Species in the Upper Colorado River Basin, 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Sept. 29, 1989, pp. 1-1 and January 1988 Cooperative Agreement for the 
Recovery Implementation Program for Endangered Fish Species in the Upper Colorado River Basin, 
including 2001 extension through Sept. 30, 2013. 
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sufficient progress toward recovery constitute a Reasonable and Prudent Alternative for 
those existing and future water depletion activities that may jeopardize the continued 
existence of endangered species or cause the destruction or adverse modification of 
critical habitat of those species. 

Implementation of the Recovery Program’s 2000 Flow and Temperature 
Recommendations, in concert with other Recovery Program actions, is intended to avoid 
jeopardy and assist in recovery. By implementing the 2000 Flow and Temperature 
Recommendations, Reclamation is taking the steps necessary to avoid jeopardizing the 
continued existence of the endangered species from the operation of Flaming Gorge Dam 
and to voluntarily and cooperatively take steps to facilitate recovery of the fish, which, in 
turn, will support the continued and further utilization of the Federal facilities to aid in 
the development of the states’ Compact apportionments.  Thus, consistent with the 
authorized purposes of CRSPA, implementation of the 2000 Flow and Temperature 
Recommendations supports the States of the Upper Basin in the utilization of their 
Compact apportionment while assisting in the recovery of endangered species.  
Moreover, that specific authorized purposes of the Unit may not be fully maximized for 
limited durations in certain year types does not invalidate the actions of the Secretary, as 
long as the overall purposes of CRSPA are met.  And we expect in this instance, these 
purposes will be met. 

This action is limited to the proposition that avoiding jeopardy and making progress 
toward recovery of listed fish facilitate the ability of the Upper Basin states to continue 
utilizing and further develop their Colorado River apportionments.  It is not a decision 
that reads CRSPA as generally authorizing the release of water for fish and wildlife 
purposes. In these particular and unique circumstances, therefore, we conclude the 
implementation of an operations regime that is consistent with the 2000 Flow and 
Temperature Recommendations is deemed to be within the authorization contained in 
section 1 of CRSPA. Reference to the 1968 Colorado River Basin Project Act language 
in Section 1.4.1.1 of the final EIS neither claims nor provides authority in implementing 
the proposed action, but is included to inform the public that consideration of fish and 
wildlife purposes is required under the Criteria for Coordinated Long-Range Operation of 
Colorado River Reservoirs. 

The EIS shows that the negative effects of the Action Alternative are minimal and 
insignificant and that there is considerable potential to further reduce undesirable effects 
through adaptive management.  In particular, the hydrology analysis shows that the 
greatest potential for negative effects to several resources, including land use, recreation, 
mosquito control, and power generation are associated with one particular flow 
recommendation, specifically a spring peak release of at least 18,600 cubic feet per 
second (cfs) in Reach 2 for two weeks or more in at least one of four average 
hydrological years. Reclamation recognizes that the 2000 Flow and Temperature 
Recommendations represent the best available science and affirms its intent to meet those 
recommendations to the extent possible.  At the same time, because of the potential 
economic effects of powerplant bypasses, Reclamation intends to work through the 
Upper Colorado Endangered Fish Recovery Program, along with the cooperating 
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agencies on the EIS and the interested public, to assess the possibility of improving 
connectivity of floodplain habitats, identifying ways to improve entrainment of larval 
razorback suckers into floodplain habitats, maintain the river channel, restore natural 
variability of the river system, and meet other goals of the Flow and Temperature 
Recommendations at lower peak flow levels where feasible.  Such additional knowledge 
gained through the adaptive management process may result in future refinement of the 
2000 Flow and Temperature Recommendations that would maintain or improve 
conditions for the four endangered fish species while minimizing negative effects to the 
authorized purposes of Flaming Gorge Dam. 

VI. Summary of Comments Received on the Final EIS 

Reclamation has received 17 comment letters since the final EIS was published.  Several 
of these letters were received after the 30-day waiting period ended on December 27, 
2005, but were nevertheless reviewed prior to finalizing the Record of Decision.  No new 
issues were raised that would require further analysis in the EIS.   

This Record of Decision has been edited for clarity in response to comments received on 
the final EIS.  Conflicting opinions were expressed on the authority to implement the 
proposed action, as well as on the purpose of the technical working group.  

Concern was expressed that a technical working group, as recommended by the 2000 
Flow and Temperature Recommendations, might be duplicative of the efforts of the 
already established Flaming Gorge Working Group and Recovery Program.  The purpose 
of a technical working group would be limited to proposing specific flow and 
temperature targets for each year’s operations. This is the informal process that has 
historically occurred to propose dam operations each year during spring peak and base 
flow seasons. Reclamation, Western, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service are 
specified as participants in this group because they are the three agencies involved in 
compliance with the Endangered Species Act. The Flaming Gorge Working Group 
remains the appropriate forum for addressing public input, other resource concerns or 
research flows. The Recovery Program remains the appropriate forum for discussion of 
endangered fish response to Flaming Gorge Dam operations and for identification of 
endangered fish research needs. The environmental commitments listed below clarify 
Reclamation’s intentions in establishing this process.   

VII. Environmental Commitments 

(1) The Flaming Gorge Working Group, which meets two times per year, will continue to 
function as a means of providing information to and gathering input from stakeholders 
and interested parties on dam operations. 
(2) The adaptive management process will rely on ongoing or added Recovery Program 
activities for monitoring and studies to test the outcomes of modifying the flows and 
release temperatures from Flaming Gorge Dam.  It will rely on the Flaming Gorge 
Working Group meetings for exchange of information with the public. 
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(3) Reclamation will develop a process for operating the selective withdrawal structure 
consistent with the objective of improving temperature conditions for the endangered 
native fish.  This process will include identification of lines of communication for 
planning and making changes to selective withdrawal release levels, coordination with 
other agencies, recognition of equipment limitations that may affect the ability to release 
warmer water, and the costs and equipment impacts associated with operating at higher 
temperatures. 
(4) Reclamation will continue to annually coordinate the peak flow releases from 
Flaming Gorge Dam with the appropriate Federal, State, and county officials.  This will 
include continued communication with county officials to assist in their mosquito control 
activities. 
(5) As recommended by the Wyoming State Historic Preservation Office, Reclamation 
will periodically inspect eligible historic properties around Flaming Gorge Reservoir to 
determine whether there are any effects from the Action Alternative. 
(6) Reclamation will consult with Federal, State, and local officials and the interested 
public to determine whether additional signage or other means of public notification of 
higher spring river flows are needed. 
(7) A Ute ladies’-tresses recovery team geomorphology working group, consisting of the 
National Park Service, Reclamation, and several independent researchers, is currently in 
place. As part of Reclamation’s efforts to monitor and understand the effects of the 
proposed action on Ute ladies’-tresses this group will be expanded to include interested 
Federal and State agency geomorphologists, riparian ecologists, and botanists who 
choose to participate on a voluntary basis.  This group could assist in designing and 
implementing a monitoring program to gain additional knowledge about Ute ladies’-
tresses. Reclamation will oversee the Ute ladies’- tresses working group and insure that 
the working group meets regularly to discuss and prioritize monitoring, assist with data 
interpretation, and prioritize any needed research.  When appropriate, this working group 
will also provide recommendations to the technical working group discussed in item 10 
below. 
(8) Reclamation will continue to participate in the Recovery Program efforts. 
(9) Reclamation will support the Recovery Program, in coordination with the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service and Western, in developing and conducting Recovery Program 
studies associated with flood plain inundation. Such studies would include improving 
connectivity of floodplain habitats, identifying ways to improve entrainment of larval 
razorback suckers into floodplain habitats, maintain the river channel, restore natural 
variability of the river system, and analyze possibilities for meeting the goals of the Flow 
and Temperature Recommendations at lower peak flow levels where feasible.  
(10) In coordination with the Recovery Program, a technical working group, consisting of 
biologists and hydrologists from Reclamation, Western and FWS, will annually propose 
an initial flow regime to the existing Flaming Gorge Working Group.  This process will 
concurrently fulfill informal consultation and coordination requirements of ESA for the 
action agencies. The Flaming Gorge Working Group will then provide comments and 
input on the proposed flows relative to all resource concerns.  Reclamation will then 
make a determination on how to incorporate the additional information into the annual 
operational plan. 
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(11) As agreed during consultation in 2004, Reclamation will notify the Ute Indian Tribe 
of the Uintah and Ouray Reservation and BIA annually of the onset of high spring flows. 

VIII. Implementation 

Implementation of the Action Alternative will begin with the spring 2006 runoff season.  
The process for implementation of the Action Alternative is described in Section 2.5.3 of 
the EIS (page 31) and Section 4.20 of the EIS (page 251).  The administrative record 
referenced in Section 2.5.3 of the EIS and on page 4 above will include an annual report 
to document the technical working group’s recommendations and discussions, 
Reclamation’s target flow regimes on a season by season basis, analysis of previous 
operations as related to recommendations and targets, as well as a long term analysis of 
the frequency of achieving the flow thresholds described in the 2000 Flow and 
Temperature Recommendations. 

In order to provide for proper implementation, the technical working group should meet 
not later than 30 days after signature of this Record of Decision in order to develop the 
recommended spring peak and base flow and temperature targets.  To facilitate proper 
consultation and coordination within the context of the adaptive management process, 
preliminary recommendations should be shared with the Flaming Gorge Working Group 
at least one month prior to its next scheduled meeting on April 13, 2006.  It must be 
recognized that due to the uncertain nature of forecasting, a preliminary recommendation 
may be subject to drastic revision based upon forecast changes. To prepare for such 
suggested changes, the technical working group should give consideration to providing 
for more than one target recommendation, with each recommendation linked to a possible 
or predicted hydrology scenario. 
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Summary of Action

The Bureau ofReclamation (Reclamation) has completed a final environmental impact
statement (EIS) on the operation ofNavajo Reservoir, Colorado River Storage Project, San
Juan River, New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah. The proposed action is to operate Navajo Dam
and Reservoir to meet Endangered Species Act (ESA) related Flow Recommendations for the
San Juan River l or a reasonable alternative to those recommendations, in a manner which
enables both current and future water depletions to proceed in compliance with the ESA.
The EIS was prepared by Reclamation to provide sufficient releases of water at times,
quantities, and durations believed to be necessary to conserve two endangered fish species,
the Colorado pikeminnow (ptychocheilus lucius) and the razorback sucker (Xyrauchen
texanus) and their critical habitat, as recommended by the San Juan River Basin Recovery
Implementation Program's (SJRBRIP)2 Flow Recommendations, while protecting authorized
purposes of the Navajo Unit. Reclamation's goal is to implement the proposed action and, at
the same time, continue to protect all authorized purposes of the Colorado River Storage
Project, including the Navajo Unit, and to protect Indian trust assets.

The Notice ofIntent to prepare the EIS was published in the Federal Register on October 1,
1999, and described the purpose of the proposed action as "... to mimic the natural
hydrograph of the [San Juan] river to create and maintain habitat and to maintain a healthy
biological community in order to conserve populations of two endangered fishes, while
maintaining the other authorized purposes of the Unit." The EIS on Navajo Reservoir
Operations was filed with the Environmental Protection Agency on April 20, 2006 (FES 06
06).

The EIS and this Record of Decision were prepared pursuant to the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, as amended; the Council on Environmental Quality's
regulations for implementing NEPA (40 CFR 1500-1508); the Department of the Interior's
NEPA Implementing Procedures (516 DM 1-15); and Reclamation's NEPA Handbook. As
the primary Federal agency responsible for the operation of Navajo Reservoir, Reclamation
was the lead agency in preparing the EIS. Nineteen cooperating agencies, including Indian
Tribes, Federal and state agencies, and water user organizations, participated in preparing the
EIS.

1 Holden, Paul B., comp., Flow Recommendations for the San Juan River. San Juan River Basin Recovery
Implementation Program, Biology Committee. Albuquerque, NM: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1999.

2 The SJRBRIP is a major cooperative effort among entities interested in the goals of recovery of endangered
fish and provision for water use and development in the San Juan River Basin. In addition to Reclamation,
participants include the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau ofIndian Affairs, Bureau of Land Management,
Southern Ute Indian Tribe, Ute Mountain Ute Tribe, Navajo Nation, Jicarilla Apache Nation, water
development interests, and the states of Colorado and New Mexico.
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Reclamation's Decision

Reclamation's decision is to implement the Preferred Alternative, the 250/5000 Alternative,
as described in the EIS. The preferred alternative, to the extent possible,3 implements criteria
needed to assist in meeting the Flow Recommendations for the San Juan River and to assist
both current and future water development in the San Juan River Basin to proceed in
compliance with Federal and state laws, interstate compacts, and the ESA. The preferred
alternative best protects Indian trust assets by facilitating present and future tribal water
development. Navajo Reservoir will be operated so that releases range from 250 cubic feet
per second (cfs) to 5,000 cfs. Flexibility will be retained to adjust release rates within this
range to respond to new information, including any revision to the Flow Recommendations,
as it becomes available. In making this decision, Reclamation has carefully reviewed the
alternatives and their predicted environmental, economic, technical, and social impacts, and
has considered the comments and concerns of agencies, tribes, organizations, and the public.
This decision includes the potential for refinement of the Flow Recommendations based on
relevant new information as may be gained through adaptive management.

Operating major water resources projects, like the Navajo Unit, is contingent on a number of
factors, in addition to regulatory and statutory constraints, that are outside the control of
Reclamation. Factors including hydrologic conditions, reservoir storage, runoff timing,
forecasting inaccuracies, and gage errors all affect Reclamation's ability to meet the Flow
Recommendations. Thus, built into this decision is the acknowledgement that Reclamation
may not be able to precisely meet the Flow Recommendations 100 percent of the time, but
the intent will be to operate in a manner that is consistent with the goals of the SJRBRIP.

Background and Associated Issues

Navajo Unit

Navajo Dam was completed in 1963 under the authority ofthe Colorado River Storage
Project Act (CRSPA) to meet multiple water resource purposes. The dam is located on the
San Juan River approximately 38 miles upstream from Farmington, New Mexico, and about
55 miles southeast ofDurango, Colorado. The reservoir extends into both Colorado and New
Mexico and has a maximum content of 1,701,300 acre feet (at), including an inactive pool of
625,675 af. During the irrigation season, the minimum operating level for the Navajo Indian
Irrigation Project (NIIP) diversion intake is at elevation 5,990 feet, or about 662,000 af of
storage; but the reservoir can be drawn down during the winter to elevation 5,985 feet, or
about 626,000 af of storage, so long as storage recovers sufficiently prior to the NIIP
irrigation season. Through a Federal Energy Regulatory Commission issued license and an
agreement with Reclamation, the City of Farmington owns and operates a hydroelectric plant
at Navajo Dam.

3 As described in the Biological Opinion and EIS.

2
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Water development in New Mexico and Colorado supported by the Navajo Unit includes, but
is not limited to, the San Juan-Chama Project; the NIIP; the Jicarilla Apache Nation Water
Rights Settlement Act; and, as part of the Southern Ute and Ute Mountain Ute Indian Water
Rights Settlement, development of the Animas-La Plata Project (ALP). Also included are
numerous smaller water uses and the proposed Navajo-Gallup Water Supply Project. Navajo
Reservoir also provides benefits of river regulation, water supply, flood control, recreation,
fish and wildlife uses, and generation of hydroelectric power.

The United States has a trust responsibility to protect and maintain rights reserved by or
granted to Indian Tribes by treaties, statutes, and executive orders. This trust responsibility
requires that Federal agencies take actions reasonably necessary to protect Indian trust assets.
The operation ofNavajo Reservoir has the potential to affect Indian trust assets in the form of
water rights. Indian trust assets exist for four federally recognized tribes within the San Juan
River Basin: the Navajo Nation, the Jicarilla Apache Nation, the Southern Ute Indian Tribe,
and the Ute Mountain Ute Tribe. Several existing and proposed Indian water projects,
including ALP and NIIP, depend on reoperation ofNavajo Reservoir for ESA compliance;
and if reoperation is not implemented, future Indian water development in the Basin might
not proceed as planned and several existing projects could be affected as well. In addition to
the NIIP, the proposed Navajo-Gallup Water Supply Project is a component ofa water rights
settlement proposed by the State ofNew Mexico and the Navajo Nation.

After initial filling of Navajo Reservoir, water management focused primarily on meeting
NIIP irrigation needs, providing flood control, and maintaining relatively stable river flows.
Spring peak flows in the San Juan River were substantially decreased (post-reservoir peaks
averaged 54 percent ofpre-reservoir peaks) and flows for the remainder of the year increased
(August-February flows averaged 18 percent higher).

Endangered Species Issues

The catalyst for changing Navajo Reservoir operations was consultation with the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (Service) on the proposed construction of ALP, located in Colorado
within the San Juan River Basin. The Service issued a draft Biological Opinion in 1990
concluding ALP would jeopardize the continued existence of the Colorado pikeminnow in
the San Juan River and no reasonable and prudent alternative to avoid jeopardy was
identified at that time. Subsequent hydrologic investigations suggested that flexibility in the
operation ofNavajo Dam could help offset the negative impacts of operating ALP.

Reclamation requested initiation ofESA consultation on the operation ofNavajo Reservoir in
1991, and the Service concurred with a later request from Reclamation that consultation be
extended while research was conducted on flow needs of the endangered fish. During the
1991-1998 research period, Reclamation operated Navajo Reservoir to provide test flows to
mimic a natural hydrograph. The SJRBRIP directed research efforts. The SJRBRIP was
established in 1992 to conserve San Juan River populations of Colorado pikeminnow and
razorback sucker consistent with recovery goals for the species established by the Service,
while providing measures for compliance with the ESA for water development and
management activities in the San Juan River Basin conducted consistent with Federal and

3
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state laws, including interstate compacts. The SJRBRIP includes elements to protect the
genetic integrity of the endangered fish, to augment populations by stocking, to protect and
restore habitat, to protect water quality, to address non-native fish competition, and to
monitor endangered fish status and trends.

Following the research period, the SJRBRIP published the Flow Recommendations which
generally call for a spring peak flow and certain base flows the remainder of the year. The
recommendations suggest hydrology-based Navajo Reservoir operating criteria that provide
for the flow variability to create and maintain habitat for the endangered fish. The
recommendations integrate hydrology, geomorphology, habitat, and biology to define flow
magnitude, duration, and frequency for the spring runoff and target base flows for the
remainder of the year.

In 1994, critical habitat was designated for the Colorado pikeminnow on the San Juan River
from Farmington to Lake Powell and for the razorback sucker from the Hogback Diversion,
near Shiprock, to Lake Powell.

In June 2000, the Service prepared a new Biological Opinion that allowed the ALP Project to
proceed, dependent on the following conservation measure: the operation ofNavajo
Reservoir to mimic the natural hydrograph of the San Juan River to benefit endangered fish
species and their critical habitat. Mimicry of the natural hydrograph would be achieved by
operating Navajo to follow the Flow Recommendations. Such reoperations would be subject
to completion of the Navajo Reservoir Operations EIS and Record ofDecision.

A Biological Assessment for Navajo operations was prepared by Reclamation under Section
7(c)(I) of the ESA and was provided to the Service in July 2003. The Service submitted
their final Biological Opinion on the project to Reclamation on January 5,2006.

Biological Opinions for other water projects in the San Juan Basin depend on the SJRBRIP,
including the ability to operate Navajo Reservoir in a manner that helps to meet the Flow
Recommendations. For example, completion ofNIIP, the Public Service Company of New
Mexico water contract with the Jicarilla Apache Nation, the Jicarilla Navajo River Project,
Florida and Mancos Project water contracts, and unspecified minor depletions all depend on
the SJRBRIP.

Flow Recommendations

The recommendations are for river flows downstream from the confluence of the Animas
San Juan Rivers at Farmington. A summary of flow recommendation criteria follows. The
duration and frequency statistics for categories A-D are determined by modeling ofprojected
basin depletions for the 1929-1993 period of hydrology.

A. Category: Flows greater than 10,000 cfs during spring runoff
Duration: A minimum of 5 days between March 1 and July 31
Frequency: 20% of years, with maximum interval of 11 years

4
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B. Category: Flows greater than 8,000 cfs during runoff
Duration: A minimum of 10 days between March 1 and July 31
Frequency: 33% of years, with maximum interval of7 years

C. Category: Flows greater than 5,000 cfs during spring runoff
Duration: A minimum of21 days between March 1 and July 31
Frequency: 50% of years, with maximum interval of 5 years

D. Category: Flows greater than 2,500 cfs during spring runoff
Duration: A minimum of 10 days between March 1 and July 31
Frequency: 80% of years, with maximum interval of 3 years

E. Category: Timing ofpeak flows
Timing: Within 5 days of historical mean peak date of May 31 (on average,

based on modeling for the period 1929-1993).

F. Category: Target base flows (mean weekly)
Level: 500 cfs target; range 500-1,000 cfs (actual target base flows measured

as the average 0 f the weekly base flows at three of four streamflow
gaging stations on the San Juan River in accordance with the
Biological Opinion.

G. Category: Flood control releases
Control: Handle as a high magnitude, short duration spike and release when

flood control rules require, except that the release shall not occur
earlier than September 1 unless necessary for protection of life and
property.

The SJRBRIP is in the process of reevaluating the Flow Recommendations based on
extension of the hydrologic record through at least 2000 and on new habitat and biological
response data collected and analyzed after 1998. Any revisions to the Flow
Recommendations, in combination with anticipated development of interstate compact
allocations, will likely require the flexibility to adjust Navajo Dam releases between a
minimum of250 cfs and a maximum of 5,000 cfs consistent with the preferred alternative of
the EIS. Ifrevisions to the Flow Recommendations were outside the scope of the EIS, further
evaluation under NEPA would be necessary.

Alternatives Considered in the EIS

The purpose of modifying the operations ofNavajo Reservoir is to provide sufficient releases
of water at times, quantities, and durations believed to be needed to conserve the two
endangered fish species and their designated critical habitat, in concert with other recovery
actions. The need for a plan to modify operations has resulted from previous ESA
consultations on San Juan River Basin projects and the requirement for Reclamation to
comply with the ESA for and through discretionary actions that affect endangered species.
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Three alternatives were fully considered in the EIS: no action, 250/5000 alternative, and the
500/5000 alternative.

No Action Alternative

Under this alternative, Navajo Reservoir would be operated as it was prior to the 1990's
research flows. Operations to mimic a natural hydrograph or to provide spring peaks would
not be implemented. Minimum releases would be 500 cfs and planned spring releases of
5,000 cfs would not occur. This alternative would not meet the Flow Recommendations. It
would continue to benefit the tailwater trout fishery, operation of irrigation diversions,
recreation, and hydropower.

The No Action Alternative would adversely affect Indian trust assets. It would likely
jeopardize the continued existence of endangered fish and could also require reconsultation
with the Service for the ALP and other projects. Consequently, that portion of the Ute
Mountain Ute and Southern Ute Indian Tribes' water right settlement provided under ALP
might not be met as planned and the settlement might be compromised. This could adversely
affect non-Indian water users as well. The No Action Alternative would put the operation and
completion ofNIIP at risk and could require reconsultation under the ESA. Future Navajo
Nation water development could also be adversely affected. Similarly, the Jicarilla Apache
Nation's Navajo River Project and their third-party contract with New Mexico Public Service
for the San Juan Generating Station and other Navajo Reservoir supply contracts serviced by
the Jicarilla Nation could also be compromised. Further, the proposed Navajo-Gallup Water
Supply Project might not be able to proceed as planned, thus compromising the proposed
Navajo Nation Water Rights Settlement with the State of New Mexico in the San Juan River
Basin. Other projects that rely on Navajo Reservoir operations for ESA compliance might
also require reconsultation.

250/5000 Alternative (Preferred)

This alternative would have a range of releases between 250 and 5,000 cfs and would meet
the Flow Recommendations within the constraints of CRSPA purposes and hydrologic
conditions. This alternative also provides operational flexibility to reduce environmental
impacts as well as to address extreme hydrologic conditions. The Flow Recommendations
would be followed to provide recommended spring peak frequencies, quantities, and
durations, and also target base flows. CRSPA authorized purposes would also be maintained
and Indian trust assets protected. The alternative would support water projects with ESA
consultation dependent on Navajo Reservoir operations. The 250/5000 Alternative would
have significant impacts on certain resources such as the downstream trout fishery,
recreation, and hydropower. This alternative was designated the preferred alternative in the
EIS.

500/5000 Alternative

This alternative would have a range of releases between 500 and 5,000 cfs. It was developed
because of the strong public interest in maintaining a minimum release of 500 cfs to continue
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to benefit resources such as recreation, the downstream trout fishery, hydropower, and water
quality. This alternative would not fully meet the Flow Recommendations because sufficient
water supplies would not be stored to provide recommended spring peaks. In addition, less of
the states' interstate compact allocations might be considered to be available for
development. The 500/5000 Alternative would likely jeopardize the continued existence of
the endangered fish and thus could also require reconsultation with the Service for the ALP
Project and other projects that rely on the SJRBRIP and the associated Navajo Reservoir
operations for ESA compliance.

Environmentally Preferred Alternative

Based on the analysis in the EIS, the 250/5000 Alternative is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The decision is to implement the 250/5000 Alternative. The 250/5000
Alternative helps mimic a natural hydrograph for the San Juan River and because of this is
considered the Environmentally Preferred Alternative. The natural hydrograph is projected to
benefit river habitat, native riparian areas and associated vegetation and wildlife, and native
fish.

Basis of Decision and Issues Evaluated

Key elements in evaluating alternatives were the degree to which alternatives met Flow
Recommendations, maintained CRSPA purposes, and protected Indian trust assets. The
250/5000 Alternative has been selected as the Preferred Alternative and the Environmentally
Preferred Alternative because it is the only alternative that meets Flow Recommendations
while maintaining an adequate water supply to continue providing CRSPA authorized
purposes. This alternative best meets the purpose and need and best protects Indian trust
assets. Positive impacts would occur for Indian water projects and settlements because the
250/5000 Alternative supports ESA compliance for existing and future water uses and the
SJRBRIP. The 250/5000 Alternative provides the best potential for future water development
and maintains ESA compliance for water projects in the San Juan River Basin such as NIIP,
ALP, and existing and future Navajo Nation and Jicarilla Apache Nation water uses.

It is recognized in the EIS that the 250/5000 Alternative has significant adverse effects on the
trout fishery downstream from Navajo Dam and also adversely affects river recreation (trout
fishing and rafting), hydropower production, irrigators' ability to divert water, and water
quality. While there are negative economic effects associated with adverse effects on these
resources, the 250/5000 Alternative protects existing and planned water uses in the San Juan
River Basin which have significant economic benefits.

As discussed in the EIS and Biological Opinion, the 250/5000 Alternative would provide
flexibility at certain times for limited durations to increase minimum releases during the
irrigation season to reduce impacts to downstream resources and water uses. This flexibility
derives from water committed for future development but not currently used and from other
operational and/or hydrological factors and will be available in many, but not all years.
When possible, the release of this water will be incorporated into operations to augment the
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250 cfs minimum release during the irrigation season. The availability and use of flexibility
will be addressed at the Navajo Reservoir operation meetings and reviewed throughout the
year using modeling and forecasting tools. Using this approach, and notwithstanding factors
that are beyond Reclamation's control, Reclamation would operate the reservoir consistent
with the goals of the SJRBRIP and would exercise flexibility in such a way as to avoid
impacts to the magnitude and duration of spring peak releases planned for in the Flow
Recommendations. This flexibility will be reduced as the use of approved but not fully
developed projects increases. Flexibility will not create a risk of shortages ofNavajo
Reservoir supplies and will not be considered a release of storage water to downstream senior
water rights.

The Service's final Biological Opinion on the preferred alternative concluded this action
would not jeopardize the continued existence of threatened and endangered species nor
adversely modify critical habitat. The bald eagle and southwestern willow flycatcher may be
affected, but not likely adversely affected. Concerning the Colorado pikeminnow and
razorback sucker, the Service concluded that these fish may be affected and are likely to be
adversely affected. These determinations were based on the adverse effects of reservoir
operations continued into the future and not on the implementation of the Flow
Recommendations. The Service concluded that meeting the Flow Recommendations should
prove beneficial for the endangered fish.

In its opinion, the Service determined that the level of anticipated take is not likely to result
in jeopardy to the razorback sucker and Colorado pikeminnow nor would the Preferred
Alternative cause destruction or adverse modification of their critical habitat. Two
Reasonable and Prudent Measures and two Terms and Conditions were included in the
opinion and are adopted as environmental commitments.

The following paragraphs describe the Department of the Interior's basis and authority for
this decision. The authority to implement the preferred alternative is found in Section 1 of
CRSPA. This section states:

In order to initiate the comprehensive development of the water resources of the
Upper Colorado River Basin, for the purposes, among others, of regulating the flow
of the Colorado River, storing water for beneficial consumptive use, making it
possible for the States of the Upper Basin to utilize, consistently with the provisions
of the Colorado River Compact, the apportionments made to and among them in the
Colorado River Compact and the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact, respectively,
providing for the reclamation of arid and semi-arid land, for the control of floods, and
for the generation of hydroelectric power, as an incident of the foregoing purposes,
the Secretary of the Interior is authorized (1) to construct, operate, and maintain the
following initial units of the Colorado River storage project, consisting of dams,
reservoirs, powerplants, transmission facilities and appurtenant works: Wayne N.
Aspinall, Flaming Gorge, Navajo (dam and reservoir only), and Glen Canyon ... [43
U.S.C. § 620].
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The Colorado River Compact of 1922 established an Upper Basin and a Lower Basin within
the Colorado River system and apportioned the exclusive beneficial consumptive use of
Colorado River water in perpetuity to the Upper and Lower Basins. The Upper Colorado
River Basin Compact of 1948 apportioned the Upper Basin's share of the Colorado River
system among the states of Colorado, Utah, Arizona, Wyoming, and New Mexico. The
CRSPA was enacted in 1956 to facilitate the development of the water and power resources
of the Upper Basin consistent with the Compacts.

The SJRBRIP was developed to facilitate the continued development of states' Compact
apportionments in light of ESA concerns. The goal of the SJRBRIP, therefore, is to conserve
the San Juan River populations of endangered fish species consistent with the recovery goals
of the species published by the Service, while proceeding with the continued operation and
development of both Indian and non-Indian water resources of the San Juan River Basin. All
SJRBRIP participants, agreeing that recovery to the point of de-listing will both facilitate and
ensure the continued development of water resources, have agreed with the principles and
goals of the SJRBRIP through their participation in and support of program activities. In
addition to its recovery objectives, the SJRBRIP includes an agreement on principles for
conducting ESA Section 7 consultations, wherein program actions and sufficient progress
toward recovery constitute a Reasonable and Prudent Alternative for existing and future
water resource management and development activities that are likely to jeopardize the
continued existence of endangered fish species or cause the destruction of or adverse
modification of critical habitat of those species.

The SJRBRIP's Flow Recommendations, in concert with other program actions, are intended
to avoid jeopardy and assist in recovery. By implementing actions that assist in meeting the
Flow Recommendations, Reclamation is taking the steps necessary to avoid jeopardizing the
continued existence of the endangered fish from the operation of Navajo Dam and to
voluntarily and cooperatively take steps to facilitate recovery of the fish, which, in tum, will
support the continued and further utilization of the Federal facilities to aid in the
development of the states' Compact apportionments. Thus, consistent with the authorized
purposes ofCRSPA, implementation of the Flow Recommendations supports the states in the
utilization of their Compact apportionment while assisting in the recovery of endangered
species. Moreover, that specific authorized purposes of the Navajo Unit may not be fully
maximized for limited durations in certain year types does not invalidate the actions of the
Secretary of the Interior, as long as the overall purposes ofCRSPA are met. And we expect
in this instance, these purposes will be met.

This action is limited to the proposition that both avoiding jeopardy and making progress
toward recovery oflisted fish facilitate the ability ofthe San Juan Basin states to continue
utilizing and further developing their Colorado River apportionments. It is not a decision that
reads CRSPA as generally authorizing the release of water for fish and wildlife purposes. In
these particular and unique circumstances, therefore, we conclude the implementation of an
operations regime that is consistent with the Preferred Alternative is deemed to be within the
authorization contained in Section 1 of CRSPA.
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Environmental Commitments

All practicable means to avoid or minimize environmental harm have been included in the
Preferred Alternative and are summarized below:

1. Reclamation will follow the Reasonable and Prudent Measures as well as the Terms and
Conditions in the Biological Opinion on the project.

2. Navajo Reservoir will be operated to assist in meeting spring peak and annual base flows
as described in the Biological Opinion which may be amended from time to time through the
SJRBRIP adaptive management process. Release changes will be limited to increments of
200 cfs or 10 percent of flow, whichever is higher, every 2 hours. Base flows and spring
peaks will be monitored with u.s. Geological Service gages as described in the EIS and
Biological Opinion.

3. Public operation meetings for Navajo Reservoir will continue to be held 3 times per year
to provide information to and receive input from stakeholders and the public on operations
and other water-related activities.

4. Currently, some flexibility in reservoir releases exists because water committed under
present water rights and/or future development is not fully used. This may be a significant
amount of water in some, but not all, years. The release ofthis water will be incorporated
into operations to augment the minimum 250 cfs release during the irrigation season with a
goal of minimum releases of350 cfs. The release of this additional water will help alleviate
adverse effects on the trout fishery, river recreation, hydropower, irrigators' ability to divert,
and water quality. The use of this additional water will be discussed at Navajo Reservoir
operation meetings. As noted previously, the flexibility to augment minimum releases will
diminish as committed water that is unused becomes developed. The impacts of the release
ofthis additional water will be carefully monitored, particularly as depletions increase in the
future.

5. Severe droughts, with anticipated shortages to Navajo Reservoir water users, will be
addressed according to the shortage sharing provisions of Section 11 ofPublic Law 87-483,
or through cooperative water sharing agreements, provided such agreements do not violate
Section 11. Operational changes in severe droughts could include temporary modifications to
normal operations of the reservoir and potential short-term modifications in spring peak
release criteria or the target base flows in the Flow Recommendations. In periods of extreme,
multi-year droughts, releases from Navajo Reservoir may have to be reduced below 250 cfs
to match the inflow to the reservoir. This would not occur until after Reclamation has
completed additional environmental review and coordination with the Indian Tribes and
Nations, the Service, the State ofNew Mexico, and the public.

6. Reclamation will retain the ability to modify planned releases in order to complete
extraordinary maintenance, address emergency situations, and complete safety of dam
activities that may be required in the future.
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7. Reclamation will coordinate with the Corps of Engineers and the National Weather
Service as well as with local agencies to assist in reducing potential flooding problems that
could result from combinations of spring peak releases and downstream flash floods.

8. Reclamation will carryon its activities in a manner which protects Indian trust assets and
avoids adverse impacts to Indian trust assets when possible. Positive effects to Indian trust
assets are anticipated from the Preferred Alternative which supports water projects that have
received environmental clearance and potentially for others currently undergoing
environmental review.

9. Reclamation will continue to participate in and support the SJRBRIP. Monitoring
endangered fish populations and habitat responses to the new operations will be conducted
by the SJRBRIP. Recovery goals for the two endangered fish species and criteria for
measuring positive population responses of the species are addressed in the Navajo
Operations Biological Opinion. If, based on SJRBRIP monitoring results, there are not
positive population responses in the time frames outlined in the recovery goals and in the
positive population response criteria, reinitiation ofESA consultation may be required by the
Service.

10. Reclamation will participate with the New Mexico Game and Fish Department and other
agencies in planning and implementing instream measures to reduce adverse impacts to the
trout fishery resulting from lower minimum flows. Specifically, Reclamation can provide
technical assistance and use of Reclamation lands for habitat improvement projects.

11. Lands associated with the Navajo Unit have potential for long-term habitat for the
southwestern willow flycatcher. The lands downstream from Navajo Dam are of particular
interest because the habitat has strong potential for long-term stability and management.
Potential habitat in inflow areas is subj ect to seasonal reservoir level fluctuations.
Reclamation will develop and implement a flycatcher management plan on Unit lands to
protect and improve flycatcher habitat.

12. While the Preferred Alternative results in slightly lower impacts (in comparison to other
alternatives) to cultural resources on the reservoir shoreline, fluctuations of Navajo Reservoir
continue to result in adverse impacts. Reclamation is committed to implementing a cultural
resources program to address the impacts of reservoir fluctuation. An initial goal will be to
prepare and implement a Cultural Resource Management Plan in consultation with the State
Historic Preservation Officers of Colorado and New Mexico and other consulting parties
such as Indian Tribes.

Implementation

Reclamation will implement the operating criteria contained in the Preferred Alternative
beginning 30 days after issuance of this Record of Decision.
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Approved:

~6k-- 7-3/-':;t:.
Rcgional Director Date
Bureau ofRccl3lTlatioll, Upper Colorado Rcgion
Salt Lake City, Utah
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FIELD ~ORKING AGREEMENT

BE:nIEEN

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

AND

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, GORPS OF ENGINEERS

FOR

nQOD CONTROL OPERATION

OF

HOOVER DAM AND LAKE MEA.D, COLORAOO RIVER, NEVADA - ARIZONA

This field working agreelDent, made and entered into tb1.:s 8th day

of February 1984. between the Lower Colorado Region.

Bureau of 1l:eclamatlon and the South Pacific Division, Corps of Engineers,

WITNESSETH THAT:

WHEREAS, Hoover DallI and Lake Mead, Colorado Hiver, Clark County,

Nevada and Mohave County, Arizona. was authorized as part ot the Boulder

Canyon Project Act (Public Law 70-6~2).. The Boulder Canyon Project Act

states that 'Boulder Dam (Pubilc Law 43 changed the name of the structure

from Boulder Dam to Boover Dam) and the reservoir that it creates shall be

used: first, tor river regulation, improvement. of navigation, and· rlood

control. second, for irrigation and domestic uses; and third, tor power.

WHEREAS, the Department of the Interior, acting through the Bureau ot

'Reclamation, represented by the appropriate Regional Director, hereinafter

referred to a3 the Regional Director, ha3 constructed Hoover Dam and
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neservc.ir, and is responsible tor the safety of the structure and for

n0:"'::131 ope:-ations of the Lowe:- Colorado River, of which said dam. 2nd

reservoir are a part ..

\mERE.~S. ':.~e Depart::lent of the Army I acti'~g: throu~'1 t~e Corps o!"

Erie;i.neers, rep:-esented by its appropriate District and Div1sio:1 Enginee:-s,

1s responsible fo:- the flood control operation of Hoover Dam and Lake Mead

1n accordance with Section 7 of the 194~ Flood Control Act (Section 7,

Public Law 78-53~, 58 Stat. 890. 33 U.S.C. 709>, which directs the Army to

prescribe regulatioms for the use of storage allocated for nood control

or navigation at all reservoir:l constructed \o:bolly or in part with Fede:-al

funds, and as promulgated in the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 33,

Part 208.11, 13 October 1978.

WHEREAS r there is a need for a 'WOr1d.ng agreement to insure a clear

understanding of flood control regulations and infonmation exchange

required for tbe operation of Hoover Da and Lake Mead.

NOW, TfeREFORE, 1t 13 mutually understood and agreed by and between

the parties hereto that thi3 f'1eld W'orld.ng agreement shall consummate the

provisions of the 1911~ Flood Control Act for Hoover Dam and Lake Mead.. In

addi'tion to the responsibilities of the project owner and the Corp3 of

Engineers spelled out in paragra{t1 208.11, 33 ern, it is agreed that

Hoover Dam and Lake Mead will be operated 1n the interest of flood control

in accordance with the following water control plan.
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(a) In order to provide ~toraee space tor control of floods,

releases from Lake Head shall be scheduled so that available storage space

for flood control will not be le:3s than that indicated 1n the following

table for the dates shown. Flood control sto:"age space shall be the

available storage space below elevation 1,229 feet.

Available noed control
3torage space

(acre-feet)

1 August •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1,500,000

1 September ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.270,000

1 October 3,0110.000

1 November 3,810.000

1 December...................................... ~,560,000

1 January 5,350,000

Pertinent intoNation on permissible changes in avaUable nood

control storage space in Lake Head is given in subparagraphs (1), (2), and

(3) of this paragraph.

(1) The available nood contro:l storage space 1n Lake Mead during

the Reriod 1 August to 1 January may be reduced to a m1n1.lllum of 1,500,000

acre-reet, provided the add1tional space prescribed under paragraph (a)

above is ava11ible 1n act!ve storage apace in upstream reservoirs. The

lIlaximura storage space 1n upstream reservoirs tha.t can be ered! ted to the

1 september, 1 October, 1 November, 1 December, or 1 January storage space

requirement in Lak~ Mead 1.s g1yen 1n the following table:
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Rese:-volr C:-ed1t~ble stor2~C soace
(Acrp-feet)

Lake Powell................... ••• ••. 3,850,000

Navajo .•••.••.•••.•••••.•.••••••• 4 •• 1,035 1 900

'Slue ~esa........................... 74e,5:l0

Flaming Gorge plu~ Fontenelle•..••.• ',507,200

(2) Space building relea3e3 tram Lake Head during the period

1 August to 1 January shall not exceed 28,000 cubic feet per second.

Space building releases are herein defined as releases for the purpose of

attaining the avallz.ble flood control storage space given in paragraph (a)

above.

(3) It, however, available flood control storage space diminishes at

any time to less than .1.500, 000 acre-reet then the minimum flood control

releases are described in paragraph (b) below.

(b) At any time during the year, it' available storage space in Lake

Head should become less than 1,500,000 acre-feet, then minimum releases

from Lake Head tor nood control shall be determined dally frOlli table 1

(Mln1mUlll Flood Control releases frOlll Hoover Dam throughout the year) using

avaUable nood control storage space in Lake Head. Pertinent information

00 permissible changes 1n the releases as indicated 1n table 1 1s given in

subparagraphs (1), (2), and (3) of this paragrapb.
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(1' During 1 AU3ust to 1 January minimum rel~ases from Lake Head as

given 1n table 1, if !JO,OOO cubic feet per second or less, shall not be

reduced when .~.once initiated until the storage space prc3crlbed in

paraeraph (a) Olbove beCOOle:3 ilV<lllable. During the remainder of the year,

releases <l3 given 1n table 1 if lJO,OOO cubic feet per second or less are

maintained untll 1,500,000 acre-feet of storage 1s available at Lake Mead.

(2) Minimum releases from Lake Mead as given in table 1, if greater

than lJO,OOO cubic feet per second, shall not be reduced, when once

initiated, until Lake Mead water surf"ace ha:s receded to elevation " 221.l.j

(top of spiU1J'ay gate:5 raised posItion) a During 1 August to 1 January,

releases may then be gradually reduced to !jOt 000 cubic feet per second and

shall be maintained at not less than that rate untll the storage space

prescribed in JB!"agraph (a) above become3 available.a During the remainder

of the year releases may also be reduced to !jQ, 000 cubic feet per second

upon reaching elevation 1t221a~ in Lake Head, and shall be maintained at

not le:53 than that rate until 1,500,000 acre-feet or storage .space 1.s

available at Lake Mead.

(3) The releases required iD table 1 are minimum releases a Ba3ed on

rorecasted lnfiO\l, release3 \then the Lake Mead water 3urface elevation 1.s

between 1219.61 feet and 1229aOO Illay be higher during the early stages of

a noed so as to achieve a greater reduction i.n ultimate peak outno\t.

(e) Releases from Lake Head shall be restricted to quantities that

u:'11 not cause a nO\l in excess ot lJO,OOO cubic feet per second at the

gaging station, Colorado River belw Davi.s Dam, insofar 3-9 possible.
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IIp..,~\'er-, ...1 t!"l the rese:"voi!" '.:ater surface at the top of the flood corT..!"ol

pool, a discharge of about 65,000 cubic feet per second w111 be passing

over the Hoover -Dam splllvays \lith the gates 1n the raised position.

(d) Fo!" the pe:-iod 1 January t.hroug;h 31 Julj', :r.i.;ti;.,:.J::l rel<'::3ses [1"'0011

Lake Mead to attain the 1 August flood control space prescribed in

paragraph (a) above shall be determined by use of the Flood Control

Algorithm described in Exhibit 1 and Water Loss Equations for Lakes Mead

and Poyell described in Exhibit 2. Pertinent information on innow

forecasts and on permis$ible changes in the prescribed releases is given

i=l su~paragraphs (ll, (2), (3), (4)' (5), and (6) of this ?2:"agraph.

(1) All innow forecasts used in carrying out the provisions or

these regulations shall be prepared by the Colorado River Forecast,ing

Service located in the National Weather Service River Forecast Center in

Salt Lake City, Utah and shall be for the now of the Colorado River into

Lake Mead including the runoff contribution from the tributary drainage

area between Lake Powell and Lake Head.

(2) Lake Mead inflow rorecast3 as provided by the Colorado River

Forecast" Service ::Ihall be determined from depleted now. Depletion of

natural (virgin) flow ::Ihall include transbastn diversions, net water U;3e

(diversion mious return fiCJlol), and evaporation from reservoirs upstream of

Lake Powell. Adjustment3 to the forecast provided by the Colorado River

FOt'ecast Service sha:t.1 be made for effective storage space in upstream

~~z'e:"'vol:"s as specified 1n subparag:"aph (3) of this para;:"'a;>h.. The
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o~y.ix~ forecast for ~'Y specified runoff pe~iod is defined as t~e

estimated inrlCJl.l volume (acre-feet) that, on the average, will not be

exceeded 19 Ume.:J out of 20.

(]) ~ffective storage space in Navajo, Blue 1J,'esa, ar.d Flami:1g Cora!:!

plus Fontenelle reservoirs 1.:J the l:es~er of the actual space available. or

the usable space available. The usable space 1s the difference between

the mean forecasted innar.l vollDDe (acre-feet) for any specified runoff

period and projected mean reservoir relea3es. In computing effective

storage space for Flaming Gorge plus Fontenelle, the actual space is the

sum or the actual available space in both reservoirsj while mean

forecasted inn~ volume and projected mean reservoir release \li11 be the

values at Flaming Gorge reservoir.. Effect! ve storage space in a

reservoir(s) may be a negative value 11' projected mean reservoir releases

exceed the mean forecasted inflow volume.

(~) When minimum release,:, Cor the months of January through July as

determined by the Flood Control Algorithm are less than 28,000 cubic feet

per second, it will be permissible to release less than the indicated

amounts for a part of a month, prOVided the average releases tor the

entire month will equal. the release given by the Algorithm, without nows

exceeding 26,000 cubic teet per second at the gaging station, Colorado

River below Davis Dam.

(5) TIle Flood Control Algorithm described in Exhibit 1 account~ ,tor

storage space in Lakes Powell and Head. Whe~ver sufficient runorf

occurs, Lake Powell is expected to fill to capacity (water surface
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e~evation 3700.0 feet) an::!. Lake Head 1s expected to ~lll to cap-acity

(l.'ater surface elevation 1219.611, and recoain full until 1 August so as to

preclude any increase in the flood control releases specified by the Flood

Control Algorithm above 28,000 cubic feet per sec~nd at the gaging

statio';'), Colo,ado River below Dav1:J Dam.

(6) The objective of the Flood Control Algorith!D 1s to specify

releases such that Lake Head ~ll be no higher than water surrace

elevation 1219.61 feet (1.500,000 aere-Ceet of avaUable storage space

below elevation 1229.0 feet) on 1 August .. Subsequent rev1sicms to the

::inbUJl releases specified by the Flood Control Algorithm may be made

during July if justified by a forecas t of the remaining runoff" and

comparison \lith empty reservoir space available.

(e) Ouring the period 1 January thr:'ough 31 July the larger release

specified by the Flood Control Algor1.thm verSU3 table 1 shall be the

required minimum release.

Ct) At anytime or tbe year, Roover D2.JlI releases shall not result 10

a nOW' rate greater than 28 J 000 cuhi"c feet per seoond at the gaglng

3~atlon, Colorado River below Davis Dam unless required or authorized by

these regulaUo03.

(g) Nothing in this agreement shall be eons trued to require

dangerously rapid changes 1n magnitude of releases. Releases will be

made 1n a manner con31.stent ldth requirements for protecting the dam,

reservoir and .appurtenances from major damages.

8
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(h) Hoover Dam 1s but one of three major flood control rese~voirs 1n

the Lower Colorado Rlver·Basin. The Corps of Engineers operates Ala~o Dam

on the Bill Williams River and Painted Rock Dam on the Gila River. In

that flo....":' on these trlbutry streams contribute to the malnste:o Colo:"a10

River I coordinated operation or all three reservoirs is essential to

achieving nood control objectives. Hence temporary deviations fro:n the

Hoover Dam releases prescribed 1n this regulation may be necessary after

consideration of the avaUable storage, projected innow3, and required

releases from these tributary reservoirs.

(1) The Bureau ot Reclamation shall procure such current basic

hydrologio data, and make such current calculations or permissible

releases from Lake Mead ~ are requir.ed to accompl~b the flood control

objectives prescribed above.

(j) The Bureau of Reclamation shall keep the Los Angeles District

Engineer, Corps of Engineer3, Department of the Army, in charge of the

locality, currently advised of reservoir releases, reservoir storage, and

such other operating data as the District Engineer may request, and abo'

of those basic operating criteria tbat effect tbe schedule of operation.

(k) the noed control regulations are subject to temporary

modification by the Los Angeles D1.str1ct Engineer, Corps of Engineers, if

found necessary in time of e!Ilergency. Request,:, fOr" and action on suc~

modifications may 'be made by the fastest means of communications

available. The action taken shall be confirmed in writing the :Ja:!e ~3.y to

the office of the Regional DirectOr" and shall include justification for

the action.

9
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(1) The Regional Director may temporarily deviate from the :flood

control regulations 1n the event an 1.I:maediate short-tenr. departure is

deeme1 necessary for emergency reasons to protect the safety of Hoover Dam

and Lake Mead, or downstream dams, or t.he levee systems along the lower

Colorado River. Such actions 'Will be immediat.ely reported by the fastest

means of cO:J:::lunication available. Act1o~ shall be confirmed in writing

the same day to the Los Angeles District Engineer, Corps of Engineers, and

shall include justification for the action..

(m) The Bureau of Reclamation shall be responsible tor providing

adequate ....arnings to downstream interests when changes in release of

stored floodwaters are made.

(n) Revisions to the flood control operatioD for Hoover Dam and Lake

Mead may be developed as necessary by the parties of this agreement. Each

such revision shall be effect!ve on the date spect.fied ..

m WITNESS WHEREOF r the parties hereto have caused this memorandUlD of

agreement to be executed as of the day and date .first above written.

Corps of Engineer'~-__~ Bureau of Reclamation

B~igadier

01\\ --BY~
General, USA Regional Director

Division Engineer Lower Colorado Reg1~D

South Pacific Division

~

10
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T~ble 1. MinimUQ flood control releases from Hoover Dam throughout the
year.

CRITERIA RELEASES

Water surface elevation between Make releases equal to inn ow up to
1219.-51 and 1221.40 feet (available 28, 000 cubic feet per second
s ~c:~a;e betOle-.:n " 500, DaD and
1,218,000 acre-feet)

Water surface elevation between Make outflow equal to inflow up to
1221.40 and 1226.90 feet (available 40,000 cubic feet per second
storage between 1,218,000 and
3~O.OOO acre-feet)

Water surface elevation between Make outflow equal to inflow up to
1226.90 feet to 1229.00 (available 65,000 cubic feet per second
storage between 340,000 and 0 acre
feet

At water surface elevation 1229.00 Maintain outflow equal to infloW'
(top of the nood control pool)

NOTE :
Water surface Water' 1n storage Available storage

elevation (millions or (mill.ior.s of
(feet) acre-reet) acre-feet) Level

1205.~0 23.708 3.669 Permanent
spillway crest

1219.61 25.871 1.500 Minimum required
flood control
pool

26.159 1.218 Top of spillway
gates in raised
position

1226.9 27.037 Spillway discharge
equals 40,000 cubic
feet per second
with spillW3Y gate~

in raised position

1229.00 27.377 Top of nood
control pool

1232.00 o Top of dam

1 1
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EXHIBIT 1

FLOOD CONTROL ALGORITHM

T-he flood control algorithm ls applicable during the period or , January

through 31 July.

Definitions •

FI :: the forecasted depleted inflow volume (1n million acre-feet) to

Lake Head during the current month through 31 July, which wil.l not

be exceeded 19 times out of 20, and has been adjusted for

effective storage space 1n selected upstream reservoirs excluding

Lake POW'ell. FI 1s referred to a3 the maximum forecast.

SSM;: current storage space (in million acre-feet) in Lake Mead below

elevation 1229.0 feet.

SSP:: current storage space (1n million acre-feet) in Lake Powell beloY

elevation 3100.0 teet.

RR~ = the Hoover Dam hypothetical average release rate (1n cubic feet

per second at a specific step rate corre3pond.1ng to the subscript

N) thro.ugh 31 July exoluding the current month. Step values are

as fo1101.l'':

12
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Relea3e Step Rel~3.se Rate

(cubic feet per second)

RRH 01

RR"2 19,000

RRM 28,0003

RRH~ 35,000

RR"s 40,000

RR~ 73.000

RCM = the Hoover Dam. average release rate (1n cubic feet per

second) during the current month determined from

solution of the volumetric equation given below.

FCR = the Hoover Dam. average release rate (in cubic teet per

second) required for nood cbntrol during the current

month.

NCM = the number of days 1n the current month.

NRH = the number of remaining days from the present through

31 July excluding the current month.

SSM = the Lake Mead water loss (in million acre-feet) to bank

storage during the current month through 31 July.

13
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EVM = the Lake Mead water loss (1n million acre-reet) due to

~vaporation at the lake surfa~e during the Current

lIlonth through 31 July.

asp = the Lake Powell net water loss (in million acre-feet)

due bank storage during the current month through

31 July.

EVP = the Lake POllell net water loss (in million acre-feet)

due to evaporation and p:-ecipltation during the current

month through 31 July.

SNC = The: Lake Head net water withdrawal (in ml1Uon aare-.

feet) due to consumptlve use by the Southern Nevada

Water Project during the current month through 31 July.

Detailed procedure and equations used to d'.:!:fine the term3 BSH l EVM, asp

and EVP are presented in EXhibit 2•

•The· volumetrio equation applied to dete:"'mine ReM is as follows:

6FI = SSM + sSP - 1.5 + 1.9835 x 10- «(RCM·x NCM) + (RRH x NRH» +N

BSM + EVH + BSP + EVP + SNC
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Solution of equality of the volumetric equation 1s iterative using

progre:J:Jively increasing step value3 or HR.'i} thro~gh RRM6- RH~ lIlU3t be

the smalle:st step value satisfying the requirement that HCM Plust be equal

to or leS3 than RRl"N.

The required. Hoover Dam flood control release FeR during the current month

is deterlllioed according to either condition a or b as (ollows:

(a) 11' ROi is greater than or equal to RR~_1 then, FeR = RCM

or

(b) if RCM is le"" than RR~_l then, FeR = RR~':l

15
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EXHIBIT 2

WA TER LOSS E:QUATrONS FOR

LA KES MEA D AND pmlSLL

July 1982

1)\ KE: _0
BSM = 0.065 (SSM - 1.5)

where:

aSH = the Lake Mead water 1033 (1n million acre-feet) to bar..k storage

during the current month through 31 July.

SSM = current storage space (1n million acre-feet) 1n Lake Head beloW'

elevation 1229.0 reet.

EVH = the Lake Mead water los3 (1n million acre-feet) due to evaporation

at the lake surface during the current lIIonth through 31 July.

AAM: = the average reservoir surface area (in acres) on Lake Head frOID the

current month through 31 July.

, 6
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N2M : the average evaporation depth (1n reet) for Lake Mead troll the

current month through 31 July as follows:

Evaporation
Month Rate

(feet)

January 0.36

Februar,Y 0.33

Karch 0.37

Aprll 0.46

Hay 0.53

June 0.64

July O.~O

lAKE POWELL

BSP = 0.15 (SSP)

BSP = the Lake Po..,ell water loss (in million acre-feet) to bank storage

dur1ng the current month through. 31 July..

SSP = current storage space (in million acre-teet) In Lake Powell below

elevation 3700.0 feet.

17
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where:

SV? ~ the Lake Powell net water loss (1n ~illion acre-feet) due to

evaporation and precipitation during the current month through 31 July.

E:; the average water surface elevation of Lake ?owell (in feet above

mean sea level) frem the current month through 31 July.

SM :; a co.effieient for the current month through 31 July as follows:

Period Coefficient

January - July 0.536

February - July 0.486

March - July 0.439

April - July 0.380

Hay - July 0.313

June - July 0.222

July O. 118

Constants are as follows:

12C1 = _ 1.06524xl0-

8C2 = 1. 68872x 10-

5C3 = - 9.51439xl0-

C4 = 0.229605

2Cs = - 2.0211176xl0

18
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jhe ~quations in Exhibit 2 may be revised based on prudent e:1gineering

analysis without requiring formal revision of the total field workin&

agree~ent. Revision would be effective following written agree~ent

between the Regional Director and the Division Engineer. All revised

ve!'sions of Exhibit 2 shall be lat>e1ed indicating the date of revision

berore being effective.

19
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United States Department of the Interior 
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION .--..LOWER COLORADO REGIONAL OFFICE 

P.O. BOX 427 
I~ REPlY BOULDER CITY, NEVADA 89005 
REFER TO: 

:U:;-230 SEP 19 1988 

DEX:ISICN 

Mr. Ronald R. Madson, Esquire
 
Attorney for Catplainant laughlin
 
River Tours, Inc., and John T. Talley
 
530 South Fourth street
 
las Vegas, Nevada 89101
 

Re:	 Adninistrative Decision of the Regional Director, Lower 
ColoraOO Region, Bureau of Reclamation, Urited states 
DEpartment of the Interior, Pegarding &:plication for 
Adninistrative Relief of Laughlin River Tours, Inc., 
and John T. Talley, President of Laughlin River Tours, 
Inc" dated NoyeItt>er 23, 1987 

Dear	 Mr. Madson: 

On Noverber 6, 1987, your client Mr. John T. Talley, President of 
laughlin River Tours, Inc., filed a eatplaint in the United states 
District Court, District of Nevada against the Bureau of 
Reclamation, (Reclamation) United states Depart.rlelt of the 
Interior, the United states of America and Doe Govermlent Agencies 
I-V. The eatplaint sought a "mandatory injunction ordering 
defendants to release sufficient waters, if available, fran the 
dams along the Colorado River so as to make the said river 
navigable." In a.d:ii.tion, you prayed for general and special 
damages to be detennined at the time of trial and for. such other 
relief as the court may deem necessary in the premises. 
(Catplaint p. 5, paragraJ:il 1-3). On the same date you filed a 

motion for a tenporary restraining order and a motion for a 
preliminary injunction. Specifically both motions requested 
injunctive relief in the form of an order requiring the Bureau of 
Reclamation to release a m:i..n.inun of 10,000 cubic feet per second 
(cfs) "so that said waters can be navigable in fact." (See p. 1, 
paragraph 1 of both rootions.) 

On Noverber 6, 1987, the Honorable Philip M. Pro held a hearing on 
the motion for a tarporary restraining order. After the hearing, 
Judge Pro granted the oral motion of the Colorado River 
Ccmnission, State of Nevada, to intenrene on the side of 
defendants, and denied the rootion for a tarporary restraining 
order. JtId;Je Pro also set the hearing for the motion for a 
preliminary injunction for Noverber 18, 1987. At that hearing the 
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Honorable Howard G. M::::Ki.J::i,en granted IOOtions to intervene on the 
side of deferrlants by the Department of Water and Power of the 
City of Los Angeles, the State of Arizona and its Arizona Power 
Authority and its Department of water Resources, the central 
Arizona Water ConseJ:vation District, and the State of california. 
~ M::::Ki.J::i,en also granted the IOOtion to intervene on the side of 
defendants made by the Metropolitan Water District of Southern 
California. In ad::li.tion, after the hearing, .Jud;;re M::::Ki.J::i,en denied 
plaintiffs' IOOtion for a prelimi.naI:y injunction, and upon IOOtion 
of defendant United States, ordered. plaintiffs to exhaust 
adninistrative remedies by <3R=>lying to the Fegional Director, 
Lower Colorado Region, Bureau of Reclamation, for an 
adninistrative detennination regarding the requested relief. 
Specifically, .Ju<:ge M::::Ki.J::i,en requested Reclamation to take a "hard. 
look" at the meaning of the phrase "inprovanerrt: of navigation" in 
the Boulder Canyon Project 1\ct and its relation to the other 
purposes of the Boulder Canyon Project 1\ct and the needs of 
boaters on the riVer. 

In furtheran~ of the court' s request you sutmitted a letter 
requesting relief to the Regional Director dated Noven'ber 23, 
1987. Your letter, and an attached letter to the Regional 
Director dated octd:>er 24, 1987, fran Mr. John T. Talley, set 
forth the following factual allegatioos which are surmarized as 
follows. Your client q:>erates a ~al river tour entez:prise 
consisting of "The Little Belle," an 87 tCX1 vessel, the "ColoraOO 
River King," a 39 tCX1 vessel, and the ''Nauti-Gal,'' a 10 ton vessel 
on the ColoraOO River. The "Nauti Gal" and "The Little Belle" 
operate in the vicinity of Laughlin, while the ColoraOO River King 
operates between Laughlin, Nevada and Lake Havasu City, Arizona. 

Your client's stated cubic feet per secaxi need for water is 
quoted as follows: 

Sun. thru Fri. - 5:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. we 
need 10,000 cfs release. This 5:00 a.m. 
release allows the river to rise fran 5, 000 
cfs at night to 10,000 cfs cq:proximately 8 
miles fran Davis Darn, giving vessels 10,000 
cfs for navigation until they pickup deeper 
water Callsed by Lake Havasu backup. 

Sat. - 5iOO a.m. to 12 Midnight. OUr cfs 
requirement of at least 10,000 release at all 
tirres. we feel the maroate given by Congress 
at the time <3R=>roval. was given to build 
Boulder Darn (to inprove navigation), presently 
being violated carpletely by other 
requirements of the Seven (7) States, 
Navigation [sic] being the oldest ccmneroe, 
Grandfathered, should not be stq:ped as is now 
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being done. It is our hcpe that these needs 
be met inmed.i.ately for safety as well as 
ccmnercial pw:poses. 

Your client also expresses the general view that the area has 
changed in its requirements for constant water flow arrl that the 
need is increasing at a fast pace. Your client cites recreation, 
fish and gane, casinos, etc., as exanples. 

Attached to your client's letter is a SUR'Orting letter dated 
Noverrber 17, 1987, fran Mr. Olivia Brusso, Executive Di.J:ect:.or, 
Bullhead Area 01arrt>er of Catmerce expressing concern about the 
then low water flow arrl its adverse effect on local merchants, 
travelers, tourists, arrl errployees attetpl:.ing to cross the river 
to Laughlin, Nevada. In adiition, the letter expresses 0XlCeI:n 

that "river bank erosion as well as pest abatement has been 
affected," as well as an adverse affect on river front residential 
landowners. Also included is a letter to .Jud:;Je M::::K:il:tlen dated . 
Noverrber 17, 1987, fran Dan Tucksen, Executive Director, Laughlin 
Olanber of Catmerce alleging that low water flows :have caused. 
traffic hazards due to a shut down of fen:y boats "learving at 
least 8, 000 people per day with no other way to get to Laughlin 
except to drive across the bri<i;}e or {go] arourxl Davis Dam." The 
letter also cx:::IIplains of the erosion of river banks. 

The adninistrative record also contains a letter to senator Chic 
Hecht, United states senate, fran John Clark, Republic caooi.date, 
Ass€l'liJly District 72, Clark County, Nevada, dated Noverri::ler 10, 
1987. The letter sets forth a similar CXI1plaint arrl requests 
infonnation regarding when water discharges will be increased or 
whether the Al::my Corps of Engineers can cireci3e to alleviate sarrl 
which has built up due to the 1983 floods. 

Your letter of Noverber 23, 1987 refines Your client's carplaint 
scmewhat by specifically identifying low water releases between 
2,500 arrl 5, 000 cfs during a period several hours each night. You 
also specifically carplain of gyration of release between 2,500 
cfs and 20, 000 cfs during a 24-hour period. You allege that these 
gyrations cause erosion, massive silting, arrl tm.speeified 
environmental prcblerns. You further allege this will jecpardi.ze 
flood control and river regulation in the future. You request 
that the Bureau of Feclarnation conduct a thorough oojective study 
as to whether this situation will make the Colorado River 
pennanently non-navigable for a typical user of the Colorado River 
as well as its effects on bank erosion, silt aca:mulation arrl 
filling of channels. You further reiterate your demand that at 
least 10,000 cfs be released "at all times so as to make the 
Colorado River navigable for the average user . . . ." 

In addition this office has reviewed cq::proximately 26 letters and 
fonn affidctvi.ts sul::mi.tted by YOU fran boaters on the Colorado 
River alleging difficulty in navigating the river in boats having 
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drafts of as little as 5 inches to as deep as 40 inches, though 
the affidavits 00 not generally discuss the location, time or 
precise navigational difficulty encountered. we have also 
received several unsolicited letters fran IrSl'bers of the public 
cooplaining of the menace to navigation caused by the cperation of 
your client's boats. For exanple, a letter fran Mr. William T. 
Warburton states in part: "The boat he [Talley] cperates is too 
big for this river and. is a menace to boaters, floaters, swirrmers 
and fisheI:man alike!" Another letter dated Novetber 18, 1987, to 
the Superintendent, Davis Dam, fran Mr. Harold Von Beck, charges 
that the operation of your client's boats has caused serious 
erosion of the river banks. He eatplains that your client's boats 
nm at full throttle which "results in a strong undertow which 
takes silt with it. It is followed by a series of heavy and rapid 
waves which loosen up the next layer of soil. Both raise havoc 
with boats and 00cks. The described action is nuch worse than 
fran any other craft on the river . . . . Concluding I would 
state that a boat with a displacement hull of the size as the Blue 
River Safari has and with the speed it is capable of should not 
cperate on the lower Colorado. Transporting a few people between 
laughlin and. Lake Havasu City on the water is not worth the 
resulting damage to the envirorment.. other types of boats could 
be used too." Mr. Von Beck attached Fhotos purporting to docunent 
the adverse effects. [see Exhibit A, "Correspondence File, 
laughlin River Tours, Inc. cq;:plication."] * 

I
 
ISSUE PRESEm'ED
 

The central issue presented by your initial cq;:plication for 
adninistrative relief is whether the Bureau of Reclamation is 
required by federal law, specifically the Boulder Canyon Project 
Act of 1928, 43 U.S.C. 617 .m; ~, to release "at all times," or 
at least during the operational hours of your tour boat service, 
sufficient water in the 8I'OCIUIlt of 10,000 cfs to meet the 
navigational needs of Your boats. OUr prqx>sed decision issued on 
.June 27, 1988, concluded that federal law placed no such duty or 
obligation on the Bureau of Reclamation. we further concluded 
that, even assmdng that legal authority existed which vested this 
office with discretionary authority to make such releases, I 
declined, as a matter of sound discretion and policy, to order 
such releases. Since issuing my Prcp:>sed Decision you have 
roodified your initial request reducing Your demand to a m.i.ni.nun 
7, 000 cfs even flow around the clock. For the reasons set forth 
below I hereby decline Your cq;:plication for either a unifonn 
release of 10,000 cfs per day or a unifonn release of 7,000 cfs 
per day. 

* All exhibits cited may be inspected and. viewed in Roan 200 C, 
Bureau of Reclamation, Park street between Boulder Highway and 
utah street, Boulder City, Nevada 89005. 
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II 

~ 

Any analysis regarding the relationship between water releases and 
the secretary of Interior's statutory cbligation to ittprove 
navigation requires a brief review of the history of the Colorado 
River and navigation thereon, the circumstances giving rise to 
Reclamation projects on the river, and the intended and actual 
effects these projects have had on the navigability of the lower 
Colorado River. 

M:>+;phology and HistQI;y Qf the Lower Colorado River PriQr tQ the 
ConstructiQn Qf Hoover and Davis Dams. 

The ColQrado River rises in the roountains Qf ColQrado and Wyaning 
and flows generally in a southwesterly direction for about 1,400 
miles through CoIQrado, utah, and Arizona and along the Arizona
Nevada and ArizQna-ealifQrnia borders. Thereafter it passes intQ 
Mexico and E!l'Ipties intQ the Mexican waters Qf the sea of Cortez. 
PriQr tQ the constJ::uction Qf Hoover Dam, which was carpleted in 
1935, the flows of the ColQrado River were erratic and were 
characterized by low flows during fall and winter, and flood flows 
during spring runQff. In ad::ti.tion seasonal stQIJ'llS would generate 
unpredictable localized flooding. Flows in fact varied fran highs 
greater than 200, 000 cfs during spring nmoff tQ low flows Qf 
500 cfs in winter. occasionally flows were SQ low that the river 
discq::peared underground in certain sections of the river. 

The course Qf the river was in a constant state Qf fluctuation due 
tQ heavy silting and the wildly varying rates Qf flow throughout 
the year. FQr exanple, in the M:>have Valley, as flooding subsided 
in the late sunmer and early fall, the river would recede and 
Qften cut for itself new and narrower channels in the valley floor 
nearly always diffe.t:ent fran the previous channel or channels. In 
addition tQ the annual periods Qr seasons Qf flooding, subsidence, 
and sustained periods Qf low flow, the evidence deIoonstrates that 
there were high flow years and low flow years that further 
contributed tQ the erratic ani turbulent behaviQr of the river. 
The river carried a heavy sediment load estimated at 140,000 acre
feet Qf silt Per year, which altenlately deposited and eroded 
throughout the course Qf the river. .Aerial ~og:rafhy reveals 
histQrical meanders Qf the last 150 years and clearly docunents 
the varying courses the river has taken. 

Cbviously fran the facts set fQrth above, it is ~ that the 
Colorado River historically was a nuddy river. With the clQsure 
of Hoover Dam in 1935, Lake ~ was fQnned and the silt that the 
river had in suspension when it was in its natural nuddy state 
settled out and the water in Lake Mead behind Hoover Dam became 
clear. Silt settles tQ the bottan Qf bodies Qf water as the 
velocity Qf the water slows. This accounts for the clearing of 
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the waters of Lake Mead. The process of silt settling to the 
bottan and raising the height of the lake or river bed is called 
aggradation. Conversely, when water began to be released fran 
Hoover Dam it had great capacity to take into suspension 
approximately the same quantities of silt that it had carried 
fonrerly given the same velocity. Thus the clear water released 
fran Hoover picked up sediment and took into suspension 
substantial quantities of sediment fran the river bed, thus 
lowering the elevation of the river bed, or degrading the same. 
This process is called degradation. 

Parker Dam was closed in 1938 fonni..ng Lake Havasu. As the 
velocity of the water flowing into Lake Havasu lessened, the silt 
being carried settled out in the headwaters of and in Lake Havasu 
itself. Similarly, before Davis Dam was closed in 1950, the river 
transported ItI.lCh of the silt it picked up below Hoover Dam into 
the M::>have Valley. After closure of Davis Dam, and the creation 
of Lake M::>have behind it, clear water released fran the dam 
quickly degraded the river bed, and the sedi..m:mt that it picked up 
and took into suspension was carried. fran below Davis Dam into the 
M::>have Valley. 

Sources: (Htmdley, "Dividing the Waters" w. 12-14). 
(Watkins, "'!he Grand Colorado" w. 165-166). 
~~ Petersen v. MJrton, 465 F. SUW. 986 (D. Nevada 
1979), atf1Dmed 666 F.2d 361 (9th Cir. 1982) 

History of Navi.gatioo. on the Lower Coloracb River Prior to 
Construction of Hoover and Davis Dams. 

The Colorado River was navigated in the sixteenth O3il1tury by 
several Spanish Parties of ~loratioo.. '!he delta was later 
navigated and JnaFPed by British and American ~lorers during the 
first half of the nineteenth O3il1tury. Early cx:mnercial attetpts 
at navigation were steamships whidl began navigating the Coloraoo 
River in 1852. '!he steamships transported. goods fran the ocean 
port at Puerto Isabel in Mexico to Yuna. A goverment agent, 
J. Ross Browne, wrote after visiting Yuna in 1864: "As a 
navigable stream it possesses sane advantages during the dry 
season: boats can selckrn sink in it; and for the matter of 
channels it has an unusual variety. The main channel shifts so 
often that the JOOst skillful pilot always knows where it is not to 
be found by pursuing the course of his last trip." In time, 
steamship operators learned to adapt to the varying river 
conditions and were fairly effective. However, fran written 
accounts it appears that navigation at best was a difficult 
process on the river. Often steamers were stuck on sand bars for 
several days waiting for the river to rise. The caning of the 
railroad to Ytmla in 1877 eliminated the need for the river traffic 
fran the ocean, but steamships continued on the river fran Ytmla 
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northward. Similarly, when the railroad reached northward to 
Needles, california, in 1883, further need for river traffic 
decreased. 

The delta p:>rtion of the river dried up as the result of 
irrigation diversions at intervals after 1901. Navigation fran 
Yuna south was interrupted by the shift of the river's outlet to 
Volcano Lake in 1909. Steamship traffic fran Y1.:Ina ceased entirely 
in 1909 with the construction of Laguna Dam, but conti..nued to 
cperate up and down fran Needles until 1918. Steamships were able 
to navigate for only about six lOO11ths Per year beginning in JUne 
and ending in late fall. The unpredictable flows and shifting 
channels made navigation difficult. Navigation, however, was not 
often characterized as haza.rc:bJs since the river was wide and 
generally described as too shallow for a boat to sink. Because of 
the shifting channels there were virtually no maps or charts of 
the river. After the a:mnercial traffic finally waned with the 
ever increasing efficiency of ground transportation, there was . 
very little evidence of boating activity on the river for many 
years ather than an occasional refeJ:enoe to surveyor's boats and 
engineering investigations. However, before ccmnercial navigation 
dis~, the navigability of the river to a p:>int near Fort 
callville, above the future site of Hoover Dam, had been 
established, and the river had been an artery of trade and 
a:mneroe for an inportant, if brief, Period. 

'Ibis history was to becx::rne significant when the constitutional 
bases for the Boulder canyon Project Act were subsequently 
attacked. ~ Arizona v. Galifomia, 283 U.S. 423 (1931). It is 
also interesting to note in passing that Article IV of the 
Colorado River Coopact, signed NoveIrber 24, 1922, also reflected 
the sad state of navigation during this period. Article IV states 
in pertinent part: 

(a) Inasnuch as the Colorad:> River has ceased 
to be navigable for ccmneroe and the 
reservatiCXl of its waters for navigatiCXl would 
seriously limit the developuent of its Basin, 
the use of its water for pw:poses of 
navigation shall be subservient to the use of 
such water for dcmestic, agricultw:al, and 
power pw:poses. If the Congress shall not 
consent to this ~, the other 
provisiCXlS of the ~ct shall I'le"Jert:heless 
rena.in birxling. . . . / 

1/ Congress of course rejected the statement of non-navigability 
in enacting the Boulder canyon Project Act. However, there is in 
fact SCl'l'e evidence to suggest that the phrase "inprovement of 
navigation" was placed in sections 1 and 6 of the Boulder canyon 

(footnote conti..nued) 
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At any rate, it was not until 1946, following the depression and 
the end of World war II that recreational boating began in any 
significant am:nmt. Lake M!ad took cq::proximately six years to 
fill, and the resulting reservoir, navigable throughout, had a 
surfa~ area of cq::proximately 234 sq. miles, 115 river miles long. 
Similarly, Davis Dam was carpleted or closed in 1950, and created 
Lake M::>have, navigable throughout, with a reseI:VOir surfa~ area 
of approximately 44 sq. miles, 67 river miles long. Also, Parker 
Dam, carpleted in 1938 created Lake Havasu, with a surfa~ area, 
navigable throughout, of 32 sq. miles, 35 river miles long. 
Navigation on all of these lakes is open to virtually any kind of 
boat for any lawful pw:pose at any time of the year. Navigation 
by recreational boaters exists throughout the year and is not 
dependent on seasonal flows or varying channels as existed prior 
to these structures. It is interesting to note that none of the 
authorizing statutes included authorization for locks in order 
eliminate the OOvious limitations which the dams would pla~ on 
the limited upriver navigation. 

Sour~:	 (Paber, "Colorado River Ghost Towns" w. 44-45) 
(Watkins, "The Grand Colorado" p. 69) 

(Wilbur, Ray Lyman and Northcutt Ely, "The Hoover Dam 
Documents" w. 2-3.) 

(Nathanson, Milton N., "Updating the Hoover Dam 
Docunents"). 

(Fradkin, Philip L. "A River No M::>re: The Colorado 
River and the West" w. 328-330.) 

(footnote continued fran previous page) 
Project.Act, at least in part, in order to establish Congress' 
constitutional power to enact the legislation. '!he Fall-Davis 
Report (authorized by the Kinkaid.Act of May 18, 1920, 41 stat. 
600) was subnitted to Congress in 1922. The report gave rise to 
the Congressionally recognized need for the Boulder canyon Project 
.Act, did nQt reflect inprovement on navigation as a reccmnended 
pw:pose of the prcposed dam. Para.g:t:aFh 6 of the report's 
re<Xl1Ile1dations stated: 

It is reccmnended that every develcplet"lt 
hereafter authorized to be undertaken on the 
Colorado River by Federal GovenTnent or 
otherwise be required in both construction and 
operation to give priority of right and use: 
First. To river regulation and flood control. 
second. To use of storage water for 
irrigation. Third. To develcpnent of power. 
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CUrrent state of Navigation on the Lower Coloracb River· 

The SUC09SS of Reclamation's efforts to irrprove navigation on the 
Lower Colorado River is well established by the usage the river 
receives during the time of year when the weather is pleasant and 
there is a desire for recreational boating. This can be shown by 
several mea..surement parameters. The llU'I'ber of ccmnercial 
establistments StJHX>rting boating along the river is info:nnative. 
There are 12 boat SUfPly and equipnent outlets listed in the 
ccmnercial telephone directory in the Lake Havasu area, 8 in the 
Blythe area, and 12 in the Yuma area. In ad:::li.tion, fran an 
inspection of the 1986 aerial photographs for the river system, 
several marinas were identified; 5 near Bullhead City, 4 near 
Needles, 6 on Lake Havasu, and 7 in the Blythe area. An estimate 
of the boat-use days on the Lower Colorack>, extrap:>lated fran 
recreational use studies by the Bureau of Land Management and the 
National Park S&vioe, shows that the yearly annual boat use is 
projected to be over 80, 000 days in 1988. For CCIIparison the 
llU'I'ber has grown fran an estimated 15, 000 boat-use days in 1964. 

I also ordered that an on site study be cble regarding the 
navigability of that portion of the Colorack> River below Davis Dam 
traversed by your boat. The evaluation was conducted during 
Dece!ti:>er, 1987 and January, 1988. The river was held at low flows 
during the evaluation in order to sinulate typical Deoertber and 
January flows. The evaluation was conducted fran a 14-foot. boat 
with a 25 HP Iootor and four passengers. The flows fran Davis dam 
were at 3,000 cfs during the inspection of the river fran Davis 
Dam to Lake Havasu. The boat and crew traversed the river without 
incident and without hanging up on sard:>ars or cbstructions. The 
river below Parker Dam to Ytrna was also navigated during flows of 
5,000 cfs fran Parker Dam. A larger boat, a 16 foot. hydrologic 
survey boat with a 120 HP Iootor, also made the trip below Parker 
Dam. Again, the river was navigated without serious incident. 
The larger boat did encounter an oocasional sand bar but was able 
to be freed. easily. It was noted that the teuperatures were cold, 
though not unseasonably so. No other boats were on the river fran 
Davis Dam to lake Havasu. A few boating fishel:men were 
encotmtered in the lower reaches of the river below Parker Dam, 
but no other recreational boats were seen. 

Bureau of Reclamation Activities MUch Irrproye Navigation on the 
~. 

Reclamation has inproved navigation throughout the lower Colorack> 
River in four primary ways, First, Reclamation has constnlcted, 
maintains, and operates the above mentioned dams. The dams 
prevent millions of tons of silt annually fran clC>g9ing the river 
charmel. This irrproves navigation. second, Reclamation operates 
the dams at near full levels when at all possible. As described 
above, this expands the total surfaoe area of water available for 
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recreational and carmerci.al boaters wishing to navigate on the 
river. Irrleed, the reservoirs created by the dams are perhaps the 
primary reason for the heavy increase in the recreational industry 
along the Colorado River. 'Ihird, in order to balance and mget the 
multifold purposes of the Boulder canyon Project Act, Reclamation 
releases water fran storage in a regulated manner. This evens out 
seasonal flows, and prevents the wide swings in water flow which 
were a rna jor i.npediment to year round navigation throughout the 
length of the river prior to construction of the dams. Fourth, 
Reclamation has constructed the Colorado River Front Work and 
Levee System. A brief description and history of this system and 
how it inproves navigation on the Colorado River is set forth 
below. 

The Colorado River Front Work and Levee System (System) 

The Colorado River Front Work and Levee System was authorized by 
the Acts of March 3, 1925 (43 stat. 1186, 1198), Janua:r:y 21, 1927 
(44 stat. 1010, 1021), JUly 1, 1940 (54 stat. 708), and the Act of 
June 28, 1946 (60 stat. 338), Public Law 79-469, as amended by the 
Act of M3.y 1, 1958 (72 stat. 101). The 1946 amencirent amended the 
1940 Act to read as follows: 

That for the purpose of controlling the 
floods, inproyim navigation, and regulating 
the flow of the Colorado River, there is 
hereby authorized to be apprcpriated out of 
any moneys in the Treasury of the 
United states not ot.herwi.se apprcpriated, for 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1928, and 
annually thereafter, such S1ElS as may be 
necessary, to be spent by the Bureau of 
Reclamation under the direction of the 
Secretary of the Interior, to defray the cost 
of (a) operating and maintaining the Colorado 
River Front Work and Levee System in Arizona, 
Nevada, and California; (b) constructing, 
inproving, extending, cperating, and 
maintaining protection and drainage works and 
systems alcng the Colorado River; 
(c) controlling said river, and i..nproving, 

IOOdifying, straightening, and rectifying the 
channel thereof; and (d) conducting 
investigations and studies in connection 
therewith: * * * [Flrphasis ad:Ied] 

A roore CCltplete history and description of the System is set forth 
in Exhibits B and C. However, a brief description of the 
activities of the System and how those activities i..nprove 
navigation will be useful. The System is a CCltprehensive system 
of dikes, levees, drainage channels, desilting basins and other 
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structures constructed by Reclamation throughout the length of the 
lower ColoraOO River. In the above Exhibits doct.m:mting the 
system frequent mention is made of the following activities 
conducted by Reclamation pursuant to the above Congressional 
statutes authorizing the system: dre<::ging, bank stabilization, 
snag rem:Mil, levee and dike canstnlction, creation of diversion 
and sediment pools, and constnlction of earth fill training 
structures, channel reconstruction, and phreat<:P:lyte control and 
rem:Mil. These activities inprove navigation in the following 
ways: 

1 .	 Dred:Jing--Drecging inproves navigation by
 
deepening the river channel, resooval of
 
sediment which could cause future blockage of
 
navigable reaches of the River and Lakes.
 

2.	 Bank stabilization--Primarily this entails
 
using rock riprap on soft or otherwise
 
tmStable river banks to restrict lateral
 
migration by the river. 'Ihis assists in
 
establishing a well defined, and thus deeper,
 
river channel.
 

3.	 Snag rem:zval--'Ihis activity was centered. 
exclusively on Lake Havasu after frequent 
reports of boating accidents on the lake 
caused by hid::ien snags below the water line. 
'l11e program has been very successful and such 
accidents have been markedly reduced. 
However, this is not to say that hazards, such 
as snags, shallow areas etc., still 00 not 
create a boating hazard to the unwary. 

4.	 Levee ccnstruc!:ion--Levees are stnlctures back 
fran the channel of the river to protect 
against flood waters which have broken loose 
fran its confined channel. 'l11e levees assist 
in inprovi.n1 navigation by retunrlng such 
waters to the channel, and keeping the river 
channel fran migrating during floods and 
degrading the preexisting navigable channel. 

5.	 Coostruction of dikes and trai.ni.ng structures-
These narrow the channel, and increase the 
stability of the channel by inprovi.n1 the 
water depth, thereby inproving navigation. 

6.	 Channel reconstnlction--'Ihis entails 
coopletely recreating a new channel to replace 
the natural channel. A good exanple is the 
reach of the river in the lower Cibola valley 
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which contains a reconstructed channel 
awroximately 15 miles in length which 
provides a stable, deep, easily navigable 
reach of the river year round. 

7 .	 Pbreatomvte rem:zval--This entails reroval of 
plants (typically salt cedars) along the banks 
of the river which consure large quantities of 
river waters. Also, 'plants with a low 
wildlife value are replaced with plants JOOre 
conducive to favorable wildlife habitat. The 
water so conserved inproves navigation on the 
river. 

All of the above activities inprove navigation without requiring 
the release of stored waters in excess of the consutptive needs. 
The System deroonstrates how the nultifold pw::poses of the Boulder 
canyon Project Act can be inplemented without wasting water to ' 
meet any single purpose. 

Criteria Goyemi.ng Water Rel.eases fran the Colorad;) River Systen 

A detailed description of the geographic, econanic, and legal 
factors governing the Secretary of Interior's regulation of the 
Colorado River is set forth in Exhibit D. Water releases are 
governed alJOOst exclusively by what is known as the "<¥rating 
Criteria" (Exhibit E.), develq;>ed pursuant to Section 602 (a) of 
the Colorado River Basin Project Act of septerrber 30, 1968, 82 
stat. 885, (43 U.S.C. section 1552). '!bat Act directed the 
secretary of the Interior to "prcpose criteria for the coordinated 
long-range cparation of the reservoirs constructed and cparated 
under the authority of the Colorado River storage Project Act [43 
u. S .C. section 620 ~ ~.], the Boulder CanYon Project Act 43 
U. S .C. section 617 §t .8l.], and the Boulder Canyon Project 
Adjustment Act [43 U.S.C. Section 618 .tit ~.]. The Colorado 
River Basin Project Act required. the criteria to make provision 
for the storage of water in storage units of the Colorado River 
Storage Project and releases of water fran Lake Powell in 
accordance with certain stated priorities. First, releases are to 
be made under certain ~, to SUR'ly ane-half the 
deficiency descril::ed in Article III (c) of the Colorado River 
Coopact. Article III (c) of the Ca1pact sets forth the shared 
burdens of the u,;:per and lower division states to satisfy the 
treaty demands of Mexico for Colorado river water. 8eoJnd, 
certain releases nust be made to satisfy Article III (d) of the 
Catpact. Article III (d) represents a prohibition on the UJ;Per 
states not to deplete the flow of a river by a stated arrount. The 
purpose of this was to share flood waters with the lower basin 
states. Finally, and JOOst significantly, priority three provided: 
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(3) storage of water not required for the 
releases specified in clauses (1) and (2) of 
this subsection to the extent that the 
secretcu:y, after consultation with the Uf:per 
Colorado River camri.ssion and representativas 
of the three Lower Pivision states and taking 
into consideration all relevant factors 
(including, but not limited to, historic 
streamflows, the roost critical period of 
record, and probabilities of water SUfPly), 
shall find this to be reasonably neoesscu:y to 
assure deliveries under clauses (1) and (2) 
without .iJIpaiJ::ment of a.ruroal consurrptive uses 
in the upper basin pursuant to the Colorado 
River Coopact: Proyided, 'lbat water not so 
required to be stored shall be released fran 
Lake Powell: (i) to the extent it can be 
reasonable aJ;Plied in the States of the Lower 
Division to the uses specified in article 
III eel of the Colorado River Cqtpact, but no 
such release shall be made when the active 
storage in Lake Powell is less than the active 
storage in Lake Mead, (ii) to maintain, as 
nearly as practicable, active storage in Lake 
Mead equal to the active storage in Lake 
Powell, and (iii) to avoid anticipated spills 
fran Lake Powell. [FnP1asis a.d:ied] 

The underscored section above is significant because Article III 
(e) of the Coopact states that the states of the upper division 
shall not withhold water, and the states of the lower division 
shall not require the delivery of water, which cannot be 
reasonably awlied to danestic and agricultural uses. '!bus it 
~s that the priorities set forth in section 1552 of the 
Colorado River Basin Project Act represents a clear and later 
eJtPression by Congress govenrl.rg the use of water downstream fran 
Lake Powell. nus obviously i..ncludes water stored downstream at 
Lake ~ and Lake M::ilave. Thus, releasin;] water to inprove 
navigation in excess of downstream oonsmptive uses may well be 
violative of the priorities reflected in section 1552. By statute 
the proposed criteria were required to be sul:mi.tted to the 
GoveI:nors of the seven basin states and after receiving public 
ccmnent the criteria were published in the Federal Register. The 
criteria were adopted in 1970 and have gone substantially 
unchanged since. The statute also required the secretcu:y of 
Interior to report to Congress, and the seven Colorado River Basin 
states, "describing the actual q:>eration under the adcpted 
criteria for the preceding c:arpact water year and the projected 
operation for the current year." see Exhibit F. It is 
instructive to note that the criteria do not reflect releases of 
water in order to inprove navigation. nus is neither an 
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oversight nor a fai1w:e to recognize inprovenent of navigation as 
a first priority. It is merely reflective of the fact tbat the 
criteria are designed to gov&n releases of water for c::onsutptive 
needs. Also, it is instructive to note that the secretary could 
not change the long range criteria to reflect the release of 
waters requested by the cq:plicant without fulfilling another 
statutory obligation. Section 1551 (b) states in pertinent part: 

As a result of actual operating experiences or 
unforeseen circunstances, the secretary may 
thereafter roodify the criteria to better 
achieve the pw:pose specified in subsection 
(a) of this section, but only after 
correspondence with the Govenlors of the seven 
Colorado River Basin states and cq:prcpriate 
consultation with such state representatives 
as each Governor may designate. 

The secretary of the Interior, consistent with the need to 
conserve water in the arid west for c::onsutptive use needs, has 
never dlosen to inprove navigation by releasing water when 
releasing would cause waste of water. Rather, as described lOOre 
fully above, he has chosen to inprove navigation in other ways 
less wasteful of this precious natural resource. 

StmnaI:y of Water Re1fflffi S<'b='Q11 e During Period Giving Rise 
To This COntroversy 

The Colorado River runoff is virtually entirely controlled. 
Consequently, water to meet navigation, river regulation, 
irrigation, m.micipal, and power production is SlWlied fran 
upstream storage reseI:V01rs. In the Lower Colorad:> River Basin, 
releases fran Hoover, Davis, and Parker Dams are sdleduled each 
week on a daily basis and adjusted daily as necessary, to meet 
dow:nstream requirements for irrigation and nunicipal sqply. This 
water is released through the powex:plants at the dams. He:re the 
power requ.irenents influence the release pattern but not the 
quantity. Hourly releases are varied to meet an efficient power 
generating schedule but the total quantity released is limited to 
tbat needed to meet dow:nstream orders and transit losses. 
Consequently, the highest flows occur during the SU'I'lrer when 
irrigation and other use is highest; the lower flows occur during 
the winter when demand is lowest. This pattern can clearly be 
seen fran the hyci:rogra;;:'hy set forth in Exhi.l:>its G and H. 

This water release regimen is reflected in the xoonthly increases 
of water released during the Period this controversy has been 
pending before this office. A brief history of those releases is 
set forth below for illustrative pw:poses. 
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Davis Dam contains 5 hydroelectric generators each referred to as 
a unit. Each unit is capable of releasing up to approximately 
5, 000 cfs. Generally during the first half of Novetber 1987 Davis 
Dam hourly releases were at a mi..nimum of a one unit of flow 
(approximately 5,000 cfs) and a maxi.num of a 2 units of flow or 
about 10,000 cfs. During the last half of Noveni:>er and first half 
of Deoerrber releases ranged fran a 1/2 unit flow of about 2,000 
cfs generally fran 10 p.m. to 8 a.m. up to a high of 3 or 4 units, 
15, 000 to 20, 000 cfs during the day. During the last half of 
Deoerti:>er releases ranged. fran 1/2 to 5 units, a maxinun of 
25, 000 cfs. Small aIOOtlIlts of excess water were released over 
downstream demands during Noven'ber and Deoerti::ler in anticipation of 
flocxi control release requirements in January and February 1988. 

During the first nine days of January 1988 hourly releases ranged 
fran a mi..ni.nun of 1 unit flow fran Davis Dam to a full 5 units to 
satisfy mi..nimum flood control release requirements. en the 9th of 
January flocxi control release requirements declined, allowing for 
a 1/2 unit flow during off~ periods. Fran March 31 to date, 
releases for downstream demands have required hourly flows ranging 
fran 1 unit to 5 units. 

water Loss Inplications of Mai ntaining Either A 10. 000 CFS 
Felease. or 7. 000 CFS Felease Fran Davis Dam 

The potential water loss fran maintaining a mean daily release of 
10,000 cfs fran Davis Dam will vary according to the future 
hydrologic conditions and water demand patterns. The exact water 
loss is difficult to predict, especially over a long period of 
time. To illustrate the potential losses, the projected 1989 
water year releases are used. Increased releases need not be 
wasted to ~co if sane entity is able to use the extra releases. 

There are five major water user groups on the Lower Colorado 
River: (1) Arizona. irrigation, (2) Ariz<Xla M&I, (3) California 
irrigation, (4) California M&I, and (5) Nevada M&I. Arizooa 
cannot FCysical1y purtp any IOOre water through their system in 
water year 1989 than is currently scheduled. M:>st of the water 
used in California for M&I puqx:>ses is used by the M:rt:ropolitan 
Water District and is transported through the Colorado River 
Aqueduct. The Colorado River Aqueduct is at capacity in water 
year 1989. The California and Arizona irrigators are the last 
users on the river system. The ad:ii.tional flows to maintain this 
mi..ni.nun release would occur in the fall and winter JOOnths (0Ctd::>er 
through February) when little irrigation water is required. That 
leaves the water created. by the excess releases to go to ~co 

and l::>e<x:too lost to the system fran U. S. users. The following 
table establishes the projected 1989 water year releases for all 
IOOIlths that would fall short of a prop::>sed 10,000 cfs mi..ni.nun flow 
fran Davis Dam and the associated water losses to the 
United states System in that year. 
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Projected Mean Daily :Releases at Davis Dam
 
Associated Water Losses with Proposed M:i..ni..nun :Release
 

Water Year 1989
 

Average Proposed Volune 
Daily Daily of Water 
Flow Flow Difference Lost 

~ (cfs) (cfs) (cfs) CAF) 

0ct00er 88 8,500 10,000 1,500 92,000 
Noverrber 88 7,700 10,000 2,300 136,000 
Decen'ber 88 8,200 10,000 1,800 110,000 
January 89 7,000 10,000 3,000 184,000 
February 89 9,200 10,000 800 44,000 

Total 566,000 

The value of an acre-foot (AF) of water depends on the use of the 
water. Irrigation water generally is valued less than rmmicipal 
and industrial (M&I) water. Fran an agricultural staoctpoint, 
water is valued at its contribution in the production process. To 
derive the value of water for irrigation, faDl\ 1Jud3ets are 
prepared whim account for all costs (Le., return to all factors 
of production) except water. The difference between the 
anticipated revenues and the estimated costs of production 
represents the residual or returns to water. In Ariz<Xla, the 
irrigation value of water is estimated to be about $80 an acre
foot, whereas in califonria the value is estimated to be about $30 
per acre-foot. The difference is primarily due to the crcp mix. 
Califonria's irrigation value is based on crops produced in the 
Inperial Valley. If Coadlella was included. in the analysis, the 
value of water would likely be increased due to a greater 
percentage of high value crops produced in the Coachella Valley. 
All values reflect a January 1988 price level. 

Traditionally, M&I water is valued according to the next least 
cost alternative of ~ the prescribed aroount of water. The 
estimated value of M&I water in Ariz<Xla ~ fran $210 to over 
$500 per acre-foot depending upon the size of the water project. 
The estimated value of M&I water in Califonria varies fran $180 to 
$220 per acre-foot. llgain, these values reflect a January 1988 
price level. 

Depending upon who is shorted on water deliveries, the value of a 
water shortage could change dramatically. Ariz<Xla does not 
currently have the capacity to take its full Colorado River 
apportiorJ'l'eIlt. Therefore, in the short and intennedi.ate time 
frame, Arizona is not used to value potential water losses. 
Since, Arizona will not bear the near tenn losses, Califonria 
remains the party inpacted by the loss of water. Existing law 
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gives california irrigators a higher priority use than M&I, 
therefore it seems reasonable to assune that the losses will be 
bonl by the M&I users arrl the water should be valued accordingly. 

The resultant value of water losses based on the previous 
discussion could be IOOre than $100 million ($200/AF x 566,000 AF) 
for water year 1989. 

Subsequent to issuance of our Proposed Decision, you sutmitted, 
during the public ocmnent Period, a IOOdification of your 
aw1ication for relief in the fonn of a 1ega1 brief ocmnenting on 
the Proposed Decision. Specifically, you IOOdified your request as 
follows at p. 19 of your brief: 

The projected daily releases that Davis 
Dam contain [sic] on page 29 of the Decision 
shows that an average daily flOW' currently 
scheduled for the roonths of October, Noverli:>er, 
Decerrber of 1988 arrl January and FebI:UaJ:y of 
1989 are adequate daily flows which would 
result in navigable water throughout the 
Colorado River. For exanple, the projected 
average daily flOW' in Octcber of 1988 is ~ 

~. If said waters were released unifonnly 
over a 24 hour Period. during October, 1988, 
the navigability of the river would be 
resolved., thereby, not wasting a d.1:'q> of water 
beyond their projections. nus principle is 
also true as to the roonths of Nov'eIli:>er and 
Decerrber of 1988 and January arrl February of 
1989. 

What the <g;>licant is oojecting to is the 
extreme fluctuation of the average daily flOW', 
not the total aroount of flOW'. 

We read the above ~ as eJq:>ressing the position that your 
client's navigational needs can be satisfied within the Projected 
average daily releases set forth in the above table labelled 
"Projected Mean Daily Releases at Davis Dam" cited above at p. 29 
of the proposed decision, but included at p. 16 herein. The 
projected mean daily release set forth in the above table for 
January, 1989 is 7,000 cfs. We assume that if a mininun unifonn 
twenty four hour flOW' of 7,000 cfs can meet your client's needs 
during January, then the same mininun flow will satisfy your 
client's needs during the other IOOnths set forth in the above 
table. We also assume that your request does not seek waters in 
excess of the projected mean daily releases, thus "not wasting a 
drq:> of water beyond their [Feclamation's] projections." [po 19]. 
We base this assmption on your eJq:>ressed satisfaction with living 
within the releases set forth in the table and by the last 
sentence set forth in the above quotation fran your brief. 
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Your IOOdified request has required this office to reanalyze the 
above conclusions regarding the i.npact of the requested relief on 
water and power resources. First, we find it necessary, for the 
purposes of clarification, to make scme preliminary carments 
regarding your roodi.fied request. The above table referencing" 
projected mean daily re.leases at Davis Dam was set forth in our 
discussion for the purpose of analyzing the econanic losses 
regarding water attendant to ~ing your initial request for 
adninistrative relief. The table was not presented, and should 
not be used, as a projected plan regarding actual daily operations 
governing water releases fran Davis Dam. Such use of the table 
would be wholly i.nat=Prcpriate and lead to an erroneous 
understanding regarding operation of the system. This is cq:parent 
for several reasons. 

First, as expressed in the title to the table, the listed releases 
are projections of future average release requirements, useful for 
analysis, but not useful in making water re.lease decisions at tl1e 
time such decisions are required. For exemple, during the water 
year of 1989 water release decisions on any given day will be 
determ.:ined by water orders placed by downstream users on a weekly 
basis, and refined by Feclamation and water users on a daily 
basis. secondly, the releases set forth in the subject table are 
xoonthly averages of the mean daily projections. Actual re.leases 
may very widely on a day to day and week to week basis depeIxii.ng 
upon downstream water orders. water orders are in turn affected 
by crOA?ing patterns and regional and local weather calditions. 
As set forth above, such Projections and averages are useful in 
eatpUting and predicting the ecananic iJrpacts of a projected 
course of action. They are not, however, useful for detennining 
operating procedure. 

Nevertheless, we are constrai.ned to take you at your word. That 
is to say that you are now requesting a mininun around the clock 
even flow of 7, 000 cfs. It is your position that this will ~ 

the navigational needs of your client. As before, we have 
analyzed your IOOdified request. For the J:eaBons set forth below 
it is the conclusion of this office that federal law places no 
duty or ooligation to meet your client's request. Fw:ther, even 
assuming that legal authority exists which vests this office with 
discretionary authority to make such releases, I decline as a 
matter of sound discretion and policy to order such releases. 

First, your request, if granted, would essentially turn our 
projected daily mean release table into a mandatory operating 
schedule. This would have severe negative iJrpacts on water and 
power operations. First, as suggested above, the 7, 000 cfs figure 
is merely reflective of a projected average. Use of this average 
figure may meet your client's needs but may well not provide 
sufficient water on a daily or weekly basis to satisfy downstream 
orders. Similarly, 7,000 cfs may, during sane days or weeks, 
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provide water in excess of downstream needs. water released fran 
Davis Dam in excess of downstream needs is wasted due to the lack 
of downstream storage. Loss of water (depending on the variables 
governing water orders) might result in a loss fran 0 to as nuch 
as several hundred thousand acre-feet. In extraordinary 
circumstanoes the water loss might even be greater. For exemple, 
as reoently as January 1979 the average daily release was 
2,897 cfs. Exhibit I. Had Reclamation been required to release 
7, 000 cfs in order to rreet your client's needs during this roonth, 
a loss of approximately 200,000 acre-feet of water for that roonth 
alone would have been wasted. By carparison the State of Nevada's 
total anP11?l' apportiomnent under the decree in Arizona v. 
california, ~, is only 300,000 acre-feet. 

'lbe Hydroelectric IItplications of a UnifQDJ\ 10, 000 CFS (or 

Altemative 7, 000 qS) Release Pattern Fran Davis Dam to Illproye 
Nayi,gation . 

It is clear fran prior description that variations in flow which 
arise during a twenty-four hour a day cycle are necessitated by 
the peaking of releases so as to generate max.inun electricity when 
the need for electricity is the greatest Le. during daylight 
hours. The need for this practice results fran the fact that 
there is no way to effectively store for future delivery the large 
aI'OOI.mts of hydroelectric power generated by the generator's along 
the Colorado River. Therefore, hydroelectric power nust be 
generated when it is needed. 

The goverment of the United States, acting through the Bureau of 
Reclamation and the WesteI:n Area Power .Mni.nistration, (WesteI:n) 
generates and markets power to serve the public interest in such a 
manner as to encourage the lOOst widespread use thereof at the 
lowest possible rates to COI:'lSt.DerS consistent with sourxi business 
principles. The IOOSt efficient use of the hydro-system for power 
cperations is: (1) to displace higher priced peaking units, 
(2) to shape thermal off-peak generation, (3) to provide load 
regulation and (4) to provide for power system reserves. A 
requirement to release a unifonn 10, 000 cfs fran the Davis Dam and 
powexplant would essentially eliminate all of the uses and 
benefits listed above. Under a unifonn 7, 000 cfs regimen the 
inpacts would be only slightly lessened. 

In a typical week of operation, a unifonn 10,000 cfs release would 
mean that 4, 080 megawatt hours of peaking energy would have to be 
replaced by other base loaded or peaking generation. If a 7, 000 
cfs were unifonnly released, 3,260 megawatt hours of peaking 
energy would have to be replaced. Currently, the difference 
between the Parker-Davis energy rate of 4.8 mills per kilowatt 
hour and western's average fuel replacement on-peak rate of 18 
mills per kilowatt hour would have to be experrled by our 
custaners, at a mi.ni.rm.:m, to replace this peaking energy. This 
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calculates out to two to three million dollars of increased annual 
costs which would ultimately be passed on to the power o:msuner. 

Further, the ability to shape off-peak thennal generation with the 
Davis powerplant would be lost ccrrpletely. '!be Parker-Davis 
electric service contracts would have to be roodified to require 
Westel:l1' s custcmers to schedule roore off-peak hydrogeneration. To 
aCCOOl'OOdate this, sane thennal tmits would have to shut down or 
operate below their point of roost efficient operation to match 
generation to load. 

Because of the relative efficiency of a hydro tmit over a wide 
load range and its rapid response time, the hydro-system is the 
roost efficient method of matdrlng generation to load on a minute 
to minute basis. At either a 10,000 cfs or 7,000 cfs regiJren our 
ability to regulate load with the Davis powerplant would be 
extremely limited during the sumer season and possibly eliminated 
ccrtpletely during the winter season of a typical water year, . 
depending on predaninant weather and crq:ping patterns. 

Even when the hydro generating capacity is not being used to its 
maxi.nun capability, the hydro-system is providing an inportant 
service to the interconnected power system of the southwest; that 
of SlWlying reserves for power systems emergencies. '!be proposed 
operation would virtually make useless 165 megawatts of installed 
generating capacity at the Davis powerplant under a 10, 000 cfs 
regiJren, and. make similarly useless 205 megawatts under a 7,000 
cfs regimen. This lost capacity would have to be replaced by our 
custcmers with peaking oc:rrb.lstion tw:bines or base loaded thennal 
tmits or sane carbination of both to optimally match the available 
generation to load and. to provide for power system reserves. The 
installed costs for oc:rrb.lstion tw:bi.nes and. base load coal tmits 
is currently estimated to be $300 and $1,700 per kilowatt, 
respectivelY. we estimate a dollar investment for installed 
capacity to adjust to a 10, 000 cfs regimen to be in a range fran 
$50 million to $280 million. .At a 7, 000 cfs regiJren this 
increases to a range fran $60 million to $350 million. 'Ibese 
increased cost would more than likely be passed on to the 
consu:ner. In acXii.tion, the revenue of $1.87 per kilowatt roonth 
currently being dlarged for Parker-Davis capacity would not be 
available for project operation and repayment. This 3.7 million 
($4.6 million under a 7,000 cfs regimen) dollars of annual lost 
revenue would have to be made up by an offsetting increase in the 
rate currently being dlarged for project energy and capacity. 

The roost significant i.m:nediate inpact of a tmifonn release of 
7,000 cfs is to work a permanent shut down of aFProxirnately ~ 

tmits of generation capacity at Davis Dam during the winter 
roonths. we could, of o:xu:-se, release roore than 7, 000 cfs in order 
to increase hydroelectric output but this would waste water since 
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such releases would generally exceed. consmptive needs downstream. 
secondly, of course, an even flow vitiates the above advantages 
which peaking brings to the system. Further, releasing any aroount 
below your 7, 000 cfs m.ini.nun need during evening hours in an 
attE!l1pt. to reduce water losses has the inevitable effect of 
creating a trough in the flow of the river below Davis Dam. This 
trough beings the nanent the flow is reduced and ends when the 
flow is increased to your 7,000 cfs mininun. The trough. of course 
is not stationary but migrates down the river at a rate 
awroxirnately equal to the velocity of the river, which is 
awroxirnately an average of four miles per hour. Your route of 
navigation between Laughlin, Nevada and the pemanently deeper 
headwaters of Lake Havasu is awroxirnately sixty miles in length. 
Assuming your boat travels at a rate of 15-20 miles per hour, 
sinple aritlrnetic reveals that your boat inevitably RUSt cross the 
trough at least once during its daily tour. Since the bottan of 
the trough is below your 7,000 cfs mi.ni.nun, it cq:parently will 
interfere with your navigation. . 

As dem:>nstrated above, your requests either require this office to 
waste water, waste substantial hydroelectric resources, or both. 

III
 
IE.GM. ANALYSIS
 

with the above backgrourrl in mind your ClR'lication requires this 
office to reassess our legal respoosibility, if any, to release 
substantial aJOOUIIts of water fran Hoover and. Davis dams to meet 
your specific navigational needs. The touchstone of this inquiry 
is Section 6 of the Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1928, 43 U.S.C. 
§§617 §t ~. Section 6 reads in pertinent part: 

That the dam and. reservoir provided for by 
section 1 hereof shall be used: First, for 
river I:egUlation, iJtprovement of navigation, 
and. flood c.cctrol; secx:mci, for irrigation and. 
ckmestic uses and. satisfaction of present 
perfected rights in pursuance of Article VIII 
of said Colorad:> River cx::rrpact; and. third, for 
power. 

It is less than clear fran a reading of the above statute whether 
Congress intended, by listing the groups of purposes in numerical 
sequence, to set a strict priority am::>ng the three groups of 
puzposes. we assuoe for the purposes of this decision that the 
statute ck:les indeed set such a priority. However, this opinion 
should not be read to concede that the statute sets forth a 
priority scheme as a matter of law. we only decide that, assuning 
such a priority, the at;;ency has met its burden. However, we 
construe the first listed puzpose, that of river regulation, to 
represent a broad grant of authority to the secretary of the 
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Interior to make the reasonable trade-offs and CCIIPranises 
necessary to rreet all of the pw:poses of the Act to the greatest 
possible extent. In other words, we do not read the above 
priorities as requiring the secretary to maximize the first set of 
purposes before enbarking on ~ations to rreet the second and. 
third priorities. Such an interpretation would virtually vitiate 
the secretary's ability to rreet many of the Act's J?UIPOses, even 
those purposes listed as the first priorities, Le. river 
regulation, flood control, and inprovatSlt of navigation, and in 
actiition would disregard the valuable property rights of 
downstream water right holders. 

For exemple, if the secretary were to ~te Hoover Dam to 
maximize its ability to control flood water because flood control 
is a first priority, he would, of necessity, keep Hoover's 
reservoir enpty or near enpty. At the very least he would be 
required, by such an interpretation of the statute, to keep 
storage space available to handle any reootely foreseeable flood 
situation. '!his would not only substantially reduce his ability 
to ~te the dam to store water for dcmestic and irrigation 
needs but. would also substantially reduce his ability to generate 
low cost hydroelectric power. M:>st significantly, reducing the 
arootmt of stored water would inhibit the ability to meet other 
first priority J?UIPOses such as river regulation and i.nprovemant 
of navigation. 'nlis is ~ because less stored water means 
less water available to regulate the river <i1ring tiIres of 
scarcity and plenty. ~ stored water also means less water to 
maintain a stable river for navigation on the reservoirs and on 
the miles and miles of river channel below the dams. As 
deroonstrated above, maintenance of the reservoirs at near full 
levels has led to a deIoonstrable increase and i.nprovement. of 
navigation throughout the leogth of the lower Colorado River. The 
recitation regardi..rq the state of the Colored:> River <i1ring wet 
and dry years and seasons prior to coostruction of Hoover Dam 
de!Ioonstrates this point in a particularly grapllc way. 

Assuning that the statute d:>es set forth a prioritized scheme, 
what 00es such a priority mean? we believe it requires the 
Secretary, within his discretion, to first <:::alSb:uct, cperate, and 
maintain Hoover Dam in such a manner as to ad:::tress in a meaningful 
fashion first priority J?UIPOse8 before meeting second and third 
priorities. For exanple, if the secretary were to cpera.te the dam 
at fullest levels at all tiIres so as to eatpletely vitiate the 
dam's inherent capacity to handle even mi..nim.D flood flows in 
order to provide maxi.ma.l power generation, or meet danestic or 
irrigation water needs, such a practice might well be violative of 
the statute's priority scheme. 'nlat is not the case at hand. As 
discussed fully above, the past and current practices of 
Reclama.tion rreet the needs of second and third priorities while 
neeting the 1:::Jurden of i.nproving navigation. 
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With respect to the first priority of river regulation and 
iJrprOV'elren1: of navigation, several ad:ii.tional caments are in 
order. First, the statute is utterly silent with respect to how 
Hoover Dam should be used to iJrprove navigation on the river. In 
light of the manifold purposes of this c::cuplex statute we are 
convinced that Congress intended decisions regarding how, when, 
and where navigation should be iJrproved to be left to the sound 
discretion of the Secretary. we are convinced that the statute 
clearly places at least. a minimal burden on the secretary to use 
the dam to iJrprove navigation. we are similarly convinced by the 
facts set forth in detail above that this burden has been well met 
by the operational practices of the secretary. 'Ibis conclusion is 
further reinforced when one realizes that the duty placed on the 
secretary of the Interior in 1928 was one to iJrprove navigation on 
the Colorado River fran its natural untamed state. 'Ibis is not to 
sat that Reclamation has been totally sucoessful at making the 
river navigable at all times, at all locatialS, for every<Xle'S 
needs. Further, we disagree with your contention that the river 
has been made nan-navigable by Reclamation's practices. It is 
well settled that in order to be deerred navigable, the whole of a 
stream need not be navigable and need not be navigable at all 
tines. A river remains navigable even though there are occasional 
oostructions and inten:uptions such as sarxJ:)ars. It is not 
necessary for navigability that use be continuous. ~ e.g. 
United states v. 1\a?alachi.an Power Calpany, 311 U.S. 377 (1940); 
Arizona v. califomia, 283 U. S. 423 (1931); and troited states v. 
~, 283 U.S. 64 (1930). 

The wisdan of Congress in leavi.n3 these matters to secretarial 
discretion becares evident when one urrlerstands that while the 
vast network of dams, canals, levees, dikes, and reservoirs whim 
constitute the total system is a marvel to behold, it nevert:heless 
has its limitations. These limitations make it inpossible to meet 
everyone's particular needs without hurting Saneal8 else. For 
exanple, releases of vast amounts of water to meet your needs, 
would hinder the navigational needs of others on Lake Mead since 
the total navigable surface area of that reservoir would be 
reduced. The precise degree of such reduction of course depends 
on many variables, not the least. of which is the aroount of 
unpredictable yearly nmoff into the reservoir. Indeed, in times 
of severe shortage, this agency's ability to meet even your 
average q:>erational needs, needs which we currently meet, might 
well be placed in jec:pardy. 

While we assert that the Boulder canycn Project .Act vests wide 
discretion in the secretary of Interior in meeting the Act' s 
purposes, we are not unmindful that the touchstone of our 
responsibility is to ascertain and inplement Congressional intent. 
A review of the facts and sources cited above reveals that since 
Passage of the Boulder canyon Project .Act in 1928 the operations 
of this agency have been urrler close and continual scnItiny by 
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Congress. This scrutiny has been manifested by subsequent 
legislation such as the acts authorizing the Colorado River Front 
Work and Levee System; the Colorado River storage Project Act of 
1956, 43 u.s.c. Sections 620 ~ ~,; the Colorado River Basin 
Project Act of 1968, 43 u.s.c. Sections 1501 §t ~.; and the 
Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Act of 1974, 43 U.S.C. 
Sections 1571 ~~. Further, as required by the Colorado River 
Basin Project Act, annual reports on the preceding cx::npa.ct water 
year and the projected operation for the current water years have 
been annually sul:rni.tted to Congress. In short, Congress has been 
well informed of our water release practices. In no subsequent 
legislation has Congress expressed any dissatisfaction with our 
construction of the statute or its inplem9ntation, or acted to 
roodify the agency's water release practices as those practices 
relate to navigation. In particular, we view the contirroed 
funding of the Front Work and Levee System by Congress, through 
annual awropriations, as evidence of Congressional policy that 
any conti.m.Jed duty to inprove navigation be aCCCl1plished by the 
expenditure of awropriated funds for channel maintenance, levees, 
etc., rather than the non-consmptive release of waters which are 
the life blood of the arid SOuthwest. 

Finally, as set forth xoore fully above, we believe that the 
statutory water release priorities set forth in the Section 1552 
of the Colorado River Basin Project Act of 1968, govenU.ng the 
Secretary's Cperating Criteria, express a clear Congressional 
directive that water releases should be linked to treaty needs or 
consunptive irrigation and <bnestic uses. Indeed, releasing water 
in derogation of that directive might well ccrurt.itute a violation 
of that statute. 

In S1.Il'ItIaI:Y, we believe that Feclamation is, and has been, in full 
carpliance with Sectioo 6 of the Boulder canyon Project Act. The 
Act grants broad discretion to the 8ecJ:etary to perfonn the 
balancing of interests and factors necessary to rreet the ltI.l1tifold 
purposes of the Act. The Act does not J:eqUi.re the Secretary to 
maximize first priority needs prior to arbarki..rY:J on secood or 
third. priorities. Finally, we feel the continual scrutiny of 
Congress, and subsequently enacted legislation, confinn our 
position that water should not be released to inprove navigation 
beyond consunptive use needs. 

IV
 
EXllMINM'ICN CF AL'I'J!iENATIYES
 

In hopes of aCCCl'llOOdating your client's needs without releasing 
water, I have asked the River DevelOflient Branch to conduct a 
preliminary study on the costs and public benefits of cireci;;Ji.ng, 
and/or pursuing other activities, which might alleviate your 
particular navigational prd:>le:ns. That study reveals that it 
would be possible to clear a channel sufficient for your boat to 
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make tmOOstructed passage during the few evening hours of low 
water release which present a proolem during the winter roonths of 
othet:wise low recreational use. Unless you or others are willing 
to undertake the accacplishlrent of such a project, or provide the 
funding, I do not believe that the benefits to the public outweigh 
the cost. In ad:ti.tion the project would have to solve inportant 
envirormental and other prOOlems. We suggest that you explore 
using a smaller boat, or at least one with a roore IOOdest draft. 
Such boats are in successful ccmnercial tour use along the Yuna 
reaches of the river. 

It should be noted at this point that we believe that your 
proolems are largely self inflicted. Your boats have been able to 
navigate without hindrance for several years following the record 
high-water events of 1983 and 1984. Releases for flood control 
allowed a full 24-hour navigation for your boats all year 1OD:J. 
We have now, however, .r:etw:ned. to our traditional regimen. 
Infonnation regarding this regimen was fully docunented aIXi was' 
available to you at our offices prior to your EI'lbarking on your 
enterprise. The retw:n to our prior water release practice was a 
well known fact which CX)Il1d have been easily ascertained by a 
visit to our offices. 'lh:is office feels that any expectation that 
we would not .r:etw:n to these releases would have been wholly 
tmfounded. [See Exhibits G aIXi H.] See also ccrrment letter aIXi 
attadlments, dated July 25, 1988 fran Colorado River camdssion, 
Afpendi.x A. 

V
 
EB)SI(;N CXM2lAIN'1'
 

Finally, your ~lication specifically ccrrplains that our water 
release practices create pennanent degradation of the river 
charmel upon which your boats operate. I have taken note of your 
expressed COl"lCel:n in this regard. '!he Ri.ver Develcp:tlent Branch 
has reviewed this matter. '!he Branch reports as follows. '!he 
causes of riverl:>ank erosion involve both the river regime aIXi 
riverbank prcp!rties. '!be causes of riverl:>ank erosion frequently 
differ at various locatialS alcng the river. In many instances, 
erosion at a site is the result of several causes. Erosion may be 
the result of flood flows, toe scour, bed degradation, overbank 
flow, wave action, pJ:qleller wash, nonnal streamflow, man made 
structures, ed::iy action, rainfall erosion aIXi bankline seepage, or 
a CClTbinatian of these. 

If a river undergoes an increase in river stage under the 
influence of an arriving flood wave, flow may be induced into the 
riverbanks. As the stage declines, the flow is reversed. The 
alOOUnt of bank storage i.nduoed by flood flow is dependent an the 
length of the flood, the time of the drop of the flood flows aIXi 
the characteristics of the riverl:>ank material. 
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If the riveI:bank a:nsists of large noncohesive material (gravel, 
cctl>les or coarse sarxi) the ground water surface elevation in the 
bank will drcp at the same rate as the river stage. If the river 
bank consists of cohesive material (clays) they will have low 
penneability arxi drain slowly. These clay banks will becane 
tmstable under rapidly falling river stages as the water drains 
into the river. If the river bank a:nsists of small noncohesive 
material (sands) or is a stratified mixture of sarxi, clays and 
gravels, the penneability and drainage of the bank will be 
scmewhere between the above extremes. 

The banks of the lower Colorado River consist of alluvial 
materials, roostly sand with layers of gravels arxi clays. The 
aroount of bank storage arxi the penneability is variable along the 
river depending on the specific site location, characteristics of 
the bank and flow properties at the location. 

The fluctuations of the river flows on the Colorado have not been 
identified as a cause of instability in the rivez:banks. The 
penneability of the alluvial materials is high enough to allow 
drainage of the bank storage, allowing the ground water elevations 
to closely follow the river stage. The roost dcmi.nant process 
causing erosion along the banks of the lower Colorado River is the 
erosive action of the riverfiows themselves and wave action caused 
by boats. In short, we do not feel that the facts bear out your 
assertions that fluctuations in the quantity of water released. 
during a twenty-four hour period are causing erosion or maki..ng the 
channel pex:manently non-navigable. 

Your at=Plication also c:cnplains that daily fluctuations in the 
river flows increases the sediment fran the river bottan itself, 
and deposits this material in areas of the river whim contribute 
to navigational prcblEIIIS. The facts are to the contrary. The 
river bottan in the reach fran Davis Dam to Needles is "azmored" , 
that is, it has a coating of coarse pelDles arxi gravels. This 
coating has a shingling effect whim practically eliminates the 
degradation of the river bed for the flow regime up to about 
30, 000 cfs. This fact has been affi.Dned by the sediment transport 
SartFling arxi river surveys in this ream of the river whim have 
been conducted since the closure of Davis Dam and whidl du:aU.cle 
the azmoring process. l'Ilen Davis Dam began darcmi.ng the river arxi 
trat=Ping the upstream sediments, the clean water discharged below 
the dam "plucked" the fine sands arxi silts fran the river bottan, 
leaving the coarser peJ:t>les and rocks. This process cx::cti.nued arxi 
gradually progressed downstream until at this point in time the 
river is fairly well azmored as far downstream as Needles. 

Below Needles the water continues to be very clean and clear at 
all flows up to about 28, 000 cfs. While not azmored to the deg:t:ee 
or manner that the river is upstream, the bottan does consist of 
coarse sand which IOOVeS very little in the nonnal. flow release 
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pattern. Recent sed:i.rrent analyses of the flows at Topock, aOOut 
12 miles south of Needles, show sediment conoentratians less than 
10 parts per million, which are contrasted to the river's sed:i.rrent 
carrying capacity, shown in earlier sanples, of concentrations of 
300 parts per million in this section of the river. 

Sources:	 (Freeze, R. Allan and 01erry, JolU1 A, 1979, 
"Groundwater" Prentice-Hall, w. 211-226, 470-472.) 

(peterson, Margaret S., 1986, River Engineering, 
Prentice-Hall, w. 53-59.) 

(u.s. Army, Corps of Engineers, Huntsville Division, 
streanbank Protection Manual, 1987.) 

("Report on River Control Work and Investigation" 
I:>eoe!rt>er 1976, Bureau of Reclamation) 

(Continually carpiled survey data on file at the River 
Developlent Branch, Lower ColoraOO Fegional Office, 
Bureau of Reclamation) 

VI 
CCK.WSICN 

In this decision we have examined the history of navigation before 
and after enactment of the Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1928. 
Our purpose in doing so was to establish a perspective in 
reviewing our statutory duty to inprove navigation on the lower 
Colorado River. It ~s that navigation reached its low point 
when inproved ground transportation virtually eliminated 
ccmnercial navigation on the river. 'Jlle CCXlStruction of Hoover, 
Davis and Parker dams have been the oentral roost irrportant 
ingredient leading to inproved navigatial throughout the course of 
the lower ColoraOO River. As doa..mented above, the river channel 
has generally been stabilized and massive silting substantially 
reduced. Hundreds of square miles of reservoir surface area has 
been created and is navigable year arourxi. Wide swi.ngs in 
seasonal flows on the river have been evened out so that roore of 
the d1.annel is navigable over roore miles and for a longer period 
of time than before these dams were constructed. we continue to 
meet our responsibilities to inprove navigation by mainta:ining 
reservoirs at the fullest levels possible in accordance with the 
long range cperating criteria pursuant to the ColoraOO River Basin 
Project Act as mandated by Congress. In short, we do not feel 
that we are required to make the requested water releases in order 
to bring past practices into carpliance with federal law. 

Finally, I have severe OOubts whether I have legal authority to 
make such releases, on the facts before me, without violating the 
Colorado River Basin Project Act. It appears that such releases 
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would violate the statutory priorities set forth therein. 
However, even assuning that I have legal authority, I decline to 
do so. While releasing water in the massive aroounts requested 
would marginally inprove the m.mi:>er of hours during a few winter 
months for your three boats, the waste of water and hydroelectric 
benefits would be enorIOClUS. water releases in excess of 
constllTptive needs will invariably be wasted because of the limited 
storage space available in Lake Havasu i.npoLmded by Parker Dam 
downstream. Feleasing water to raise the depth of the river as a 
method of inproving navigation at one specific point on the river 
is not required by the Boulder Canyon Project Act and makes no 
sense in the arid West where water is probably the most precious 
of natural resources. Your awlication is therefore denied. 

You may appeal this decision to the Ccmnissioner, Bureau of 
Feclamation, United states Depart:ment of Interior, "C" street, 
between 18th and 19th streets, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20240. 
You should perfect your ~ by filing a notice of cq::peal in 
this office no later than thirty days fran date of receipt of this 
decision. An appeal brief mJSt be filed in the Ccmnissioner's 
Office no later than 30 days fran the date of filing of the notice 
of appeal. 

Sincerely, 

Edward M. Hallenbeck 
Regional Director 
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United States Department of the Interior 
BUREAU OF RECLA~{ATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 
I 

I 

IN UPlY 
U:UTO: 'J~.N C' 1989

PECISION 

Ronald R. Hadson. Esquire
 
Attorney for Complainant Laughlin
 
Riv.r Tour., Inc., and John T. Talley
 
530 South Fourth Stre.t
 
Las V.gas. Nevada 89101
 

Re:	 Administrative Decls1~n of the Commissioner, Dyr.au of 
8&,lamation, Cnited Stat., Department of the Int,rior. R••ardini 
Appeal Drief of Administrative Decision of September 19. 1988. 
madr bv the Region.l pir.ctor, Lower Colorado B,,10n Byrcny of 
B.cl.m.tion, V.S. D,parem,nt of the Interior, r'l,rd1ol Ipp1i· 
cfeion for administrative r,lief of LauChl!o River Tours,!n,. , 
'nd John T, Talley. indiVidually, dated November 23, 1988. 

D.ar	 Hr. K'dson: 

I have r.vi.wed your app.al brief and the Administrativ. R.eord. From this 
r.vi.w I have concluded that the decision r.ndered by Reglon'l Director 
Edward H. Hall.nbach 00 September 19, 1988, ls the corr.ct d.cision and 
it is her.by affirmed. 

In 1902. wh.n Theodore Roos'velt created the Reclamation Service, no~ the 
Bur.au of R.clam.tion. h. used the words •... to do the Ir•• test lood for 
the gre'test numb'r" to guide th, actions of this ag.ncy in conducting 
conservation activities in the Yest, Since that tlme. Conere.s has sQuaht 
to embody the spirit of Roosevelt" words in lesislation .nacted which 
affect the natural resources of the Yest, Nowhere i. this more apparent 
than in the operation of the Colorado River .ystem, 

Congress has entrust.d the Secretary of the Interior with pow.rs to direcc, 
manag•. and coordinate the operation of the Colorado River reservoir system 
pursuant to the Boulder Canyon Project Act and the other statutes. court 
d~cisions. deerees. tr.aties, and contracts which constitute the ·La~ of 
the River-, This body of law guides the Secrecary in the exercise of 
discretion and judgem.nt in managing Colorado River operations. in 
b.lancing the competing interests on the Colorado River. and requires 
consultation with the seven basin States 1n forecasting and in the 
formulation of operation plans. That is to say. the Secretary is not at 
liberty to comply with individual or collective requests unl.ss such 
r.quests are consist.nt with the -Law of the River. 
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Th. central l~su.s pres.nted by your initial application for .d~lnlstr.tlve 
relief are vhether the Bure.u of Reclamation. throu,h Lt. op.rations, hal 
rendered the Colorado River non·navisable .nd vhether v. Ir. rtqulred by 
rederal law. specifically the Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1928, 43 ~.S.C. 
6li .c ItQ., to rtltase -at .11 time.,- or at l.ast durin, the op.rational 
hours of your clients's tour boat servic., sufficient vattr to mItt the 
naviaationa1 n.eds of his boats. Your Initial request vas for 10,000 
cfs but has sine. b.en modifi.d to 7000 cf. ev.n flow .round the clock. 

Your request for administrative r.liaf rtll.s haavily on an int.rpr.t~tlon 
of the !oulder Canyon Project Act that asserts a Con,r.ssional int.nt to 
impose a rigid priority system to the use. that should b. mad. of the 
Riv.r. Th. R,sional Dir.ctor's D.cision (Decision) dat.d S.ptember 19, 
1988, fails to ·find such clarity in • readins of the statute and neither 
do 1. But moreover, the Boulder Canyon Proj.ct Act Is but one of the 
many parts of the -Law of the Riv.r-. Becausa of their interr.lationships, 
I believe they .ust be viewed 1n the ag,resate, and In so doin& 1 find that 
the purposes for which the liver is operated cannot be considered ~tually 

exclusive due to th. inherent conflicts between the· purposes. For the$e 
r.lsons and chose stated on page. 21·24 of the Decision, I concur with the 
conclusion that the Bureau of Reclam~tion is not obligated to meet your 
request. 

You also assert that the Colorado River ha, been ..de nonnavigable by the 
operations of the Bureau of Reclamation. On pa,e 17 ot your oppo
sition ~o the June 27, 1988 Proposed Administrative Decision of the 
Regional Director, you conclude: 

The ~est of wh.ther is (sic) river 1s navigable is whether the river 
1s one of -,eneral and common usefulness for the purpose of trade and 
commeree.- JOHN TALLEY re·emphasiz•• tha~ the present river regu
lat10n (gyrattn, release patt.rns) by the BUREAU renders the river 
usable for trade or commerce with re.pect to his operation. 

Therefore, not only has the Bur.au', current Operatln& Criteria ~ 
i3proved navigation, but the Bureau'. actions has created conditions 
which render the river non-navigable .. , 

I believe it 15 well settled that In order to be de.~ed navigable, the 
whole of a stream need not be navigable and it need not.be navi&abl. at a:l 
times. United States v. Appalachi,n Power Co .. (1940) )~~ U.S. 377, 409; 

eli!i . (1931) 283 U S 423 453 455; Mnlted . v.~SCiC'SArizona v. orn u . ...,
(1930) 283 U.S. 64, 86) And furth~r. Article IV of the Colorado Rlver 

. ~ h d ased to be navisabl. for commercialCompact recognized that t he rLve. a ce 
mindful of Congress' intent as stated in hearings

purposes. IJe are a1so yo • that the flo.., of the
prior to the passage of the Boulder Canyon P_ojec~ Act
 
river be intended for use by power boats and other small craft.
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I believe the record shows ~hat the Bur.au is meeting its responsibilities 
in administering the River. Your appeal is therefore denied. 

This decision 1s final for the Department of the Incerior. 

C. Oal. Duvall 
COlludssioner 

cc: Clerk of the Court 
U.S. District Court 
P .0 . Box 11130
 
Reno, Nevada 89520
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PUBLIC LAW 102-575-0CT. 30, 1992 106 STAT. 4669 

(c) The report shall be submitted to the Committees on Reports. 

43 USC 390h-15. 

100 Stat. 419. 

100 Stat. 424. 

Grand Canyon 
Protection Act 
of 1992.

Appropriations and Interior and Insular Affairs of the House of 
Representatives and the Committees on Appropriations and Energy 
and Natural Resources of the Senate within three years of the 
appropriation offunds authorized by section 1617. 
SEC. 1617. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS. 

There is authorized to be appropriated for fiscal years beginning 
after September 30, 1992, $4,000,000 to carry out the study author
ized by section 1616. 

TITLE XVII-ffiRIGATION ON STANDING ROCK INDIAN
 
RESERVATION, NORTH DAKOTA
 

SEC. 1701. IRRIGATION ON STANDING ROCK INDIAN RESERVATION. 

(a) Section 5(e) of Public Law 89-108, as amended by section 
3 of the Garrison Diversion Unit Reformulation Act of 1986 (Public 
Law 99-294), is amended by striking "Fort Yates" and inserting 
"one or more locations within the Standing Rock Indian Reserva
tion". 

(b) Section 10 of Public Law 89-108, as amended by section 
8 of Public Law 99-294, is further amended by adding subsection 
(e) as follows: 

"(e) The portion of the $61,000,000 authorized for Indian
 
municipal, rural, and industrial water features shall be indexed
 
as necessary to allow for ordinary fluctuations of construction
 
costs incurred after October 1, 1986, as indicated by engineering
 
costs indices applicable for the type of construction involved.
 
All other authorized cost ceilings shall remain unchanged."
 

TITLE XVIII-GRAND CANYON PROTECTION 

SEC. 1801. SHORT TITLE. 

This Act may be cited as the "Grand Canyon Protection Act 
of 1992". 
SEC. 1802. PROTECTION OF GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK. 

(a) IN GENERAL.-The Secretary shall operate Glen Canyon 
Dam in accordance with the additional criteria and operating plans 
specified in section 1804 and exercise other authorities under exist
ing law in such a manner as to project, mitigate adverse impacts 
to, and improve the values for which Grand Canyon National Park 
and Glen Canyon National Recreation Area were established, 
including, but not limited to natural and cultural resources and 
visitor use. 

(b) COMPLIANCE WITH EXISTING LAw.-The Secretary shall 
implement this section in a manner fully consistent with and subject 
to the Colorado River Compact, the Upper Colorado River Basin 
Compact, the Water Treaty of 1944 with Mexico, the decree of 
the Supreme Court in Arizona v. California, and the provisions 
of the Colorado River Storage Project Act of 1956 and the Colorado 
River Basin Project Act of 1968 that govern allocation, appropria
tion, development, and exportation of the waters of the Colorado 
River Basin. 

(c) RULE OF CONSTRUCTION.-Nothing in this title alters the 
purposes for which the Grand Canyon National Park or the Glen 
Canyon National Recreation Area were established or affects the 
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Reports. 

authority and responsibility of the Secretary with respect to the 
management and administration of the Grand Canyon National 
Park and Glen Canyon National Recreation Area, including natural 
and cultural resources and visitor use, under laws applicable to 
those areas, including, but not limited te, the Act of August 25, 
1916 (39 Stat. 535) as amended and supplemented. 
SEC. 1803. INTERIM PROTECTION OF GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK. 

(a) INTERIM OPERATIONs.-Pending compliance by the Secretary
with section 1804, the Secretary shall, on an interim basis, continue 
to operate Glen Canyon Dam under the Secretary's announced 
interim oporating criteria and the Intoragency Agreement between 
the Bureau of Reclamation and the Western Area Power Adminis
tration executed October 2, 1991 and exercise other authorities 
under existing law, in accordance with the standards set forth 
in section 1802, utilizing the best and most recent scientific data 
available. 

(b) CONSULTATION.-The Secretary shall continue to implement 
Intorim Operations in consultation with

(1) Appropriato agencies of the Department of the Intorior, 
including the Bureau of Reclamation, Unitod States Fish and 
Wildlife Service, and the National Park Service; 

(2) The Secretary ofEnergy; 
(3) The Governors of the States of Arizona, California, 

Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming; 
(4) Indian Tribes; and 
(5) The general public, including representatives of the 

academic and scientific communities, environmental organiza
tions, the recreation industry, and contractors for the purchase 
of Federal power produced at Glen Canyon Dam. 
(c) DEVIATION FROM INTERIM OPERATIONS.-The Secretary may 

deviate from Interim Operations upon a finding that deviation 
is necessary and in the public interest to

(1) comply with the requirements of Section 1804(a); 
(2) respond to hydrologic extremes or power system oper

ation emergencies; 
(3) comply with the standards set forth in Section 1802; 
(4) respond to advances in scientific data; or 
(5) comply with the terms of the Interagencr Agreement.

(d) TERMINATION OF INTERIM OPERATIONS.-Intenm operations 
described in this section shall terminate upon compliance by the 
Secretary with section 1804. 
SEC. 1804. GLEN CANYON DAM ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT; 

LONG-TERM OPERATION OF GLEN CANYON DAM. 

(a) FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT.-Not later than 
2 years after the date of enactment of this Act, the Secretary
sball complete a final Glen Canyon Dam environmental impact 
statement, in accordance with the National Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.). 

(b) AUDIT.-The Comptroller General shall 
(1) audit the costs and benefits to water and power users 

and to natural, recreational, and cultural resources resulting 
from management policies and dam oporations identified pursu
ant to the environmental impact statement described in sub
section (a); and 

(2) report the results of the audit to the Secretary and 
the Congress. 

': 
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(c) ADoPI'ION OF CRITERIA AND PLANs.--(1) Based on the find
ings, conclusions, and recommendations made in the environmental 
impact statement prepared pursuant to subsection (a) and the audit 
performed pursuant to subsection (b), the Secretary shall 

(A) adopt criteria and operating plans separate from and
 
in addition to those specified in section 602(b) of the Colorado
 
River Basin Project Act of 1968; and .
 

(B) exercise other authorities under existing law, so as
 
to ensure that Glen Canyon Dam is operated in a manner
 
consistont with section 180~
 
(2) Each year after the date of the adoption of criteria and Reports. 

operating plans pursuant to paragraph (1), the Secretary shall 
transmit to the Congress and to the Governors of the Colorado 
River Basin Statos a report, separate from and in addition to 
the report specified in section 602(b) of the Colorado River Basin 
Project Act of 1968 on the preceding year and the projected year 
operations undertaken pursuant to this Act. 

(3) In preparing the criteria and operating plans described 
in section 602(b) of the Colorado River Basin Project Act of 1968 
and in this subsection, the Secretary shall consult with the Gov
ernors of the Colorado River Basin States and with the general 
public, including

(A) representatives of academic and scientific communities; 
(B) environmental organizations; 
(C) the recreation industry; and 
(D) contractors for the purchase of Federal power produced
 

at Glen Canyon Dam.
 
(d) REPORT TO CONGREss.-Upon implementation of long-term 

operations under subsection (c), the Secretary shall submit to the 
Congress the environmental impact statement described in sub
section (a) and a report describing the long-term operations and 
other reasonable mitigation measures taken to protect, mitigate 
adverse impacts to, and improve the condition of the natural, rec
reational, and cultural resources of the Colorado River downstream 
ofGlen Canyon Dam. 

(e) ALLoCATION OF COSTs.-The Secretary of the Interior, in 
consultation with the Secretary of Energy, is directed to reallocate 
the costs of construction, operation, maintenance, replacement and 
emergency expenditures for Glen Canyon Dam among the purposes 
directed in section 1802 of this Act and the purposes established 
in the Colorado River Storage Project Act of April 11, 1956 (70 
Stat. 170). Costs allocated to section 1802 purposes shall be 
nonreimbursable. Except that in fiscal year 1993 through 1997 
such costs shall be nonreimbursable only to the extont to which 
the Secretary finds the effect of all provisions of this Act is to 
increase net offsetting receipts; Provided, That if the Secretary 
finds in any such year that the enactment of this Act does cause 
a reduction in net offsetting receipts generated by all provisions 
of this Act, the costs allocated to section 1802 purposes shall remain 
reimbursable. The Secretary shall determine the effect of all the Reports. 
provisions of this Act and submit a report to the appropriate House 
and Senate committees by January 31 of each fiscal year, and 
such report shall contain for that fiscal year a detailed accounting 
of expenditures incurred pur~uant to this Act, offsetting receipts 
generated by this Act, and any increase or reduction in net offsetting 
receipts generated by this Act. 
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Reports. 

SEC. 1805. LONG-TERM MONITORING. 

(a) IN GENERAL.-The Secretary shall establish and implement 
long-term monitoring programs and activities that will ensure that 
Glen Canyon Dam is operated in a manner consistent with that 
of section 1802. 

(b) RESEARcH.-Long-term monitoring of Glen Canyon Dam 
shall include any necessary research and studies to determine the 
effect of the Secretary's actions under section 1804(c) on the natural, 
recreational, and cultural resources of Grand Canyon National Park 
and Glen Canyon National Recreation Area. 

(c) CONSULTATION.-The monitoring programs and activities 
conducted under subsection (a) shall be established and imple
mented in consultation with

(1) the Secretary ofEnergy; 
(2) the Governors of the States of Arizona, California, Colo

rado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming; 
(3) Indian tribes; and 
(4) the general public, including representatives of aca

demic and scientific communities, environmental organizations, 
the recreation industry, and contractors for the purchase of 
Federal power produced at Glen Canyon Dam. 

SEC. 1806. RULES OF CONSTRUCTION.
 

Nothing in this title is intended te affect in any way
(1) the allocations of water secured to the Colorado Basin 

States by any compact, law, or decree; or 
(2) any Federal environmental law, including the Endan

gered Species Act (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). 

SEC. 1807. STUDIES NONREIMBURSABLE. 
All costs of preparing the environmental impact statement 

described in section 1804, including supporting studies, and the 
long-term monitoring programs and activities described in section 
1805 shall be nonreimbursable. The Secretary is authorized te 
use funds received from the sale of electric power and energy
from the Colorado River Storage Project to prepare the environ
mental impact statement described in section 1804, including 
supporting studies, and the long-term monitoring programs and 
activities described in section 1805, except that such funds will 
be treated as having been repaid and returned to the general 
fund of the Treasury as costs assigned to power for repayment 
under section 5 of the Act of April 11, 1956 (70 Stat. 170). Except 
that in fiscal year 1993 through 1997 such provisions shall take 
effect only to the extent to which the Secretary finds the effect 
of all the provisions of this Act is to increase net offsetting receipts; 
Provided, That if the Secretary finds in any such year that the 
enactment of this Act does cause a reduction in net offsetting 
recoipts generated by all provisions of this Act, all costs described 
in this section shall remain reimbursable. The Secretary shall deter
mine the effect of all the provisions of this Act and submit a 
report to the appropriate House and Senate committees by January 
31 of each fiscal year, and such report shall contain for that fiscal 
year a detailed accounting of expenditures incurred pursuant to 
this Act, offsetting receipts generated by this Act, and any increase 
or reduction in net offsetting receipts generated by this Act. 
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SEC. 1808. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS. 

There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as are 
necessary to carry out this title. 

SEC. 1809. REPLACEMENT POWER. 

The Secretary of Energy in consultation with the Secretary 
of the Interior and with representatives of the Colorado River 
Sterage Project power customers, environmental organizations and 
the States of Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, 
Utah, and Wyoming shall identify economically and technically 
feasible methods of replacing any power generation that is lost 
through adoption of long-term operational criteria for Glen Canyon 
Dam as required by section 1804 of this title. The Secretary shall Reports. 
present a report of the findings, and implementing draft legislation, 
if necessary, not later than two years after adoption of long-term 
operating criteria. The Secretary shall include an investigation of 
the feasibility of adjusting operations at Hoover Dam to replace 
all or part of such lost generation. The Secretary shall include 
an investigation of the modifications or additions to the trans
mission system that may be required to acquire and deliver replace
mentpower. 

TITLE XIX-MID-DAKOTA RURAL WATER SYSTEM Mid-Dakota 
Rural Water 
System Act 

SEC. 1901. SHORT TITLE. of 1992. 
South Dakota. This title may be cited as the "Mid-Dakota Rural Water System 

Act of 1992". 

SEC. 1902. DEFlN1TIONS. 

For purposes of this title
(1) the term ''feasibility study" means the study entitled
 

"Mid-Dakota Rural Water System Feasibility Study and Report"
 
dated November 1988 and revised January 1989 and March
 
1989, as supplemented by the "Supplemental Report for Mid

Dakota Rural Water System" dated March 1990 (which supple

mental report shall control in the case of any inconsistency

between it and the study and report), as modified to reflect
 
consideration of the benefits of the water conservation programs
 
developed and implemented under section 1905 of this title;
 

(2) the term ''pumping and incidental operational require

ments" means all power requirements incident to the operation
 
of intake facilities, pumping stations, water treatment facilities,
 
reservoirs, and pipelines up to the point of delivery of water
 
by the Mid-Dakota Rural Water System to-

(A) each entity that distributes water at retail te 
individual users; or 

(B) each rural use location; 
(3) the term "rural use location" includes a water use
 

location
(A) that is located in or in the vicinity of a municipality 

identified in appendix A of the feasibili!y report, for which 
municipality and vicinity there was on December 31, 1988, 
no 'entity engaged in the business of distributing water 
at retail to users in that municipality or vicinity; and 

(B) that is one of no more than 40 water use locations 
in that municipality and vicinity; 





Glen Canyon Dam Adaptive Management Work Group
Federal Advisory Committee

Bureau of Reclamation

CHARTER

1. Official Designation: Glen Canyon Dam Adaptive Management Work Group

2. Scope and Objectives: The Committee will provide advice and recommendations to the
Secretary of the Interior (Secretary) relative to the operation of Glen Canyon Dam in accordance
with the additional criteria and operating plans specified in Section 1804 of the Grand Canyon
Protection Act (Act) of October 30, 1992, embodied in Public Law 102-575, and to the exercise
of other authorities under existing laws in such a manner as to protect, mitigate adverse impacts
to, and improve the values for which Grand Canyon National Park and Glen Canyon National
Recreation Area were established, including but not limited to natural and cultural resources and
visitor use, as provided in section 1802 of the Act

The Glen Canyon Dam Adaptive Management Program (AMP) provides for monitoring the
results of the operating criteria and plans adopted by the Secretary and research and
experimentation to suggest appropriate changes to those operating criteria and plans.

The AMP includes an Adaptive Management Work Group (AMWG). The Secretary's Designee
will chair the AMWG. The AMWG will recommend suitable monitoring and research programs
and make recommendations to the Secretary. The AMWG may recommend research and
monitoring proposals outside the Act, which complement the AMP process, but such proposals
will be funded separately, and do not deter from the focus on the Act.

3. Description of Duties: The duties or roles and functions ofthe AMWG are in an advisory
capacity only. They are to:

a. Establish AMWG operating procedures.

b. Advise the Secretary in meeting environmental and cultural commitments including
those contained in the Glen Canyon Dam Environmental Impact Statement Record of Decision
(GCDEIS ROD) and subsequent related decisions.

c. Recommend the framework for the AMP policy, goals, and direction.

d. Recommend resource management objectives for development and implementation of
a long-term monitoring plan, and any necessary research and studies required to determine the
effect of the operation of Glen Canyon Dam on the values for which Grand Canyon National
Park and Glen Canyon National Recreation Area were established, including but not limited to
natural and cultural resources, and visitor use.

e. Review and provide input on the report identified in Section 1804 (c)(2) of the Act to
the Secretary, the Congress, and the Governors of the Colorado River Basin States. The report
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will include discussion of dam operations, the operation of the AMP, status of resources, and
measures taken to protect, mitigate, and improve the resources defined in the Act.

f. Annually review long-term monitoring data to provide advice on the status of resources
and whether the AMP Strategic Plan goals and objectives are being met. If necessary, develop
recommendations for modifying the GCDEIS ROD, associated operating criteria, and other
resource management actions pursuant to the Act.

g. Facilitate input and coordination of infOlmation from stakeholders to the Secretary to
assist in meeting consultation requirements under Section 1804 (c) of the Act.

h. Monitor and report on all program activities undertaken to comply with applicable
laws, including permitting requirements.

4. Duration: It is the intent that the AMWG will continue indefinitely, unless terminated by the
Secretary, or the operation ofthe Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA), 5 U.S.c. Appendix
2.

5. Agency or Official to Whom the Committee Reports: The AMWG reports to the Secretary
through the Secretary's Designee who will serve as the chairperson and Designated Federal
Officer of the AMWG. In the absence of the Chairperson or the designated alternate, another
designated senior level Department of the Interior representative will act as Chairperson for the
AMWG.

6. Bureau Responsible for Providing Necessary Support: The logistical and support services for
the meetings of the AMWG will be provided by the Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation).

7. Estimated Annual Operating Costs: The estimated annual operating costs associated with
supporting the Committee's functions are $500,000, including all direct and indirect expenses. It
is estimated that five FTE's will be required to support the Committee.

8. Allowances for Committee Members (compensation, travel, per diem, etc.): Members of the
Committee serve without compensation. However, while away from their homes or regular
places of business, members engaged in Committee business (including regular, Technical, and
ad hoc meetings) approved by the Designated Federal Officer may be allowed travel expenses,
including per diem in lieu of subsistence, in the same manner as persons employed intermittently
in Government service under section 5703 oftitle 5 of the United States Code.

9. Estimated Number and Frequency of Meetings: The AMWG is expected to meet biannually.
The Secretary's Designee, who will serve as the Designated Federal Officer, may call additional
meetings as deemed appropriate. Fifteen members must be present at any meeting of the
AMWG to constitute a quorum.

10. Termination Date: The AMWG is subject to the provisions ofFACA and will take no action
unless the charter filing requirements of Section 9 ofFACA have been complied with. The
Committee is subject to biem1ial review and will terminate 2 years from the date the charter is
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filed, unless, prior to that time, the charter is renewed in accordance with Section 14 of the
FACA.

11. Membership: Members and alternate members ofthe AMWG to be appointed by the
Secretary will be comprised of but not limited to:

a. Secretary's Designee, who will serve as Chairperson for the AMWG.

b. One representative each from the following entities:

(1) Bureau of Reclamation
(2) Bureau of Indian Affairs
(3) U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(4) National Park Service
(5) Western Area Power Administration
(6) Arizona Game and Fish Department
(7) Hopi Tribe
(8) Hualapai Tribe
(9) Navajo Nation
(10) San Juan Southern Paiute Tribe
(11) Southern Paiute Consortium
(12) Pueblo of Zuni

c. One representative each from the seven basin States:

(1) Arizona
(2) California
(3) Colorado
(4) Nevada
(5) New Mexico
(6) Wyoming
(7) Utah

d. Two representatives each from:

(1) Environmental groups
(2) Recreation groups
(3) Contractors who purchase Federal power from Glen Canyon Powerplant

Members will be appointed to the AMWG by the Secretary, with input and recommendations
from the above-referenced agencies, States, tribes, contractors for Federal power from Glen
Canyon Dam, environmental representatives, and other stakeholders. These stakeholders may
also recommend an alternate member for appointment by the Secretary. When the regular
appointed member is not present, alternates will have authority to participate in AMWG
business, including quorum and voting privileges. Members and alternates of the AMWG will
be appointed for a 4-year term.
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12. Ethics Responsibility: No AMWG member or alternate will participate in any specific party
matter including a lease, license, permit, contract, claim, agreement, or related litigation with the
Department in which the member has a dire<:t financial interest.

13. Designated Federal Officer: Secretary's Designee, Glen Canyon Dam Adaptive
Management Work Group, Department of the Interior, 1849 C Street, NW, Washington. DC
20240.

14. Subgroul1s: The AMWG may have workgroups or subgroups that the Committee and the
Secretary's Designee deems necessary for the purpose ofcompiling information or conducting
rescarell. However, such workgroups may not conduct business without the direction oftlle
Committee and must report in full 10 the Committee.

15. Authority: The Grand Canyon Protection Act (Act) ofOctobcr 30, 1992, Public Law 102-
575, S 802, 1804. an 1805, Fcdcral Advisor Commillee Act, 5 U.S.C. Appcndix 2.

JUL ! 3 2008

Date Signed

JUl 2 3 3lll

Date Filed
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RECORD OF DECISION
 
LOWER COLORADO RIVER 


MULTI-SPECIES CONSERVATION PROGRAM
 

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
 
( DECEMBER 2004)
 

I. Introduction 

This document constitutes the Record of Decision (ROD) of the Department of the Interior
regarding the Lower Colorado River Multi-Species Conservation Program (LCR MSCP).  

The importance of the Colorado River to the southwestern portion of the United States cannot be
overstated: the Colorado is the lifeblood of the southwest. The Colorado River provides water
and power to over 20 million people (in cities such as Los Angeles, San Diego, Las Vegas,
Phoenix and Tucson), irrigates over 2 million acres, and generates up to 10 billion kilowatt-hours
of electricity annually. 

The Secretary of the Interior has statutory responsibility for the operation of Hoover Dam, Davis
Dam and other facilities on the lower Colorado River which constitute a “vast, interlocking
machinery--a dozen major works delivering water according to congressionally fixed priorities
for home, agricultural, and industrial uses to people spread over thousands of square miles.”
Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546, 589 (1963). In exercising this authority Congress
“entrusted [the Secretary] with sufficient power ... to direct, manage, and coordinate their
operation.” Id. at 590. In this capacity, the Secretary serves a “water master” function on the
lower Colorado River (LCR) and is required to operate the LCR pursuant to a body of law
commonly referred to as the “Law of the River.”1 

Congress has also delegated statutory responsibility to the Secretary for administration of the
Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA), for the purpose of conserving species and the
ecosystems upon which they depend.  The Supreme Court has stated that “[a]s it was finally
passed, the Endangered Species Act of 1973 represented the most comprehensive legislation for
the preservation of endangered species ever enacted by any nation. Its stated purposes were "to
provide a means whereby the ecosystems upon which endangered species and threatened species
depend may be conserved," and "to provide a program for the conservation of such ... species
...." TVA v. Hill, 437 U.S. 153, 180 (1978) (citations omitted). 

The LCR MSCP has been designed to implement and harmonize these statutory responsibilities.2 

1 The “Law of the River” includes interstate compacts, an international treaty, a Supreme Court decree and
injunction, applicable federal statutes, regulations and contracts, and other documents and agreements that control
the management and distribution of the Colorado River.  See e.g., Defenders of Wildlife v. Norton, 257 F. Supp. 2d
53 (D.D.C. 2003). See § II, infra, for a detailed discussion of this topic. 

2 In addition to the operation of major facilities on the lower Colorado River, the LCR MSCP addresses federal
actions by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Bureau of Land Management, the National Park Service and the U.S.
Fish & Wildlife Service and the Western Area Power Administration (U.S. Department of Energy).  The LCR MSCP 
also addresses actions by over forty non-federal entities from the States of Arizona, California and Nevada.  These 
non-federal entities rely on the Colorado River for water and power supplies and also manage resource programs on
the lower Colorado River. See generally, Final LCR MSCP Biological Assessment and Final Habitat Conservation 
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The Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) and the Fish and Wildlife Service (Service), as the
agencies that are designated to act on the Secretary’s behalf with respect to these matters, are the
joint co-leads for the purposes of compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969 (NEPA) for the development and implementation of the LCR MSCP.  The two lead 
agencies for NEPA and The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (Metropolitan)
as the lead agency for the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), prepared an
Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report (EIS/EIR) that analyzes the
effects of the proposed action on the human environment. 

For the Service, the EIS evaluates the effects of issuing a section 10(a)(1)(B) permit to the non-
federal participants of the LCR MSCP. For Reclamation, the EIS evaluates the effects of 
implementing the conservation measures in the LCR MSCP Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP),
and for Metropolitan, the EIR evaluates the effects of implementing the conservation measures
in the LCR MSCP HCP.3 

The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) was prepared pursuant to NEPA, as amended,
the Council on Environmental Quality’s (CEQ) Regulations for Implementing the Procedural
Provisions of NEPA (40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] Parts 1500 through 1508),
Department of the Interior Policies, and Reclamation and the Service NEPA Handbooks.  The 
LCR MSCP is the subject of the FEIS filed with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
(FES-04-47) and noticed by the EPA, Reclamation and the Service in the Federal Register on
December 17, 2004 (69 Fed. Reg. 75556).  Alternatives have been fully described in detail and
evaluated in the FEIS. 

The LCR MSCP is a cooperative effort between Federal and non-federal entities for the purpose
of: 

 conserving habitat and working toward the recovery of threatened and endangered
species, as well as reducing the likelihood of additional species being listed; 

 accommodating present water diversions and power production and optimizing
opportunities for future water and power development, to the extent consistent
with the law; and 

 providing the basis for incidental take authorizations. 

The LCR MSCP permit applicants have applied to the Service for an incidental take permit,
pursuant to section 10(a)(1)(B) of the Endangered Species Act (Act). The permit application is
for six listed species, two candidate species, and 19 unlisted species that may become listed
under the Act in the future. 

The proposed activities to be covered by the permit are the present and future activities of non-
Federal entities within the States of Arizona, California, and Nevada, including primarily those
that involve the consumption of water and power resources of the lower Colorado River (LCR). 

In addition to the covered activities of the non-Federal LCR MSCP permit applicants, specific
present and potential future actions of six Federal agencies on the LCR are also included in the 

Plan for the LCR MSCP. 

3 Compliance with CEQA, including any actions taken by California parties under the LCR MSCP, is the exclusive
responsibility of the relevant California parties. 
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LCR MSCP.4  Those Federal agencies are Reclamation, Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA),
National Park Service (NPS), Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Western Area Power
Administration (Western) and the Service.  The Federal agencies and permit applicants are
collectively referred to as the LCR MSCP participants. The covered actions and activities for the 
LCR MSCP participants occur along the LCR in La Paz, Mohave, and Yuma counties, Arizona;
Imperial, Riverside, and San Bernardino counties, California; and Clark County, Nevada.  The 
requested duration of the permit and the associated formal section 7 consultation for the Federal
agencies is 50 years (2005-2055). 

The LCR MSCP participants developed the LCR MSCP Habitat Conservation Plan, (LCR
MSCP HCP) and the LCR MSCP Biological Assessment (LCR MSCP BA).  These documents 
describe the covered activities, the effects of those activities that may result in incidental take,
and the conservation measures that they propose to minimize and mitigate impacts from any
incidental take of the covered species.5 

II. Decision 

The purpose of this ROD is to: (1) state our decision, present the rationale for its selection, and
portray its implementation; (2) identify the alternatives considered in reaching the decision; and
(3) state whether all means to avoid or minimize environmental harm from implementation of the
selected alternative have been adopted in accordance with 40 C.F.R. § 1502.2. 

This ROD effects the approval of the following Federal actions: 

A. Issuance of an ESA Section 10(a)(1)(B) incidental take permit for the LCR MSCP HCP; 

B. Execution of an Implementation Agreement (IA) for the LCR MSCP; 

C. Execution of a Funding and Management Agreement (FMA) for the LCR MSCP; 

D. Implementation of the LCR MSCP by Reclamation. 

The LCR MSCP represents a comprehensive species conservation approach to both federal
actions and non-federal activities on the lower Colorado River. This unique conservation
partnership includes federal, state and tribal participants. In addition, this program represents a
unique partnership among a number of agencies within the U.S. Department of the Interior. 

In approving the foregoing identified actions, I also direct all participating agencies within the
Department of the Interior to utilize their authorities in furtherance of this conservation program
to the fullest extent allowed by law. Rather than undertaking piecemeal, action-by-action ESA
compliance activities, the LCR MSCP is designed as a comprehensive approach to species
conservation; such an approach can work only if the various federal authorities are themselves 

4  As provided in the ESA’s implementing regulations, Section 7 and the requirements for ESA consultations apply
only to discretionary federal actions. See 50 C.F.R. § 402.03. 

5 Approval of the LCR MSCP provides ESA compliance for the impacts of certain future covered actions and
activities within the Planning Area, but it does not provide approval for the identified future covered actions and
activities. Any decisions regarding approval of covered activities, and possible additional environmental review,
will be made when a specific covered action or activity is actually proposed in the future.  Implementation of the
conservation actions contained in the LCR MSCP is not dependent upon approval of any of the identified future
potential covered actions and activities. 
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working together in a coordinated and complementary fashion.  Working together, through the
implementing structure identified in this Record of Decision (ROD) and the Agreements
identified above, it is the direction of the Department that the LCR MSCP is administered
through a seamless integration of Departmental authorities and programs during the anticipated
50-year term of LCR MSCP implementation by Reclamation.  Throughout the anticipated 50
year term of the LCR MSCP, the Departmental agencies may identify the need for additional
intra-Departmental agreements to facilitate implementation of the conservation program.  I direct 
that all participating Departmental officials work together and put in place such agreements to
achieve the important species conservation actions identified in this program. 

III. Background 

A. Law of the River6 

The Secretary of the Interior is vested with the responsibility to manage the mainstream waters
of the LCR pursuant to a body of law commonly referred to as the “Law of the River.”  The Law 
of the River includes, but is not limited to, Federal and state laws, interstate compacts, an
international treaty, court decisions, Federal contracts, Federal and state regulations, and multi
party agreements. 

The Colorado River Compact of 1922 allocated 7.5 million acre-feet annually to the "upper
basin" states (Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, and New Mexico) and 7.5 million acre-feet annually to
the "lower basin" states (California, Arizona, and Nevada).7  In 1928, Congress passed the
Boulder Canyon Project Act, approving the Colorado River Compact and authorizing
construction of the Hoover Dam.  Hoover Dam was completed in 1935.  Over the following
fifteen years, two more major dams, four major irrigation canals, and several smaller facilities
were constructed. 

In 1944, the federal government signed a treaty with Mexico allotting that country 1.5 million
acre-feet of water per year from the Colorado River (absent a Treaty-based surplus of up to 1.7
million acre-feet or a Treaty-based reduction due to extraordinary drought or serious accident)
and allocating to Mexico any other waters arriving at Mexican points of diversion or at the
Southerly International Boundary (SIB) between the two countries.8  Mexico then built and 
completed in 1950 the Morelos Diversion Dam near the intersecting boundaries of Arizona,
California, and Baja California to divert its water for use in the Mexicali and San Luis Valleys. 

In order to resolve continuing disputes over the apportionment of water among the lower basin
states, Arizona filed suit in 1952. After a decade of litigation, the Supreme Court upheld the
validity of contracts entered into by the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to the Boulder Canyon 

6 This discussion regarding the “Law of the River” is included to provide a background understanding and context
for the management of the Colorado River and to describe actions taken by the Secretary of the Interior, certain of
which are covered actions as part of the LCR MSCP. Relevant provisions of the “Law of the River” affect the rights
of the United States, the Republic of Mexico, the seven Colorado River Basin States and various entities within each
of the Basin States; accordingly it would be inappropriate for this ROD to provide a formal legal interpretation of
any of these provisions of law. Therefore, nothing in the ROD is intended to interpret the provisions of the Colorado
River Compact, the Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1928, the U.S.-Mexico Treaty of 1944, the decision of the
Supreme Court in Arizona v. California, or other provisions of the Law of the River cited herein. 

7 Colorado River Compact of 1922, Art. III(a). 

8 Treaty Between the United States of America & Mexico, Art. 10(b), 15(e). 
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Project Act,9 affirmed that the Secretary is, by statute, bound by the Colorado River Compact,
and enjoined the federal government from releasing water (other than that needed to satisfy the
Mexican Treaty) except in accordance with the order of priority established by Congress: (1)
river regulation, improvement of navigation, and flood control; (2) irrigation and domestic uses;
and (3) power.10  The injunction also affirmed Congress’ statutory apportionment of mainstream
waters among the three lower basin states. 

Reclamation, which built and/or operates all of the American dams in the lower basin and
conducts river operations for the Secretary, is responsible for delivering water to the lower basin
states and to Mexico in accordance with the Compact, the Treaty, the Supreme Court injunction,
and contracts with recipients. 

ESA Listings and Consultations on the Lower Colorado River: 1967-2005 

In 1967, the Yuma clapper rail, an endemic bird of the LCR, was listed as endangered under the
precursor law to the ESA. In 1980, the bonytail, a native fish of the LCR, was listed as
endangered under the ESA. In 1991, the razorback sucker, another native fish of the LCR, was 
listed as endangered. In 1994, areas of the LCR were designated as critical habitat for these two
endangered fish species. In 1995, the southwestern willow flycatcher, a native bird of the LCR
region, was also listed as endangered. 

Reclamation began consulting with the Service on new projects in the early 1980s.  Until 1995, 
however, it had not evaluated the impacts of its routine, ongoing operations on listed species and
critical habitats along the LCR. In that year, Reclamation began an evaluation of its ongoing
operations and actively engaged in negotiations with the three lower basin states and other
interested parties regarding development of a comprehensive, long-term LCR MSCP. 
Representatives of the States of Arizona, California and Nevada (and entities which rely on the
Colorado River for water and power) sought to participate in a program through which federal
and non-federal participants could develop a comprehensive species conservation strategy to
address current and future operations which could be effectively implemented in the lower
Colorado River region. 

Reclamation entered into formal consultation with the Service in 1996 on discretionary
operations and maintenance activities on the LCR.  The Service issued a Biological Opinion
(BO) in 1997 that covered Reclamation activities for a five-year period.  The BO found that the 
Reclamation actions were likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the southwestern
willow flycatcher, bonytail, and razorback sucker, and would destroy or adversely modify
designated critical habitat for the bonytail and razorback sucker. The BO contained several 
Reasonable and Prudent Alternatives (RPAs) designed to provide a multi-phased approach to
address the adverse effects. 

In 1997, representatives of the Department of the Interior and the States of Arizona, California
and Nevada entered formal agreements for development and cost-sharing of the LCR MSCP (see
discussion below). Included in the RPAs contained in the 1997 BO issued by the Service was a
requirement for the continued development of the long-term LCR MSCP. 

Environmental groups filed suit in 1997 alleging that the multi-phased RPA violated the ESA. 

9 Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546, 83 S.Ct. 1468, 10 L.Ed.2d 542 (1963). 

10 Arizona v. California, 376 U.S. 340, 341-42, 84 S.Ct. 755, 11 L.Ed.2d 757 (1964). 
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The U.S. District court upheld the Service’s decision to require the development of a long-term
LCR MSCP as part of the RPA, finding it a reasonable approach to the complex ESA issues
along the LCR. The court stated that the RPA “contemplates the initiation of long-term planning
to protect the Flycatcher and other endangered species and their habitat along the LCR.”11  The 
court further noted that the “RPA addresses many of the threats facing the Flycatcher over the
entire course of the LCR and its range in the short-term… until long-term solutions can be put in
place.”12  On appeal, the Ninth Circuit affirmed the district court’s holding, noting that there was
a rational connection between the facts found in the BO and the choice made to adopt the multi-
phased RPA.13  As discussed more fully below, the federal and non-federal participants have
worked continuously since 1997 to develop the LCR MSCP. 

In 2000, environmental groups filed suit to challenge the decision in the section 7 consultation
not to address the effects to species in Mexico resulting from river operations.  The district court 
for the District of Columbia held that Reclamation does not have a duty to consult on effects to
extra-territorial species in Mexico that are downstream from river flows over which Reclamation
has no discretionary control. The court stated “[t]he formulas established by the Law of the
River strictly limit Reclamation's authority to release additional waters to Mexico, and Section
7(a)(2) of the ESA does not loosen those limitations or expand Reclamation's authority.”14  The 
court further noted that “it seems unlikely that any case will present facts that more clearly make
any agency’s actions non-discretionary than this one: a Supreme Court injunction, an
international treaty, federal statutes, and contracts between the government and water users that
account for every acre foot of lower Colorado River water.”15 

In 2002, Reclamation requested a 3-year extension (to April 30, 2005) of the 1997 consultation,
due to the fact that the LCR MSCP was not yet completed.  The Service issued a BO based on 
the 1997 BO for Reclamation’s discretionary operations and maintenance activities that would
provide section 7 compliance for Reclamation through April 30, 2005 and allow additional time
for completion of the LCR MSCP.  Based on updated wildlife studies and on some of the
positive effects of Reclamation's ongoing conservation efforts, the Service’s April 2005 BO
concluded that Reclamation’s operations would not be likely to jeopardize the continued
existence of listed species or adversely modify designated critical habitat. 

During the 1997 - 2005 period, Reclamation funded and undertook activities pursuant to its ESA
consultations on the lower Colorado River. A summary of some of the key activities undertaken 
during this period include the following: 

•	 Reclamation conducted restoration activities including identifying restoration concepts
opportunities along the LCR, and conducting numerous in situ studies using various
planting methods for large scale restoration.  These studies included all aspects of
restoration such as monitoring water application and use, survival and growth success,
plant genetics, and other pertinent items.  Several restoration demonstration areas have 

11 Southwest Center for Biological Diversity v. Reclamation, 6 F. Supp.2d 1119 (D.Ariz. 1997). 

12 Id. at 1132. 

13 Southwest Center for Biological Diversity v. Reclamation, 143 F.3d 515, 523 (9th Cir. 1998). 

14 Defenders of Wildlife v. Norton, 257 F. Supp.2d 53, 67-68 (D.D.C. 2003). 

15 Id. at 69. 
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been initiated, and are being monitored for vegetation success and bird and mammal use. 

•	 A total of 1400 acres of Southwestern Willow Flycatcher habitat was acquired or
protected in the Southwest. Protective management actions for the existing Southwestern
Willow Flycatcher habitat along the LCR including fire management, Brown-Headed
Cowbird trapping efforts, documenting threats to nesting habitat and other protective
management actions were taken (and are continuing). 

•	 Numerous studies and surveys were conducted and are continuing to determine various
aspects of the status and ecology of the Southwestern Willow Flycatcher occurring along
the LCR. These studies and surveys included documenting distribution, nesting
locations, nesting habitat characteristics, food habits, as well as interactions with Brown-
Headed Cowbirds and predation. 

•	 Reclamation participated in various monitoring activities for avian species such as
maintaining MAPS stations (Monitoring Avian Productivity and Survival), conducting
winter bird counts, and participating in other avian related surveys. 

•	 Other species specific monitoring conducted since 1997 include mammal surveys for
bats, Yuma Cotton Rat, and small mammal use of restoration sites. 

•	 Reclamation upgraded fish rearing facilities at FWS and Arizona hatcheries for
production of razorback sucker and bonytail. Fifty thousand sub-adult razorback suckers
were stocked below Parker Dam during this period.  Studies on movements of razorback 
sucker, bonytail and flannelmouth sucker were also conducted during this period. 
Research was initiated (and continues) on the razorback sucker population in Lake Mead
to determine why limited recruitment occurs in that population. 

•	 Slightly over 300 acres of impoundments for protected habitats for native fish were
identified. Work is continuing to reclaim those impoundments and place native fish in 
them.  The Reclamation actions included determining best methods for excluding non
native fish, actions such as replacing water in large isolated backwaters with higher
quality groundwater, determining the sizes of fish eggs and larvae to determine screen
sizes, and developing proper methodology for removing all non-native fish prior to
stocking with native fish. 

•	 Reclamation continued to serve as the lead agency in the Lake Mohave Native Fishes
Program, which has the goal of replacing the existing population of aging razorback
suckers with 50,000 spawning adult razorback suckers. The program has stocked over 
80,000 juvenile and sub-adult razorback suckers. 

•	 Research was conducted on various aspects of the life history of native LCR fishes. 
These included distribution and habitat use of non-native fish such as flathead catfish; 
initiating studies on an isolated habitat on Cibola Refuge that has a self-sustaining
population of razorback sucker and bonytail; a literature review, summary and
assessment of relative roles of biotic and abiotic factors for management of native fishes
in the LCR; as well as cooperating in other native fish activities with other agencies on
the LCR. 

•	 Reclamation has also continued to maintain updated vegetation and backwater maps of
the LCR and is currently updating the backwater rating system for the LCR. 
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Development of the LCR MSCP by Representatives of the Federal Government
working with Arizona, California and Nevada entities 

On August 2, 1995, the United States, through the U.S. Department of the Interior; the Arizona
Department of Water Resources and the Arizona Game and Fish Commission; the Colorado
River Board of California and the California Department of Fish and Game; and the Colorado
River Commission of Nevada, and the Division of Wildlife of the Nevada State Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources entered into a Memorandum of Agreement for
Development of a Lower Colorado River Multi-Species Conservation Program, which was
clarified in a Memorandum of Clarification, signed in June 1996, to acknowledge Federal actions
within the 100-year floodplain of the LCR which are subject to section 7 consultation under
ESA. 

On June 26, 1996, the U.S. Department of the Interior and representatives of the three lower
Colorado River basin states of Arizona, California, and Nevada entered into the “Lower 
Colorado River Multi-Species Conservation Program Agreement” by which they agreed, subject
to appropriation, to a sharing between Federal and State parties of the costs of developing the
LCR MSCP and implementing certain interim conservation measures during fiscal years 1996
through 1999. 

In May of 1997, representatives of the U.S. Department of the Interior (on behalf of the BLM,
Reclamation, the Service, BIA, and the NPS) and the three lower Colorado River basin states of
Arizona, California, and Nevada entered into the “Lower Colorado River Multi-Species
Conservation Program Joint Participation Agreement” to jointly develop a Lower Colorado
River Multi-Species Conservation Program and to formally establish the Steering Committee and
other organizational structures necessary for the development of the LCR MSCP.  At the same 
time, representatives of the three states  also entered into the “Lower Colorado River Multi-
Species Conservation Program Inter-State Cost-Sharing Agreement” to provide funding
commitments and arrangements with respect to the non-federal portion of the costs of the
Program. 

To facilitate the development of an ecosystem-based habitat conservation plan (HCP) and
coordination with the various LCR MSCP Federal partners, the Director of the Service designated
the LCR MSCP Steering Committee as the Ecosystem Conservation, Recovery, and Implementation
Team (ECRIT) for the LCR.  The potentially affected parties and other interested parties established
a public process for developing the required documents and plans.  Various public agencies and
other nongovernmental groups participated, at their discretion and at various times, in developing
the various components of the LCR MSCP. 

The LCR MSCP participants determined that the unique factual circumstances on the LCR
required that ESA compliance be approached through a combination of both section 7 of the
ESA (applicable to federal actions and entities) and section 10 of the ESA (applicable to non-
federal activities and entities). The coordinated management of the LCR results from a
combination of Federal and non-Federal discretionary and non-discretionary activities, which
prevents a separate analysis of the Federal and non-Federal components.  Given the combination 
of Federal actions, both discretionary and non-discretionary, and non-Federal actions carried out
in the LCR, absent a comprehensive approach such as that utilized in the development of the
LCR MSCP, it is not clear which parties could have specific responsibility under section 9 of the
ESA for any potential take of ESA-listed species. To eliminate any uncertainty regarding which
method of take authorization, section 7 or section 10, is more appropriate in this situation, the
LCR MSCP participants requested that the Service authorize take under both sections 7 and 10 
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and the Service adopted this approach. 

Scientific Peer Review Utilized in Development of LCR MSCP 

The LCR MSCP Steering Committee commissioned two separate scientific reviews of interim
conservation strategy documents during program development in 1999 and 2002. 

The first scientific review was conducted by the American Institute of Biological Sciences
(AIBS) from June through October 1999.  The key recommendations of the six member panel 
included: 

	 change the approach utilized in the LCR MSCP from a species based approach to a
habitat approach. This approach would entail creation of integrated habitat mosaics in
areas along the river ranging from aquatic to mesquite communities; 

 Focus on restoration and management of an integrated mosaic of habitat types, including
open water, backwater, marsh, riparian, and mesquite habitats; 

 Prioritize development and implementation of the conservation plan based on the
following general cornerstone strategies

•	 Restore or rehabilitate natural ecological processes and conditions; 
•	 Protect, enhance, restore habitat and protect large blocks of habitat; 
•	 Directly manipulate biotic populations and restore natural biotic communities; and 
•	 Implement research, monitoring, and adaptive management. 

The second scientific peer review was conducted on the draft Conservation Plan between
November 5, 2002 and January 21, 2003.  The Science Review Team consisted of 6 members 
selected from a list of 18 active interdisciplinary scientists with a working knowledge of
Southwest ecosystems.  The Science Review Team’s conclusions included: 

	 The LCR MSCP technical consultant’s approach was correct in preparing the
Conservation Plan; 

 Mitigation offered is reasonable and commendable; 
 Data are lacking for nearly all species- therefore there is significant weakness in the

supporting science base; 
 Adaptive ecosystem management is the best approach to determining solutions; 
 Front-loading the implementation phase with research and monitoring is needed to gain

better insight on species needs and to test habitat restoration concepts before committing
to large-scale actions. 

The LCR MSCP Steering Committee instructed the technical consultants to incorporate the
recommendations of the peer review into the MSCP Conservation Plan, as appropriate. 

Completion of LCR MSCP Development: 2004 

On April 16, 2004, the Service received the section 10 permit application package from the non-
Federal parties. On June 9, 2004, the Service’s Arizona Ecological Services Office certified the
application package as complete.  The public review period for the draft LCR MSCP documents 
began on June 18, 2004. A 60-day public comment period was provided, and three public
hearings were scheduled for July 20, 21, and 22, 2004. Comments received during the public
review period were addressed and incorporated as appropriate into the final LCR MSCP
documents.  The final LCR MSCP HCP, BA, Appendices, and Responses to Comments 
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documents were issued on the same date as companion documents to the FEIS.16 

Reclamation requested formal section 7 consultation on its identified covered actions on the
LCR, implementation of the MSCP Conservation Plan, and the specified actions of the five other
Federal agencies on November 26, 2004. 

IV. Alternatives Considered 

The FEIS was prepared by Reclamation and the Service to address the formulation and
evaluation of specific multi-species conservation approaches and to identify the potential
environmental effects of implementing such conservation approaches.  The alternatives 
addressed in the FEIS are those Reclamation and the Service determined would meet the purpose
of and need for the Federal actions and represented a broad range of the most reasonable
alternatives. 

The FEIS analyzed three action alternatives as well as a No Action alternative that was
developed for comparison of potential effects of the action alternatives.  The three action 
alternatives and the No Action alternative are described below. 

1. Proposed Conservation Plan Alternative 

The proposed action alternative includes two primary components: 1) implementation of a
regional Conservation Plan by Federal and non-Federal participants that would meet the LCR
MSCP goals and objectives; 2) issuance of an ESA section 10(a)(1)(B) permit by the Service
based on the proposed Conservation Plan for non-Federal covered activities. 

The Conservation Plan includes a full range of conservation measures for all covered species. 
Based on application of the selection criteria, 27 species were proposed as “covered species”
under the section 10(a)(1)(B) permit.  The LCR MSCP also includes four “evaluation species.”
Evaluation species are species that could become listed during the term of the LCR MSCP but
for which sufficient information is not currently available to determine their status in the
planning area, the potential affects of covered activities, or to develop specific conservation
measures for the species.  The Conservation Plan includes research studies and pilot
management studies for the evaluation species to determine their status in the planning area and
to determine appropriate conservation measures. 

The Conservation Plan includes the following types of conservation measures that, in
combination, would achieve program objectives for regulatory compliance and contribute
towards species’ recovery: 

 Maintenance of an important portion of existing habitat for covered species in the
planning area; 

 Creation and maintenance of new habitat, including long-term management of created
habitat to maintain and preserve ecological functions; 

 Avoidance and minimization of impacts on covered species and their habitat resulting
from covered activities and Conservation Plan implementation; 

 Population enhancement measures that directly or indirectly increase abundance of
covered species; and 

 Monitoring and research necessary to assess and improve conservation measure 

16 Since 1997, the LCR MSCP participants spent seven years and $ 8.3 million on MSCP development. 
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effectiveness and adaptively manage implementation of the Conservation Plan over time. 

The Conservation Plan is designed to fully mitigate adverse effects on all covered species
resulting from covered actions and activities and to meet the ESA section 10 standard to
minimize and mitigate the impacts of the covered activities on covered species to the maximum
extent practicable. 

This alternative would be implemented in the planning area, which is the historic floodplain of
the LCR, from Lake Meade to the SIB between the United States and Mexico and areas with 
elevations up to and including the full pool elevations of Lake Mead, Lake Mohave, and Lake
Havasu. 

2. No Action Alternative 

The No Action Alternative describes a reasonable assumption of the expected future situation
that would result if the Conservation Plan were not implemented as proposed and the section
10(a)(1)(B) permit were not issued.  This alternative is based on a number of assumptions
regarding the actions that would be taken in the absence of the LCR MSCP. These assumptions
include: 1) a comprehensive, multi-species conservation plan would not be implemented by the
non-Federal and Federal entities; 2) the Service would not issue a comprehensive section
10(a)(1)(B) permit to the states of Arizona, California, and Nevada for incidental take resulting
from the covered activities; 3) the covered activities described in the BA and HCP would likely
be implemented, but regulatory compliance would be required and applied on a case-by-case
basis as each activity is considered and approved; 4) individual project mitigation programs
likely would not provide the regional wildfire suppression and law enforcement funding
proposed in the conservation Plan; and 5) coordinated monitoring and adaptive management
programs would not be implemented.   

3. ESA-Listed Species Only Conservation Plan Alternative 

This alternative would provide coverage only for those species listed under the ESA, and it
would result in the issuance of a section 10(a)(1)(B) permit by the Service.  Covered species
would be the Yuma clapper rail, southwestern willow flycatcher, desert tortoise, bonytail,
humpback chub, and razorback sucker.  This alternative would differ from the proposed action
primarily in that no honey mesquite and less cottonwood-willow and marsh land cover would
need to be established. Additionally, no take permit would be issued for unlisted species, and
specific benefits for those species would not occur. Under this alternative, the Conservation Plan 
would be implemented in the same geographic area as the proposed action and would include: 

 Establishment of a $ 25 million fund to support projects that maintain existing
habitat for listed species that would be covered by the Conservation Plan under
this alternative; 

 Creation of native land cover types in the planning area (4,050 acres of
cottonwood-willow, 382 acres of marsh, and 360 acres of backwaters) to provide
covered species habitats; 

 Long-term management of established habitat to maintain and preserve ecological
functions;17 

17 Nothing in this Record of Decision or the agreement approved by this Record of Decision, modifies, in any
manner, any applicable obligation to seek the approval of the appropriate Federal land manager prior to taking any
action associated with implementation of the Conservation Plan on Federal lands. 
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 Avoidance and minimization of impacts resulting from covered activities and

Conservation Plan implementation on listed species and their habitat;
 

 Population enhancement measures intended to directly or indirectly increase

abundance of listed species; 

 Adaptive management measures, including monitoring and research necessary to
assess and improve conservation measure effectiveness; and 

 Other conservation measures relating to the listed species and the strategies for
implementing them. 

4.	 Off-Site Conservation Plan Alternative 

The off-site conservation plan alternative would involve the application for and issuance of a
section 10(a)(1)(B) permit for the same covered activities and covered species as the proposed
action. The level of impacts to covered species, including the amount of take authorization that
is requested, is the same for this alternative as for the proposed action, and therefore, the same
level of conservation measures would be established to mitigate the impacts, including: 

	 Establishment of a $ 25 million fund to support projects that maintain existing
habitat for listed species that would be covered by the Conservation Plan under
this alternative; 

	 Long-term management of established habitat to maintain and preserve ecological
functions; 

 Avoidance and minimization of impacts resulting from covered activities and

Conservation Plan implementation on listed species and their habitat;
 

 Population enhancement measures intended to directly or indirectly increase

abundance of listed species; 

 Adaptive management measures, including monitoring and research necessary to
assess and improve conservation measure effectiveness; and 

 Other conservation measures relating to the listed species and the strategies for
implementing them. 

The primary difference between this alternative and the proposed action is that conservation
areas generally would be created along tributaries to the LCR. Fish conservation, including the
creation of 360 acres of backwaters and fish augmentation strategies, would continue to take
place in the mainstem, reservoirs, and backwaters of the LCR.  For purposes of analysis, it is
assumed that created land cover types would be distributed equally between the three off-site
conservation areas. 

Potential off-site locations for implementing the Conservation Plan elements are: (1) the lower
reaches of the Muddy River/Moapa Valley and Virgin River, proceeding upstream from the
confluences with Lake Meade and overlapping the Nevada Department of Wildlife’s Overton
Wildlife Management Area; (2) the lower reach of the Bill Williams River, proceeding upstream
from the confluence with the LCR and overlapping the Bill Williams River National Wildlife
Refuge, to Alamo Dam; and 3) lower Gila River Valley, proceeding upstream from the LCR
planning area and extending approximately ten miles east of Mohawk Valley. 

V.	 Basis for Decision 

Reclamation and the Service selected the Proposed Conservation Plan Alternative combined
with the off-site mitigation option in Alternative 4 as the preferred alternative based on the
determination that it best meets all aspects of the purpose and need for the action.  The selected 
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alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative because it surpasses other alternatives in
realizing the full range of environmental goals, including contributions to the recovery of species
covered by the LCR MSCP. This alternative will effectively conserve species while allowing
the use of water under existing entitlements.  Based on all available information, the preferred
alternative provides the greatest benefit for the covered species, and has been designated as the
most reasonable and feasible alternative.  The No Action Alternative was not selected because it 
would not provide the level of conservation to the covered species on the LCR, as there would
not be a coordinated conservation plan put into place. The ESA Listed Species Only Alternative
was not selected because it did not adequately provide future certainty for the covered actions
and activities regarding conservation needs for species not currently listed under the ESA. 

Measures to avoid, minimize, and mitigate to the greatest practicable extent the environmental
effects that could result from the implementation of the selected alternative have been
incorporated into the decision. 

In order for the Service to issue a section 10(a)(1)(B) permit, the LCR MSCP HCP must meet
the criteria set forth in 16 U.S.C. § 1539(a)(2)(A) and (B). Criteria for this statutory provision
and how the LCR MSCP HCP satisfies these criteria are summarized below. 

A.  The taking of the affected species will be incidental to otherwise lawful
activities. 

Any take of the affected species will be incidental to the otherwise lawful implementation of the
covered activities and the conservation measures, as specified in detail in the LCR MSCP HCP
and in the biological and conference opinion. Any incidental taking of listed species for research
or other conservation purposes will be covered under separate section 10(a)(1)(A) permits. 

B.	 The applicants will, to the maximum extent practicable, avoid, minimize, and
mitigate the impacts of taking the affected species. 

The LCR MSCP HCP contains measures, as summarized in this ROD, to minimize and mitigate,
to the maximum extent practicable, the impacts of take of the covered species under the permit
and the incidental take statement of the biological and conference opinion for the Federal
actions.18  The Service interprets the “maximum extent practicable” standard to require that the
level of mitigation must be rationally related to the level of take identified under the plan.  The 
mitigation also must be reasonably capable of being accomplished.19  The level of mitigation
provided by the LCR MSCP more than compensates for the impacts of the take that is authorized
under the MSCP. The LCR MSCP provides a comprehensive conservation program that will
expend $ 626 million (in 2003 dollars, indexed annually as provided in the Funding and
Management Agreement)20 over the 50 year term of the Program on the conservation of covered 

18 Due to the difficulty in teasing apart the Section 7 and Section 10 components of the LCR MSCP, the Service
elected to evaluate the entire program using the section 10 standards, which are perceived to have a more rigorous
standard regarding measures to offset incidental take. Thus, the MSCP as a whole, including both federal and non-
federal components, has been found by the Service to meet the standards of section 10, including the requirement
that minimization and mitigation be to the maximum extent practicable. 

19 See National Wildlife Federation v. Norton, 306 F. Supp.2d 920, 928, n. 12 (E.D. Cal. 2004). 

20 No reference or description to the Program Documents contained in this Record of Decision modifies in any
manner the provisions contained in the Funding and Management Agreement, the Implementation Agreement or any
of the other Program Documents. 
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species along the LCR and conserve approximately 8,132 acres of habitat for covered species. 

In addition to the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation components of the HCP that support a
determination that the HCP does mitigate to the maximum extent practicable, the HCP includes
additional conservation measures that contribute to the recovery or stabilization of most of the
covered species. These measures include: 

1.	 conservation of more acres of habitat than required for full mitigation of habitat
lost21; 

2.	  species-specific research on other threats that identifies actions that will be taken
if those threats are significant. An example is MRM 3 for research on the effects
of nest site competition with starlings for the cavity nesting covered bird species; 

3.	 contributions to ongoing conservation programs that enhance the ability of such
programs to evaluate or implement other conservation opportunities; and 

4.	 coordination with present and future recovery efforts for listed species through
evaluation of conservation actions (such as habitat creation technologies,
monitoring of stocked fish survival and habitat use, and evaluation of selenium
transit through river management activities). 

C.	 The applicants will ensure that adequate funding for the plan will be provided. 

The IA and FMA for the LCR MSCP describe the full level of funding to implement all facets of
the LCR MSCP HCP. The total cost of the Program is estimated at $626,180,000 over the 50
year term of the Program (in 2003 dollars, subject to yearly adjustments for inflation), with 50
percent of the costs borne by the permit applicants and 50 percent borne by the U.S. government,
pursuant to annual appropriations, as represented by Reclamation.  Information used to estimate 
the total cost of implementing the LCR MSCP HCP is found in Appendix N in Volume IV of the
final LCR MSCP documents and in Chapter 7 of the final LCR MSCP HCP.  The final IA and 
FMA document the agreed-upon cost share.  These documents are herein incorporated by 
reference. Further evidence that causes the FWS to believe that the permit applicants will ensure
adequate funding for the LCR MSCP includes: 

1.	 letters dated August 17, 2004 from the states of Arizona, California, and Nevada to the
Secretary of the Interior agreeing to fund the LCR MSCP for its full 50-year term; 

2.	 the fact that the permit applicants who have agreed to fund the LCR MSCP have a
consistent fiscal track record. Non-Federal parties have participated in the LCR MSCP
for 10 years at an approximate cost of 4 million dollars; 

3.	 the IA and FMA provide written funding assurances by the non-Federal parties22; 
4.	 the LCR MSCP is jointly funded by multiple contributors from the three states, rather

than by a single contributor; and
5.	 the states are currently finalizing intra-state funding arrangements, which will provide

each contributor with specific responsibilities for an amount of their contribution.  These 
agreements will be ratified by the boards or other relevant authorities prior to the permit
being issued. 

21 In addition, all of the conservation measures identified in the MSCP will be implemented even if some of the
covered activities are not proposed or implemented during the 50-year term of the MSCP. 

22 The applicants’ compliance with the Funding and Management Agreement will ensure that adequate funding for
the HCP will be provided. 
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The Service’s No Surprises assurances are discussed in the section 10(a)(1)(B) permit for the
LCR MSCP, and measures to address changed and unforeseen circumstances have also been
identified in the LCR MSCP HCP. 

The taking will not appreciably reduce the likelihood that the species will survive
and recover in the wild. 

The ES

D.	 

A’s legislative history establishes the intent of Congress that issuance criteria be based on
a finding of “not likely to jeopardize” a species’ continued existence and “not likely to destroy or
adversely modify” designated critical habitat under section 7(a)(2) [see 50 CFR 402.02].  In 
addition, because proposed critical habitat for the southwestern willow flycatcher is present in
the LCR MSCP action area, and 21 unlisted species that were proposed for inclusion as covered
species for which incidental take authority will be permitted upon listing, we must also consider
the requirements of formal conference to make determinations on likelihood of jeopardy for
these unlisted species as if they were proposed to be listed as threatened or endangered, or
adverse modification of proposed critical habitat.  In the biological and conference opinion, we
concluded that the issuance of the incidental take permit to the Applicants and the actions of
Federal agencies described in the LCR MSCP BA will not likely jeopardize the continued
existence of the listed species and 20 of the unlisted species. 

Designated and proposed critical habitat will not likely be destroyed or adversely modified. 

E. Other measures, as required by the Director of the Service, have been met. 

The LCR MSCP HCP and proposed permit terms and conditions incorporate all elements that we
have determined to be necessary for approval of the LCR MSCP HCP and issuance of the
permit. 

The Service also reviewed the general permit criteria and conditions set forth in 50 C.F.R. §
13.21(b)-(c) and determined that the applicants have met the criteria for the issuance of the
permit and do not have any disqualifying factors that would prevent the permit from being
issued. 

VI.	 Public Response to Final Environmental Impact Statement 

Two comment letters were received on the FEIS subsequent to publication of the FEIS on
December 17, 2004.  These comment letters did not contain any new issues that had not been
previously analyzed in the Program documents, including the FEIS, and its accompanying
documentation.23 

VII.	 Alteration of Project Plan in Response to Public Comment 

Public comments on the FEIS did not result in changes to the proposed action nor selection of
the Preferred Alternative. 

23 Letters were received from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (Region IX), dated January 19, 2005
(“EPA is pleased that the issues identified in our review of the DEIS have been addressed in the FEIS”), and from
Mr. Jurg Heuberger of the the Planning/Building Department of Imperial County, dated January 24, 2005
(commenting on the content of the responses to comments found in Volume V of the FEIS, and stating that that “the
County forward [sic] to participating in the development and the implementation activities of the LCR MSCP with
the Bureau and all the other participating agencies.”). 
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VIII. Environmental Impacts and Environmental Commitments 

Potential impacts to 19 resources from implementation of the Preferred Alternative were
analyzed in the FEIS. Of the 19 resources evaluated, it was determined for 14 of these resources 
that the proposed action would have less than significant impacts.  For these 14 resource areas, 
mitigation measures were determined not to be necessary and none are proposed.  These 14 
resources included: Aesthetics; Energy and Depletable Resources; Hazards and Hazardous
Materials; Hydrology and Water Quality; Indian Trust Assets; Land Use; Noise; Population and
Housing; Public Utilities and Services; Recreation; Socioeconomics; Topography, Geology,
Soils, and Mineral Resources; Transboundary Impacts; and Transportation. 

For three resources, Agricultural Resources, Biological Resources, and Cultural Resources, it
was determined that the proposed action would have potentially significant effects on the
resources, but that these effects could be mitigated to less than significant through the
implementation of mitigation measures.  The mitigation measures adopted for these three
resources to reduce the effects to less than significant are set forth in Section 3 of the FEIS. 

For Air Quality and Environmental Justice, it was determined that the proposed action could
have potentially significant effects and that these effects might remain potentially significant
despite the mitigation measures adopted.  However, the effects are being minimized and
mitigated to the maximum extent practicable.  The mitigation measures are set forth in Section 3 
of the FEIS. 

IX. Implementing the Decision 

LCR MSCP Participants 

Permittees covered by the section 10(a)(1)(B) permit include: 

Arizona: The Arizona Department of Water Resources; Arizona Electric Power Cooperative
Inc.; Arizona Game and Fish Commission; Arizona Power Authority; Central Arizona Water
Conservation District; Cibola Valley Irrigation and Drainage District; City of Bullhead City;
City of Lake Havasu City; City of Mesa; City of Somerton; City of Yuma; Electrical District No.
3, Pinal County, Arizona; Golden Shores Water Conservation District; Mohave County Water
Authority; Mohave Valley Irrigation and Drainage District; Salt River Project Agricultural
Improvement and Power District; Town of Fredonia; Town of Thatcher; Town of Wickenburg;
Unit “B” Irrigation and Drainage District; Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation and Drainage District;
Yuma County Water Users’ Association; Yuma Irrigation District; Yuma Mesa Irrigation and
Drainage District. 

California: The City of Needles, the Coachella Valley Water District, the Colorado River Board
of California, the Imperial Irrigation District, the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power,
the Palo Verde Irrigation District, the San Diego County Water Authority, the Southern
California Edison Company, the Southern California Public Power Authority, Bard Water
District, and The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California. 

Nevada: The Colorado River Commission of Nevada, the Nevada Department of Wildlife, Basic
Water Company, and the Southern Nevada Water Authority. 

Federal agencies participating in the LCR MSCP, and receiving ESA compliance through 
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section 7 consultation instead of section 10 are: 

Reclamation, the Service, NPS, BIA, BLM, and Western. 

Covered Actions and Activities 

The covered activities of the six Federal agencies are set forth in Chapter 2 of the LCR MSCP
BA and are summarized as follows: 

Reclamation’s ongoing and future actions include water operations, hydropower
production, channel maintenance, flood control, and implementation of the LCR
MSCP. Western’s covered actions include its role in hydropower generation. 
The NPS’s covered actions include riparian habitat restoration, fishery
management, and boating access.  The BIA’s covered actions include irrigation
system operation and maintenance, water conservation practices, riparian habitat
restoration, wildland fire management, recreation facilities development, and
farmland development.  The Service and BLM’s covered actions are their 
diversion and return flows of their LCR water allocations. 

The covered activities of the non-federal parties are set forth in Chapter 2 of the LCR MSCP
HCP and include, principally, diverting water and contracting for hydropower. 

Covered Species 

The covered actions and covered activities addressed in the LCR MSCP may affect the following
federally listed, candidate, and nonlisted species, and these species constitute Covered Species
under the LCR MSCP24: 

Yuma clapper rail (Rallus longirostris yumanensis)

Southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax traillii extimus)

Desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii)

Bonytail (Gila elegans)

Humpback chub (Gila cypha)

Razorback sucker (Xyrauchen texanus)

Yellow-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus occidentalis)

Relict leopard frog (Rana onca)

Western red bat (Lasiurus blossevillii)

Western yellow bat (Lasiurus xanthinus)

Colorado River cotton rat (Sigmodon arizonae plenus)

Yuma hispid cotton rat (Sigmodon hispidus eremicus)

Western least bittern (Ixobrychus exilis hesperis)

California black rail (Laterallus jamaicensis corturniculus)

Elf owl (Micrathene whitneyi)

Gilded flicker (Colaptes chrysoides)

Gila woodpecker (Melanerpes uropygialis)

Vermilion flycatcher (Pyrocephalus rubinus)
 

24 The list of covered species does not contain the desert pocket mouse, which was included in the LCR MSCP HCP
and permit application.  The Service determined there was insufficient information on this species to support
including it in the section 10(a)(1)(B) permit, and recommended to the LCR MSCP participants that it be considered
an evaluation species. 
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Arizona Bell’s vireo (Vireo bellii arizonae)

Sonoran yellow warbler (Dendroica petechia sonorana)

Summer tanager (Piranga rubra)

Flat-tailed horned lizard (Phrynosoma mcalli)

Flannelmouth sucker (Catostomus latipinnis)

MacNeill’s sootywing skipper (Pholisora gracielae)

Sticky buckwheat (Eriogonum viscidulum)

Threecorner milkvetch (Astragalus geyeri var triquetrus)
 

The full implementation of the LCR MSCP HCP is a condition of the incidental take permit. 

Chapter 5 of the LCR MSCP HCP, and Chapter 3 of the EIS/EIR describe the conservation

measures and results of their implementation in detail; pertinent information is summarized

below.
 

Mitigation 

The LCR MSCP HCP describes the measures to minimize and mitigate adverse effects of any
expected incidental take. The LCR MSCP permittees and Reclamation are committed to
implementing the LCR MSCP HCP, including all conservation measures.  All conservation 
measures are terms and conditions of the incidental take permit and incidental take statement
contained in the biological and conference opinion for the LCR MSCP. 

The conservation measures in the LCR MSCP HCP are briefly summarized below. 

	 Establishment of 5,940 acres of cottonwood-willow habitat suitable for the 
covered species that use this habitat type in amounts described in Table 2-55 of
the BA and Table 5-5 of the HCP. 

	 Establishment of 1,320 acres of honey mesquite type III habitat (defined in
section 3.3.1 of the HCP) suitable for the covered species that use this habitat type
in amounts described in Table 2-55 of the BA and Table 5-5 of the HCP. 

	 Establishment of 512 acres of cattail (Typha domingensis)/bulrush (Scirpus spp.)
marsh habitat for the covered species that use this habitat type in amounts
described in Table 2-55 of the BA and Table 5-5 of the HCP. 

	 Establishment of 360 acres of backwaters for the covered species that use this
habitat type in amounts described in Table 2-55 of the BA and Table 5-5 of the
HCP. 

	 Perpetual maintenance of habitat created to replace that lost to “footprint” (non
flow related) impacts.  The remaining habitat acreage will be maintained for at
least the 50-year period covered by the permit and consultation.  Created habitat 
lost to fire, drought, or flood will be restored to suitable condition or replaced
elsewhere to ensure the total acreage of habitat is provided for the term of the
LCR MSCP. 

	 Contributions to river-wide fire protection efforts by other Federal and state
agencies. 

 Planning process to select suitable sites for habitat restoration described. 
 Augmentation of existing populations of razorback sucker in the LCR MSCP

planning area to enhance these populations and provide for subsequent research
and management programs. 

	 Augmentation of existing populations of bonytail and expansion of occupied area
in the LCR MSCP planning areas to enhance existing populations and establish a
new population and provide for subsequent research and management programs.  

	 Provision of $500,000 to the Glen Canyon Dam Adaptive Management Work 
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Group to support unfunded conservation needs of the humpback chub. 
  Provision of $400,000 for conservation measures in support of the flannelmouth

sucker in the LCR. 
	 Provision of $10,000 per year for 10 years to support planned, but unfunded,

conservation actions to contribute to the recovery of the relict leopard frog. 
	 Provision of $10,000 per year until 2030 (25 years of funding) to the Clark

County Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan Rare Plant Workgroup to
support unfunded conservation measures in support of the sticky buckwheat and
threecorner milkvetch. 

	 Directed research into covered and evaluation species and their habitats,
management actions and restoration technology for habitat restoration, and
monitoring of species and their habitats. 

	 Establishment of a $25 million dollar fund to support maintenance actions for
existing covered species habitats on the LCR. 

	 Provision for specific avoidance and minimization measures to reduce the
potential for take of covered species, and specific mitigation measures to offset
take that has occurred. There are both general and species-specific measures 
included. In addition, there are monitoring and research measures that provide
information on the species, their distribution, and habitat use to provide focus for
the development of habitats.  The general measures are listed below and are
detailed in Chapter 5 of the HCP: 

1.	 Avoidance and Minimization Measure (AMM) 1:  To the extent practicable,
avoid and minimize impacts of implementing the LCR MSCP (Conservation
Plan) on existing covered species habitats.

2.	 AMM 2: Avoid impacts of flow-related covered activities on covered species
habitats at Topock Marsh.

3.	 AMM 3: To the extent practicable, avoid and minimize disturbance of covered
bird species during the breeding season.

4.	 AMM 4: Minimize contaminant loads in runoff and return irrigation flows from
LCR MSCP-created habitats to the LCR. 

5.	 AMM 5: Avoid impacts of operation, maintenance, and replacement of
hydroelectric generation and transmission facilities on covered species in the LCR
MSCP planning area.

6.	 AMM 6: Avoid or minimize impacts on covered species habitats during
dredging, bank stabilization activities, and other river-management actions. 

7.	 Monitoring and Research Measure (MRM) 1: Conduct surveys and research to
better identify covered and evaluation species’ habitat requirements. 

8.	 MRM 2: Monitor and adaptively manage created covered species and evaluation
species habitats.

9.	 MRM 3: Conduct research to determine and address the effects of nest-site 
competition with European starlings on reproduction of covered species. 

10.	 MRM 4: Conduct research to determine and address the effects of brown-headed 
cowbird nest parasitism on reproduction of covered species. 

11.	 MRM 5: Evaluate selenium in created backwaters and marshes and evaluate 
effects of releasing selenium through dredging activities. 

12.	 Conservation Area Management Measure (CMM) 1:  Reduce risk of loss of 
created habitat to wildfire. 

13.	 CMM 2: Replace created habitat affected by wildfire. 

Monitoring 
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The Service will monitor compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit and the
incidental take statement.  The LCR MSCP HCP contains a comprehensive monitoring program
that will assess the effectiveness of minimization and mitigation measures throughout the 50
year term of the permit and section 7 consultation with the Federal agencies.  The goal of the
monitoring program is to provide information and data necessary to assess compliance, to verify
progress toward achievement of the biological goals for the species, and adapt management in
accordance with monitoring results. Specific phases of the monitoring program are: 

1.	 System monitoring:  collect data on existing populations of covered species and
their habitats to identify data gaps and research questions that relate to the
successful implementation of the conservation plan. 

2.	 Species research: based on the results of system monitoring, targeted species
research will be identified and implemented to ensure the success of the habitat-
creation components of the conservation plan. 

3.	 Restoration research: identify effective technologies and practices to create the
habitats for the covered species.

4.	 Post-development monitoring:  once habitats are created, evaluate the progress
toward suitable habitat for the covered species, and document the use of the
created habitats by covered species, to define success of the conservation plan. 

Section 5.11 of the LCR MSCP HCP describes the monitoring program and section 5.12
describes how the results from the monitoring program will be incorporated into adaptive
management strategies to provide for effective implementation of the conservation plan. 

Implementation 

Management of the LCR MSCP and implementation of the Conservation Plan identified in the
Permit and the Biological Opinion shall be the responsibility of Reclamation, which, in
consultation with the Steering Committee, will employ a person who shall be designated the
Program Manager of the LCR MSCP.  Reclamation will cooperate with and coordinate its
management and implementation activities for the LCR MSCP with the Service and the other
Members of the Steering Committee. 

The Regional Director of the Lower Colorado Region of Reclamation (Regional Director), in
consultation with the Steering Committee, will appoint a Program Manager, who shall be
responsible for operation, management, and implementation of the provisions, terms, and
conditions of the Conservation Measures. The Program Manager shall be under the supervision
of the Regional Director for Reclamation’s Lower Colorado Region and will have an office
located within Arizona, California, or Nevada. 

The Program Manager will take appropriate action to implement the Conservation Plan and
Conservation Measures and obligations set forth in this Agreement,  consistent with the 
provisions of the Program Documents, including but not limited to the following: 

 Administer and implement the LCR MSCP in a manner that complies with the
requirements of the ESA, other applicable Federal and state laws, and the
Program Documents. 

 Direct the preparation of Program implementation schedules and cost estimates,
an annual Program Implementation Work Plan and Budget and periodic
Contribution payment schedules, and, as necessary, direct the preparation of any
changes to these documents. 

	 Establish one or more Program Accounts, as deemed necessary and appropriate, 
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for the administration of funds from any Contributor or other participant in the
LCR MSCP. 

	 Review and discuss with, and attempt to seek a consensus among, Members of the
Steering Committee and its subcommittees and work groups and attempt to
resolve any Dispute in accordance with the FMA. 

The Steering Committee formed for MSCP development will be replaced by a new Lower
Colorado River Multi-Species Conservation Program Steering Committee whose initial
Members have been divided into seven Participant Groups and are identified as follows: 

1.	 The Federal Participant Group:
Bureau of Reclamation 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
National Park Service 
Bureau of Land Management
Bureau of Indian Affairs 
Western Area Power Administration 

2.	 The Arizona Participant Group:
All Arizona LCR MSCP section 10(a)(1)(B) permit holders. 

3.	 The California Participant Group:
All California LCR MSCP section 10(a)(1)(B) permit holders. 

4.	 The Nevada Participant Group:
All Nevada LCR MSCP section 10(a)(1)(B) permit holders. 

5.	 The Native American Participant Group: 
(Note: Participant Group will be contacted to determine interest in being a
member.) 

6.	 The Conservation Participant Group:
(Note: Participant Group will be contacted to determine interest in being a
member.) 

7.	 The Other Interested Parties Participant Group:
(Note: Participant Group will be contacted to determine interest in being a
member.) 

The Steering Committee shall continue to be designated by the Director of the Service as the
ECRIT for the LCR. 

The Steering Committee will meet at least once in each calendar year and at such other times as
called by the Chair or the Program Manager or as otherwise provided in the by-laws.  The 
Steering Committee will work with the Program Manager to coordinate implementation of the
LCR MSCP. 

The Steering Committee may create standing or ad hoc subcommittees or work groups as it
deems necessary to carry out its responsibilities under the Program Documents.
Except with respect to designating subcommittees and work groups, and except as otherwise
provided in this Agreement, the Steering Committee will have no decision-making authority with
respect to the management and administration of the LCR MSCP. 
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Each meeting of the Steering Committee must be open to the public, and any person attending a
Steering Committee meeting may file a written statement, or provide reasonable and timely oral
input regarding topics on the meeting agenda.  The Steering Committee will develop appropriate
procedures to provide public notice of Steering Committee or subcommittee meetings. 

The Steering Committee will review certain matters presented by the Program Manager.  Prior to 
taking any action with respect to the following types of matters, the Program Manager shall first
present the proposed action to the Steering Committee for its consideration: 

	 Annual Implementation Report, Work Plan, and Budget and Contribution
payment schedules related to the Program. 

	 Additional or modified Conservation Measures proposed pursuant to the Adaptive
Management Program. 

	 Land and water acquisitions. 

	 Reports and responses to Congress and Federal and state regulatory agencies
concerning the Program, where practicable. 

Annually, during the term of this Agreement, the Program Manager shall develop and present to
the Steering Committee a Program Implementation Report, Work Plan, and Budget consistent
with the Program Documents.  The Implementation Report, Work Plan, and Budget shall 
include: 

	 A current financial report. 

	 A description of all Conservation Measures initiated, continued, or completed
during the previous year. 

	 A description of all Conservation Measures intended to be initiated or continued
during the next three-year period. 

	 The purpose for, and the cost estimate of, all Conservation Measures intended to
be initiated or continued during the next three year period. 

	 A running tabulation and description of all Conservation Measures which have
been completed from the commencement of the LCR MSCP to the date of the 
report. 

	 Descriptions of any take known to have occurred during the previous budget
period. 

	 A running tabulation of habitat created or restored by the Plan. 

	 A description of all findings, conclusions, and results of monitoring, research, or
Conservation Measures previously undertaken. 

	 Any recommendation made by the Service or any state wildlife agency regarding
the LCR MSCP. 

	 Approval or rejection of any minor modification to the MSCP. 
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After presentation to the Steering Committee the Program Manager shall submit the
Implementation Report, Work Plan, and Budget to the Service for its review and determination
regarding the consistency of the past, current, and future implementation plans with the terms of
the Conservation Plan and Permit.  The submittal will note any matters in “Dispute,” as that term
is defined in the Funding and Management Agreement. 

Within sixty (60) days after receipt of the Implementation Report, Work Plan, and Budget, the
Service will submit its written evaluation to the Program Manager. The evaluation shall include
the opinion of the Service regarding the consistency of the Implementation Report, Work Plan,
and Budget with the requirements of the Conservation Plan and Permit.  In the event the opinion
of the Service is that the Implementation Report, Work Plan, and Budget demonstrates that
Conservation Measures undertaken or proposed do not comply with the LCR MSCP and its
Permit, it shall specify, in detail, in what regard the Implementation Report, Work Plan, and
Budget is deficient and shall suggest what alternative measures might be undertaken. 

The ultimate decision-making authority for actions taken by agencies with the Department of the
Interior, including those matters which may be in “Dispute” pursuant to the Funding and
Management Agreement, rests with the Secretary of the Interior. 

Cost Share 

The Program Cost of the LCR MSCP over its 50-year term is Six Hundred Twenty-Six Million
One Hundred Eighty Thousand Dollars ($626,180,000) in 2003 dollars, which will be adjusted
annually for inflation over the 50 year term of the Program. 

The Federal Parties shall bear fifty percent (50%) of the Program Cost, plus one hundred percent
(100 %) of any costs of the LCR MSCP in excess of the Program Cost, with the exception of
costs associated with an amendment of the LCR MSCP. 

The State Permittees shall bear fifty percent (50%) of the Program Cost (Non-federal Cost
Share). The California Permittees shall bear fifty percent (50%) of the Non-federal Cost Share.
The Nevada Permittees shall bear twenty-five percent (25%) of the Non-federal Cost Share, and
the Arizona Permittees shall bear twenty-five percent (25%) of the Non-federal Cost Share. 
Reclamation, with support of funding from California agencies, will implement the conservation
and mitigation measures identified in the 2001 Biological Opinion for implementing 400,000
acre-feet annually in changes of point of diversion for California’s Colorado River Water Use
Plan. The LCR MSCP includes the potential extension of the Interim Surplus Guidelines beyond
2016 and the 400,000 acre-feet change in point of diversion as Covered Actions. The 
implementation of the 2001 Biological Opinion conservation and mitigation measures shall be
credited against the requirements of the LCR MSCP in accordance with the HCP, and the
budgeted cost of those measures shall be credited to the California Permittees in the amount that
each has paid for the cost of implementing these conservation and mitigation measures. 
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Public Law 98-381
98th Congress

An Act

To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to construct, operate, and maintain certain
. facilities at Hoover Dam, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States ofAmerica in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Hoover Power Plant Act
of 1984".

TITLE I

SEC. 101. (a) The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to increase
the capacity of existing generating equipment and appurtenances at
Hoover Powerplant (hereinafter in this Act referred to as "uprating
program"); and to improve parking, visitor facilities, and roadways
and to provide additional elevators, and other facilities that will
contribute to the safety and sufficiency of visitor access to Hoover
Dam and Powerplant (hereinafter in this Act referred to as "visitor
facilities program"). .

(b) The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to construct a
Colorado River bridge crossing, including ~uitable approach spans,
immediately downstream from Hoover Dam for the purpose of
alleviating traffic congestion and reducing safety hazards. This
bridge shall not be a part of the Boulder Canyon project and shall
neither be funded nor repaid from the Colorado River Dam Fund or
the Lower Colorado River Basin Development Fund.

SEC. 102. (a) Section 403(b) of the Colorado River Basin Project Act
of 1968 (82 Stat. 894, as amended, 43 U.S.C. 1543) is amended by
inserting H(I)" after H(b)" and adding the following new paragraph
at the end thereof:

"(2) Except as provided in subsection 309(b), as amended, sums
advanced by non-Federal entities for the purpose of carrying out the
provisions of title III of this Act shall be credited to the development
fund and shall be available without further appropriation for such
purpose.". .

(b) Paragraph (1) of section 403(c) of the Colorado River Basin
Project Act of 1968 (82 Stat. 894, as amended, 43 U.S.C. 1543(c» is
revised to read as follows:

H(1) all revenues collected in connection with the operation of
facilities authorized in title ill in furtherance of the purposes of
this Act (except entrance, admission, and other recreation fees
or charges and proceeds received from recreation concession
aires), until completion of repayment requirements of the
Central Arizona project;".

(c) Paragraph (2) of section 403(c) is revised by inserting immedi
ately preceding the existing proviso: "Provided, however, That for
the Boulder Canyon project commencing June 1, 1987, and for the
Parker-Davis project commencing June 1, 2005, and until the end of
the repayment period for the Central Arizona project described in
section 301(a) of this Act, the Secretary of Energy shall provide for

Aug. 17. 1984
[S.268]

Hoover Power
Plant Act of
1984.
Energy.
43 USC 619 note.

43 USC 619.

43 USC 1528.

43 USC 1521.
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surplus revenues by including the equivalent of 4lh mills per
kilowatthour in the rates charged to purchasers in Arizona for
application to the purposes specified in subsection (1) of this section
and by including the equivalent 2% mills per kilowatthour in the
rates charged to purchasers in California and Nevada for applica
tion to the purposes of subsection (g) of this section as amended and
supplemented: Provided further, That after the repayment period
for said Central Arizona project, the equivalent of 2% mills per
kilowatthour shall be included by the Secretary of Energy in the
rates charged to purchasers in Arizona, California, and Nevada to
provide revenues for application to the purposes of said subsection
(g) of this section:".

SEC. 103. (a) The &ulder Canyon Project Act of 1928 (45 Stat.
1057, as amended, 43 U.S.C. 617 et seq.), as amended and supple
mented, is further amended:

(1) In the first sentence of section 2(b), by striking out "except
that the aggregate amount of such advances shall not exceed
the sum of $165,000,000", and by replacing the comma after the
word "Act" with a period.

(2) In section 3, by deleting 1'$165,000,000." and inserting in
lieu thereof "$242,000,000, of which $77,000,000 (October 1983
price levels) shall be adjusted plus or minus such amounts as
may be justified by reason of ordinary fluctuations of construe·
tion costs as indicated by engineering cost indices applicable to
the type of construction involved herein. Said $77,000,000 repre
sents the additional amount required for the uprating program
and the visitor facilities program.".

(b) Except as amended by this· Act, the· Boulder Canyon Project
Act of 1928 (45 Stat. 1057, as amended, 43 U.S.C. 617 et seq.), as
amended and supplemented, shall remain in full force and effect.

SEC. 104. (a) The Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment Act of 1940
(54 Stat. 774, as amended, 43 U.S.C. 618), as amended and supple
mented, is further amended:

(1) In section 1 by deleting the phrase "during the period
beginning June 1, 1937, and ending May 31, 1987" appearing in
the introductory paragra~h of section 1 and in section l(a) and
inserting in lieu thereof' beginning June 1, 1937".

(2) In section 1(b) by deleting the phrase "and such portion of
such advances made on and after June 1, 1937, as (on the basis
of repayment thereof within such fIfty-year period or periods as
the Secretary may determine) will be repayable prior to June 1,
1987" and inserting in lieu thereof "and such advances made on
and after June 1,1937, over fIfty-year periods".

(3) In section 1 by deleting the word Hand" at the end of
subsection (c); deleting the period at the end of subsection (d)
and inserting in lieu thereof H; and", and by adding after
subsection (d) the following new subsection (e): .

"(e) To provide, by application of the increments to rates specified
in section 403(cX2) of the Colorado River Basin Project Act of 1968,
as amended and supplemented, revenues, from and after June 1,
1987, for application to the purposes there specified.".

(4) In section 2:
(i) by deleting the first sentence and subsection (a) and

inserting in lieu thereof: HAll receipts from the project shall
be paid into the Colorado River Dam Fund and shall be
available, without further appropriation, for:

43 USC 617a.

43 usc 617b.

43 USC 617 note.

43 usc 618.

43 USC 1543.

43 USC 618a.
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"(a) Defraying the costs of operation (including purchase of sup
plemental energy to meet temporary deficiencies in firm energy
which the Secretary of Energy is obligated by contract to supply),
maintenance and replacements of, and emergency expenditures for,
all facilities of the project, within such sev,arate limitations as may
be included in annual appropriations Acts; 'and

(ii) by amending subsection (e) to read as follows:
"(e) Transfer to the Lower Colorado River Basin Development

Fund established by title IV of the Colorado River Basin Project Act
of 1968, as amended and supplemented, of the revenues referred to
in section l(e) of this Act.".

(5) By deleting the final period at the end of section 6 and
inserting in lieu thereof the following: ": Provided, That the
respective rates of interest on appropriated funds advanced for
the visitor facilities program, as described in section 101(a) of
the Hoover Power Plant Act of 1984, shall be determined by the
Secretary of the Treasury, taking into consideration average
market yields on outstanding marketable obligations of the
United States with remaining periods to maturity comparable
to the reimbursement period of the program during the month
preceding the fiscal year in which the costs of the program are
incurred. To the extent that more than one interest rate is
determined pursuant to the preceding sentence, the Secretary of
the Treasury shall establish for repayment purposes an interest
rate at a weighted average of the rates so determined.".

(6) In section 12, in the paragraph beginning with "Replace-
ments", by deleting "during the period from June 1, 1937, to
May 31, 1987, inclusive" and; inserting in lieu thereof "begin- .
ning June 1, 1937".

(b) Except as amended by this Act, the Boulder Canyon Project
Adjustment Act of 1940 (54 Stat. 774, as amended, 43 U.S.C. 618), as
amended and supplemented, shall remain in full force and effect.

SEC. 105. (a)(l) The Secretary ofEnergy shall offer:
(A) To each contractor for power generated at Hoover Dam a

renewal contract for delivery commencing June 1, 1987, of the
amount of capacity and firm energy specified for that contractor in
the following table:

SCHEDULE A

LoNG TERM CoNTINGENT CAPACITY AND AssocIATED FIRM: ENERGY RESERVED POR

RENEWAL CoNTRACT OFFERS TO Cu1mENT BoULDER CANYON PRoJEcT CoNTRACTORS

Contingent Firm ene~housands
of )Contractor ca~ty Total

(W) Summer Winter

Metropolitan Water District of 247,500 904,382 387.592 1.291,974
Southern California.

City of Los Angeles .................................. 490,875 488,535 209,658 698,193
Southern California Edison Qunpany.. 277,500 175,486 75,208 250,694
City of Glendale........................................ 18,000 47,398 20,313 67,711
City of Pasajena....................................... 11,000 40,655 17,424 58,079
City of Burbank ........................................ 5.125 14,811 6,347 21,158
Anzona Power Authority ....................... 189.000 452,192 193,797 645,989
Colorado River Commission of 189,000 452,192 193,797 645,989

Nevada.
United States, for Boulder City............. 20,000 56,000 24.000 80,000

Totals .................................................. 1,448,000 2.631.651 1,128.136 3,759,787

43 USC 1541.
43 USC 618.
43 USC 61Be.

Ante. p. 1333.

43 USC 6I8k.

43 USC 618 note.
43 USC 6180.

Contracts with
U.S.
43 USC 619a.
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43 USC 617d.

(B) To purchasers in the States of Arizona, Nevada and California
eligible to enter into such contracts under section 5 of the Boulder
Canyon Project Act, contracts for delivery commencing June 1, 1987,
Or as it thereafter becomes available, of capacity resulting from the
uprating program and for delivery commencing June 1, 1987, of
associated firm energy as specified in the following table:

SCHEDULEB

CoNTINGENT CAPACITY RESULTING FROM THE UPRATING PROGRAM AND AssocIATED

FIRM ENERGY

Con~t Firm energy (thousands of kWh)
State ca~ty

Summer Winter Total

Arizona....................................................... 188,000 148,000 64,000 212,000
-California .................................................... 127,000 99,850 43,364 143,214
Nevada ....................................................... 188,000 288,000 124,000 412,000

Totals .................................................. 503,000 535,850 231,364 767,214

-Provided, however, That in the case of Arizona and Nevada, such
contracts shall be offered to the Arizona Power Authority and the
Colorado River Commission of Nevada, respectively, as the agency
specified by State law as the agent of such State for purchasing
power from the Boulder Canyon project: Provided further, That in
the case of California, no such contract under this subparagraph (B)
shall be offered to any purchaser who is offered a contract for
capacity exceeding 20,000 kilowatts under subparagraph (A) of this
--paragraph.

(C) To the Arizona Power Authority and the Colorado River
Commission of Nevada and to purchasers in the State of California
eligible to enter into such contracts under section 5 of the Boulder
Canyon Project Act, contracts for delivery commencing June 1, 1987,
of such energy generated at Hoover Dam as is available respectively
to the States of Arizona, Nevada, and California in excess of
4,501.001 million kilowatthours in any year of operation (hereinafter
called excess energy) in accordance with the following table:
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SCHEDULEC

ExCESS ENERGY

Priority of entitlement to excess energy State

First: Meeting Arizona's first priority right to delivery of excess Arizona
energy which is equal in each year of operation to 200 million
kilowatthours: Provukd; however, That in the event excess energy
in the amount of 200 million kilowatthours is not generated.
during any year of operation, Arizona shall accumulate a first
right to delivery of excess energy subsequently generated in an
amount not to exceed 600 million kilowatthours. inclusive of the
current year's 200 million kilowatthours. Said first right of deliv
ery shall accrue at a rate of 200 million kilowatthours per ~ear
for each year excess energy in the amount of .200 million
kilowatthours is not generated, less amounts of excess energy
delivered.

Second: Meeting Hoover Dam contractual obligations under sched
ule A of section lO5(a)(l)(A) and under scnedule B of section
lO5(a)(l)(B) not exceeding 26 million kilowatthours in each year of
~ration.

Third: Meeting the energy requirements of the three States, Buch Arizona,
available excess energy to be divided equally among the States. Nevada,

California

(2) The total obligation of the Secretary of Energy to deliver firm
energy pursuant to schedule A of section 105(a)(1)(A) and schedule B
of section 105(a)(1)(B) is 4,527.001 million kilowatthours in each year
of operation. To the extent that the actual generation at Hoover
Powerplant in any year of operation (less deliveries thereof to
Arizona required by its first prioritl under schedule C of section
105(a)(1)(C) whenever actual generation in· any year of operation is
in excess of 4,501.001 million kilowatthours) is less than 4,527.001
million kilowatthours, such deficiency shall be borne by the holders
of contracts under said schedules A and B in the ratio that the sum
of the quantities of firm energy to which each contractor is entitled
pursuant to said schedules bears to 4,527.001 million kilowatthours.
At the request of any such contractor, the Secretary of Energy will
purchase energy to meet that contractor's deficiency at such con·
tractor's expense.

(3) Subdivision E of the "General Consolidated Power Marketing
Criteria or Regulations for Boulder City Area Projects" published in
the Federal Register May 9, 1983 (48 Federal ~ter commencing
at 20881), hereinafter referred to as the "Criteria ' or as the "Regu·
lations" shall be deemed to have been modified to conform. to this
section. The Secretary of Energy shall cause to be included in the
Federal Register a notice conforming the text of said Regulations to
such modifications..

(4) Each contract offered under subsection (a)(l) of this section
shall:

(A) expire September 30,2017;
(B) not restrict use to which the capacity and energy con

tracted for by the Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California may be placed within the State of California: Pr0
vided, That to the extent practicable and consistent with Bound
water management and conservation practice, the Metropolitan
Water District of Southern California shall use such capacity
and energy to pump available Colorado River water prior to

98. STAT. 1337
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43 USC 617t.

43 USC 617d.

using such capacity and energy to pump California State water
project water; and

(C) conform to the applicable provisions of subdivison E of the
Criteria, commencing at 48 Federal Register 20881, modified as
provided in this section. To the extent that said provisions of the
Criteria, as so modified, are applicable to contracts entered into
under this section, those provisions are hereby ratified.

(b) Nothing in the Criteria shall be construed to prejudice any
rights conferred by the Boulder Canyon Project Act, as amended and
supplemented, on the holder of a'l:ontract described in subsection (a)
of this section not in default thereunder on September 30, 2017.

(cX!) The Secretary of Energy shall not execute a contract de
scribed in subsection (aX1)(A) of this section with any entity which is
a party to the action entitled the HState of Nevada, et aI. against the
United States of America, et al." in the United States District Court
for the District of Nevada, case numbered CV LV '82 441 RDF,
unless that entity agrees to f'ue in that action a stipulation for
voluntary dismissal with prejudice of its claims, or counterclaims, or
crossclaims, as the case may be, and also agrees to me with the
Secretary a document releasing the United States, its officers and
agents, and all other parties to that action who join in that stipula
tion from any claims arising out of the disposition under this section
of capacity and energy from the Boulder Canyon project. The Attor
ney General shall join on behalf of the United States, its officers and
·agents, in any such voluntary dismissal and shall have the authority
to approve on behalf of the United States the form of each release.

(2) If after a reasonable period of time as determined by the
Secretary, the Secretary is precluded from executing a contract with
an entiJ;y by reason of paragraph (1) of this subsection, the Secretary
shall offer the cap~~ityand energy thus available to other entities in
the same State eligible to enter into such contracts under section 5
of the Boulder Canyon Project Act.

(d) The uprating program authorized under section 101(a) of this
Act shall be undertaken with funds advanced under contracts made
with the Secretag of the Interior by non-Federal purchasers de
scribed in subsection (a)(1)(B) of this section. Funding provided by
non~Federal purchasers shall be advanced to the Secretary of the
Interior pursuant to the terms and conditions of such contracts.

(e) Notwithstanding any other provisions of the law, funds ad~

vanced by non-Federal purchasers for use in the uprating program
shall be deposited in the Colorado River Dam Fund and shall be
available for the uprating program.

(1) Those amounts advanced by non-Federal purchasers shall be
f'mancially integrated as capital costs with other project costs for
rate-setting purposes. and shall be returned to those purchasers
advancing funds throughout the contract period through credits
which include interest costs incurred by such purchasers for funds
contributed to the Secretary of the Interior for the uprating
program. .

(g) The provisions of this section constitute an exercise by the
Congress of the right reserved by it in section 5(b) of the Boulder
Canyon Project Act, as amended and supplemented, to prescribe
terms and conditions for the renewal of contracts for electrical
energy generated at Hoover Dam. This section coristitutes the exclu
sive method for disposing of capacity and energy from Hoover Dam
for the period beginning June 1, 1987, and ending September 30,
2017.
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(h)(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any claim that
the provisions of subsection (a) of this section violates any rights to
capacity or energy from the Boulder Canyon project is barred unless
the complaint is filed within one year after the date of enactment of
this Act in the United States Claims Court which shall have exclu
sive jurisdiction over this action. Any claim that actions taken by
any administrative agency of the United States violates any right
.under this title or the BOulder Canyon Project Act or the Boulder
___Canyon Project Adjustment Act is barred unless suit asserting such
lelaiIn is filed in a Federal court of competent jurisdiction within one
year after fmal refusal of such agency to correct the action com
plainedof.

(2) Any contract entered into pursuant to section 105 or section
107 of this Act shall contain provisions by which any dispute or
disagreement as to interpretation or p~rformanceof the provisions
of this title or of applicable regulations or of the contract may be
determined by arbitration or court proceedin~. The Secre~ of
Energy or the Secretary of the Interior, as the case may be, if
authorized to act for the United States in such arbitration or court
proceedings and, except as provided in paragraph (1) of this subsec
tion, jurisdiction is conferred upon any district court of the United
States of proper venue to determine the dispute.

(D It is the purpose of subsections (c), (g), and (h) of this section to
ensure that the rights of contractors for capacity and energy from
the Boulder Canyon project for the period ~ing June 1, 1987,
and ending September 30,2017, will vest with certainty and rmality.

SEC. 106. Reimbursement of funds advanced by non-Federal pur
chasers for the uprating program shall be a repayment requirement
of the Boulder Canyon project beginning with the first day of the
month following completion of each segment thereof. The cost of the
visitor facilities program as dermed in section 101(a) of this Act shall
become a repayment requirement beginning June 1, 1987, or when
substantially completed, as determined by the Secretary of the
Interior, if later.

SEC. 107. (a) Subject to the provisions of any existing layoff
contracts, electrical capacity and energy associated with the United
States' interest in the Navajo generating station which is in excess
of the pumping requirements of the Central Arizonap-roject and any
such needs for des81ting and protective pumping facilities as may be
s:t:red under section 101(bX2)(B) of the COlorado River Basin

. ity Control Act of 1974, as amended (hereinafter in this Act
referred to as "Navajo surplus") shall be marketed and exchanged
by the Secretary ofEnergy pursuant to this section.

(b) Navajo surplus shall be marketed by the Secretary of Energy
pursuant to the plan adopted under subsection (c) of this section,
directly to, with or through the Arizona Power Authority and/or
other entities having the status of preference entities under the
reclamQ,tion law in accordance with the preference provisions of
section 9(c) of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 and as provided
in part IV, section A of the Criteria.

(c) In the marketing and exchanging of Navajo surplus, the Secre
tary of the Interior shall adopt the plan deemed most acceptable,
after consultation with the secretary of Energy, the Governor of
Arizona, and the Central Arizona Water Conservation District (or
its successor in interest to the repayment obligation for the Central
Arizona project), for the purposes of optimizing the availability of
Navajo surplus and providing rmancial assistance in the timely

43 USC 617t.
43 USC 6180.

43 USC 619b.

42 usc 7133
note.

43 USC 1571.

43 USC 485h.
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construction and repayment of construction costs of authorized
features of the Central Arizona project. The Secretary of the Inte
rior, in concert with the Secretary of Energy, in accordance with
section 14 of the Reclamation Project Act of 1939, shall grant
electrical power and energy exchange rights with Arizona entities as
necessary to implement the adopted plan: Provided, however, That if
exchange rights with Arizona entities are not required to implement
the adopted plan, exchange rights may be offered to other entities.

(d) For the purposes provided in subsection (c) of this section, the
Secretary of Energy, or the marketing entity or entities under the
adopted plan, are authorized to establish and collect or cause to be
established and collected, rate components, in addition to those
currently authorized, and to deposit the revenues received in the
Lower Colorado River Basin Development Fund to be available for
such purposes and if required under the· adopted plan, to credit,
utilize, pay over directly or assign revenues from such additional
rate components to make repayment and establish reserves for
repayment of funds, including interest incurred, to entities which
have advanced funds for the purposes of subsection (c) of this
section: Provided, however, That rates shall not exceed levels that
allow for an appropriate saving for the contractor.

(e) To the extent that this section may be in conflict with any
other provision of law relating to the marketing and exchange of
Navajo surplus, or to the disposition of any revenues therefrom, this
section shall control. .

SEC. 108. Recognizing the expiration of Colorado River storage
project (CRSP) contracts in 1989, prior to final reallocation of CRSP
power pursuant to existing law,and within one year after enact·
ment of this Act, the Secretary of Energy, acting through the
Western Area Power Administration, shall report, to the Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs of the House of Representatives and
the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of the United
States Senate, On all Colorado River storage project (CRSP) power
resources, including those presently allocated to the Lower Division
States, which may be used to fmancially support the development of
authorized projects in the States of the Upper Division (as that term
is used. in article II of the Colorado River Compact) of the Colorado
River Basin.

SEC. 109. The Secretary of the Interior, acting pursuant to Federal
reclamation law (Act of June 17, 1902, 32 Stat. 388, and Acts
amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto) and in accordance
with the Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conserva
tion Act (94 Stat. 2697) is authorized to design, construct, operate,
and maintain fISh passage facilities within the Yakima River Basin,
and to accept funds from any entity, public or private, to design,
construct, operate, and maintain such facilities..

TITLE II

SEC. 201. (a) Each long-term firm power service contract entered
into or amended subsequent to one year from the date of enactment
of this Act by the Secretary of Energy acting by and through the
Western Area Power Administration (hereinafter ''Western'1, shall
contain an article requiring the development and implementation
by the purchaser thereunder of an energy conservation program. A
long-term firm power service contract is any contract for the sale by
Western of firm capacity, with or without energy, which is to be
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delivered over a period of more than one year. The term H pur"
chaser" includes parent-type entities and their distribution or user
.members. If more than one such contract exists with a purchaser,
only one program will be required for that purchaser. Each such
contract article shall-

(1) contain time schedules for meeting program goals and
delineate actions to be taken in the event such schedules are not
met, which may include a reduction of the allocation of capacity
or energy to such purchaser as would otherwise be provided
under such contract; and

(2) provide for review and modification of the energy conser
vation program at not to exceed five year intervals.

(b) For purposes of this title, an energy conservation program
shall-

(1) apply to all uses of energy and capacity which are provided
from any Federal project;

(2) contain defInite goals; .
(3) encourage customer consumption efficiency improvements

and demand management practices which ensure that the avail
able supply of hydroelectric power is used in an economically
efficient and environmentally sound manner.

SEC. 202. (a) Within one year after the date of enactment of this
Act, Western shall amend its existing regulations (46 Fed. Reg.
56140) to reflect-

(1) the elements to be considered in the energy conservation
programs required by this title, and

(2) Western's criteria for evaluating and approving such
programs.

Such amended regulations shall be promulgated only after public
notice and opportunity to comment in accordance with the Admini&
trative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. 551-706).

(b) The following elements shall be considered by Western in
evaluating energy conservation programs:

(1) energy consumption efficiency improvements;
(2) use of renewable energy resources in addition to hydroelec-

tricpower;
(3) load management techniques;
(4) cogeneration;
(5) rate design improvements, including

(i) cost ofservice pricing;
(ill elimination of declining block rates;
(iii) time of day rates;
(iv) seasonal rates; and
(v) interruptible rates; and

(6) production efficiency improvements.
(c) Where a purchaser is implementing one or more of the forego

ing elements under a program responding to Federal, State, or other

98 STAT. 1341
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initiatives that apply to conservation and renewable energy develop
ment. in evaluating that purchaser's energy conservation program
submitted pursuant to this title, Western shall make due allowance
for the incorporation of such elements within the energy conserva
tion program required by this title.

Approved August 17, 1984.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY-S. 268 (H.R. 4275):

HOUSE REPORT No. 98-648 accompanying H.R. 4275 (Comm. on Interior and Insular
Affairs).
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amendments. .
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§ 429.11 [Reserved] 

§ 429.12 Applicability. 
(a) This part 429 applies to any pos

session or occupancy of Reclamation 
facilities, lands, or waterbodies. 

(b) This part 429 does not apply to the 
use of Reclamation lands for transitory 
activities such as hiking, camping, 
sightseeing, picnicking, hunting, swim
ming, boating, fishing, and other per
sonal recreational pursuits. These ac
tivities are governed by 43 CFR part 
423, Public Conduct on Bureau of Rec
lamation Facilities, Lands, and
Waterbodies. 

(c) This part does not apply to leas
ing Reclamation lands for grazing, ag
riculture, or any other purposes where 
a greater return will be realized by the 
United States through a competitive 
bidding process. 

(d) This part does not apply to inter
ests issued or granted for the replace
ment or relocation of facilities belong
ing to others under section 14 of the 
Reclamation Project Act of August 4, 
1939, 43 U.S.C. 389. 

(e) This part does not apply to ar
chaeological resources or archae
ological resources management activi
ties that are governed by the Archae
ological Resources Protection Act
(Pub. L. 96–95), 43 CFR part 7, and 43 
CFR part 423. 

[71 FR 19802, Apr. 17, 2006] 

§ 429.13 General restrictions. 
You must not possess or occupy, or 

extract or remove natural resources 
from Reclamation facilities, lands, or 
waterbodies unless you obtain a right-
of-use in accordance with this part 429 
or under other written agreement with 
Reclamation. 

[71 FR 19802, Apr. 17, 2006] 

PART 430—RULES FOR MANAGE
MENT OF LAKE BERRYESSA 

AUTHORITY: Title VII, Pub. L. 93–493, 88 
Stat. 1494. 

§ 430.1 Concessioners’ appeal proce
dures. 

The procedures detailed in title 43 
CFR part 4, subpart G, are made appli

 

 

§ 431.1 

cable to the concessioners at Lake 
Berryessa, Napa County, California, as 
the procedure to follow in appealing 
decisions of the contracting officer of 
the Bureau of Reclamation, Depart
ment of the Interior, or his authorized 
representatives on disputed questions 
concerning termination for default or 
unsatisfactory performance under the 
concession contracts. 

[40 FR 27658, July 1, 1975] 

PART 431—GENERAL REGULATIONS 
FOR POWER GENERATION, OPER
ATION, MAINTENANCE, AND RE
PLACEMENT AT THE BOULDER 
CANYON PROJECT, ARIZONA/
NEVADA 

Sec. 
431.1 Purpose. 
431.2 Scope. 
431.3 Definitions. 
431.4 Power generation responsibilities. 
431.5 Cost data and fund requirements. 
431.6 Power generation estimates. 
431.7	 Administration and management of 

the Colorado River Dam Fund. 
431.8 Disputes. 
431.9 Future regulations. 

AUTHORITY: Reclamation Act of 1902 (32 
Stat. 388), Boulder Canyon Project Act of 
1928 (43 U.S.C. 617 et seq.), Boulder Canyon 
Project Adjustment Act of 1940 (43 U.S.C. 618 
et seq.), Colorado River Storage Project Act 
of 1956 (43 U.S.C. 620 et seq.), Colorado River 
Basin Project Act of 1968 (43 U.S.C. 1501 et 
seq.), and Hoover Power Plant Act of 1984 (98 
Stat. 1333). 

SOURCE: 51 FR 23962, July 1, 1986, unless 
otherwise noted. 

§ 431.1 Purpose. 
(a) The Secretary of the Interior 

(Secretary), acting through the Com
missioner of Reclamation (Commis
sioner), is authorized and directed to 
operate, maintain, and replace the fa
cilities at the Hoover Powerplant, and 
also to promulgate regulations as the 
Secretary finds necessary and appro
priate in accordance with the authori
ties in the Reclamation Act of 1902, and 
all acts amendatory thereof and sup
plementary thereto. 

(b) In accordance with the Boulder 
Canyon Project Act of 1928, as amended 
and supplemented (Project Act), the 
Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment 
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Act of 1940, as amended and supple
mented (Adjustment Act), and the Hoo
ver Power Plant Act of 1984 (Hoover 
Power Plant Act), the Bureau of Rec
lamation (Reclamation) promulgates 
these ‘‘General Regulations for Power 
Generation, Operation, Maintenance, 
and Replacement at the Boulder Can
yon Project, Arizona/Nevada’’ (General 
Regulations) which include procedures 
to be used in providing Contractors and 
the Western Area Power Administra
tion (Western) with cost data and 
power generation estimates, a state
ment of the requirements for adminis
tration and management of the Colo
rado River Dam Fund (Fund), and 
methods for resolving disputes. 

§ 431.2 Scope. 

These General Regulations shall be 
effective on June 1, 1987, and shall 
apply to power generation, operation, 
maintenance, and replacement activi
ties at the Boulder Canyon Project 
after May 31, 1987. ‘‘General Regula
tions for the Charges for the Sale of 
Power from the Boulder Canyon 
Project’’ are the subject of a separate 
rule, under 10 CFR part 904, by the Sec
retary of Energy, acting by and 
through the Administrator of Western. 
The ‘‘General Regulations for Genera
tion and Sale of Power in Accordance 
with the Boulder Canyon Project Ad
justment Act,’’ dated May 20, 1941, and 
the ‘‘General Regulations for Lease of 
Power,’’ dated April 25, 1930, terminate 
May 31, 1987. 

§ 431.3 Definitions. 

As used in this part: 
Additions and betterments shall mean 

such work, materials, equipment, or fa
cilities which enhance or improve the 
Project and do more than restore the 
Project to a former good operating con
dition. 

Colorado River Dam Fund or Fund 
shall mean that special fund estab
lished by section 2 of the Project Act 
and which is to be used only for the 
purposes specified in the Project Act, 
the Adjustment Act, the Colorado 
River Basin Project Act, and the Hoo
ver Power Plant Act. 

Contractor shall mean any entity 
which has a fully executed contract 

with Western for electric service pursu
ant to the Hoover Power Plant Act. 

Project or Boulder Canyon Project 
shall mean all works authorized by the 
Project Act, the Hoover Power Plant 
Act, and any future additions author
ized by Congress, to be constructed and 
owned by the United States, but exclu
sive of the main canal and appur
tenances authorized by the Project 
Act, now known as the All-American 
Canal. 

Replacements shall mean such work, 
materials, equipment, or facilities as 
determined by the United States to be 
necessary to keep the Project in good 
operating condition, but shall not in
clude (except where used in conjunc
tion with the word ‘‘emergency’’ or the 
phrase ‘‘however necessitated’’) work, 
materials, equipment, or facilities 
made necessary by any act of God, or 
of the public enemy, or by any major 
catastrophe. 

Uprating Program shall mean the pro
gram authorized by section 101(a) of 
the Hoover Power Plant Act for in
creasing the capacity of existing gener
ating equipment and appurtenances at 
Hoover Powerplant, as generally de
scribed in the report of Reclamation, 
entitled ‘‘Hoover Powerplant Uprating, 
Special Report,’’ issued in May 1980, 
supplemented in January 1985, and fur
ther supplemented in September 1985. 

§ 431.4 Power generation responsibil
ities. 

(a) Power generation, and the associ
ated operation, maintenance, and mak
ing of replacements, however neces
sitated, of facilities and equipment at 
the Hoover Powerplant, are the respon
sibilities of Reclamation. 

(b) Subject to the statutory require
ment that Hoover Dam and Lake Mead 
shall be used: First, for river regula
tion, improvement of navigation and 
flood control; second, for irrigation and 
domestic uses and satisfaction of 
present perfected rights mentioned in 
section 6 of the Project Act; and third, 
for power, Reclamation shall release 
water, make available generating ca
pacity, and generate energy, in such 
quantities, and at such times, as are 
necessary for the delivery of the capac
ity and energy to which Contractors 
are entitled. 
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(c) Reclamation reserves the right to 
reschedule, temporarily discontinue, 
reduce, or increase the delivery of 
water for the generation of electrical 
energy at any time for the purpose of 
maintenance, repairs, and/or replace
ments, and for investigations and in
spections necessary thereto, or to 
allow for changing reservoir and river 
conditions, or for changes in 
kilowatthours generation per acre-foot, 
or by reason of compliance with the 
statutory requirement as referred to in 
paragraph (b) of this section; Provided, 
however, That Reclamation shall, ex
cept in case of emergency, give West
ern reasonable notice in advance of any 
change in delivery of water, and that 
Reclamation shall make such inspec
tions and perform such maintenance 
and repair work at such times and in 
such manner as to cause the least in
convenience possible to Contractors 
and that Reclamation shall prosecute 
such work with diligence and, without 
unnecessary delay, resume delivery of 
water as scheduled. 

(d) Should a Contractor have con
cerns regarding power generation and 
related matters and request a meeting 
in writing, including a description of 
areas of concern, Reclamation shall 
convene such meeting within 10 days of 
receipt of such request and shall notify 
all Contractors and Western of the date 
and location of the meeting, and the 
areas of concern to be discussed. 

[51 FR 23962, July 1, 1986; 51 FR 24531, July 7, 
1986] 

§ 431.5 Cost data and fund require
ments. 

Reclamation shall submit annually 
on or before April 15 to Western and 
Contractors, cost data, including one 
year of actual costs for the last com
pleted fiscal year and estimated costs 
for the next 5 fiscal years, for oper
ation, maintenance, replacements, ad
ditions and betterments, non-Federal 
funds advanced for the uprating pro
gram by non-Federal purchasers, and 
interest on and amortization of the 
Federal investment. Such cost data 
shall identify major items. Upon 5 days 
prior written notice to Reclamation, 
any Contractor shall have the right, 
subject to applicable Federal laws and 
regulations, to review records used to 

prepare such cost data at Reclamation 
offices during regular business hours. 
Contractors shall have an opportunity 
to present written views within 30 days 
of the transmittal of the cost data. 
Reclamation responses to written 
views shall be provided within 60 days 
of transmittal of the cost data or 30 
days after a meeting with Contractors 
convened pursuant to § 431.4(d), which
ever is later. 

§ 431.6 Power generation estimates. 
Reclamation shall submit annually 

on or before April 15 to Western and 
Contractors, an estimated annual oper
ation schedule for the Hoover Power-
plant showing estimated power genera
tion and estimated maintenance out
ages for review, and shall provide an 
opportunity to present written views 
within 30 days of the transmittal of the 
schedule. Reclamation responses to 
written views shall be provided within 
60 days of the transmittal of the sched
ule or 30 days after a meeting with 
Contractors convened pursuant to 
§ 431.4(d), whichever is later. The esti
mated annual operation schedule of 
Hoover Powerplant shall be subject to 
necessary modifications, in accordance 
with § 431.4(c). Upon 5 days prior writ
ten notice to Reclamation, any Con
tractor shall have the right, subject to 
applicable Federal laws and regula
tions, to review records used to prepare 
such power generation estimates at 
Reclamation offices during regular 
business hours. 

§ 431.7 Administration and manage
ment of the Colorado River Dam 
Fund. 

Reclamation is responsible for the re
payment of the Project and the admin
istration of the Colorado River Dam 
Fund and the Lower Colorado River 
Basin Development Fund. 

(a) All receipts to the Project shall 
be deposited in the Fund along with 
electric service revenues deposited by 
Western and shall be available without 
further appropriation for: 

(1) Defraying the costs of operation 
(including purchase of supplemental 
energy to meet temporary deficiencies 
in firm energy which the Secretary of 
Energy is obligated by contract to sup
ply), maintenance, and replacements of 
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all Project facilities, including emer
gency replacements necessary to insure 
continuous operations; 

(2) Payment of annual interest on the 
unpaid investments in accordance with 
appropriate statutory authorities; 

(3) Repayment of capital investments 
including amounts readvanced from 
the Treasury; 

(4) Payments to the States of Arizona 
and Nevada as provided in section 2(c) 
of the Adjustment Act and section 
403(c)(2) of the Colorado River Basin 
Project Act; 

(5) Transfers to the Lower Colorado 
River Basin Development Fund and 
subsequent transfers to the Upper Colo
rado River Basin Fund, as provided in 
section 403(c)(2) of the Colorado River 
Basin Project Act and section 102(c) of 
the Hoover Power Plant Act, as reim
bursement for the monies expended 
heretofore from the Upper Colorado 
River Basin Fund to meet deficiencies 
in generation at Hoover Dam during 
the filling period of storage units of the 
Colorado River Storage Project in ac
cordance with the provisions of sec
tions 403(g) and 502 of the Colorado 
River Basin Project Act, such trans
fers, totalling $27,591,621.25, to be ef
fected by 17 annual payments of 
$1,532,868.00 beginning in 1988 and a 
final payment of $1,532,865.25 in 2005; 
and 

(6) Any other purposes authorized by 
existing and future Federal law. 

(b) Appropriations for the visitor fa
cilities program and any other pur
poses authorized by existing and future 
Federal law advanced or readvanced to 
the Fund shall be disbursed from the 
Fund for those purposes. 

(c) All funds advanced by non-Federal 
Contractors for the Uprating Program 
shall be deposited in the Fund, shall be 
available without further appropria
tion, and shall be disbursed from the 
Fund to accomplish the Uprating Pro
gram. 

(d) The Fund shall be administered 
and managed in accordance with appli
cable Federal laws and regulations, by 
the Secretary acting through the Com
missioner. 

[51 FR 23962, July 1, 1986; 51 FR 24531, July 7, 
1986] 

§ 431.8 Disputes. 
(a) All actions by Reclamation or the 

Secretary shall be binding unless and 
until reversed or modified in accord
ance with the provisions herein. 

(b) Any disputes or disagreements as 
to interpretation or performance of the 
provisions of these General Regula
tions under the responsibility of the 
Secretary shall first be presented to 
and decided by the Commissioner. The 
Commissioner shall be deemed to have 
denied the Contractor’s contention or 
claim if it is not acted upon within 60 
days of its having been presented. The 
decision of the Commissioner shall be 
subject to appeal to the Secretary by a 
notice of appeal accompanied by a 
statement of reasons filed with the 
Secretary within 30 days after such de
cision. The Secretary shall be deemed 
to have denied the appeal if it is not 
acted upon within 60 days of its having 
been presented. 

(c) The decision of the Secretary 
shall be final unless, within 30 days 
from the date of such decision, a writ
ten request for arbitration is received 
by the Secretary. The Secretary shall 
have 90 days from the date of receipt of 
a request for arbitration either to con
cur in or deny in writing the request 
for such arbitration. Failure by the 
Secretary to take any action within 
the 90 day period shall be deemed a de
nial of the request for arbitration. In 
the event of a denial of a request for 
arbitration, the decision of the Sec
retary shall become final. Upon a deci
sion becoming final, the disputing Con
tractor’s remedy lies with the appro
priate Federal court. Any claim that a 
final decision of the Secretary violates 
any right accorded the Contractor 
under the Project Act, the Adjustment 
Act, or title I of the Hoover Power 
Plant Act is barred unless suit assert
ing such claim is filed in a Federal 
court of competent jurisdiction within 
one year after final refusal by the Sec
retary to correct the action com
plained of, in accordance with section 
105(h) of the Hoover Power Plant Act. 

(d) When a timely request for arbitra
tion is received by the Secretary and 
the Secretary concurs in the request, 
the disputing Contractor and the Sec
retary shall, within 30 days of receipt 
of such notice of concurrence, each 
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name one arbitrator to the panel of ar
bitrators which will decide the dispute. 
All arbitrators shall be skilled and ex
perienced in the field pertaining to the 
dispute. In the event there is more 
than one disputing Contractor in addi
tion to the Secretary, the disputing 
Contractors shall collectively name 
one arbitrator to the panel of arbitra
tors. In the event of their failure col
lectively to name such arbitrator with
in 15 days after their first meeting, 
that arbitrator shall be named as pro
vided in the Commercial Arbitration 
Rules of the American Arbitration As
sociation. The two arbitrators thus se
lected shall name a third arbitrator 
within 30 days of their first meeting. In 
the event of their failure to so name 
such third arbitrator, that arbitrator 
shall be named as provided in the Com
mercial Arbitration Rules of the Amer
ican Arbitration Association. The third 
arbitrator shall act as chairperson of 
the panel. The arbitration shall be gov
erned by the Commercial Arbitration 
Rules of the American Arbitration As
sociation. The arbitration shall be lim

ited to the issue submitted. The panel 
of arbitrators shall render a final deci
sion in this dispute within 60 days after 
the date of the naming of the third ar
bitrator. A decision of any two of the 
three arbitrators named to the panel 
shall be final and binding on all parties 
involved in the dispute. 

§ 431.9 Future regulations. 

(a) Reclamation may from time to 
time promulgate additional or amend
atory regulations deemed necessary for 
the administration of the Project, in 
accordance with applicable law; Pro
vided, That no right under any contract 
made under the Hoover Power Plant 
Act shall be impaired or obligation 
thereunder be extended thereby. 

(b) Any modification, extension, or 
waiver of any provision of these Gen
eral Regulations granted for the ben
efit of any one or more Contractors 
shall not be denied to any other Con
tractor. 

PARTS 432–999 [RESERVED] 
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AMENDEDAMENDED NANAVVAJOAJO POWERPOWER MARKETINGMARKETING PLANPLAN

I.I. PURPOSEPURPOSE ANDAND SCOPESCOPE

SectionSection 107107 ofof thethe HooverHoover PowerPower PlantPlant ActAct ofof 1984,1984, Pub.Pub. L.L. 98-381,98-381, requiresrequires thatthat aa
powerpower marketingmarketing planplan bebe developeddeveloped toto provideprovide forfor marketingmarketing andand ExchangingExchanging ofofNavajoNavajo
SurplusSurplus forfor thethe purposespurposes ofofoptimizingoptimizing thethe availabilityavailability ofof NavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus andand providingproviding
financialfinancial assistanceassistance inin thethe timelytimely constructionconstruction andand repaymentrepayment ofofconstructionconstruction costscosts ofof
authorizedauthorized featuresfeatures ofof thethe CentralCentral ArizonaArizona Project.Project. TheThe SecretarySecretary ofof thethe DepartmentDepartment ofof
thethe InteriorInterior adoptedadopted thethe originaloriginal NavajoNavajo PowerPower MarketingMarketing PlanPlan onon DecemberDecember 1,1, 19871987
(Original(Original Plan).Plan). TheThe RevisedRevised StipulationStipulation enteredentered inin thethe CentralCentral ArizonaArizona ProjectProject
repaymentrepayment litigation,litigation, CentralCentral ArizonaArizona WaterWater ConservationConservation DistrictDistrict v.v. UnitedUnited States,States, etet ai.,ai.,
No.No. CIVCIV 95-625-95-625-TUC-TUC-WDBWDB (EHC),(EHC), No.No. CIVCIV 95-1720-PHX-EHC95-1720-PHX-EHC (Consolidated(Consolidated Action)Action)
requires,requires, asas aa conditioncondition toto thethe effectivenesseffectiveness ofof thethe RevisedRevised Stipulation,Stipulation, thatthat thethe OriginalOriginal
PlanPlan bebe amended.amended. TheThe RevisedRevised StipulationStipulation requiresrequires thethe amendedamended NavajoNavajo PowerPower
MarketingMarketing PlanPlan provideprovide forfor thethe establishmentestablishment andand collectioncollection ofof ratesrates forfor thethe salesale oror
ExchangeExchange ofofNavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus thatthat optimizeoptimize thethe availabilityavailability andand useuse ofofrevenuesrevenues forfor thethe
LowerLower ColoradoColorado RiverRiver BasinBasin DevelopmentDevelopment FundFund whilewhile allowingallowing forfor anan appropriateappropriate
savingsaving forfor thethe contractor.contractor. SatisfyingSatisfying thethe requirementsrequirements ofof thethe RevisedRevised StipulationStipulation isis oneone ofof
thethe elementselements necessarynecessary forfor finalfinal judgmentjudgment toto bebe enteredentered inin thethe above-referencedabove-referenced litigation.litigation.
TheThe entryentry ofof finalfinal judgmentjudgment inin thatthat litigationlitigation permitspermits thethe SecretarySecretary ofof thethe DepartmentDepartment ofof
thethe InteriorInterior toto makemake aa requiredrequired findingfinding underunder thethe termsterms ofof thethe ArizonaArizona WaterWater SettlementsSettlements
ActAct ofof2004,2004, Pub.Pub. L.L. 108-451.108-451.

A.A. ThisThis AmendedAmended NavajoNavajo PowerPower MarketingMarketing PlanPlan hereinafterhereinafter calledcalled "Plan""Plan" shallshall bebe
applicableapplicable toto allall newnew oror amendedamended contractscontracts forfor NavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus enteredentered intointo afterafter
thisthis PlanPlan isis adopted.adopted. TheThe OriginalOriginal PlanPlan shallshall remainremain inin effecteffect forfor allall NavajoNavajo
SurplusSurplus contractscontracts enteredentered intointo beforebefore thethe adoptionadoption ofof thisthis PlanPlan andand shallshall continuecontinue
untiluntil suchsuch contractscontracts terminateterminate oror areare amendedamended inin accordanceaccordance withwith thisthis Plan.Plan.

B.B. ThisThis PlanPlan recognizesrecognizes thethe obligationobligation ofof thethe UnitedUnited StatesStates toto useuse itsits entitlemententitlement toto
electricalelectrical capacitycapacity andand energyenergy fromfrom NavajoNavajo toto provideprovide necessarynecessary powerpower forfor thethe
pumpingpumping requirementsrequirements ofof thethe CentralCentral ArizonaArizona ProjectProject andand anyany suchsuch needsneeds forfor
desaltingdesalting andand protectiveprotective pumpingpumping facilitiesfacilities asas maymay bebe requiredrequired underunder sectionsection
110101 (b)(2)(B)(b)(2)(B) ofof thethe ColoradoColorado RiverRiver BasinBasin SalinitySalinity ControlControl ActAct ofof 1974,1974, Pub.Pub. L.L.
93-320,93-320, asas amended.amended.

C.C. ThisThis PlanPlan providesprovides thatthat Western,Western, workingworking closelyclosely withwith ReclamationReclamation andand CAWCD,CAWCD,
willwill bebe thethe marketingmarketing entityentity responsibleresponsible forfor thethe salesale andand ExchangeExchange ofofNavajoNavajo
SurplusSurplus inin accordanceaccordance withwith applicableapplicable FederalFederal law,law, regulationsregulations andand thethe RevisedRevised
Stipulation.Stipulation. WesternWestern shallshall marketmarket NavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus directlydirectly to,to, withwith oror throughthrough thethe
ArizonaArizona PowerPower AuthorityAuthority and/orand/or otherother entitiesentities havinghaving thethe statusstatus ofofpreferencepreference
entitiesentities underunder thethe ReclamationReclamation ProjectProject ActAct ofof 1939.1939. WesternWestern maymay utilizeutilize
Exchange,Exchange, banking,banking, purchasepurchase oror salessales agreements,agreements, oror integrationintegration withwith otherother
resourcesresources toto fulfillfulfill anyany purposepurpose ofthisofthis Plan.Plan.
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D.D. ThisThis PlanPlan setssets parametersparameters forfor thethe establishmentestablishment ofofRates,Rates, notnot toto exceedexceed levelslevels thatthat
allowallow forfor anan appropriateappropriate savingsaving forfor thethe contractor,contractor, thatthat willwill optimizeoptimize thethe
availabilityavailability andand useuse ofof revenuesrevenues fromfrom thethe salesale andand ExchangeExchange ofofNavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus toto
provideprovide financialfinancial assistanceassistance forfor paymentpayment ofof thethe operationoperation andand maintenancemaintenance
expensesexpenses associatedassociated withwith NavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus andand forfor thethe purposespurposes setset forthforth inin 4343
U.S.c.U.S.c. 1543(f),1543(f), asas amendedamended byby thethe ArizonaArizona WaterWater SettlementsSettlements ActAct ofof2004,2004, Pub.Pub.
L.L. 108-451.108-451.

E.E. ThisThis PlanPlan satisfiessatisfies thethe obligationobligation ofof thethe UnitedUnited StatesStates inin accordanceaccordance withwith thethe
RevisedRevised Stipulation,Stipulation, toto amendamend thethe OriginalOriginal PlanPlan "to"to provideprovide forfor thethe establishmentestablishment
andand collectioncollection ofof ratesrates forfor thethe salesale oror exchangeexchange ofofNavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus PowerPower afterafter
SeptemberSeptember 30,2011."30,2011."

F.F. ThisThis PlanPlan specifiesspecifies thatthat forfor soso longlong asas NavajoNavajo operatesoperates andand therethere isis NavajoNavajo
Surplus,Surplus, WesternWestern shallshall continuecontinue toto marketmarket NavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus underunder thisthis PlanPlan withwith
suchsuch amendmentsamendments oror revisionsrevisions asas maymay bebe adoptedadopted byby thethe SecretarySecretary ofof thethe
DepartmentDepartment oftheofthe Interior,Interior, afterafter consultationconsultation withwith thethe SecretarySecretary ofofEnergy,Energy,
CAWCD,CAWCD, andand thethe GovernorGovernor ofofArizonaArizona andand asas providedprovided byby law,law, includingincluding thethe
authoritiesauthorities setset forthforth inin sectionsection II.II.

II.II. AUTHORITIESAUTHORITIES

TheThe authoritiesauthorities underunder whichwhich thisthis PlanPlan isis developeddeveloped are:are:

A.A. FederalFederal ReclamationReclamation lawslaws (43(43 U.S.C.U.S.C. 372372 etet seq.,seq., andand allall ActsActs amendatoryamendatory thereofthereof
oror supplementarysupplementary thereto);thereto); inin particular,particular, thethe ColoradoColorado RiverRiver BasinBasin ProjectProject ActAct ofof
1968,1968, Pub.Pub. L.L. 90-537,90-537, asas amended,amended, thethe ColoradoColorado RiverRiver BasinBasin SalinitySalinity ControlControl ActAct
ofof 1974,1974, Pub.Pub. L.L. 93-320,93-320, asas amended,amended, thethe HooverHoover PowerPower PlantPlant ActAct ofof 1984,1984, Pub.Pub.
L.L. 98-381,98-381, andand thethe ArizonaArizona WaterWater SettlementsSettlements ActAct of2004,of2004, Pub.Pub. L.L. 108-451.108-451.

B.B. Rules,Rules, regulations,regulations, andand agencyagency agreementsagreements ofofWesternWestern andand ReclamationReclamation issuedissued oror
mademade pursuantpursuant toto applicableapplicable law.law.

III.III. DEFINITIONSDEFINITIONS

TheThe followingfollowing termsterms whereverwherever usedused hereinherein shallshall havehave thethe followingfollowing meanings:meanings:

A.A. "Boulder"Boulder CityCity MarketingMarketing Area"Area" shallshall meanmean thethe marketingmarketing areaarea defineddefined inin thethe 19841984
ConformedConformed CriteriaCriteria publishedpublished inin thethe FederalFederal RegisterRegister (49(49 FRFR 50585)50585) onon
DecemberDecember 28,28, 1984.1984.

B.B. "Central"Central ArizonaArizona Project"Project" oror "CAP""CAP" shallshall meanmean thethe ReclamationReclamation multipurposemultipurpose
waterwater resourceresource developmentdevelopment andand managementmanagement projectproject inin ArizonaArizona authorizedauthorized byby
thethe ColoradoColorado RiverRiver BasinBasin ProjectProject ActAct ofof 1968,1968, Pub.Pub. L.L. 90-537,90-537, asas amendedamended (43(43
U.S.C.U.S.C. 15011501 et.et. seq.).seq.).

C.C. "CA"CAWCD"WCD" shallshall meanmean thethe CentralCentral ArizonaArizona WaterWater ConservationConservation District.District.
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D.D. "Conformed"Conformed Criteria"Criteria" shallshall meanmean thethe ConformedConformed GeneralGeneral ConsolidatedConsolidated PowerPower
MarketingMarketing CriteriaCriteria oror RegulationsRegulations forfor BoulderBoulder CityCity AreaArea ProjectsProjects publishedpublished inin thethe
FederalFederal RegisterRegister (49(49 FRFR 50582)50582) onon DecemberDecember 28,28, 1984.1984.

E.E. "Development"Development Fund"Fund" shallshall meanmean thethe LowerLower ColoradoColorado RiverRiver BasinBasin DevelopmentDevelopment
FundFund establishedestablished underunder sectionsection 403403 ofof thethe ColoradoColorado RiverRiver BasinBasin ProjectProject ActAct ofof
1968,1968, Pub.Pub. L.L. 90-537,90-537, asas amended.amended.

F.F. "Exchange""Exchange" shallshall meanmean anyany arrangementsarrangements providingproviding forfor deliverydelivery ofof capacitycapacity andand
energyenergy toto WesternWestern andand returnreturn ofof capacitycapacity andand energyenergy byby WesternWestern fromfrom NavajoNavajo
withinwithin aa oneone yearyear period.period.

G.G. "Navajo""Navajo" shallshall meanmean thethe NavajoNavajo GeneratingGenerating Station,Station, thethe thermalthermal generatinggenerating powerpower
plantplant locatedlocated nearnear Page,Page, Arizona,Arizona, andand associatedassociated transmissiontransmission facilities.facilities.

H.H. "Navajo"Navajo Entitlement"Entitlement" shallshall meanmean thethe UnitedUnited StatesStates entitlemententitlement of24.3of24.3 percentpercent ofof
thethe generationgeneration fromfrom Navajo.Navajo.

I.I. "Navajo"Navajo Surplus"Surplus" shallshall meanmean capacitycapacity andand energyenergy associatedassociated withwith thethe NavajoNavajo
EntitlementEntitlement whichwhich isis inin excessexcess ofof thethe pumpingpumping requirementsrequirements ofof thethe CentralCentral
ArizonaArizona ProjectProject andand anyany suchsuch needsneeds forfor desaltingdesalting andand protectiveprotective pumpingpumping
facilitiesfacilities asas maymay bebe requiredrequired underunder sectionsection 1101(b)(2)(B)01(b)(2)(B) ofof thethe ColoradoColorado RiverRiver
BasinBasin SalinitySalinity ControlControl ActAct ofof 1974,1974, Pub.Pub. L.L. 93-320,93-320, asas amended.amended.

1.1. "New"New WaddellWaddell Dam"Dam" oror "New"New WaddellWaddell Reservoir"Reservoir" shallshall meanmean thethe regulatoryregulatory
storagestorage facilitiesfacilities constructedconstructed onon thethe AguaAgua FriaFria RiverRiver asas aa featurefeature ofof thethe CAP.CAP.

K.K. "Original"Original Plan"Plan" shallshall meanmean thethe originaloriginal NavajoNavajo PowerPower MarketingMarketing PlanPlan adoptedadopted onon
DecemberDecember 1,1, 1987.1987.

L.L. "Plan""Plan" shallshall meanmean thisthis AmendedAmended NavajoNavajo PowerPower MarketingMarketing Plan.Plan.

M.M. "Rate(s)""Rate(s)" shallshall meanmean thethe price(s)price(s) establishedestablished byby aa marketingmarketing processprocess forfor variousvarious
NavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus capacitycapacity oror energyenergy productsproducts marketedmarketed underunder thisthis PlanPlan toto optimizeoptimize
thethe availabilityavailability andand useuse ofof revenuesrevenues forfor thethe DevelopmentDevelopment Fund.Fund.

N.N. "Reclamation""Reclamation" shallshall meanmean thethe BureauBureau ofof Reclamation,Reclamation, UnitedUnited StatesStates DepartmentDepartment
ofof thethe Interior.Interior.

O.O. "Revised"Revised Stipulation"Stipulation" shallshall meanmean thethe RevisedRevised StipulationStipulation RegardingRegarding aa StayStay ofof
Litigation,Litigation, ResolutionResolution oflssuesoflssues DuringDuring thethe StayStay andand forfor UltimateUltimate JudgmentJudgment UponUpon
thethe SatisfactionSatisfaction ofof Conditions,Conditions, filedfiled withwith thethe UnitedUnited StatesStates DistrictDistrict CourtCourt forfor thethe
DistrictDistrict ofof ArizonaArizona inin CentralCentral ArizonaArizona WaterWater ConservationConservation DistrictDistrict v.v. UnitedUnited
States,States, etet al.,al., No.No. CIYCIY 95-625-TUC-WDB95-625-TUC-WDB (EHC),(EHC), No.No. CIYCIY 95-1720-PHX-EHC95-1720-PHX-EHC
(Consolidated(Consolidated Action),Action), andand thatthat court'scourt's orderorder dateddated AprilApril 28,28, 2003,2003, andand anyany
amendmentsamendments oror revisionsrevisions thereto.thereto.
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P.P. "Western""Western" shallshall meanmean thethe WesternWestern AreaArea PowerPower Administration,Administration, UnitedUnited StatesStates
DepartmentDepartment ofof Energy.Energy.

IV.IV. POWERPOWER TOTO BEBE MARKETEDMARKETED

A.A. Reclamation,Reclamation, inin consultationconsultation withwith CACAWCD,WCD, shallshall annuallyannually oror moremore frequently,frequently, asas
appropriate,appropriate, determinedetermine thethe NavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus availableavailable forfor salesale andand ExchangeExchange byby
Western,Western, andand thethe periodperiod forfor whichwhich itit willwill bebe availableavailable forfor salesale andand Exchange,Exchange,
takingtaking intointo considerationconsideration amongamong otherother factors,factors, thethe following:following:

1.1. ExistingExisting contractualcontractual commitmentscommitments toto deliverdeliver NavajoNavajo Surplus,Surplus, includingincluding
newnew contractscontracts enteredentered intointo underunder thethe firstfirst opportun.ityopportun.ity provisionsprovisions ofof sectionsection
IV.G.IV.G. ofof thethe OriginalOriginal Plan.Plan.

2.2. CAPCAP estimatedestimated pumpingpumping energyenergy requirementsrequirements inin excessexcess ofof capacitycapacity andand
energyenergy suppliedsupplied toto CACAWCDWCD fromfrom HooverHoover DamDam oror NewNew WaddellWaddell Dam,Dam,
basedbased onon projectedprojected CAPCAP waterwater deliveriesdeliveries forfor thatthat yearyear andand successivesuccessive
years.years.

3.3. EstimatedEstimated capacitycapacity andand energyenergy needsneeds ofof thethe UnitedUnited StatesStates forfor desalting'desalting' andand
protectiveprotective pumpingpumping facilities,facilities, asas maymay bebe requiredrequired underunder sectionsection
101(b101(b)(2)(B))(2)(B) ofof thethe ColoradoColorado RiverRiver BasinBasin SalinitySalinity ControlControl ActAct ofof 1974,1974,
Pub.Pub. L.L. 93-320,93-320, asas amended.amended.

4.4. ProjectedProjected NavajoNavajo generation.generation.

B.B. AnyAny NavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus notnot soldsold oror ExchangedExchanged inin accordanceaccordance withwith paragraphparagraph AA ofof
thisthis sectionsection may,may, asas determineddetermined byby Western,Western, inin cooperationcooperation withwith CAWCDCAWCD andand
Reclam~tion,Reclam~tion, bebe soldsold underunder appropriateappropriate long-tennlong-tenn oror short-termshort-term arrangements.arrangements.

V.V. OPTIMIZATIONOPTIMIZATION

A.A. ToTo optimizeoptimize thethe availabilityavailability ofofNavajoNavajo Surplus,Surplus, CACAWCDWCD shallshall utilize,utilize, forfor CAPCAP
pumpingpumping requirements,requirements, HooverHoover capacitycapacity andand energyenergy scheduledscheduled fromfrom HooverHoover DamDam
inin accordanceaccordance withwith thethe termsterms andand conditionsconditions ofof CACAWCD'WCD' ss contractcontract withwith thethe
ArizonaArizona PowerPower AuthorityAuthority toto pennitpennit additionaladditional NavajoNavajo capacitycapacity andand energyenergy toto bebe
soldsold oror ExchangedExchanged byby WesternWestern asas NavajoNavajo Surplus.Surplus.

B.B. ToTo optimizeoptimize thethe availabilityavailability andand useuse ofof revenuesrevenues fromfrom thethe salesale andand ExchangeExchange ofof
NavajoNavajo Surplus:Surplus:

1.1. CACAWCDWCD willwill useuse seasonalseasonal andand dailydaily powerpower management.management. Specifically,Specifically,
CACAWCDWCD willwill divertdivert maximummaximum amountsamounts ofofwaterwater fromfrom thethe ColoradoColorado RiverRiver
inin thethe winterwinter seasonseason forfor storagestorage inin thethe NewNew WaddellWaddell Reservoir,Reservoir, andand thenthen
serveserve CAPCAP waterwater demandsdemands inin thethe summersummer seasonseason fromfrom waterwater previouslypreviously
placedplaced inin storage.storage. OnOn aa dailydaily basis,basis, CACAWCDWCD toto thethe extentextent possiblepossible willwill
pumppump off-peakoff-peak toto optimizeoptimize thethe on-peakon-peak availabilityavailability ofofNavajoNavajo Surplus.Surplus.
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2.2. Western,Western, inin consultationconsultation withwith ReclamationReclamation andand CAWCD,CAWCD, shallshall developdevelop
capacitycapacity andand energyenergy productsproducts fromfrom thethe NavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus determineddetermined toto bebe
availableavailable underunder sectionsection IV.AIV.A forfor salesale oror Exchange,Exchange, takingtaking intointo accountaccount
marketmarket pricesprices forfor standardstandard capacitycapacity andand energyenergy products.products.

VI.VI. ELIGffiILITYELIGffiILITY

A.A. WesternWestern shallshall offeroffer NavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus forfor salesale inin thethe followingfollowing orderorder ofofpriority,priority, inin
accordanceaccordance withwith partpart IV,IV, sectionsection AA ofof thethe ConformedConformed Criteria:Criteria:

1.1. PreferencePreference entitiesentities withinwithin Arizona.Arizona.
2.2. PreferencePreference entitiesentities withinwithin thethe BoulderBoulder CityCity MarketingMarketing Area.Area.
3.3. PreferencePreference entitiesentities inin adjac.entadjac.ent FederalFederal marketingmarketing areas.areas.
4.4. Non-preferenceNon-preference entitiesentities inin thethe BoulderBoulder CityCity MarketingMarketing Area.Area.

B.B. InIn thethe eventevent aa biddingbidding oror requestrequest forfor proposalproposal processprocess isis utilized,utilized, afterafter thethe bidsbids oror
proposalsproposals areare receivedreceived thethe biddingbidding entitiesentities willwill bebe givengiven firstfirst opportunity,opportunity, inin orderorder
ofof priority,priority, toto purchasepurchase atat aa priceprice whichwhich isis basedbased onon thethe highesthighest offer.offer.

C.C. InIn thethe eventevent thatthat aa potentialpotential contractorcontractor failsfails toto placeplace NavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus capacitycapacity andand
energyenergy underunder contractcontract withinwithin aa reasonablereasonable period,period, asas specifiedspecified byby WesternWestern andand inin
accordanceaccordance withwith thethe termsterms andand conditionsconditions offeredoffered byby Western,Western, thethe amountsamounts ofof
capacitycapacity andand energyenergy notnot placedplaced underunder contractcontract willwill bebe reofferedreoffered inin accordanceaccordance
withwith thethe orderorder ofofprioritypriority specifiedspecified inin paragraphparagraph AA ofof thisthis section.section.

D.D. ArizonaArizona entities,entities, regardlessregardless ofof preferencepreference status,status, shallshall havehave firstfirst opportunityopportunity forfor
electricalelectrical capacitycapacity andand energyenergy ExchangeExchange rightsrights asas necessarynecessary toto implementimplement thisthis
Plan.Plan. Western,Western, inin consultationconsultation withwith CACAWCDWCD andand Reclamation,Reclamation, maymay determinedetermine
thatthat anyany capacitycapacity andand energyenergy notnot subscribedsubscribed toto byby ArizonaArizona entitiesentities forfor ExchangeExchange
maymay bebe offeredoffered forfor salesale inin thethe orderorder ofofprioritypriority statedstated inin paragraphparagraph AA ofof thisthis
sectionsection oror maymay bebe offeredoffered toto non-Arizonanon-Arizona entitiesentities forfor Exchange.Exchange.

VII.VII. CONTRACTCONTRACT PROVISIONSPROVISIONS

A.A. Western,Western, afterafter consultationconsultation withwith ReclamationReclamation andand CACAWCD,WCD, shallshall enterenter intointo allall
powerpower salessales andand ExchangeExchange contractscontracts necessarynecessary toto carrycarry outout thethe provisionsprovisions ofof thisthis
PlanPlan inin sellingselling andand exchangingexchanging NavajoNavajo Surplus.Surplus. NavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus shallshall bebe
marketed,marketed, andand ExchangeExchange rightsrights granted,granted, byby WesternWestern onon behalfbehalf ofof thethe SecretarySecretary ofof
thethe DepartmentDepartment ofof thethe Interior,Interior, underunder contractscontracts consistentconsistent withwith thisthis PlanPlan andand thethe
ConformedConformed Criteria.Criteria.

B.B. ContractsContracts forfor thethe salesale oror ExchangeExchange ofofNavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus shallshall specifyspecify aa deliverydelivery
pointpoint onon thethe NavajoNavajo oror CAPCAP transmissiontransmission systemssystems asas maymay bebe available.available. IfIf thethe
contractorcontractor cannotcannot taketake deliverydelivery ofofNavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus intointo itsits ownown systemsystem atat thesethese
deliverydelivery points,points, transmissiontransmission serviceservice arrangementsarrangements toto otherother deliverydelivery pointspoints willwill bebe
thethe obligationobligation ofof thethe contractor.contractor.
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C.C. CACAWCDWCD maymay bebe aa partyparty toto contractscontracts forfor thethe salesale oror ExchangeExchange ofofNavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus
forfor thethe limitedlimited purposespurposes ofof (i)(i) concurringconcurring thatthat thethe contractscontracts optimizeoptimize thethe financialfinancial
assistanceassistance availableavailable forfor thethe purposespurposes setset forthforth inin 4343 U.S.C.U.S.C. 1543(f),1543(f), asas amendedamended
byby thethe ArizonaArizona WaterWater SettlementsSettlements ActAct of2004,of2004, Pub.Pub. L.L. 108-451,108-451, andand (ii)(ii)
affirmingaffirming anyany rightsrights andand obligationsobligations ofofCAWCAWCDCD underunder thethe contracts.contracts.

D.D. WesternWestern andand thethe contractorcontractor shallshall agreeagree uponupon writtenwritten meteringmetering andand schedulingscheduling
instructionsinstructions priorprior toto anyany deliveriesdeliveries underunder thisthis Plan.Plan. TheThe meteringmetering andand schedulingscheduling
instructionsinstructions shallshall provideprovide thethe operatingoperating andand accountingaccounting proceduresprocedures forfor suchsuch
deliveries.deliveries. MeteringMetering andand schedulingscheduling instructionsinstructions areare intendedintended toto implementimplement termsterms
ofof thethe contract,contract, notnot toto modifymodify oror amendamend it,it, andand thereforetherefore areare subordinatesubordinate toto thethe
contract.contract. WesternWestern andand thethe contractorcontractor maymay modifymodify thesethese instructions,instructions, asas necessary,necessary,
toto reflectreflect changingchanging powerpower systemsystem conditions.conditions. InIn thethe eventevent thethe contractorcontractor failsfails oror
refusesrefuses toto executeexecute thethe initialinitial meteringmetering andand schedulingscheduling instructionsinstructions oror anyany revisedrevised
instructionsinstructions WesternWestern determinesdetermines toto bebe necessary,necessary, WesternWestern shallshall developdevelop andand
implementimplement temporarytemporary instructionsinstructions untiluntil acceptableacceptable instructionsinstructions havehave beenbeen
developeddeveloped andand executedexecuted byby WesternWestern andand thethe contractor.contractor.

VIII.VIII. RATE-SETTINGRATE-SETTING

A.A. RatesRates forfor NavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus developeddeveloped pursuantpursuant toto sectionsection N.AN.A shallshall bebe establishedestablished
annuallyannually byby ReclamationReclamation andand Western,Western, inin consultationconsultation withwith CACAWCD,WCD, throughthrough aa
competitivecompetitive processprocess thatthat optimizesoptimizes thethe availabilityavailability andand useuse ofof revenuesrevenues forfor thethe
DevelopmentDevelopment FundFund withwith prioritypriority toto entitiesentities inin accordanceaccordance withwith sectionsection VI.A.VI.A. andand
thatthat allowsallows forfor anan appropriateappropriate savingsaving forfor thethe contractor,contractor, takingtaking intointo consideration,consideration,
amongamong otherother factors,factors, pricesprices forfor comparablecomparable capacitycapacity andand energyenergy products.products.

B.B. RatesRates forfor NavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus developeddeveloped underunder sectionsection N.BN.B oror marketedmarketed underunder thethe
firstfirst opportunityopportunity provisionprovision ofof thethe OriginalOriginal PlanPlan shallshall bebe establishedestablished inin thethe
contractscontracts forfor salesale ofof suchsuch NavajoNavajo Surplus,Surplus, takingtaking intointo consideration,consideration, amongamong otherother
factors,factors, pricesprices forfor comparablecomparable capacitycapacity andand energyenergy products,products, andand allowingallowing forfor anan
appropriateappropriate savingsaving forfor thethe contractor.contractor.

C.C. RatesRates developeddeveloped annuallyannually pursuantpursuant toto thisthis PlanPlan shallshall notnot bebe applicableapplicable toto prepre
existingexisting contractscontracts unlessunless providedprovided forfor inin suchsuch contracts.contracts.

·D.·D. BecauseBecause ofof thethe HooverHoover PowerPower PlantPlant ActAct ofof 1984's,1984's, Pub.Pub. L.L. 98-381,98-381, requirementsrequirements
forfor noncost-basednoncost-based rates,rates, thethe RatesRates establishedestablished pursuantpursuant toto thisthis PlanPlan areare notnot suitablesuitable
toto thethe requiredrequired reviewreview ofofWestern'sWestern's ratesrates byby thethe FederalFederal EnergyEnergy RegulatoryRegulatory
Commission.Commission. AllAll RatesRates promulgatedpromulgated byby thethe AdministratorAdministrator ofof WesternWestern underunder thisthis
PlanPlan shallshall bebe aa finalfinal actact ofof thethe SecretarySecretary ofof EnergyEnergy andand shallshall bebe subjectsubject toto reviewreview
pursuantpursuant toto thethe judicialjudicial reviewreview providedprovided byby thethe AdministrativeAdministrative ProcedureProcedure ActAct (5(5
U.S.C.U.S.C. 553,553, etet seq.).seq.).
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IX.IX. REVENUEREVENUE COLLECTIONCOLLECTION ANDAND DISTRffiUTIONDISTRffiUTION

WesternWestern shallshall depositdeposit allall revenuerevenue collectedcollected fromfrom thethe marketingmarketing ofofNavajoNavajo SurplusSurplus underunder
thisthis PlanPlan intointo thethe DevelopmentDevelopment Fund,Fund, wherewhere itit willwill bebe used:used:

A.A. First,First, toto paypay allall costscosts ofof operationoperation andand maintenancemaintenance determineddetermined toto bebe associatedassociated
withwith thethe salesale andand ExchangeExchange ofof NavajoNavajo Surplus,Surplus, includingincluding actualactual costscosts forfor servicesservices
performedperformed byby ReclamationReclamation andand WesternWestern underunder thisthis PlanPlan includingincluding appropriateappropriate
administrativeadministrative expensesexpenses ofofReclamationReclamation andand Western.Western.

B.B. Second,Second, forfor thethe purposespurposes setset forthforth inin 4343 U.S.C.U.S.C. 1543(f),1543(f), asas amendedamended byby thethe
ArizonaArizona WaterWater SettlementsSettlements ActAct of2004,of 2004, Pub.Pub. L.L. 108-451,108-451, includingincluding creditingcrediting
fundsfunds againstagainst thethe annualannual CAWCDCAWCD repaymentrepayment obligationobligation andand fundingfunding specificspecific
IndianIndian water-relatedwater-related activities.activities.

X.X. EFFECTIVEEFFECTIVE DATEDATE

ThisThis PlanPlan willwill becomebecome effectiveeffective 3030 daysdays afterafter publicationpublication inin thethe FederalFederal RegisterRegister
followingfollowing adoptionadoption byby thethe SecretarySecretary ofof thethe DepartmentDepartment ofof thethe Interior.Interior.

XI.XI. CONSULTATIONCONSULTATION

ThisThis PlanPlan isis deemeddeemed mostmost acceptableacceptable inin accordanceaccordance withwith sectionsection 107(c)107(c) ofof thethe HooverHoover
PowerPower PlantPlant ActAct ofof 1984,1984, Pub.Pub. L.L. 98-381,98-381, afterafter consultationconsultation withwith WesternWestern (Secretary(Secretary ofof
Energy),Energy), thethe GovernorGovernor ofof Arizona,Arizona, andand CACAWCD.WCD.

Adopted:Adopted:

Robert
~~~ur2J~~

Robert W.W. JohnsonJohnson C? ~~ DateDate
CommissionerCommissioner
BureauBureau ofofReclamationReclamation
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